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ABSTRACT 

Cornmunity participation is an important concept in human service programc, although 

there is little consensus on its rneaning, practice, and requirernents, especially in relation to 

disadvantaged groups. A structural sociological perspective was used in this exploratory 

study to investigate the relationship between various dimensions of structure (social-cultural, 

organizational, political-legal-economic) and the community participation process (types of 

participants, participation strategies, roles and activities, influence and power). Cohen and 

Uphoff s descriptive framework for the participation process was adapted for use by including 

elements suggested by a variety of social change theories. The Health Promotion 

Contribution Program (HPCP) of the Canadian federal govemment was used as the study 

focus. Five community health promotion projects which involved disadvantaged persons in 

the Ontario Region were examined using a comparative case study methodology which 

utilized in-depth interviews, documents, and secondary sources. Document analysis, within- 

case analyses, and a comparative cross-case analysis were perfomed. Analysis reveded 

relatively low numbers and restricted range of participants; difnculties in recruiting and 

maintainhg participants; declining rates of active participation over tirne; and, lirnited target 



group influence and power Structural factors in the HPCP and community projects were 

identified and potential mechanisms for their relationship with the community participation 

process were posed Organizational dimension factors (mandates, govemance, resource 

mobilization) had direct influence on these processes, although social-cultural 

(marginalkation) and political-legal-economic factors (bureaucratie practices) also had 

indirect, but important, influences. Control and operation of projects by target group 

rnembers, rather than by service agencies, was an important overall factor which allowed 

cornmunity members to achieve active influence in projects. Key issues are discussed in the 

interpretation of findings: variable purposes for participation; effect of advocacy project 

objectives; volunteensm and £inancial incentives for disadvantaged groups, and preconditions 

for target group influence and power. The study concludes that key stmctural obstacles from 

federal and local levels restricted the participation process. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Voluntary community involvement has long been a valued concept and social 

practice in Western dernocratic societies. Forms of community involvement have been 

claimed as one of the five essential 'locality-relevant funchons' of any community system, 

dong with an economic base, resources for socialization, social control mechanisms, and 

mutual aid arrangements (Wmen 1963). The role of community involvernent has been 

understood historically in tems of collective responsibilities for community self- 

irnprovement, volunteensm in chantable organisations, and citizen responsibilities for 

local govemance. 

Pateman ( 1 970) notes that during the late 1 960's, however, the word 'parhcipation' 

became part of the popular political vocabulary. Drarnatic changes had occuned in 

modem society due to factors such as technological change, increased educational levels 

and professionalization, increased urbanization and mobility, and bureaucratization. These 

factors reduced the fùnctional whesîveness of wmmunities and increased the state's role 

in community &airs (Ross 1960, Chetkov-Yanoov 1986). At the same time, post-colonial 

liberation movements worldwide had stirnulated the emergence of social movements in the 

west (for example, sîudent, women, environment, urbm renewal movements) whxh 

demanded more Say in public matters. This resistance to the state's control, coupled with 

the state' s inability to affbrci the level of public senices which were in demand, provided 

the context in whch early calis for community participation were advanced. 

Community members 

participate in local activities. 

were called upon by govemments, more than ever, to 

The purpose of participation was proclaimed variously to 



improve efficiency, through community member contributions to public services, or to 

acheve empowement, through increased public involvement in decision-making There 

were both hopes of cost-savings and legitunation of emerguig political agendas evident in 

these calls for participation. Thus, govemments appeared to cede to extemal demands for 

participation since it wuld be fashoned to meet the state's needs as well (Litwtn 1986). 

Today, wmmunity participation appears in three strata. Fust, and most commonly, 

general members of the public are involved in local community inprovernent activities, in 

periodic consultative mechanisms such as referenda, and in mass activities such as 

'Participaction' and 'Earth Day ' . Second, those members of the public with available time 

and personal resources are involved in traditional volunteer activities either for the benefit 

of the larger society, or for the benefit of less advantaged members of society. Third, 

disadvantaged members of society are being organized in specific, small scale projects for 

self-improvement and advocacy, often by local community agencies fûnded by the state 

itself. Cornrnunity participation in these strata appears to diffkr on a host of dimensions 

such as purpose, motivation (or benefits), effects, opportunity, and control. 

In the public health sector, both the concepts and practice of health promotion are 

claimed to rest on community participation. Conceptually, health promotion's acceptance 

of the World Health ûrganization's (WHO) definition of health as ". . . a state of cumplete 

physical, mental and social well-being and not merely the absence of disease or infûmity" 

(WHO 1946) appears to coincide with a broad interpretation of participation. Practically, 

wmmunity participation is viewed as a mechanism for mobilizing society which can 

contribute to these health states through various health promotion prograrns. Indeed, 

health promotion, with its focus on irnproving health through strategies which Vary fiom 

self-care, to social marketing, to healthy public policy, has become an arena for 

demonstration of al1 these various strata of participation (Kelly 1989). 
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In the case of disadvantaged groups, however, there are many reports of relatively 

poor performance of community participation strategies in the United States (Windle 

198 1 ), Europe (Watt 1988), and developing countries (DeKadt 1982). Gven these 

disappointing experiences, serious questions mise as to whether prograrns entailing the 

community participation of disadvantaged groups in health promotion should be supported 

by the state without critical analysis. In this context, there is a need to re-examine the 

purpose and mechanisms of community participation. 

Since participation is a popular texm whch has numerous dunensions and lacks 

clarity or consensus in its definitions, it is difficult to conceptualize. When studyuig 

community participation, it is vital to cl* the primary perspective of analysis. 

Participation can be studied at the personal level, with an emphasis on individual 

motivation, personal benefits, and prediction of involvement based on psychological 

characteristics. Participation can also be studied at the interpersonal level, with emphasis 

on group communication, interaction between participants, and resolution of 

disagreements. Finally, participation can be sîudied at the structural (social-cultural, 

organizational, political-legal-economic dimensions) level, examining the extemal and 

micro-level forces which shape the participation process. Sociological analysis can assist 

in this task through its tradition of studies of both micro and macro phenornena. 

There are a number of r e m s  for adopting an approach that focuses broadly on the 

study of structural factors in local mmmunity projects whch aim to involve hsadvantaged 

persons. First, there has been a dramatic uicrease in self-definecl interest groups and self- 

help groups of disadvantaged persons in Canadian society. Many of these groups rely for 

their existence on public financing, whch may a e c t  state-dxected participation strategies. 

Secondly, low rates of participation of disadvantaged persons in comtmity-wide 

initiatives have been attnbuted usually to low socioeconomic statu and poor motivational 



Ievels. However, due to the recent emphasis on victm-blaming in the literature. health 

promotion planners are now aware of structural influences and wnstraints on parricipation 

of disadvantaged groups. Finally, certain structural factors (prirnarily organizational ) may 

be amenable to change fiom a policy perspective. Other structural influences (social- 

cultural and political-legal-economic) may be extremely difficult to change, of course, and 

expectations of participation should be altered accorduigly. 

The thesis provides an in-depth identification and analysis of how srructural factors 

influence the process of community participation in projects for disadvantaged persons 

fùnded by the Health Promotion Contnbution Program (HPCP) of Health and Welfare 

Canada. Specifically, the research analyzes the mechanisms by whch structural factors 

affect: who is involved in cornmunity health promotion projects; how participation is 

organized; what roles and activities are taken by participants; and the expression of power 

between mterests in the projects. However, this research does not undertake a 

comprehensive evaluation of health promotion project outwmes and benefits to vanous 

interests. 

Since the control and organization of these types of health promotion projects are 

intended to occur locally, the primary unit of analysis in this thesis is the commumty 

organization. However, since these projects are h d e d  and directed as part of the 

Canadian state's agenda for health development, structural factors related to the 

bureaucratic context of health promotion are also investigated to help examine linkages 

between macro-level iafluences and micro-level participation. 

A descriptive fiamework of corxununity participation developed by Cohen and 

Uphoff ( 1 980) ideritdies a number of structural factors whch are invesûgated in t h s  

research. In addition, structural sociological theories in the areas of Community 



Organization, Interest Groups Social Movements, and Political Economy are used to 

iden@ other factors for inclusion in the study. 

The research utilizes a qualitative case midy methodology to focus on the 

experiences of community project participants and those of key informant S. Participants' 

perceptions regarchg s?ructural duences  are deemed to be important as they may have 

specific insights into how structural factors affect the ways in which indwiduals actually 

pamcipate. The thesis proposes that this method not only allows the identification of 

structural duences  whch affect comrnunity participation, but also provides exploratary 

understandings of the mechanisms whch link them. 

in summary, there is a need for studies of comrnunity participation withm the 

Canadian health promonon context whch take an emphasis on structural influences. The 

thesis aims: 

1 .  To identi& structural factors whch are associated with types of community 

participants, participatory strategies of sponsor organizations, roles and activities of 

community members, and rnfluence and power in health promotion projects. 

2.  To explore mechanisms by whch these factors d e c t  the community participation 

process. 

The thesis is also intended to clarify the conceptuai elernents of community 

participation, as well as to improve understandmg of the process of comrnunity 

participation in Canahan health promotion. The findmgs of this study are relevant not 

only to plmers and participants in health promotion activities for disadvantaged groups, 

but also to community participation programs whch involve the general public in heaith 

and other sectors. 



CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

The purposes of t h s  literature review are threefold. First, an overview of 

community participation is presented whch focuses on major concephial issues in its 

shidy. A stmctural sociological perspective is introduced as a relevant approach for 

shidymg aspects of the phenornenon. Next, a defirution of cornmunity participation is 

developed utilizing a stmctural perspective. Then, existing research on structural 

d u e n c e s  on the community participation process is reviewed bnefly. 

Second, the development of community pamcipation rhetoric and practice in health 

promotion programs is examined. The Canadian federal Health Promotion Contribution 

Program is introduced as an exarnple of an initiative whch claimed to use this strategy m 

practice with disadvantaged groups. 

k d y ,  existing research fiameworks are examined for their suitability in studying 

stmctural factors in participation. Sociological theory is then utilized to identiS, other key 

question areas on stmctural dimensions of community participahon for application m this 

research. The review concludes by proposing a set of study objectives. 

2.1 Key Concepts in Community Participation 

Community participation is a vast field of study which has been investigated in 

many sectors such as health, environment, govemance, international rural development, 

and urban renewal. Community participation has becorne a central value and strategy in 

these sectors for a variety of reasons includuig efficiency, equity, and social cohesiveness 

(Mdgeley 1986). 



The phenomenon of participation has been the subject of lengthy debates on its 

histoncal origin, its theoretical basis, and its practical application (UNRISD 1979, DSU 

1986-92, Tidemand 1989). There is general consensus arnong authors that primary needs 

in the development of comrnunity participation theory are: to clari6 concepts used to 

discuss puticipation; to delineate the factors believed to have an impact on participation; 

and to develop comprehensive methodologies for gathering domation about participation 

whch can be applied practically in a variety of settings ( R i h  1988, Oakley 199 1, 

Mkkelsen 1 995). 

Prior to developing a definition of participation suitable for this research, there are 

two central and linked conceptual issues in its study whch need to be addressed. 

- Is community participation a means or an end? 

- What are the purposes of participation? (See Figure 1 ). 

Purpose Means Short terni end Long tem end 

contribution instnunmtal 4 improved common 
participation condtions 

empowerment transformational 4 social equity and 
participation self-management 

Figure 1. Conceptual Elements of the Cornmunity Participation Process 

Participation, like other social phenornena such as education, can be wnceptualized 

as both a means and an end in itself When understood as a means, the terni 'instrumental 

parhcipation' is used to indicate the procesî of involvement to achieve some predetermined 

comrnon social goal or objective. Participation in this sense is a way of utilizing the 

existing physical, ewnomic, and social resources of people to attain a valued outcome or 



benefit, and is also a means to achtewig efficiency in project management. This form of 

community participation tends to be short terni and does not necessady lead to an 

increased capacity of individuals to participate. 

In contrast, when understwd as an end, the terrn 'transformational participation' is 

used to indicate a longer tenn process mtended to develop and strengthen the self- 

capabilities of people to be involved in social development. Participation in this sense 

promotes ideological and nonnative goals such as social justice, equity, and democracy 

(Pitkin 1 969). 

In many sectors, parhcipation is viewed as either a means or an end (Doyle 1990) 

For example, in the area of public health, it has been proposed that community 

participation is means, or process, leadmg to improved health status (Cohen & Syme 1985, 

House 1988). Others argue that participation is a valued end, or outcome, in itself (Oakley 

1989). However, the logical assumptions, implicit strateses, and methodological 

approaches chfier in these two understandings of participation and lead to considerable 

concephial confusion (Pitkin 1969, Mkkelsen 1995). 

The ends and means argument is linked to the issue of purpose. Currently, there 

are three broad interpretations of the purpose, or function, of wmmunity participation 

(Cohen 1980, Oakley 199 1, WHO 1991, Mkkelsen 1995). 

1. Community participation as 'contribution' is the voluntary donation of people's 

resources to a common gwd or goal (participation as an instrumental means). This 

purpose values the efficiency obtained in meeting project objectives through people's own 

efforts. It implies that community interests are whesive and that intemal, community 

mnflicts c m  be resolved through dernocratic processes. Participation as 'contribution' is 

intended to be initiated by the state in a top-down fashion and does not necessarily imply 



that control and direction of activities pass to the local people (Cohen 1980). Barners to 

participation are addressed by educational and motivational strategies. 

2. Community participabon as 'organization' is the process of organizing or arranging 

people in cornmon activities (partxipation as both means and end). In ths interpretation, 

the origin and form of organization are crucial. Some comrnunity organizations are 

conceived and introduced by external agents such as the bureaucracy, whde others emerge 

and take form &om the process of community members' own involvement (WHO 199 1 ). 

In either case, this purpose of participation values the process of organizational 

development to acheve social integration of individuals, group cohesiveness, and cornmon 

objectives (Pateman 1970). Bmiers to participation are derived fiom operational 

problems and are addressed by technical and resource mobilization strategies. 

3. Community participation as 'empowerment' is a more recent interpretation and 

irnplies both the development of management slulls in local people and the ability to make 

decisions whch affect their lives (pmcipation as a transformational end). There is an 

assumption that people have a right to self-organize and that intemal contlicts between 

social groups are resolvable at the local level. R i h  (1 986) identifies the core concem: 

"To address the issue of participation, is to address the issue of power" b.243) This 

empowexment purpose of participation acknowledges the need for cornmunity rnembers to 

exercise power and values the social equity whch is achieved when ths happens. Bamiers 

to participation are derived fiom social conflict and are addressed through compromise on 

codicting policies or removal of social bamiers through political refom (Mtlckelsen 

1995). Thus, analysis through an 'empowement' lens entails study of the mechanisms by 

whch participation addresses inequitable power relations among people (Stone 1992). 

If the purpose of communi~ participation is 'empowerment' and it is conceived as 

a transformational phenornenon duencing the process of decision-makmg, there are a 



number of implicit assurnptions (Anistein 1 969, Katan 1986, Riflun 

a basic right to participate and the objective is to introduce change in 

1 O 

1988). First, there is 

social condr~ons. 

Second, active participation improves relationships between cornrnunity members and 

organizations, and thus reduces dienation. Third, through participation, dlsadvantaged 

groups will gain access to resources and positions of control. Fuially, participation will 

result in attituduial changes in community rnembers, organktions, and society at large. 

These different purposes are oflen not clarified in project planning, thus creating 

the potential for the rhetoric of instxuInental participation to mask the maintenance of 

inequality in comrnunity activities (Stone 1992). In practice, community participation 

activities often emphasize more than one purpose, although not ofien d l  three. Oakley 

(1 99 1 ) suggests that a broad distinction can be drawn between projects whch emphasize 

the purpose of participation as 'contribution' and those whch focus on the purpose of 

participation as 'ernpowerment'. The latter type of projects are claimed to be used 

increasingl y with disadvantaged groups. Additionall y. however, the purpose of 

parhcipation as 'organizahon' appears to accompany many heal th promotion proj ect s and 

may be useful as a wncephial tool for specification of factors believed to have an impact 

on participation. Prior to the investigation of such factors, however, it is necessary to 

dari@ the sociological perspective to be used in th~s  study. 

2.2 A Structural Sociological Penpective 

CufT and Payne (1 984) note that social phenornena can be viewed îiom Qfferent 

sociological perspectives. S tuches fim interactionist and ethno-methodology perspectives 

focus on the personal and interactional experïences of individuals and groups and utilize 

social psychological concepts such as 'labeihg' and 'wmmon sense knowledge'. These 

types of studies primarily address the issue of 'agency', or how indwiduals' percephons and 



actions influence each other and the development of social relationshps. In îhe field of 

community parûcipation, a recent example of such studies is found in Kelly ( 1996), whch 

investigates the dynarnics of group rnernbers' roles in wmmunity projects. Parameters for 

personal dunensions of participation uiclude measures of individual satisfaction and self- 

efficacy . Parameters for inter-personal dunensions of participation include measures of 

group formation, social support, and inter-personal conflict. These social psychological 

perspectives and dunensions of participation are important, but are not the focus of this 

study . 

In contrast, another sociological perspective, tenned stmcturalism, focuses on the 

foms of social organization whch exist and how these may influence experience. hplicit 

in studies which address 'structure', is an assumption that hurnan actions are to a large 

extent detemiined by the social environment. Values, attitudes, activities, and 

relationshps are believed to be the result of, or greatly mfiuenced by, factors in the 

organizahon of society Generally, an approach based on structuralism is intended to allow 

clarification of fundamental relationshps whch are often rnasked by assumption or habit 

(Cuff 1984). 

It is important to clarify further the meanings of 'structure' and 'structural' to be used 

in t h s  thesis. Williams (1 976) has documented historical changes in the usage of these 

terms in the biological and social sciences (particularly anthropology and lingustics) and 

notes their particularly complex development. Currently, ' s ~ c t u r e '  refers to "the mutual 

relation of constituent parts or elements of a whole" (Williams 1976, p.253), a deh t ion  

whch ernphasizes the inter-relatimship between the interna1 and the entirety. This 

understandmg underlies Levi-Strauss' concept of structure as the systemic 

interdependence of elements and the whole. This interpretaîion idenafies structure as a 

'process' (Rocher 1 972). Alternately, and more concretely, Parsons (1 96 1 ) dehes  



'structure' in the field of sociology as 'object', or as institufionalized patterns of normative 

culture" (p. 3 6). 

Drawing on Durkheim, Rocher (1 972) defines culture itself as "an interconnected 

set of ways of thuiking, feeling and actmg whch is more or less formalized and which, 

EaWlg been leamed and shared by a plurality of individuals, serves bodi objectively and 

symbolically ro unite these individuals in a particular and distinct collectivity" (p.89). 

Thus, culîure includes a broad range of human activities whch are leamed and accepted 

by a majority of people. In Parson7s view, structure is the objective result of the process of 

institutionalizing cultural elements into patterns of social action. Structure, as an objective 

organization of culture, does not include a focus on individual adaptation but does address 

collective functional social systems. (The term 'structural' is used here as an adjective 

describing these objective concepts of structure and this form of analysis.) 

Within the 'structure as object' view which is taken in ths  thesis, there is tension 

between notions of structure as a fixed, static entity versus a flexible, dynamic fom. In the 

social sciences, the 'orthodox' approach considers sîmcture to be a permanent, constitutive 

human formation defined by human consciousness. Examples of structure in this tradition 

include hsh ip ,  myth, and various psychoanalytic generalizations of human nature. The 

oxthodox approach tends to emphasize general 'relations' in human behaviour, for example 

domination, whch abstracts human actors out of the analysis. 

In contrast, the 'genetic' approach considers structures to be semi-permanent, 

evolutionary fornations whch change over time in a historical sense, for example, 

capitalism and bureaucracy. The genetic approach with its emphasis on the change whch 

occurs in structures, appean better able to include human actors and observe their 

'relationshps', or interactions, with elements of structure and with each other. Both 

traditions assert that stmctures d u e n c e  human Me, either absolutely or historically. A 



teidency P rûch dso suggests the reverse, that social structures exist only through the 

efforts of individual hurnan beings. 

Acknowledgmg this dpamic, C. Wright Mills (1 959) notes that sociological 

research needs to "grasp the interplay of man and society, of biography and hstoxy, of self 

and world" (p.3). Social science researchers attempt to luik social structural, or macro 

aspects of society, and social psychological, or micro level phenornena. Several 

sociological theories have attempted to explain how these lmks between structure and 

agency are made. 

Functionalist and stmcturalist theories in sociology have been largely detemiinistic 

in approach, relegatmg the influence and decisions of the individual (agency) as being 

secondaq to that of the context and forces (structure) of society (CuR 1984). Recent 

behavioural theories, which are individudistic in focus, also wnceive of structure as bemy 

a deterministic constraint to the individual's fieedom of choice (Poland 1992). 

Altemately, symbolic interactionist theory (Biumer 1969, Meltzer 1975) shows 

how structure and agency are interdependent. This theory suggests that actions develop 

fiom meaning and agency, but that structure is the fiamework withm whch social life 

takes place. Overall, symbolic interactionist theorists give the prirnary role to agency in 

the explanation of human actions, and do not adequately explain non-reflexive behaviours 

such as habit and emotion (Poland 1992). 

Giddens' (1 984) structuration theory attempts to transcend the dualism, or 

distinctions, between structure and agency by explaining the ways in which "systems 

grounded in the knowledgeable activities of situated actors, who draw upon d e s  and 

resources in the diversity of actiori contexts, are produced and reproduced in interaction" 

(p.25). To Giddens, agency involves habit, as well as intentionahty and reflexivity, or the 

purposive monitoring of social life. Structure is understood as recwsively organized 
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systems of rules (that is, the constitution of meaning and sanctioning of modes of conduct) 

and resources whch are central to routme life. Social systems llnk the inchidual to 

structure and are recursive, that is, they are both the me&um and the outcome of social 

interaction. Ths view of structure and agency appears to accommodate the phenomena of 

wmuni ty  participation, as conceptualized here, particularly its meandends dstinction. 

The chscussion thus far ihstrates that a broad view of structure may be 

mformative, especially when investigating meso-level phenomena such as commuruty 

participation. To fiuther clarify the range of structure whch is relevant in ths thesis. 

concrete elements such as activities, division of labour, networks, social relationshps, 

organizational groups, herarches, physical or material conchtions, financial requirements, 

age, and environment can all be considered as structure (Rocher 1972). These elements 

are reflected in concrete social institutions winch may affect community partxipation. 

Oakley ( 1 99 1 ) categorizes these elements of structure into three dunensions The 

social-cultural dimension includes structures of social relationshps whch have developed 

historically, such as dependency and marginalization of minority groups and women. 

Dominant nonns and values regarding deviant groups, such as disabled or poor persons. 

are also considered to be social-cultural structures. Th~s  dunension also includes the 

socioeconomic nature and capacities of various groups. The organizational dunension 

includes adrrrrmstrative networks, procedures, and attitudes of planners whlch shape 

decision-makmg roles. Thls dunension includes resources for participation as well as 

organizational history, mandates, and program objectives. Finally, the political-legal- 

economic dmension includes ideology, political entities, legisl&on, and economic 

systems whch facilitate or lunit community participation. The political-legal-economic 

dunension also includes policy decisions to include or exclude certain groups fkom 
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community programs h y ,  or dl,  of these broad dimensions of structure may be operative 

in a participatory setting. 

It is important to emphasize, however, that factors in these structural dimensions do 

not act alone, but are mediated through the 'agency' of individuals (Freernan 1983). This 

wew is compatible with the previous discussion of human beings' d u e n c e  on social 

structures. Thus, macro and micro d u e n c e s  can combine in the phenornenon of 

cornmunity participation and require study methodologies whch cm capture ths  

interaction (Kelly 1989). Utdizing the perceptions of community members about 

structural influences on participation may be one way of studyuig this synthesis. 

Each of these dunensions also emphasizes the exercise of power as a central feature 

of the s~rucn~al  perspective. However, the concept of power is itself problematic. Some 

authors equate power with force and cuercion (Dahrendorf 1959); some use the notion of 

authority (Weber 1947); and others suggest that power is a bi-polar concept entailing both 

dominance and dependency on the part of the oppressed (Emerson 1962). More recent 

conceptualizations have incorporated Gramsci's concept of 'hegemony', in whch the 

dominance of a group rests upon its ability to translate its own world view into a pervasive 

ethos (Femia 1985). In these recent views, power is not an object (whch cm be 

possessed), but is a medium or process through which social relations involving conflict 

are expressed (Giddens 1979). 

A number of power typologies have been proposed utilizing these concepts. Alford 

(1 985) proposes chfferent types of power whch include: pluralist, or situational, power 

which is measured by the outcornes of codict between interest groups; managerial, or 

structural, power whch is rneasured by the capacity of elite state, wrporate or professional 

interests to dorninate each other; and class-based, or systernic, power whch is 

demonstrated by relations between major social classes. Mord suggests that these types 
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are exclusive of each other, yet they al1 appear to be usehl conceptualizations with respect 

to participatory processes which focus on disadvantaged groups. 

in an inter-related typology, which assumes that power types can CO-exist, (Lukes 

1974) describes three embedded dimensions for the expression of power (force/authority. 

non-decision, hegemony) . Furthemore, Foucault ( 1 979) argues for a typology of power 

relations whch includes exploitation, an additional overt systemic type of power. In 

combining these latter views, a power typology whch may be suitable in the study of 

community participation may include: 

1 Exploitation - the power to control people's economic lives through the imposition 

of an economic system 

2. Dominance - the direct power to control people's choices 

3 Non-decision - the power to control decision-makmg processes 

4 Hegemony - the power to control people's perceptions of themselves, and their own 

capacities. 

Overall, a structural perspective whch recogmzes a vânety of structural 

dimensions, the rcle of hurnan actors, and the importance of power, appears to be relevant 

for illuminating the process of community participation and is used m t h s  thesis. 

2.3 Definition of Terms 

Having presented some of the important conceptual issues in the study of 

community participation and the sociological perspective to be taken, issues of definition 

are now addressed. The review begins by describing current definitions of community, 

before proceedmg to more contentious issues of participation. 



Definitions of Cornrnunity 

The ongins of the modem notion of community are traced to European social 

philosophers in the late eighteenth century. These scholars noted that the growth of 

capttahsm, industnalization, and urbanization altered the relationship between humans and 

society in a fundamental way, resulting in the loss of inter-dependence (Plant 1974). Smce 

then, sociological inquuy has attempted to categorize communities empirically, but with 

only lirnited success (Jewkes 1996). Cmently, the temi 'communityf has two general 

meanings. The first refers to social ideals of sulîdarity, sharing, and consensus. niis is a 

relatively recent usage. The second meaning of wmmunity refers to achial groupings of 

people. This is the older and more common usage, but it is also idealist in many ways 

(Williams 1 976). 

Community groupings are defined usually in two ways -- through affhty or 

through geography. Affinity groups share human characteristics of ethmcity, gender, age, 

disablement, sexual orientation, etc. Occasionally, affinity includes socially defined 

charactenstics such as education, social class, and political affiliation, but this usage is less 

wmmon. It is generally the case that, the greater aflinty or shared characteristics present 

in a group, the more cohesive is its membersf sense of comunity (Schwartz 198 1 ). 

In contrat, geographically based groups use physical location to define 

comrnunities and assume that physical proximity provides a set of material and social 

conditions whch result in shared interests. Affinity and geography sometimes CO-exkt to 

çtrengthen a community's sense of shared interests. This is not always so, however, since 

many geographc comrnunities Mer  markedly on many af lh ty  characteristics such as 

wealth and education. Nonetheless, geography can provide a powerful incentive for 

individuals to assume a shared set of interests since proximity inmeases the Likelihood of 

social interaction (Cohen 1 98 5). 
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Of interest to ths study, community has also been defined in t m s  of voluntq 

organizations, that is, entities whch have recognized their afhnity or geographic 

relationshps and whch value these enough to join together formally (Drake 1992). In this 

sense, community irnplies a 'comrnunity of organizations', or forma1 associations, and the 

emphasis on individual cornmunity members decreases. Both of these understandings of 

cornmmity, as individuals and as organizations, will be used in ths thesis. 

In reference to the f ist  rneaning of community, Williams ( 1 976) asserts that : 

"Unldce al1 other terms of socid organization (state, nation, society, etc.) comrnunity seems 

never to be used unfavourably " (p. 66). Community is associated usually with positive 

descriptors and conjures up ideal images of supportiveness, natural ties, and cooperation. 

It rarely seems to generate a negative impression unless it is attached to a specific aff'inity 

(e.g., welfare cornmunity) or geographic descriptor (e.g., north end community). 

These exarnples illustrate Cohen's (1 985) position that two central ideas are found 

in the notion of 'cornmunity' . One of these is aggregational and the other is relational. 

The former idea involves the aggregation, or grouping together, of people who have 

somethmg in common. The latter idea, however, expresses the opposition of one 

community in relation to others whch are difkent. This viewpoint contradxts idealist 

notions of community as being non-conaictual and is supported by nurnerous empirical 

studies which danonstrate heterogeneity and conflict in communities (Jewkes 1996, 

Midgely 1 986, Riflun 1 986, Stone 1 992). 

. .  . 
of c m  P m  

Considering the various analytic perspectives whch may be taken Ui ths  field, it is 

not surprising that there are numerous definitions for cornmunity parbcipation. The 

challenge for the researcher is to select or develop definitions whch are consistent with the 



assumptions of the study. Specifically, a suitable defintion of comrnunity participation 

should address human agency as well as stnicture. The definition should incorporate the 

meandend issue, as well as focus on an 'organizationd-empowermmt' interpretation of 

community. Finally, the definition should address concepts of power explicitly. 

Participation has a variety of meanings, focussed on shanng in actwities by 

entitlement or right, which derive fiom basic wnstructs of democratic theory (Neufeldt 
, .  . 

1988). Pateman, in her classic political science work &gtxxp&on and Dernocratic Theor)! 

(1 970) notes that the notion of participation is used widely, often with an irnprecise or no 

definition, to include alrnost any situation in whtch some minimal amount of interaction 

takes place. a s  can imply little more than that a parhcular individual was present at a 

group activity. Pateman suggests that suitable definitions of participation must include 

four elernents - participation by someone, participation with sumeone, participation in 

somethmg, and participation for some purpose. She accepts the following definition of 

participation by French (1 960): 

'a process in whch two or more parties influence each other in makmg 
plans, policies or decisions. It is resticted to decisions that have future 
effects on al1 those m h g  the decisions and on those represented by them' 
0.3) .  

Pateman suggests that t h s  definition excludes the following situations: where an 

individual merely takes part in a group activity; where an individual is merely given 

infoxmation on a decision affectmg hunmer before it is executed; or, where an individual is 

present at a meetmg but has no influence. 

Howeva, Paterniin's suggestion illustrates a key problern in definition, that is, 

specification of a qualitative fom of an activity versus specdication of the activity alone, 

regardless of its effectiveness in the decision-makmg process. In other words, one can 



defme participation to be an ideal form of interaction, or one can allow its deht ion to 

suggest the discrepancy between rhetoric and reality. For example, tems such as 

'involvement' and 'consultation', whch are ofien used inter-changeably with participation, 

reflect qualitative forms of the phenornenon rather than fundamentally dflerent activities. 

It seems that use of a broader, non-evaluative definition is more pragmatic, but also 

requires the researcher to develop methods for detennining whether the participation has 

been usefùl to those wncemed. The range of definitions of community participation is 

now illustrated through analysis of their goodness of fit with criteria suggested by Pateman 

and by this review. 

One defimtion fiom the health sector states that comrnunity participation is. 

"... the effective adaptation by people to their individual needs for health 
protection and health enhancement" (Green 1986, p.229). 

Concepts of personal adaptation, health protection, and health enhancement in t h s  

definition ernphasize the focus on individualism and physical agents of disease m a 

behaviourist approach. %s def ' t ion does not appear to meet Pateman's basic critena as 

it fails to distinguish between types of participants nor identify the participatory achvity. 

In addition, there is no indication of the importance of organization or power relations. 

Anoiher defimtion of participation fi-om the environment sector states that 

cornmunity participation is: 

" . . . an interaction between people and officids, rather than a one-way flow 
of information. It irnplies some citizen influence on subsequent 
developments, and it suggests they leam as a result of the experience" 
(Sadler 1 979, p.2). 

Concepts of interactive communication and partial innuence by the public are combined 

with an element of public education in this interactionist defimtion. This style of 

participation is portrayed as a technical and somewhat egalitanan process, but whch may 



in reality be lirnited by the extent of expert knowledge required by cornmunity members to 

assess and uifluence environmental factors. The defhtion does not identify the 

participatory activities whch occur, nor the uifluence of structure on the participation 

process. 

From a more structural perspective, community participation in health development 

has been defined as: 

". . . a process by whch partnership is established between the govemment 
and local cornmunities in the planning, implementation and utilization of 
health services in order to benefit fiom increased local self-reliance and 
social control over the infrastructure and technoIogy of health care" 
(Fonaroff 1983, p. 13). 

Concepts of partnership, self-reliance, and social control are evident in t h s  type of 

participation whch appears to have im 'organizational' purpose. Principally, participation 

is intended to support the existmg heaith system and must wntend with established 

authonty based on scientific knowledge, professional pnvileg e, and bureaucrat ic prac tice 

This style of defhtion meets Pateman's basic criteria, but does not address the uiherent 

inequity of disadvantaged groups. 

From a more egalitarian perspective, Pearse (1 979) defines comunity 

participation, whch has an 'empowerment' purpose, as: 

"the organized efforts to increase control over resources and regdative 
institutions in given social situations, on the part of groups and movements 
of those hrtherto excluded fkom such control" (p. 8). 

This defhtion reinforces the centrality of the issue of power in comrnunity participation. 

Pearse identifies the outcorne of participation as 'controI' over resources and institutions by 

the 'excluded'. Changes in political and economic relationships are also irnplied. The 

comxnhty is not seen as a cohesive whole with mutual interests, but rather as a 

constellation of distinct advantaged and disadvantaged groups. Pearse's d e h t i o n  of 



community participation satisfies Pateman's general criteria, addresses both 'organizational' 

and 'empowement' purposes of participation, utilizes a structural perspective, and is 

applicable to disadvantaged groups w i t b  communities. Thus, it will be used later as a 

basis for defuiuig community participation in health promotion in ths research. 

From the precedmg conceptual and definitional review, a mode1 for the community 

participation process can be posed (see Figure 2). 

Il Personal Dimensions 

Il Interactional Dimensions 

Structural - Community Participation - Social Change 
Dimensions Process Outcornes 

Socid-Cultural* Types of Participants* Program Effects 
Organizational* Participation Strategies* and 
Political-Legai Roles and Activities* Benefits 

Economic* Influence and Power* 

* = principal issues addressed in the thesis 

Figure 2. Model of Community Participation Process 

This thesis investigates the specdic effect of factors in social stmctural dunensions 

on the process of disadvantaged persons' participation. Social change outcomes, or 

consequences of participation, are not a major focus of the thesis for a number of practical 

reasons. An adequate assesment of social change outcomes would require a broad 

analysi s of individual, organizational, and community conditions. Attribution of the causes 

of social change would also require suitable investigative methodologies such as control 

groups, or at l e s t  longitudd studies. These types of outcorne studies appear to be 



premature without an adequate theoretical understandmg of basic structural influences on 

cornmunity participation. 

Four major research issues fiom a structural perspective arise fiom this concephid 

and dehtional review of cornrnunity participation: 
. . 

1. How do structural factors affect who 1s mvoived in the wmmunity program? 

2 .  How do stnictural factors affect which organizers use to facilitate 

participation? 
- - ,  

3.  How do structural factors affect the roles activitia of comrnunity members3 
. . 

4. How do stmctural factors affect -ence and the expression of power9 

Existmg literature on these four research issues illustrates considerable gaps and is now 

sumoiarized. 

2.4 Structurai Factors in Community Participation 

Vu-tuaily every field whch has attempted to involve comrnunity members m 

organized development activities has contrrbuted to the kn~wledge base of community 

participation. There is an extensive literature in this area encompassing the disciplines of 

sociology, political science, management, psychology, health, social work, environmental 

studies, etc. 

Research themes in participation have included analysis of what community 

participation is, how it occurs, who participates, what eBects and benefits are realized, 

and findy, why participation is promoted (Cohen 1980, Rifkin 1988, Oakley 1991). 

However, much of what has been written on community participation, and especially its 

structural dunensions, is descriptive and non-theoretical (Sadler 1979, Howell 1987, 

Canadian Council on Social Development 1988). In particular, the mechanisms by which 

structural factors affect the expression of participation are unclear . Participation theones 



(which will be exammed later in this literature review) seek to explain why people 

participate, but are often silent on what structures should exist to enhance participation. 

Consequently. h s  review of structural d u e n c e s  on participation of disadvantaged 

persons in community organizations focuses on four key elements in the participation 

process : the types of participants; organizers' strategies to encourage participation; 

participatory roles and activities; and participant d u e n c e  and power. 

Information on community participation in voluntary associations is utilized as the 

basis for the review, however, there are limitations to this literature. First, by definition 

(Sills 1968), voluntary associations are not related to the business of m a h g  a living or to 

the economic activities of their mernbers. However, t h s  may not be the case in projects 

for disadvantaged persons in whch economic activity may be a primary goal. Thus, 

information on parbcipation in voluntary associations may not be completely relevant to 

the study. 

Second, since the mid- 19701s, certain disadvantaged groups have received 

considerable state fundmg for participatory prograrns. niese programs rely much less on 

cornmunity-generated resources than did earlier voluntary agency prograrns (Pal L 1993, 

Phillips 1992, Phillips 1 994). Thus, domation on the role of state actors and structures 

should also be considered. 

Thud, traditional charitable voluntary agencies have been supplemented recendy in 

the social service field by community agencies which purport to represent and include 

disadvantaged persons in their orgmkitional structures and decision-makmg. Hadley and 

Hatch (1 98 1) hghhght the diversity of form as well as function in these agencies whch 

Vary from: ". . .organizations no less formal than those found in the statutory sector to some 

that are so uiformal that they hardly merit the tenn organization" (p.93). There is scant 

literature available on these very informa1 community agencies. Notwithstandmg these 



limitations, Brenton's ( 1 985, p. 7- 1 3 ) criteria for voluntary or community agencies (self- 

goveming, non-profit, and serving individuals or sections of the wmrnunity) are used for 

the purposes of t h s  review of structural duences  on participation in community 

organizations. 

The types of parhcipants in community organizations are numerous and may 

include: 

- those who have a specific condition or problem 

- clients or consumers of specific agency senices 

- experts or consultants 

- persons of authority, prestige, or power 

- representatives of other organizations 

- professional staff persons or practitioners 

residents of specific geographc areas 

- advocates for change 

This review focuses on structural uitluences on the types of community mernbers who are 

involved in local organizations. Factors such as geography, socioeconomic statu, gender, 

and group heterogeneity have been noted to affect both the nurnbers and range of 

community participants. 

Geography 

Community mernbers' geographc location affects their llkelihood of participation. 

Geography is associated with the existence of voluntary associations, since an increased 

number occur in urban areas, probably due to higher population density (Cohen 1985). 



However. there is also evidence that rural communities have high numbers of voluntq 

associations if rapid urbanization is occumng (Sills 1968). 

Socioeconornic Status 

Higher socioeconomic status (incorne, occupation, education) has ofien been cited 

as the greatest predictor of participation (Pateman 1970). Sills ( 1968) suggests that since 

membership in a voluntary association is a fom of social interaction, people who are 

depnved of a broad range of social interaction oppomuiities (e-g., mal, poor. non-Anglo- 

Saxon, elderly) due to social, geographic, physical, and economic barriers are less lkely to 

partkipate. However, variations in participation do exist cross-culturally and may be 

better explained by the functions whch voluntary associations play in different societies. 

For example, Woek ( 1992) and Stone (1 992) note that in the West, voluntary associations 

promote self-reliance and equality, whle in Asia they ofien promote 'contribution'. 

Widmer (1 987) notes several explanations for the low rate of participation in 

individuals of lower socioeconomic status. The 'needs' approach suggests that the poor 

have unrnet subsistence level needs which preoccupy theû attention, whle higher status 

persons have more resources and are free to seek self-esteern and self-fblfilment through 

voluntary participation. The 'civic culture' approach suggests that Iowa status persons do 

not believe in the importance of community parhcipation and do not see it as their 

responsibility. The 'incentive' approach suggests that lower status inbviduals do not 

participate because they do not expect valued outcornes f?om their efforts. Both 'needs' 

and 'incentive' approaches coincide in their emphasis on the material basis of participants ' 

logic. Widmer notes that it is easy to demonstrate that individuais participate in response 

to incentives, but considerabl y more difficult to demonstrate why people do not participate. 



Gender 

A gender disproportion (fernales more than males) has been reported fiequently for 

participation in volunteer activities. Lower workforce participation of women. and thus 

their availability, is ofien cited as a structural reason. However, ths claim predates the 

increase in women's employrnent rates and is thus unconvincing (Wells 1990). 

Heterogeneity 

Heterogeneity in group social characteristics has been thought traditionally to 

reduce active involvement, since dissimilar mernbers become discouraged in hyuig to 

reach consensus. However, more recent evidence indicates that ideological homogeneity 

rnay be an important unifjmg factor. For example, class consciousness arnong the poor 

cm overcome e t h c  barriers, and feminist consciousness can overcome e h c  and 

socioeconomic barriers (Litwui 1 986). Finally, the nurnber of participants in wmmunity- 

wide, heterogeneous voluntary associations has been found to be related more closely to 

non-demographic factors, such as length of residence and home ownership, skills and 

training, and expectations about benefits and wsts (Wandersnan 1987, Prestby 1990). 

Overall, the mechanisms by which structural factors afFect the types of c o m u m t y  

participants are not yet clear. From existing iiterature, it is apparent that local ideological 

and opportunity contexts may be crucial in moddjmg relatively static demographic 

influences to improve participation. 

Community organizations utihze specific strategies to recruit and retain community 

participants. Structural factors which have been noted to &ect co~~ununity agencies' 



strategies to encourage participation include organizational structures, leadership. 

resources, coalition formation, and legislation. 

Organizational Structures 

There are two elements of organizational structure (memberslup size, 

formalization) whch have been noted to affect participation strategies. First, accordmg to 

Olson's (1  968) theory of collective action, development of a large membership base 

inhibits the rationale for participanon of individuals in voluntary activihes since they can 

access public goods through a 'fiee-rider effect'. More recent trends in communication 

technology (electronic email networks, voting by cable television), however, have created 

situations in whch wide-based community participation in decision-makmg can occur, 

although individuals may not yet have control of the process itself (Litwin 1986). 

Secondly, Sills (1 968) States that strategies of fùnctiond specialization (whrch 

precludes those with interests at the h g e )  and insti~tiona1i7iition/formalization (which 

decreases spontaneous access to activities) decrease the numbers of participants. In 

contrat, Oakley ( 199 1 ) indicates that functional specialization, with clear roles for 

rnembers, is necessary for maintaining participant interest. He also suggests that 

fomialization of group structure is necessary to manage organizational growth whch is 

achieved through increased mernber involvement. These hdings illustrate the reciprocal 

nature of structure and participation. As participation inmeases, structures are developed 

to manage it and subsequently may prevent further growth. Altemately, structures rnay be 

introduced too early in the participation process, which then inhibits initial activity. In 

either case, the precise fomi of the organization and its fit to the participants' needs and 

context may be crucial. 



Leadership 

Traditionally, strong leadership has been thought to promote cornrnunity 

participation in voluntary associations. For example, social exchange theory suggests that 

a leader's chef task in promoting participation is to manage the orgamzation's incentive 

system (Knoke 1985). However, Wilson (1 973) argues that whle leaders are Unportant to 

achevernent of functional goals of the program, they are not important necessarily to 

participation of members, since leaders ofien have distùictly different, and more extreme, 

ideological positions than members. Finally, Oakley ( 1 99 1 ) identifies leadership structure, 

or access to positions of power, as important to the recntiûnent and retention of 

participants. 

Resources 

At the organizational level, it is self-evident that commmity agencies utilize 

hancial resources to facilitate comunity participation through expenditwes on staffing. 

rent, meeting costs, etc. (Butterfoss 1993). Limitations on agency f u n h g  have been 

shown to affect participation levels adversely (Van Ti1 1984). In addition. f u n h g  

conditions and short term gants  create organizationai uncertainty, diversion of purpose, 

staff tumover, and increasing bureaucratization, al1 of whch afYect recmtment negatively 

(Ng 1990, Shragge 1990). The state may also take advantage of organizational 

dependency on financial resources to control local agency strategies for participation of 

disadvantaged groups by fùnduig only cornpliant groups, or by coopting non-cornpliant 

individuals with employment or state appointments (Loney 1 977, Pal L 1 993). 

At the individual level, studies of participatory programs directed to the general 

community have s h o w  that 'solidary' incentives (group identification and statu) and 

'purposive7 incentives (achievement of goals) are more important than 'material' 
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(monetary) incentives for participants (Prestby 1990, Butterfoss 1 993). However, Wilson 

( 1  973) notes that low inwme persons will not participate readdy without some immediate 

material gains, and are not satisfied with an emphasis on policy changes. 'Ibis finding is 

supported by studies in work site health promotion programs whch show irnproved 

participation rates of women, minorities, and those with Iow level jobs in those 

o r g ~ t i o n s  whch actively inform workers, make incentives available, and reduce 

bamiers to participation ( C m p  1996). Although these findings are consistent with 

Olson's ( 1968) Mew of the rational actor, it is not clear what balance of incentives and 

resources is necessary for disadvantaged groups. 

Coalitions 

The formation of coalitions may be used as a strategy for involving wider groups of 

persons in cornmon objectives or activities of mutual interest. Thus, coalitions cm be 

considered examples of 'comrnunity agency participation. ' Some of the structural factors 

whch stimulate coalition formation are resource scarcity, legislative mandates, an effective 

catalyst organization, previous hstory of collaboration or cornpetition, and a capacity to 

maintain luikages (Butterfoss 1993). Factors whch contribute to coalition maintenance 

include foxmalized d e s  and procedures, and strong wre leaders who support member 

concerns and are competent in negotiation, gathering resources, and problem solving 

(Roberts-DeGennaro 1986). However, the purpose and strategies for developing 

wahtims of general community agencies may not be identical to strateges for increasing 

participation of groups of dtsadvantaged comm~ty members. 



Legislative Mandates 

During the 1960's in the United States, 'War on Poverty' legslation mandated 

"maximum feasible participation" in community organizations whch were b d e d  by 

federal initiatives. Criteria were set for the number and proportion of community members 

to be involved in local programs. Although the legislation was intended to provide 

financial resources and d u e n c e  for disadvantaged groups, these initiatives were 

weakened by a lack of resources, fewer staff than planned, and wnsequently more 

program implementation responsibilities for volunteers. This dual expectation for 

participants as policy makers and as implementors eventually wmpromised their 

independence, credibility, and influence in wmmunities. In addition, the range and 

nurnbers of comrnunity members did not achieve expected levels. 

Gittell's ( 1983) cornpanson of community agencies nlth and without participation 

mandates revealed that the former agencies were cornpletely dependent on state fundmy, 

had weak leaders and links to other agencies, utilized forma1 bureaucratie structures, and 

had a nmow range of activities. It is not clear whether less formal 'participation 

guidelines' rnay have a s d a r  effect on community member involvement and local agency 

operations. 

c m o r v  Roles and Activitie~ 

It is necessary to cl&% &stinctions between organizational positions, roles, and 

activities of participants as used in this thesis. An organizational 'position' is a formal 

office or title whch designates rights, responsibilities, statu relationshps, and rank in the 

organization. Organizational 'roles' are more dynamic and functional. Roles may include 

possibilities such as 'leader', 'initiator', or 'follower'. Organizational 'activities' are 

operational events related to the objectives of the programs. These may include attending 
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a meeting or creating health education materials. The literature identilies a number of 

structural factors (organizational structure, leadership, program objectives) which 

influence the positions, roles, and activities of community mernbers. 

Organizational Structure and Lmkages 

Contrary to organizational theory whch predicts control through hierarchy, Sills 

(1 968) States that incorporation and board activities have few wnsequences on participant 

activities in voluntary associations. Furthmore, Miller (1 988) notes that it has not been 

established that board composition in non-profit organizations d u e n c e s  agency 

objectives and activibes. An alternate interpretation, in fact, is that board involvement in 

various activities leads to the recruitment of directors with particular kmds of expertise. 

Other factors, such as the specific types of senices provided by agencies and their primary 

sources of fundmg, may dso create the need for particular board member characteristics 

and involvement (Miller 1988). Thus, the influence of an incorporated board structure on 

rnember participation is unresolved. 

Nonetheless, Butterfoss ( 1996) reports that a climate of order and organization 

within projects is asçociated with participants takmg on formal positions. He also reports 

that participants in those projects whch have more inter-organizational M a g e s  volunteer 

to do extra work outside their regular activities. 

Leadership 

Leadership has been conceptualized as including elements of cornpetence, 

performance, support, and control (Knoke 1990). The balance between these elements 

may be critical for the encouragement of participatory roles of cornmunit- mernbers. For 

example, Butterfoss ( 1 996) notes that strong leadership is associated with community 



members takmg on extra roles outside of project meetings. This may connote the 

motivational function of leaders in a 'contribution' style of participation. However, weak 

leadership is also associated with community participants actively takmg responsibilities 

during project meetings. This may indicate that wmuni ty  members assume uifiuential 

roles in the absence of opposition fiorn leaders. Overall, however, it is unclear how 

leadership actually affects participation in an 'empowerrnent' style of comunity 

organization . 

Prograrn Objectives 

Some voluntary associations have goals and objectives whch maintain the status 

quo. Their membership tends to be placid and their organizational structure tends to be 

formal, with Little involvement of participants in initiator and leader roles. Other 

associations, whch have more radical, change-oriented goals and programs. tend to have 

more ideologically oriented members and their organizational structures tend to be more 

rnformal and fluid. Members in these associations have access to multiple posihons, roles, 

and activities (Sills 1968, Knoke 1990). 

An absence of concrete tasks, for exarnple in systemic advocacy projects, will 

decrease member activity in organizations (Sills 1968). Work site health promotion 

projects, in whch activities dernand extensive personal time commitments, also require a 

positive social environment (nomative support), and organizational resources (policies 

and instrumeatal support) for workers to participate. Organizational resources are required 

especially for the participation of minonties and persons with low level jobs (Crump 

1996). Thus, persons with less occupational flexibility and less ability to 'volunteer' their 

time require programs with more supports for participation. However, little donnation is 



reported on the types, fkequency, and intensity of project activities whch are optunal for 

participation of mrnrnunity members who are not ernployed. 

Goal displacement, or changes in program objectives, is said to discourage 

participation (Klandermans 1984). Goal displacement is claimed to occur due to factors 

such as leaders' desire to preserve their statu, an overemphasis on procedurd tasks and 

relationshps, and the creation of donna1 cliques for sub-group solidanty withm the 

organizatron. However, others view these changes in objectives as 'goal succession' and a 

natural and desirable part of group development (Sills 1968). Whether changes in 

objectwes are funchonal for the participation of disadvantaged groups workmg with 

powerful leaders and professionals is unknown. 

fluence and Power 

It is important in h s  review, to distinguish between the terms 'uifluence' and 

'power'. Muence does not necessarily imply power, or the ability to determe the 

outcorne of a decision-making process. Influence ody implies a contribution to the 

processes of information gathe~g,  deliberation, and argument (Pateman 1970). In the 

context of cornmunity parhcipation, this thesis attempts to determine stmchiral factors 

which determine both participants' duence and participants' expression of power. 

Studies illustrating these relationships are relahveiy few, however, factors such as 

leadership, organizational stnicture, and mmmUILity group whesion may be relevant. 

Leadership 

Even though most orgaaizations have constitutions or bylaws that cal1 for fidl 

participation by the members, they tend to be d e d  by a minority through the 'iron law of 



oligarchy' (Mchels 1959). The social structure of role obligations and the structural needs 

of the organization itself usually prevent full and equal participation (Sills 1968). 

Leaders with specialized skills, avadable tirne, and temperament or charisma will 

tend to dominate in any interaction (Sills 1 968, Knoke 1985). However, those participants 

with greater perceived d u e n c e  are also persons who are uivolved more fiequently, 

indicating that 'opportunîty structures', or the ability to access situations whch foster 

influence, may be important in the empowement process (Tarrow 1989). 

There is some evidence that the requirernent for a formal board of directors and 

executive director can undermine the democratic process, especially in large and 

expandmg cornmunity organizations. Smaller organizatrons are able to rnamtain a 

democratic decision-malung process more readily (Shragge 1990). When selection of 

members for goveming bodies is done by invitation, rather than by open eledion, target 

goup members rnay be precluded fiom occupylng authoritative positions. Sirnilarly, 

exclusion of community members fiom stafl'positions may reduce their overall d u e n c e  in 

the organization (Drake 1992). 

The concept of 'access' is useful in a discussion of structural influences on power. 

Lack of access can reflect exclusion fiom power in physical (e.g., distance, location of 

meehgs), rnformational (e. g . , lack of infornation for decision-makmg, t e chca l  jargon, 

lmguage, means of communication), and temporal domains (e.g., tunuig of meetings) 

(Drake 1992). 



Community Group Cohesion 

Finally, the selection of disadvantaged target groups, whch may have a low degree 

of intemal cohesion, can reduce community members' influence in community agencies 

(Drake 1992). This point rnay be especially pertinent for involvement of disadvantaged 

groups in participation programs whose selection pnorities are set by the state. 

In summary, a structural perspective on participation has led this investigator to 

focus on structural duences on types of parhcipants, organizational strategies, roles and 

activihes, and participant power. A number of factors, primarily fiorn the social-cultural 

and organizational dimensions of structure, have been noted to have an effect on the 

commUTllty participation process. Fewer factors fiom the political-legal-economc 

stnichual dimension have been reported to have a direct d u e n c e  on community 

participation. It is possible, however, that these factors act primarily through the 

organizational dimension, especially in state-initiated programs such as health promotion. 

There is little cl*, however, on the exact effects of structural factors and their 

mechanisms. In addition, there is little information on the applicability of these 

relationships to disadvantaged groups' parhcipation in health promotion projects which is 

discussed next. 

2.5 Community Participation in the Context of Health Promotion 

A social structural perspective has been gaining credence in both academic 

discourse and curnrnunity practice in health. This perspective proposes that health stanis is 

detemiined primarily by social, eamornic, and political structures and relationships in 

society, for example, gender and socio-economic status, ratha than by more individually 

oriented biomechcal and behavioural factors. In this perspective, mmmunity participation 
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is viewed as an intermediate mechanisrn whch can modie these social detennuiants and 

facilitate social change, including improved health statu, for individuals and communities 

(Figure 2). 

There are a number of potential areas for the shidy of community participation in 

health. For exarnple, community members' influence on hospital boards (Eakm 1984) and 

in local planning (Sullivan 1995) has been examined. The area of health promotion also 

presents an important arena for community participation studies for a number of reasons. 

First, health promohon, which has uicorporated a social-structural perspective of 

heakh recently, has been defined as ". . .the process of enabling people to increase control 

over, and to improve, their health" (WHO 1986, p. 1 ). Health promotion aims to attempt to 

improve health through achieving fundamental conditions of social justice and equity, 

using a consensual process and intersectord planning for institutional and environmental 

change (WHO 1986, Rootman 1988, Pederson 1989). niese objectives are essentially 

compatible with Pearse's defirution of community participation, however, they are largely 

silent on structural barriers to participation and the structural supports which are necessary 

for its success. 

Second, health promotion as a principle and as an activity is claimed to stand at the 

interface of structurai forces and human agency and thus is an ideal setting for sociological 

study (Kelly 1989). However, there are few studies in the heaith promotion field which 

dernonstrate this linkage (Labonte 1993, MacDonald 1993). 

Third, health promotion utdizes disadvantaged groups, both, as a focus and as a 

testing ground for its strategies, but without a clear wnceptualization of the 

interdependence of structure and agaicy, nor of the effect of bureaucratie factors on 

community level phenornena. Overall, community participation in health promotion has 

not been andyzed criticdy fiom a structural perspective. 
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Thus, health promotion appears to be a suitable venue for investigation of structural 

influences on wmunity participation. The review now summarizes the context for the 

development of health promotion in Canada before examlliing the development of 

participatory concepts in this field. 

. . 
e Coaext of Health Romot~on in C d  

To understand the evolution of community participation in health promotion 

programs, it is us& to describe briefly the social, econornic, and political context in 

whch Canadian health promotion has developed. Beginning in the 1960's, changes in 

Canadian social institutions such as the family, work, church, schools, and the health care 

system were accompanied by decreasing influence of experts, dienation fiom institutions, 

and increasing interest in a consumerist philosophy (Blishen 1973). Simultaneously, 

deficit financing of state functmns and global trade initiated a worldwide economic fiscal 

crisis (O'Connor 1973). The percentage of state expenditures devoted to the health care 

system in Canada increased through the 1970's and 1 980ts, principally due to the 

demographics of an aging population and the rising costs of technology (Bennett 1987, 

Charles 1987). These events were interpreted to have resulted in 'contradictions of the 

welfàre state', in whch the state was unable to &ord services which sofiened the impact 

of a capitalist econorny, resdting in a legitimacy crisis in the political system (Gough 

1979, One 1984). Calls for community participation in health, social welfare, 

environmental, and other armas increased throughout these various social, economic, and 

political crises. 

Thae is long-standing support in Canada for the involvement of voluntaxy 

community orgazzizations in various aspects of social Me, includuig health programs. 

Since the early 1900's, individuals in Canadian communities were involved actively in 
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health care planning on hospitd and public health boards, Distnct Health Councils, and in 

community health centres (Crichton 1972). Most of t h s  activity was conducted by 

relatively healthy members of the community. Ill, disabled, or disadvantaged persons were 

considered to be members of 'target groups' for the development of senices and programs 

and did not have a major role in these decision-makmg processes (Labonte 198 1 ). 

However, the recent emphasis on cornmiinity participation in the health promohon field is 

intended to be substantively di fferent fiom these earlier approaches . 

Partici~atorv Concepts in C d a n  Health Promotioq 

To outline one context in which community participation currently manifests itself, 

the review now addresses the development of pmcipatory strategies in health promotion 

in Canada and their recent shfi to 'empowerment' and 'organizational' purposes. Major 

Canadian govemment reports and international documents are utilized to chart the 

developrnent of concepts of participation in health promotion and to justie the application 

of a structural perspective in the analysis of participation in t h s  field. The focus on official 

documents as primary sources is necessary to highhght the innuence of govenunent 

rhetoric and bureaucratic thuiking on the forms of participation whch have occurred in 

federal health promotion prograrns (Lafiamboise 1990, Pinder 1994). In particular, the 

parailel development of thought on structural influences on health and on community 

participation are noted. 

Canadian govemment conceptuhtions for community participation in health 

promotion activities were f is t  arûcdated in 1974 by Marc Lalonde, a Liberal Minister of 

Health and Welfare (and fomer Minister of Finance), in the discussion paper, A New 

ective on the of C* (Lalonde 1974). Lalonde's description of 

community participation in the Health Field Concept primarily addresses individuals' 



responsibilities to prevent disease. Proper utilization of health semices, changes in 

lifestyle behaviours, and support for environmental protection measures are claimed to be 

ways in which the individual can participate. The Health Belief Model appears to 

underpin h s  approach to understanding the individual's response to health issues (Becker 

1974). However, the Health Belief Model has not demonstrated its validity in research of 

group, cornrnmity, or system level responses to health (Kelly 1989, Badgley 1994). 

The New Perwctiva report does identiG some structural health influences whch 

are beyond the individual's control. Lalonde recognizes the ". . . arguments that personal 

choices were dictated by environmental factors" (p. 3 5). In addition, Lalonde outlines 

areas of political and economic responsibility in health notmg that: 

" . . . at the most basic health level of dl, the Federal Government has 
important activities in maintaining econornic progress and in ensuring 
through a redistribution of incorne, that most Canadians can provide for the 
essentids of life, ..." (p.53). 

Finally, Lalonde notes that "one of the main problems in improving the health of 

Canadians is that the essential power to do so is widely chspersed arnong indiwdud 

citizens, govemments, health professions and institutions" (p.33). Coordination of this 

decentralized power is proposed as the solu~on in the health field. However, Lalonde 

specifies that the principal decision-makers with the federal govemment include the 

provinces, professions, and voluntaty health associations. Although Lalonde 

acknowledges that the general public should be wnsulted about their priorities, there is no 

indication of how indwiduals could be involved in these actwities. 

Thus, although there is some recognition of structural influences on health in the 

discussion paper, the roles of individual commuxity rnembers are lùnited to either being 

passive recipients of senrices or being responsible for personal healui choices. The 

purpose of participation in health promotion at ths time appears to be as a 'contribution' to 



personal and societai health. ni is  purpose also appeared to be reflected in the 

establishment in 1977 of the Lifestyle and Health Promotion Directorate in Health and 

Welfare Canada, with social marketing prograrns in such areas as alcohol, tobacco, drugs, 

nutrition, family planning, and cMd health (Pinder 1994). There were almost mecha te  

denunciations of these new 'lifestyle' health education approaches by critics who viewed 

them as 'blaming the victim' (Crawford 1977, Brown 1978, Labonte 198 1 ). 

Ln the next decade there was a shft in rhetorical emphasis with respect to structural 

influences in hedth. Jake Epp, the new Conservative Miuster of Health and Welfare, 
. . 

reported in another discussion paper, Health For NI (Epp 1986), that "the first 

challenge we face is to find ways of reducing inequities in the health of Iow versus high 

incorne groups" (p.4). Social factors such as age, single parenthood, and ethnicity are also 

cited as being associated with poor health. Target groups in the population (youth, 

women, elderly, persons with drsabilities, native perçons, and persons with low incornes) 

are identdied as being at risk for developing health problems. 

Now, community participation is suggested as a strategy for ". . .helping people to 

assert control over factors which affect their health . . . and enhancing people's capacity to 

cope" (p. 9), presumably with their curent situation. Self-care groups and mutual aid 

voluntary associations are cited as prime mechanisms for participation whch are intended 

to enhance cuping skills in disadvantaged groups. Participation with an 'organizational' 

purpose appears to be emerging in health promotion discourse. There is m e  suggestion 

that participation could be used to reduce heaIth inequiîies, however there is no mention 

made of community decision-making or community control of health programs. niis 

appears to continue the earlier interpretation of individual and cornrnunity participation as 

meaning takmg responsibility for one's own health circumstances. 



At the policy level, however, Epp explicitly acknowledges the need to revise the 

political decision-making process through a healthy public policy strategy, although 

particular political mechanisms are not identified. Whle ths strategy is cited as hawig 

the potential to address sorne of the social and ewnomic structural d u e n c e s  on health, 

control of the policy process is portrayed as remaining firmly in the hands of the politicians 

and bureaucracy. There is recognition that public policies ". . . must respond to the health 

needs of people and their cornmunibes"(p. 1 1), but there is no indication as to how these 

needs will be identified in the community. 

The Ottawa Charter for H&h Promotion of the World Health Organization 

(1 986), of which Canada was a signatory and prime contributor, represents a M e r  shfl 

in emphasis towards a social structural perspective of health, although biomedical and 

lifestyle considerations are not discarded. The fundamental conditions and resowces for 

health are identified as ". . . peace, shelter, education, food, incorne, a stable ecosystem, 

sustainable resources, social justice and equity" (p. 1 ). The majority of these conditions 

depend. at least initially, on the social, economic, and politicai stnictures and relationships 

in a society. 

The Charter also marks a shfi in emphasis in the discussion of community 

participation in health promotion (Raeburn 1989). The Charter notes that people are the 

main health resource, not the govemment or health services. This orientation requires that 

the latter two groups " . . . share power.. .with people themselves" (p.4). The comunity is 

expected to assume an expanded role of " . . . setting pnorities, makmg decisions, planning 

strategies and implementing them" (p.3). Comrnunity participation as 'empowennent' has 

emerged conceptually. 

Comrntmity participation is integrated into each of the Charter's areas of action - 
healthy public policy, suppomve environrnents, personal slulls, health senices, and 
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community action. The comunity action strategy specifies that communities should 

control local health detemiinants through a 'wrnmunity developrnent' process. This 

process appears intended to mcorporate decision-rnakmg into the cornrnunity itself as a 

local level political mechanism. The Charter also briefly recognizes that skdls and 

structural supports such as uifomation, education, and fûndmg are required for community 

development . 

Drawbacks in the Charter's approach to participation include its lack of emphasis 

on the role of disadvantaged groups in community development. Whereas inequity is 

implied throughout the document, it is noted specifically only with respect to gender. and 

the community is concephialized as a homogenous entity with similar interests and needs. 

This view ignores differences due to class, age, disability, e h c i t y ,  and geographc factors 

whch have been noted to make a community development approach difficult to achieve 

(Freire 1970, Labonte 1994). 

By 1988, Canadian govemment G ~ W S  on partxipation appear to have changed in a 

. . 
sirnilar direction. In another discussion paper, M e n t a l a d i a n s :  Stnkmg A 

-, Epp (1 988) extends the earlier understandmg of environmental influences on 

health to include structural factors related to social, cultural, economic, and regdatory 

conditions. Health inequities are to be addressed by public participation whch gives ". . . a 

greater voice to those who, for such reasons as age, sex, socio-ewnomic status, disability 

or ethmcity, have hstorically had litde or no say in shaping the policies and systems that 

affect their lives" (p. 1 4). Disadvantaged members of mrnmunities are now addressed, but 

how parîicipatory p ~ c i p l e s  are to be implemented without cornpartmentahmg the 

community is not clear (Labonte 1994). 

Epp's new characterization of the community mernber is one of a marketplace 

consumer uinuencing the design and choice of health services. Although acknowledging 



the expertise and Influence of professionals in the planning process, Epp asserts that there 

should be nothmg token about consumer participation and that it should not be relegated to 

an inchrect, unspecdied advisory role. Participation is intended to be acheved through 

involvement in mutual aid and community development processes that "enable people to 

work collectively to identif) and deal with common concerns" (p. 14). m s  mtentlon 

reflects both 'organizational' and 'empowerment' purposes for participation. These 

progressive principles are retracted somewhat in the spectfication that it is primarily 

consumers of services and caregvers, rather than the general public, who have a legitimate 

role in the planning of pamcular health programs. T h s  focus, along with the emphasis on 

professional pmcipation, raises questions as to the degree of control actually intended for 

the wider community (Grace 199 1 ). 

Finally. in the international sector, the Alma Ata Declaration specifically notes 

peoples' rights to " . . .participate individually and collectively in the planning and 

implementation of their health care" (article 4) (WHO 1975). The World Health 

Organization, in its publication TarPetsfor Health For All (1 985)- is specific in idennfjmg 

the need for formal community representation on local health councils whch could analyze 

plans for the improvement of health in communities. However, the established health care 

sector continues to be given primary responsibility to formulate such plans and to ". . . 

determine what matters require special attention and change" (p.24). More recent WHO 

documents continue this emphasis on a professionally led health research and planning 

process, with community involvement mechanisms adapted to local conditions (WHO 

1991). How such an emphasis on participatory approaches meshes with bureaucratically 

defined priorities and targets is not clear (?Selly 1989). 

It should be noted that many Canadian health promotion documents of the 1980's 

are not as progressive as the &wa C w  and Epp's mental health document in their 
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discussion of cornmunit). parhcipation (Spasoff 1987, Podborski 1987, Premier's Council 

on Health Strategy 1988). On the other hand, more recent documents in Ontario clearly 

identie social structural detenninants of health and potential mechanisms for community 

involvement (Kendall 199 1, Premier's Council on Health Strategy 1 99 1 ). However. 

Hancock ( 1994) notes that whle these progressive interpretations of community 

participation have been enshnned in policy (Ontario Ministry of Health 1992), there is 

little evidence that they have been implemented in practice. 

In summary. there has been considerable rhetoric through govemrnent discussion 

papers about community participation in health promotion in Canada. As social structural 

duences  on health have become increasmgly recogmzed there has been a parallel. yet 

somewhat reluctant, conceptualization of participation fiom a structural perspective. 

Community participation has been prirnarily portrayed in its 'instnimentd' sense. as a 

strategy to achieve health objectives, rather than as a 'transfomational' process of 

wrnmunity development. This hesitancy to commit to a transformational participation may 

have its roots in the bureaucratie initiation of health promotion itself 

2.6 Definitions of Community Participation in Health Promotion 

Having reviewed the conceptual, contextual, and rhetorical development of 

cornmunity participation, it is necessary to address its practicd application in health 

promotion. Definitions of 'commtinity' and 'pdcipation' in health promotion research are 

similar to those in other sociological research. Some authors define wrmnunity in health 

promotion fiom a geographic perspective (Nutbeam 1986), whle others utilue an affinity 

perspective (Thompson 1 990). However, neither of these perspectives adequately reflects 

the tensions and conflicts withui geographic, or for that matter, affinig groups. Similady, 

neither of these traditional sociological approaches to community capture the innuence of 



the extemal environment on cornmunity dynamics and idennty, especially in an era of 

multmationals and a global economy (Nilsen 1996). 

As noted earlier, there are numerous definitions of participation whch reflect a 

variety of underlying philosophies. Thus, analyses of participation may vary sigmficantly 

in concepts, descriptions, and explmations dependmg on the defimtion and perspective 

which is used. With these wnceptual and methodological issues in mind, Pearse's (1 979) 

work has been adapted in order to propose a defimtion of wmmunity participation in 

hedth promotion for ths thesis: 

Community participation is the organization of activities by groups of  
persons who are at a structural disadvantage, in conjunction with 
others who are not, to increase control over the means to influence 
health conditions, and in doing so to improve their health. 

This workmg defimtion incorporates many of the key concepts discussed thus far. The 

defuiifion satisfies Pateman's criteria by identifjmg the actors, the activities, and the 

reasons for participation. It also satisfies requirements of a structural perspective to focus 

on organizationlempowennent and stnicture/agency luikages. Finally, the definition 

incorporates health promotion's focus on disadvantaged groups and health conditions The 

definition appears suitable for deimeating phenornena which can be termed commu~zl~ 

participation in health promotion and is now used to critique the practice of comrnunity 

participation in the hedth promotion field. 

2.7 Critique of  Comrnunity Participation in Health Promotion 

There is considerable fiterature on community participation in health which is 

dominated by broad conceptual and normative arguments (Powell 1988). In addition, 

there are numerous descriptive case studies and a few detailed evaluations of the practice 

of community parhcipation (WHONNICEF 1977, PAHO 1984, WHO 1987). However, 
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the links between nonnative and empirical sets of literature are not strong and there have 

been few specific theoretical positions proposed about structures required for participation 

in these programs (Thompson 1990). niis review does not examine in detail many reports 

of health promotion programs and projects as these accounts are Iargely descriptive in 

nature, non-contextual, and do not assume a theoretical perspective. 

Contemporary types of wrnrnunity participation in health promotion activities cm 

be organized into three strata and analyzed across a nurnber of features (purpose, benefits or 

motivation, opportunity, control, and perceived effects) (Hancock 1985, Haro 1987, 

Labonte 1988, Pederson 1988, Lefebvre 1993, Thorogood 1993, Kelly 1996)(See Table 1 ). 

Table 1. Types of Health Promotion Participation 

Purpose(s) of 
Participation 

Primary benefits 
or motivation 

Control 

Perceived effects 

Exarnples 

MASS 1 TRADITIONAL 

Contribution 1 Contribution 
1 Organization 
1 

To benefit oneself and one's 1 To benefit another 
wider cornmuniiy group 

Al1 can participate in ( Elite mernbers with 
theory. In practice, many do 1 extra resources 
not and some are excluded 1 

By organizers By volunteers and 
organiters 

Efficiency in achieving E fficiency , 
goals Equity of situations 
-instmental and groups 
-means to an end 

- - -- - - - - - . -. 

Social marketing Healthy Public 
Participaction Policy 
Earth Day 
Refer enda District HeaIth 
Large community Councils 
development proj ects 

United Way 

SELF-HELPI 
ADVOCACY 

Empowerment 
Organization 

To benefit oneself 
and one's group 

Disadvantaged 
mernbers, need 
support 

By disadvantaged 
and organizers 

Equity, 
Involvement 
-transformation 
-end in itself 

Self-help groups 
Advocacy groups 
Support groups for 
women, disabled, or 
ethnic perçons 
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Proponents of 'Mass Participation' health promotion advocate the parhcipation of everyone 

in improving the health of the wmmunity. In national health promotion programs. the 

involvement of Wtually al1 sectors of society is advocated in lifestyle and environmental 

awareness campaigns such as 'PARTICIPACTION' and 'EARTH DAY'. This proposal. 

however, is at odds with the widely observed phenornenon of non-participation by the 

majority of community rnembers. Trdtional Volunteerismi is another type of health 

promotion pamcipation whch has extensive mots in Canadian society . Alûuistic m 

phlosophy and often focussed on target groups, volunteerism alone does not ailow a 

transformational process nor an empowerment experience for disadvantaged persons in 

these sectors. 

Finally, there are 'Self-Help and Advocacy' types of participation in health 

promotion. Prirnarily small scale in design, these approaches attempt to balance their 

limited numbers of participants with a wider impact due to transfomational processes and 

to public advocacy. 'Ihis type of participation is the principle focus of this thesis A 

structural perspective on participation in heaith promotion is not vev evident in the 

literature. Most reports of health promotion programs assign minor importance to 

participation, or simply count the number of community members who are involved in 

program activities (Nilsen 1996). Ln explainkg problems in community participation in 

health promotion projects, as in 0th- fields of study, analysts have tended to criticize the 

motivations of individual comuni ty  members, or the negotiation process between 

Merent interests, as being deficient rather than examining the basic organization and 

structures whch inhibit or support the process. 

As a couterpoint, it has been noted that structuralist critiques alone ofien lead to 

untenable models for social change. In health promotion, the appropriate role of the 

individual must also be considered (Allison 1 982) and recent efforts to incorporate 
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methods of aitical consciousness espoused by Freire (1 970) have reflected this attempt to 

link structure and the self in health promotion (Labonte 1994). 

Numerous contradictions have been noted about community participation in health 

promotion projects (Tesh 1 988). For example, many projects utihze foms of commmty 

'health education' whch emphasize persond behaviour change alone and do not address 

social structural deterniinants of health, such as poverty. Farrant (1 99 1 ) points out that 

participation is supposed to be a key strategy in health promotion but there is little resource 

support for it in practice. Health promotion projects are often understaffed and Iunited m 

their h d m g  t m s  whch preclude public involvement in needs identification, ski11 

development, and ongoing participatory activities. 

Comrnunity mernbers are supposed to be central in participatory strategies. but 

cornpetition between more poweriùl health professional and bureaucratic sectors ofien 

marginalizes the cornrnunity in health promotion (Srnithes 1987). Similady, cornmunity 

experience is clairned to be the primary basis for planning projects, but scientifically based 

howledge is often given more credibility by M e r s  (Stacey 1 988). 

Pederson (1 988) notes that participation often implies mass community acbvities. 

but in reality interest groups tend to dominate. Participation may be intended to promote 

equity, but there is always a risk of inequitable distribution of benefits in a project 

dependmg on who is involved and how the process is controlled. 

On a macro level, Navarro ( 1 984) notes that there is a contradiction in the state ' s 

advocacy of local autonomy through health promotion while maintainmg cmtralized, 

bureaucratic planning of health programs. At the local level there is a parallel 

contradiction in the use of the rhetoric of empowerment without an understancimg of 

power relations in the community (Fanant 1 99 1). 



There are similar concems about h e a b  promotion parbcipation in Canadian 

jurisdictions. In Ontario, Pederson and Signal ( 1994) note ambiguity between c d s  for 

pareicipation whch, on the one hand expect individual responsibility, and on the other 

hand promise empowexment. They question whether ths ambigutty results in a false 

consensus in advisory groups, such as the Premier's Council on Health Strategies, whch 

may mask intemal conflict and make wncrete policy progress unlikely. In Quebec, Local 

Co~llfnunity Service Centres (CLSCs), whch originally had a mandate to involve 

wrnmunity members in numerous initiatives which resembled health promotion (O'Neill 

19921, have been urged recently to re-orient towards curative medical services (ONeill 

1994). in the North West Territones, participation on community hedth cornmittees was 

reported to be lunited due to a lack of honoraria for members, in contrast to honoraria 

provided for members of other cornmunity comrnittees (Yazdanmehr 1994). 

From the preceding review of participation in the health promotion field, there 

appears to be a need for analyses, based on a structural perspective, whch move beyond 

examining the motivations of participants to consideration of how prograrns are organized. 

In parhcular, the literahire suggests a focus on structural factors such as the availability 

and use of resources, the roles of professionals and bureaucrats, and power dynamics in 

health promotion. 

2.8 TheHeaithPromotionCootributionProgram 

It is useful to distinguish in h s  thesis between heaith promotion 'programs' and 

'projects'. Health promotion programs are defined as large scale activities luiking national 

and provincial organizations and bureaucrats whch are focussed on the health of mûre 

populations, for example, social marketing and healthy public policy campaigns. On the 

other hand, health promotion projects are defined as srnall scale activities of local sponsor 
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agencies and target group members whch are focussed on the health of disadvantaged, or 

hgh-risk persons. Health promotion projects are usually not luiked intentionally with 

other project S. 

Part of the Canadian federal govemmentts comrnitment to the principle of 

wmmunity participation in health promotion is claimed to be demonstrated in the Health 

Promotion Directorate (HDP) of Health and Welfare Canada. (Further uiformation on the 

development of the Health Promotion Directorate and its d u e n c e  on community 

participation will be presented in the Results section of the thesis.) Health promotion 

programs in HPD such as the 'Heaithy Comrnunities' program and the 'Strengthening 

Community Healtht program (Hanwck 1994) focused on improving health and developing 

the capacity of broader comrnunities, rather than focussing on target issues or groups. 

Li the Health Promotion Directorate, the Health Promotion Contribution Program 

(HPCP) was designed specifically to address ths concern (Pinder 1994). This f u n h g  

program was initiated in 198 1 to provide hancial resources to certain comrnunity groups 

for local projects to help them to identi@ and mlve their health problems (Health 

Promotion Directorate 198 1). Early HPCP parhcipatory activities, whch were organized 

around individual behavioural changes in areas such as smokmg, alwhol, and nutrition, 

reflected a lifestyle view of health promotion (Pinder 1988, Pinder 1994). Subsequent to 

the 1986 Ottawa Charter, however, public participation in HPCP projects received an 

increased focus of attention in line with the new 'social' mode1 of health (Raeburn 1987). 

The HPCP was now intended to support disadvantaged goups in controllhg their own 

health conditions and proj ects (Law 1 989, Pinder 1 994). 

However, an interna1 program evaluation of HPCP in 1 989 ùidicated that, in a 

sample of 1 00 proj ects, sponsors reported the involvement of comrnunity members in 

project activities to be quite rnodest: oniy 4 1 % of projects had public involvernent in 
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planning; 29% had involvement in implernentation; 19% noted public attendance at 

meetings; and, only 1 1 % had participation in evaluation activities (Health & Welfare 

1989). These estimates by Health and Welfare staff are quite low for a program whose 

primary strategy was intended to be community participation. 

There is no M e r  donnation published about the extent, mechanisms, or 

effectiveness of communîty participation in the HPCP. Thus, in this national health 

promotion program, it is unknown how participation of disadvantaged perçons in 

cornmunity priority setting, planning, and resource allocation actually occurs and to what 

degree. From the perspective of this thesis, the structural factors whch influence this 

participation are also unknown. 

In summary, c d s  for community participation in health promotion have ansen 

during a time of general social change in Canada. Many local and provincial junsdictions 

have developed extensive health promotion programs. The Canadian federal govemment 

has also played a role in the development of health promotion p ~ c i p l e s ,  strategies, and 

prograrns. 

The emerging perspechve espoused in health promotion rhetonc since the ûttawa 

çhader of 1986, is that of a social structural mode1 of health. Community participation is 

now advocated as a necessary component in many areas of health, although its meaning 

and structural requirements have yet to be clanfied. This thesis uses a structural 

perspective as the basis for analysis of community parhcipation in Health Promotion 

Contribution Program projects. Analytx fiameworks for this task are now reviewed. 



2.9 Frameworks of Structural Factors in Community Participation 

To study structural factors and their mechamsms, researchers often utilize tools 

which vary fiom conceptual models to evaluative fiameworks. It is useful to clarie the 

components of such tools prior to reporting on their current status in the field of 

cummunity participation. 

Meehan (1968) identifies three principal wmponents of research models - 

concepts, descriptions, and espiaoations. 

Concepts are the d e s  used to organize perceptions of objects and events. 

Concepts are used to identify entities, to classi@ them into sets, to relate them in tirne and 

space, and to define their attributes or characteristics. For example, in the study of 

community participation, a structural perspective would require a focus on concepts such 

as %ontextt, or the social environment, of participatory activities. 

A description is an organization of perceptions of objects and events whch utilizes 

conceptual d e s .  Description requires a theoretical bais  that c m  assign significance to 

different perspectives - for example stmctural, rather than interactionist, concepts in 

community partxipation. Tius theoretical base must suit the descriptive situation. 

Description also requires an unambiguous classification of phenornena to record 

Merences between two or more thmgs. 

An explanation is the application of a logical system of relationships and general 

laws to a description. Explanations are not just a recordmg of Merences between two 

events or situations. Explanations also imply cause-effect relationshps and thus indicate 

the potential for change in a situation. Explanations aliow understandmg of the past, 

generate expectations of the h e ,  and suggest interventions to aita or cuntrol events. 

Prelimuiary explanations are derived from exploratory shidies and provide potenfial cause- 



effect relationships whch have yet to be demonstrated. Ln the social sciences, prelirmnary 

explanations provide the basis for generatmg hypotheses for future midies. 

A further step in analysis of events can be terrned evaluation and requires that 

sufficient conceptual, descriptive, and explanatory work has been done in a field to allow 

comparison of the events to some accepted standard. Premature application of evaluative 

methods to social phenornena wiîhout adequate standards risks serious questions on the 

validity of judgements obtained in the evaluation. 

There are relatively few analytic fiameworks for studying structural factors in 

comrnunity participation. Nonetheless, there has been a gradua1 development of 

conceptual and descriptive fiarneworks whch are now reviewed. 

Davie (1  975) developed the Shared Process Evaluation System (SHAPES) 

methodology to evaluate the process of participation in community development projects. 

SHAPES is used to describe: 

1. whowasinvolvedinaproject 

3 & .  criticd events whch occuned 

3. the perspective of the comrnunity development worker. 

This information is collected and collated by community mernbers to descnbe the 

involvement of individual participants (cornrnunity mernbers, workers, and govemment 

planners) in various critical activities (e.g., meetings, data gathering) at particular stages in 

the project (e.g., needs identification, planning). SHAPES provides a systematic 

method01ogy to describe the types of participants and their roles for comparison with the 

c o m ~ t y  worker's perceptions of participation. This comparative infiormation can then 

be used by the worker to make adjustments to the program. 

The SHAPES methodology provides a thorough description of certain components 

of the community participation process. However, since SHAPES was not intended to 



address the social, organizational, or political context explicitly, it is limited in the 

explanation of participation fiom a structural perspective. For example, analysis of the 

impact of organizational strategies for participation in comrnunity development projects 

c d d  not be well explained usina the SHAPES method. 

In an important work whch has provided a base for other researchers, Cohen and 

Uphoff (1 980) define participation as "the involvement of a significant number of persons 

in situations or actions whch enhance their well-being, for example, their incorne, security 

or self-esteemt' 61.2 14). These authors suggest that partxipation is not a ' t hg '  whch c m  

be clearly defined, but rather may be treated as a theoretical concept, or rubric, under 

whch a number of specific concrete components can be identified. Their approach to ths 

theoretical concept involves docurnenting descriptive indicators of the presence of 

participation (e.g., collective actions taken by a community) rather than direct measures. 

Through the Rural Participation Project at Comell University, the authors developed a 

framework for analysis of structural factors in community participation in international 

development projects whch has had practicd field application in the area of water 

management in S n  Lanka (Uphoff 1990). 

The fiamework distinguishes between 'Contexts' and 'Dimensions' of participation. 

The Context of participation includes the overall historical, environmental, and societal 

milieu in whch the project operates. As well, Context includes the projeds operating 

characteristics (e.g., resource requirements, immediacy of benefits, and program 

flexibility). Participatory Dimensions include the h d s  of participation, the sets of 

individuals involved, and the feahires of the participatory process. 

Cohen and Uphoff s methodology for analysis of participatory projects is 

comprehensive and focuses on benefits to various parties. However, its conceptuakation 

of project operating characteristics as Context, and separate fiom the d u e n c e  of the 



agency and government, is problematic. In their view, bureaucratic or donor agency 

directives to local project managers regardmg the style and extent of participation of 

w m m ~ t y  members has only an indvect influence on the involvement of the public. 

addition, the fiamework does not explicitly address the exercise of influence and power by 

partu5pant groups in the program. For example, direct and indirect expressions of 

participant control in the project are neglected in the fiamework, whch focuses p ~ c i p a l l y  

on tangible and observable factors and does not explore the more subjective dynamics of 

influence and power in comrnunity settings. 

Si@cdy ,  Cohen and Uphoff note that the purpose of participation is critical for 

the interpretation of a program. They recognize that there will likely be disagreement on 

any assessrnent of the purposes of participation since this depends on the paxtdar 

interests of groups involved in the program, for example, wmmunity members, prograrn 

staff, professionals, and bureaucrats. They do not clarifi how an analysis of purposes 

could be acheved other than through identification of who is participahg in different 

aspects of the prograrn. 

Overall, Cohen and Uphoff s fiamework encompasses many aspects of a structural 

perspective on participation. However, the fhmework does not explicitly investigate the 

structural bases for power differences nor does it adequately address the empowemient 

process. Ln addition, the framework was developed for use in international comrnunity 

development programs and is not appropriate fm analysis of participation in Canahan 

health promotion projects without modifications. 

Wandersman (198 1) originally developed a methodology for evaluation of 

participabon in coxnmunity organizations in urban American semngs. This methodology 

identifies the antecedents of participation, the parameters of participation, and the effects 

of participation. Antecedents of participation are identified as environmental, ecological, 
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and social characteristics of the community plus individual 'readiness to participate' 

variables. Parameters of participation are assessed in a manner sunilar to the 'Dimensions' 

of Cohen and Uphoffs model. Effects of participation are assessed over a penod of time at 

individual, org anizational, and community levels. 

Wandersman's methodology is very comprehensive and includes many 

psychological vrniables at the indtvidual and community levels However, it clearly 

implies a uni-directional çystem of antecedent causes, participatory processes, and 

differential effects. Drawbacks of the fkamework for h s  research include: a lack of 

sociological variables at the group level whch may influence participation, such as interest 

group identification and resource avaiiability; a rninor emphasis on govemmental 

influences; and limited consideration of mediatmg variables or possibilities of 

recursiveness in relationshps. 

Overall, Wandersman's methodology is not a set of practical descriptive 

instruments, but rather a conceptual plan for detailed research of the psychological 

processes uiherent in community participation. The fiamework has supported numerous 

studies of organizational behaviow (Prestby 1990), and more recently comrnunity 

coalitions (Butterfoss 1 996). 

Finally, Rdkm (1 988) has developed a methodology, denved from the work of 

Cohen and Uphoff, for evaluation of community participation. Riflun focuses on the 

process of parhcipation ('direct participation'), rather than the immedr ate eEect or impact 

of a project whch she ternis 'social participation'. She identifies five key project areas in 

which direct participation can be rated. These factors include needs assessment, 

leadership, organization, resource mobilization, and management. In focusing on the 

evaluation of participation, &&in's model assumes that satisfactory explanations and 

standards for participation currently exist. However, she also asserts that wmmunities are 



not readily comparable and that establishg standards for participation is unredistic. 

Instead, a community project is assessed repeatedly on these 'direct' factors with a 5-point 

scale to gve  a series of visual-numerical profiles for a demonstration of change in 

comrnunity participation. R i h ' s  methodology has been appiied in a number of 

international studies of the community development approach to health (Bichrnann 1987, 

Laleman 1989). 

While Rihn's work is one of the few attempts to quanti@ the degree of 

participation in community projects beyond the mere wuntmg of participants, there is 

lkely to be a significant loss of qualitative uiformation in Riflun's methodology as well as 

reliability and validity problems with the scoring procedure. The methodolo~ also does 

not consider how community members interpret the project and how the project's benefits 

are hstributed. It is unldcely that the depth of understanding necessary to analyze project 

participation fiom a structural perspective could result fiom this methodology whch does 

not consider the context, purpose, or power relations of the project. Ln particular. the 

influence of comrnunity members vis-a-vis the uifluence of other project participants such 

as professionals, project staff, and local elites is not addressed. Rifkm does emphasize that 

development of an evaluation methodology for 'social participation', or ernpowerment and 

equity, has yet to be accomplished. She suggests some indicators for equity and stresses 

the critical importance of analyzing the lrnks between 'direct' and 'social' parhcipation. 

These four fiameworks (Davie 1975, Cohen 1980, Wandersman 198 1, RiaUn 

1988) address many of the structural factors of participation through various wnceptual, 

descriptive, and evaluation methodologies. Al1 of the fiameworks have shortcomings, 

however, and do not seem capable of being used to analyze the wmplexity of the 

phenornenon. Most significantly, these fiameworks do not explicitly address the concept 

of power or the achevernent of equity and control by cummmity members in projects. 
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Recent attempts by Uphoff ( 1990) and Green (1 986) to use these fhneworks to develop 

theory in community participation also s a e r  from lack of analysis of basic concepts such 

as project structure, project context. and power issues. These eflorts illustrate that the 

existmg fiameworks cannot be used alone for the analysis of participation from a stnictura.1 

perspective. 

Nonetheless, Cohen and Uphoff s work provides the best methodological starting 

point for ths thesis as it contains many of the structural components which have been 

assessed traditionally in participation. In ths thesis, however, structural 'Dimensions' will 

be used to refer to social-cultural, organizational, and political-legal-economic 

charactenstics rather than to the participatory process itself 

Plant ( 1974) reinforces the use of a structural perspective by suggesting that 

wncephializations of comrnunity participation cannot be separated £iom the wider context 

of political and organizational life: "To be plausible, a theory of community and in 

particular the place of parhcipation withm it, needs to be counter balanced by a theory of 

the political organization of society in which issues such as bureaucracy, democratic 

theory, and organizational theos, receive their due consideration" (p.63 ). A number of 

social structural theories related to community participation will now be examined for their 

usefulness in suggesting additional elements to include in this research. 

2.1 0 Social Change Theory and Participation 

The study of community participation has its prirnary mots in the discipluies of 

political science and sociology. This review focuses principally on sociological theory but 

benefits fiom a brief ovewiew of participation in a political sense. 

A key distinction in political science theories of democracy is that between 

representative democracy and participatory democracy (Pat eman 1 970). Under lymg thi s 



distinction is the struggle between the liberalist values of free choice espoused by Locke. 

Hobbes, Bentham, and Mill and the democratic values of equality promoted by Rousseau 

and JS Mi11 (Weingert 1976, Wolfe 1977). Liberalist views are reflected in 'first 

generation human rights' of free speech and private property and assert that al1 citizens 

have the right to influence political decisions whch aEect them (Howell 1987). 

Representatrve democracy and political parties are claimed to be participatory mechanisms 

to irnplernent t h s  view (Miil 1859, Mills 1959, Dahl 1961 ). Others c l a h  that the concept 

of participation itself irnplies the breakdown of representative democracy: "at base, the 

demand for participation connotes criticism of the existing system of representation" 

(Sadler 1979, p.3). 

'Second generation human rights' have emerged in ths century fiom a broader 

view of democracy whch recogmzes that liberalism results in great differences between 

individuals in most nations in terms of political and economc power. The state has 

assumed the responsibility to ensure equal access to 'safety nets' of public semces such as 

health care, education, housing, and social welfare. These services both prepare 

individuals for, and protect them fiom, the econornic competition of first generation nghts 

(Howell 1 98 7). Notions of participatory democracy whch are used to support ths view 

primaril y involve an educative process in whch individual s leam to cooperate together, 

beyond their individual interests, to achieve both public and private security (Pateman 

1970). 

Thus, participation in the political science domain reflects fundamental tensions 

between the right to compete in a market economy and the ri@ to an equitable standard of 

living. Participation also reflects basic tensions between individual and collective rights. 

In the sociological domain, a variety of theories have been used to explain 

community participation. At the individual level, social exchange theories, such as Olson's 



( 1968) rational actor model and Knoke's ( 1990) motivational model of collective action 

c m  be used to explain personal reasons for participating in community activities. At the 

group level, theories such as negotiated order (Day 1977) and collaboration theory (Gray 

1989) can be used to explain poup dynamics in participation. However. it is a contention 

of ths thesis that social change theories are more useful for exposing the structural factors 

whch facilitate or limit partxipation. 

Early sociologicd studies of community power (Lynd 1937) and community 

orgamzation (Young 1963) examined the role of the community fiom a structural 

perspective. These studies focussed attention on the community as a legitïmate settmg for 

the development of knowledge about social change processes. However, these studies also 

conceptualized the community as an organism which evolves naturally according to a 

particular developmental sequence. This organic Mew was suitable for Western 

communities in the early to middle twentieth century whch were onented towards small 

town and rural life. However, the recent tendencies towards state-imtiated change in 

communities and the uifluence of global factors, such as multinational corporations. on 

local conditions appears to require new concepts (Harper 1989). 

More recent studies fiom a structural perspective emphasize social change aspects 

of communities, whch may refer either to the introduction of planned change or to 

fundamental social changes (Dixon 1989). The major bodies of wntemporary social 

change theory related to participaiion are those concemed with Community ûrganization, 

Social Movements, Interest Groups, and Political Economy. Each of these are examined 

here to explore theV potential application to the d y s i s  of the d u e n c e  of structural 

factors on community participation in Canadian health promotion projects. 



Cornrnunity Oraanization Theoc 

Community organization theories usually assume the involvement of comrnunity 

members either in a h t y  or geographic groupings. The literature on participation in 

cornrnunity organizations c m  be dxvided into that whch addresses functions of 

participatory organizations. and that whch addresses the process of participation. 

in a classic analysis, Rothrnan ( 1968) identifies three functional models of 

community orgamzation - locality development, social planning, and social action. 

Locality development organizations pursue cornmunity-wide economic and social change 

through broad participation of a spectrum of citizens tn the community Locality 

development utilizes a view of the public interest whch assumes that a common gwd 

exists and can be determined mstnimentally through a broad, cooperative decision-making 

process. Values of harmony and communication are irnplicit in this mode1 which appears 

to underlie the calls for cornmuruty participation in the healthy public policy strategy of 

health promotion (Mlio 1 988). 

Social planning organizations emphasize a t echca l  process of problem solvmg to 

achieve rational, deliberate, and wntrolled change. Participation of consumers m the 

community varies depending on the problem, the organization, and the knowledge which 

expert planners judge to be needed. Social planning utilizes a Mew of the public interest 

whch assumes that, with the proper combination of expertise, judgement and conscience, 

the community's needs can be met. Professional elites play the key role in a social 

planning mode1 whch values rationality, objectivity, and professional purpose. Social 

planning principles appear to underlie health senices planning and social marketing 

approaches whch are espoused in some foms of health promotion (Lalonde 1974, Epp 

1986, WHO 1986). 
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Social action organizations airn at rnakmg fundamental changes in local social 

conditions and institutions. Participation of disadvantaged groups of victims is 

emphasized. Social action utilizes a view of the public interest whch assumes that a 

disadvantaged group's vested interest is legitimate. Centrai concepts in community 

development include inequalities in health-producing conditions, imbalances in power, 

and values of community control and autonomy (Schler 1970, Morley 1983). Values of 

social justice and equality are implicit in t h s  mode1 whch appears to underlie the 

cornmunity development approach in health promotion (Labonte 198 1 ,  Dixon 1989). 

These social action concepts closely reflect the structural perspective on cornmunity 

participation as defined in this thesis. 

Rothrnan ( 1968) notes that these fimctional organizational models ofien overlap m 

practice to meet different needs of the cornmunity, but in doing so ofien result in 

contradictory activities and confusion amongst staff and participants. 

A vanety of theorists in the field of community health have developed compatible 

typologies of community organizations. Riflun ( 198 1 ) classifies commwty organizations 

to mclude public health, health planning, and community development models. Similarly. 

Labonte ( 1988) proposes that community organizations tend to adopt advocate, neutralist. 

or activist planning models. Stirling (1 989) suggests bat community organization 

functions have developed beyond early social action concephializations of 'enabling', 

'mediating', and 'activism' towards more recent trends of 'institutional access', 'local 

cooperation', and 'inter sectoral coordination'. These trends demonstrat e an increasmg 

bureaucratization of the hnctions of community organizations in their relationshps with 

the state. 

A second Stream in comrnunity organization theory focuses on participatory 

processes whch concem the depth of cornmunity involvement, or influence and power in 
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local projects in a key paper, Arnstem (1  969) proposes that the community participation 

process is fundamentally concerned with the institutionalization of power relationshps. 

The process of participation in any project varies from non-participation. through 

tokenism, to full citizen control. Arnstein's typology implies a zero-sum power situation m 

which there is a fixed amount of power or benefits in society. The power whch one group 

wins is achieved only through loss of power by another group. Amsteui's 'Ladder of 

Participation' typology underlies many of the efforts to develop scales for e v a l u a ~ g  the 

degree of comrnunity participation ( R i h  1 98 8). 

Altemately, Susskind ( 1983) proposes a non-zero-swn gradient of participatory 

intluence: f?om patemalism (centralized decision-making), to conflict (citizen 

confrontation over control of policies), to CO-production (negotiated decision-mahg 

wherein power is shared and both parties gain infornation about cornrnunity problems) 

Crenson (1 983), however, notes that while the CO-production process tends to occur more 

often in low-income neighbourhoods, it usually benefits hgh-income residents of these 

neighbourhoods. This raises the issue of who benefits fiom a negotiated decisior.-making 

process. 

Most theorists view cornrnunity participation practice as a blend of these 

organizational fùnctions and participatory processes. Particular methods of cornrnumty 

work are appropnate at different times for Merent issues. niis conceptualization makes 

analysis and evaiuation of comrnunity projects problematic. However, there is a 

wnsistency of view that, over time, wmmunity organizations mua address their 

relationships with outside groups, institutions, and social structures which d u e n c e  the 

health of the community (Jackson 1989). This consensus on the need for a stmctural 

analysis is consistent with currently espoused health promotion principles. 
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Overall, community organization theory is concemed widi explauiuig the structure, 

function, and process of participatory activities in local project models and is important in 

the analysis of factors whch contribute to successfkl involvement of the cornmunity and 

also in the development of evaluation strategies for community participation (Ri& 198 1, 

Rifkm 1988). Some additional characteristics of community organizations which are 

suggested by these theories, and whch can be incorporated into a study of structural 

dimensions of the commumty participation process, include: 

Composition of the sponsor group - Health promotion projects rnay be organized by 

health professionals, by comrnunity development personnel. or by target group members 

(consumers). The sponsor group composition, or degree of participation by the former 

groups in the structure of the organization. could be an important factor m the involvernent 

of community rnembers. 

Bureaucratie directives - Health promotion projects fùnded through federal or provincial 

sources rnay be diuenced by bureaucratic suggestions, or even directives, regardmg 

appropriate forms of participation. These influences rnay be shaped by the personal 

experiences of bureaucratic staff, by the degree of direction whch project officers give to 

projects, by avaitable funding for partxipatory processes, and by cwent mechanisms for 

evaluation of projects. 

Project objectives and activities - Health promotion projects whch focus prhcipally on 

self-help and mutual aid strategies rnay involve Merent forms of participation than 

projects which focus mostly on advocacy, public awareness, and education. 

Local leadership - Community leaders rnay facilitate or inhibit participation in project 

activities. fierarchies of community mernbers rnay evolve in local projects, with benefits 

accruing to more influentid mernbers and leaders. 



Social Movement Theory 

A second Stream m social change theory whch is applicable to comrnunity 

participation in health promotion is contamed in the literature on social movements. Social 

movement theory is concemed nlth the development, maintenance, and impact of 

collective organizations of social change (Hannigan 1985). Early theones of social 

movernents focused on the emergence of social problems, and the motivations of aggneved 

populations and leaders in respondmg to these problerns (Tuner 1987). However. these 

analyses of collective behaviour gave little explanation for the participation of non- 

aggneved persons (Olson 1968) or community organizations in the social movement 

(McCarthy 1987). There are two social movement theones which have particular 

applicability to community pmcipation in health promotion - Resource Mobilization 

theory and New Social Movement theory . 

Resource Mobilization theory proposes an economic analogy to explore the ability 

of specific social movements to acquire and use monetary and labour resources to facilitate 

organizational objectives (McCarthy 1987). The resource mobilization approach examines 

the vanety of resources required, linkages of organizations with extemal supporters, and 

the creation of change in the organization by ths resource dependency. In the context of 

health promotion, Resource Mobilization theory c m  be used to explain the ability of 

comrnunity organizations to secure funds for community participation in projects and thus 

bewme intermediary change agents between the state and the community. While ths 

theory provides explanaiions of how an organization is set up and maintains levels of 

parhcipation, it does not explain why the organization initially arises or its potential for 

long term s u ~ v a l .  ns issue is important in a transfomational type of participation and 

in participation of community agencies in coalition activities. 



New Social Movement theory addresses these issues. Castells (1 983) argues that 

recent social movements have developed due to particular histoncal and cultural events 

whch are anti-institutional and self-identdjmg in nature. He asserts that survival of a 

social movement organization depends on more than a rational mobilization of resources 

alone, since t h s  inevitably leads to institutionalization and loss of purpose. Castells 

proposes that the fbture of such organizanons depends on improved collective conditions. 

an autonomous community culture, and political self-management. Similarly, Touraine 

(1 98 1 ) identifies autonomy and self-identity as crucial for new social movements which 

are more concemed with reform, or creatmg aitematives withm the dominant society. than 

with mcreasing their own power. More broady, Castells (1 989) conceptuaiizes 

comrnunity participation itself as a component of a general social rnovement for local 

autonomy . 

The issue of whether health promotion is a social movement is not resolved New 

Social Movement theory has been used to analyse the development of health promotion 

and its potential for creating lastmg social change. Pederson ( 1 989), in a study of the 

development of health promotion in Ontario, notes that it was imtiated m d y  by 

professional and bureaucratic social reformers, and concludes that health promotion can be 

interpreted as a professional social movement. in contrast, Stevenson ( 199 1 ). Labonte 

(1 994), and O'Neill (1 994) argue that health promotion is not a social movement per se, 

but a professional and bureaucratic response to challenges put forward by other social 

movements such as feminist, environmentalist, and disability groups. 

In sum, social movement theories may be important in an analysis of the ability of 

health promotion projects to develop, promote change, and survive withm cornmunities. 

Some structural characteristics of participatory organizations whch are suggested by these 

theories include: 



Securing and utilizing resources - Cornrnunity organizations whch do not have a secure 

f u n h g  base rnay spend inordinate amounts of time ensuring their own organizational 

sumival, rather than involving comrnunity members. Similady, oiganimons with limted 

personnel resources rnay have unrealistic expectations of the abilities of community 

rnembers to conduct project activities. 

History of the  organization in the community - Prevîous experience of the organization 

with comrnurilty participation, and previous experiences that the cornmunity has had wth 

the organization, rnay be predictors of success in effectively involving community 

members in projects. 

Organizational culture - The successfùl development of an organizational culture, or a 

set of values and identity in a project, rnay attract and maintain community members as 

parhcipants. 

Autonomy - The organization's degree of autonomy in settmg its own directions rnay 

allow wmunity members to balance the influence of the bureaucracy and other powerful 

professional groups. 

Alliances with community groups - A conceptualization of disadvantaged target g o u p  

members as isolated individuals rnay not be adequate to explain the evolving self- 

identification of local organizations as 'cornrnunities' in Canada today (Pal L 1993). 

Project alliances constitute 'commiinity group participation' in health promotion, especially 

in orgaaizations where project objectives are oriented towards advocacy and policy 

change. 

1x1 summary, social movement theones rnay assist in the explmation of how 

community participation 1s supported, why it arises, and its potential for sustainability. 

Another body of social change theory c m  be used to explain, from a structural perspective, 

who participates and what benefits occur fiom participation. 



Interest Group Theory 

lnterest group theories assume that societies are compnsed of different 

constituencies with different goals. Codicts between these interests are thought to be 

resolved in various decision-makmg forums. Pluralism is an interest group theory whch 

assumes that the govemrnent acts in response to the pressures of cornpethg interest groups 

(Dahl 1 96 1 ) . Pluralist research in health attempts to i denw who the competing interests 

are, to what extent these interests are mobilized, what resources they command, and what 

strategies are used to gain f u n h g  (Milio 1988). 

Pluralism has been criticized for its assumption that cornpetmg interests have equd 

power bases and for neglecting structured power irnbalances in society. Specifically, the 

system of democratic pluralism is criticized as one of lunited pluralism and the poor are 

the major collectivity excluded fiom full participation in the system (Hemian 1983). Elite 

theorists argue that political power is concentrated in estabhshed elite groupings (Mills 

1959). Neo-marxists also argue that elite groups control the political process through the 

state, which acts as an instrument of economic class domination (Mdiband 1969). 

In Canada, the medical profession has been identified as the elite group in the 

health arena, although th s  privileged position appears to be in decline (Cobum 1983). 

Specific involvernent of health professional, voluntary, and bureaucratic groups is now 

expected in health services planning and the development of healthy public policy. 

Disadvantaged persons are identified as target groups for empowexment in local 

cornmuni@ development projects in the belief that those with more power will become 

healher (Srnithes 1 990, Labonte 1 993). The involvement of these âiEêrent 

constituencies in the common field of health promotion implies that an interest group 

analysis rnay be usefûl in detenninùig who benefits fiom specific initiatives. 



An alternative interest group theory is concerned with identifjmg the dominant, 

challenging. and repressed interests in decision-mahg groups and how these positions 

are maintamed in relationshp with the predominant institutional and class structures 

(Alford 1975). Alford argues that the traditionai power of the dominant medical 

'professional monopolizers' has been challenged by 'wrporate rational izers', or groups of 

health administrators, bureaucrats, and business persons intent on rationalizing the health 

care system to make it more efficient. Community 'equal health advocates' are identified as 

a thnd interest group whch has largely been repressed in its atternpts to gain uifluence. 

T h s  repression can be partially explained by lay-professional confiicts (Young 1975) but 

Alford also identifies a more fundamental factor. 

Mord emphasizes a structural wmponent underlymg the overwhelrning influence 

of professionals and corporate refomers. The alignment of their interests with the 

dominant institutional and class structure ensures that ". . . change is not likely without the 

presence of a social and political movement which rejects the legitirnacy of the economic 

and social base of pluralist politics" (Alford 1972, p. 164). In the absence of such 

movements, Alford's structural interest group theory predicts incremental change rather 

than large scale fûndamental reform (Weller 1 977). Application of t h s  theos, to programs 

such as the Health Promotion Contribution Program may explain a contradichon in health 

promotion whch identifies the necessity of fundamental change for health improvement. 

but dws not seern to be able to deliver on it due to health promotion's structural 

confinement w i h  the socioeconomic system and its inattention to the politics of 

cornpetition (Stevenson 199 1, Hancock 1994). 

Pluralist interest group theory, as the predominant political theory of western 

dernocracy, is important in the analysis of who participates and benefits in health 
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promotion projects. Sorne additional characteristics of cornmunity organizations which 

this set of theories suggest rnay influence participation include: 

Target group selection - Many heaith promotion projects are directed towards target 

groups (women, seniors, youth, persons with disabilities, ethnic minorities) whch rnay 

have characteristics which impede efforts at gaining their participation. Health promotion 

projects directed towards caregivers or towards persons at risk of developing heaith 

problems rnay not be successfÙ1 in obtaining participation when these groups have 

competing demands on their tirne. 

Definition of issues - Smce community organizations are usually funded to undertake 

projects with specific goals, comprehensive efforts to involve comrnunity members rnay 

only occur once the project direction has been set and issues have been defined. 

Detemning who defines the health issues rnay clarify whch group has major influence in 

the project (Kelly 1 989). 

Group consensus - lnterest group theories assume a consistency of interests w t h n  

specific groups While ths  rnay be more likely with professional, staff, and bureaucratie 

groups due to common socialization and financial interests, it rnay not be applicable m a 

heterogeneous group of community participants with different needs. 

Similarly, structural interests theory rnay be important in the analysis of the 

wnstraints on parhcipation as a strategy of social change. This theory suggests M e r  

structural characteristics of community organizations which rnay uuluence participation: 

Inclusion/exclusion biases - Health promotion programs whch identi* specific target 

groups as eligible project participants, also exclude other groups (e.g., low incorne 

persons, psychiatrie survivors, institutionalized persons) fiom consideration by virtue of 

their condtion or situation. 



Purposes of participation - Different mterests may desire commumty participation for 

vaned, and sometimes cornpeting reasons. Particularly important is the gap between 

corporate, or publicly identifie4 purposes and the privately expressed purposes of 

powerful interests. 

Overall. one of the limitations of interest group theones has been their inadequate 

conceptualization of the role of the state. Traditionally, the state has been viewed as a 

neutral medtator (Latham 1952), as an equal player (Dahl 1961), or as primarily interested 

in maintainhg the status quo (Alford 1975). These views do not explain the current 

tendency of the state to actively promote a health agenda, based rhetorically on 

fundamental change, through such mechanisms as the HPCP. Theories of political 

economy of the state ma): help to clarify this tendency. 

Political Economy Theo- 

Political economy theones provide an altemate structural perspective for analysis of 

participation in health promotion prograrns. These approaches comect health programs to 

the larger society, acknowledge powerful interests which nile Canada, consign an 

important role to ideology in health, and utilize assumptions of critical theory such as 

emancipation, structural influences, and the power of knowledge (Salmon 1989). These 

assumptions are consistent with those ofa structural perspective on community 

participation. 

A political economy interpretation of health haç emerged in western Europe and 

North Amenca since the 1960's due to dissatisfaction with fùnctionalist analyses and the 

failure of many studies to position hedth withm a societal context (Navarro 1976, Baer 

1982). There are two general streams in the political economy literature whch have 

application to health promotion. The socioewnomic detemiùiants of health, or the effect 



of structural factors on health statu. inwrporates a structural perspective but is not the 

topic of ths  thesis. Another theoretical meam, whch discusses the impact of political and 

economic factors on health improvement strategies, for example comrnunity participation 

in health promotion projects, is pertment to this study. 

The Canadian state's subscription to the importance of structural influences on 

heaith, whch assumes that the abiiity to împlement improvements in health lies beyond 

individuals, professionals and comrnunities, raises the question as to why the state 

emphasizes comrnunity level solutions. More specifically, why does the state espouse 

co~iïï~i-iïnity participation as a primary strategy for health promotion? State support for 

participation may be related to stnichiral power relatrons withn society In addition. 

legittmation of different groups as participants in decision- making is a core consideration 

in a political economic Mew. 

Theories of political economy are generally concemed with d u e n c e s  on the role 

of the state and its actions by broad econornic and political factors (Dahrendorf 1 959: 

O'Connor 1973). Specific theones are based on differing views of the role of the state m a 

class society. Dahrendorf s ( 1  959) view of class structure describes post-capitalist society 

as having a new middle class, increased social mobility, and more equality between 

classes. Power does not derive fiom the economic base directly, but through political 

authority relationshps whch the state controls. The state camouflages the real source of 

control by espousin3 'participatory democratic' institutions, of whch community 

participation rnay be viewed as a recent example. 

Dahrendorf notes that with increased state wntrol of the economy in a welfare state 

there is a need for iegitimation of this control, in the form of public participation, to 

augment that legitimacy usually received through formal electoral support. In a purely 

representative democracy, electoral support for the d i n g  party does not supply sufficient 



legitimation for the mcreasing bureaucratization of society, and it is this deficit in support 

whch is actively solicited by those in power. The public 1s likely to accept their new role 

in cornmunity participation since it seems to represent an opportunity to exert influence, 

even for those who are not supporters of the ruling party. Thus, Dahrendorf emphasizes 

the 'political' function of comrnunity participation as a form of participatory democracy. 

In contrast, a neo-marxist perspective is based on a view of the capitaiist state as 

the instrument of the economic ruling class (Mdiband 1969, O'Connor 1973, Poulantzas 

1974, Gough 1979). The state is dorninated by the ruling class principally for economic 

purposes, that is to maintam capital accumulation (Podantzas 1974), but du, for reasons 

of class solidarity (Miliband 1969). In current neo-marxist thought, the degree of ruling 

class control is conceptualized as bemg only partial, with the state being 'relatively 

autonomous' in order to manage interna1 c d i c t s  between factions of the bourgeoisie 

Consequently. the state can make decisions with some independence fiom the d i n g  class 

as long as the capitalist economic system is not fundamentally disturbed (Poulantzas 

1974). 

O'Connor (1 973) argues that the state must a h  have a legihmation function, in 

addition to its accumulation and coercion fùnctions, in order to maintam social harmony. 

This legitimation function is facilitated by a perception of the state's relative autonomy 

fiom capital interests. Welfàre state programs, whch c m  include a 'contributory' 

parhcipahon cornponent (e.g ., workfhre), are seen as legitirnizing the participation of the 

public in non-economic activities (Gough 1979, Offe 1984). 

Neo-marxist theory supports these interpretations with respect to health promotion 

strategies, such as participation of the public. On a societal level, Navarro (1 976) explains 

that highly capitalist states prefer democracy to be exercised through a limited electoral 

system which functions to legitimize the political process rather than to change it. At the 



community level, Navarro (1  975) documents the domination of decision-makins bodies 

wthin health mstitutions by corporate and upper mddle class citizens. Similar dominance 

has been noted in Canada (Clement 1975). Cornmunity participation in health progams is 

viewed by neo-mancists as a legitlrnation strategy of the state, through which the 

community cm be given apparent control over non-economic aspects of the health sector 

in so far as this does not result in capital accumulation problems (Waitzkm 1978, 

Midgeley 1986). 

Other wews of community participation have been expressed utilizmg a political 

economy perspective. The state may encourage comrnunity participation in order to gain 

support in its challenge to conservative health interests which may. for example, desire to 

restnct access to health care (Alford 1975, Cnchton i 980). Castells ( 1  989) also notes that 

there are major world forces (techno-economics. international uifluences, and global 

network structures) which are weakening the effectiveness of intermediate social 

movements such as cornunit). participation. However, the potential for comrnunity 

participation to senously affect these macro structural determinants of hedth is doubtful in 

Castells' analysis. 

Neo-corporatism is an altemate political econorny theory denved from liberalism 

whch rnay have application to participation since it is concemed with management of 

decision-making processes by the state (Mulgan 1984, Van Til 1984). Neo-wrporatism 

asserts that important decisions shouid be made by three primary institutions: the state 

bureaucracy, large corporations, and labour organizations (Panitsch 1980, Cameron 1984). 

In the health promotion context, the process of 'CO-detemination' by govemment. 

business, labour, and other key social sectors has been proposed as a mechanism to 

integrate economic, socialhealth, and environmental policy makuig (Hancock 1994). 

Although undemocratic in principle, neo-corporatist models may represent an 
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advancement over traditional 'representative' majority rule political bodies in their explicit 

acknowiedgement that no single sector can make structural changes unilaterally. In 

addition, neo-corporatism may ensure a public accountability in corporations and labour 

whch is absent m the present system. 

Voluntary associations and disadvantaged groups have tended to be excluded fiorn 

these recent decision-makmg processes since they are not believed to control the resources 

necessary to affect basic socioeconornic conditions (Van Ti1 1984). However, accordiny to 

neo-corporatist theory, there is no mherent reason that cornmunity groups could not 

participate in a corporatist model. The key condition for partu5pation, however. is the 

perceived legitimacy of the community sector (Mulgan 1 983). If health promotion actually 

represents an attempt by the state to legitimize fonnal cornmunity mvolvement in a neo- 

corporatist model of decision-making. then the state would also be expected to provide 

ongomg funding and other mechanisms for supportmg community organizations in their 

decision-mahg roles. 

Political economy theories are important for the analysis of motivations underlying 

the state's promotion of cornrnunity participation and for understanding limitations in the 

state's ability to facilitate it. Tnese theories are also important in analysis of the 

legitimation of cornmunity groups in decision-rnahg. Some characteristics of the state, 

as suggested by these theories, whch may d u e n c e  community participation include: 

Government interest in health promotion and community participation - Both public 

and private expressions of ideology related to wmmunity participation may be important in 

the promotion of participatory programs and strategies. Support of senior govemment 

personnel may be instrumental in securing resources and legiûmation necessary for 

proj ects to proceed. 



Division of government powen - In Canada, health services are pnmarily the 

responsibility of prowicial govemments, whle overall funding policy has been intluenced 

largely by federal cost-sharing initiatives. These rnay account for continuhg sensitivities 

between the federal and provincial Ievels regardmg the development of, and fiscal 

responsibility for, participatory health promotion prograrns. 

institutionalization of participation - Govemment interest in fomializing participatory 

structures and processes c m  be viewed both as a tendency to organize and bureaucratize 

public activities as well as a mechanism to legitimate interest gruup mvolvement in 

decision-mahg Either interpretation could d u e n c e  the form of public participation 

whch appears in health promotion projects. 

Health policy - The federal govemment's w~llingness to modie the focus of the Health 

Promotion Directorate and the HeaIth Promotion Contribution Program may illustrate its 

changing views on health promotion and comrnumty participation. Specifically, the 

fûndmg allocated to the program and its coordination with other federal departments gauge 

the govemment's prionty for facilitating community participation 

In sum, political economy theories provide an important perspective on the 

motivations of the state and may explain the resources provided to participation in health 

promotion, and the states's expectations of i t  They also provide a balance to theones of 

community organization, social movements, and interest groups by focusing on the societal 

conditions emphasized in recent health promotion literature. 

2.1 1 Study Objectives 

This review of literature on community participation, situating th s phenornenon 

within the Canadian health promotion context, suggests that there is a need for analysis 
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fiom a structural perspective. The literature also suggests four relevant issues in the 

participation process: who is involved in cornmunit). health promotion projects; how 

participation is orgamzed; the roles and activities of participants; and the expression of 

power between mterests in the projects. Although stnictural influences on these aspects 

of participation have been reported, there is considerable conflicting and rnissing evidence, 

especially in relation to participation of dsadvatitaged persons. The extent to whch the 

various dimensions of structural uifluences (social-cultural. organizational, political-legal- 

economic) are operative in health promotion participation is currently unknown. 

Furthemore, the mechanisms for these relationships are not well understood. 

Conceptual and theoretical developments in this field have been hampered by the 

lack of appropnate models and fiameworks for analysis of this complex topic. Cohen and 

Uphoff s ( 1980) framework appears to have the most potentid in this regard, apart fiom its 

lack of focus on power issues. The value of a deeper theoretical contribution to studies in 

this area has also been illustrated through references to Community Organization, Social 

Movernents, Interest Group, and Political Economy themies. These theories suggest 

additional structural factors which may be of importance in the study of participation in the 

health promotion context. 

The objectives of ths  thesis are: 

1. To identify structural factors whch are associated with types of cornmunity 

participants, participatory strategies of sponsor organizations, roles and activities of 

cornmunity mernbers, and influence and power in health promotion projects. 

2. To explore mechanisms by whch these factors affect the community participation 

process. 



As noted earlier, the currently identified structural factors and parameters 

may not be complete, nor easily interprztable, especially in isolation fiom 
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of participation 

each other. To 

ensure that al1 unportant structural factors and participation parameters are identified and 

to examuie theu possible mechanisms, it seems advisable to utilize a qualitative research 

process. 



CI-IAPTER 3 

METHODOLOGY 

The literature review has underscored the importance of structural factors in the 

process of comunity participation in health promotion projects. In this chapter, 

methodologicd issues in hedth promotion research are reviewed to clanfy why a qualitative 

case study approach is appropriate for research on structufal factors in community 

participation. Secondly, a detailed description of the methods used in ths thesis is prowded. 

3.1 Methodological Issues in the Study of Cornmunity Participation 

The choice of an appropriate research methodology for this topic depends on the 

purpose and tuning of the study, epistemological considerations, and the suitability of various 

methodologies in the study of causal mechamsms. 

ose and Timing of Studp 

The practical needs for research uiformation vary over time. At some points, 

information for explanation and theory building is required. At other points, information and 

indicators for policy development are necessary. Generally, there is a need for developrnent of 

theory and models before indicators can be developed adequately. Even so, in health 

promotion, there is a need for indicators of processes, such as comrnunity participation, as a 

means for health improvement, as well as indicators of health status as an end (Hayes 1990). 

Previous research has developed indicators of parbcipation, includmg preliminary 

efforts in the field of health promotion (WHO 1991), and appropriate use should be made of 

this work. However, a number of authors have argued persuasively that it is premature to 

develop evaluative indicators in health promotion, especially for dynamic processes such as 

participation, without establishmg an adequate theoretical base whch cm supply vdidity to 

the selection of these indicators (Noack 1988, Kelly 1989, Hayes 1990, Stevenson 1 99 1, 



McQueen 1994). lndicators need to be developed with a coherent rationale when used for 

policy making or decision-makers will not use them (Haro 1987). Haro also points out that. 

for policy purposes, there is a need for tunely studies: 

"The use of an exaggeratedly carefbl 'scientific' approach may take too long to 
provide the necessary timeiy insights, and as a consequence, questionable ideas 
may be introduced uncritically as a basis for action" (p.64). 

The paradox to ths cal1 for timeliness is that dynarnic phenornena, such as community 

participation, require innovative and complex data collection procedures and analysis. Thus. 

policy utility rnay be in conflict with analytic prerequisites. On balance, for the topic of health 

promotion partxipation, a research metiiod which focuses on explanation and theory building 

appears preferable at this tme.  

E~istemolonicd Basis of Studv 

There has been a continumg debate over health promotion research epistemologies 

(objectivist-subjectivist) and the rnethodologies (quantitative-qualitative) whch are consistent 

with them (Poland 1992). An emerging paradigm of research in health promotion, which is 

not accepted by d l ,  rewmmends a subjectivist epistemology, which is to Say, the world, or 

reality, is what we Say it is (ONeill 1989). This approach is derived fiom hermeneutics, or the 

interpretation mherent in social inquiry and reflexivity, or 'action involving thought' (Guba 

1989). The subjectivist-qualitative approach fits well with the ethos of both health promotion 

and community participation whch açserts that communities know what they want. 

One extreme view of epistemological-methodological consistency suggests that 

investigations of participation that incorporate an interpretive, subjectivist approach must 

thernselves be done in a participatory rnanner (Bopp 1994). One way of accomplishg ths is 

through a participatory evaluation of participation, wherein the community members co-direc t 
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the collection and analysis of data. This approach may be suitable for evaluative situations in 

which mdicators are applied to projects and in whch there are policy and h d m g  

implications. However, participatory evaluation may be less suitable for explanation and 

theory building research, in whch gaining insight and understanding the underlymg process of 

participation are primary goals. In addition to the practical limitations of a participatory 

methodology when studymg diverse constituent groups and geographically separate sites, 

there is a danger of confounding the measurement process. Are participants to analyze their 

participation in the research study, as well as in the health promotion project? 

An altemate method, whch satisfies most epistemological and practical considerations, 

involves utilizing the participants' own understandmg the issue as the data. This goes beyond 

merely record& the participants' descriptions of their experiences as pieces of data, but 

requires thern to interpret these experiences and provide some insights about the relationships 

between community participation and structural d u e n c e s  (Denzin 1989). This approach 

assumes that interested, involved people c m  have a reportable experience and subjective 

understanding of structure, in the same way that they c m  develop an understandmg of other 

phenornena such as the dynamics of group interaction and the process of self change. It dso 

partially meets the need for a participatory approach by giving attention to the subjects' xews 

and interpretations of how structure and agency are interrelated, rather than only the 

researcher's constructions of these luiks. Finally, the approach accepts that comrnunity 

members' perceptions that stnicturd factors af5ect participation will in fact influence their 

actual involvement. This assumption is consistent with Giddens' (1 984) view that reflexivity, 

or the purposive monitoring of social life and social systems, is a component of agency. The 

researcher's role under these assumptions is to ask relevant questions about structure based on 

previous knowledge, to probe for inconsistencies in factud elements, and to take responsibility 



for summarizing evidence, comparing across situations, and developiny suitable theoretical 

explanations for the hdings. 

Methodolonies for Exammat 
. . 

ion of C a u d  Mechanisu 

In order to advance knowledge and theory of the role of stmchirai factors in cornmunity 

participation, two approaches can be taken. First, one could collect detailed quantitative 

donnation about these factors and the participation process from surveys, document reviews, 

standardized rating scales, etc. Analysis would entail a variety of descriptive, correlational, 

and inferential procedures whch allow the testing of appropriate hypotheses about 

participation. Ideally, ths  approach would utilize a representative sample of health promotion 

projects for collection of data to allow statistically generalizable conclusions to be posed 

Essential prerequisites for this approach include valid, reliable instruments and mdicators 

whch have a sound theoretical base. These prerequisites are not yet present in this field of 

study . 

One stream of conternporary sociology criticizes this generalizing methodology as 

being deficient, as it cannot identifi what h a  caused partmdar phenomena in cornmunity 

settings (Nilsen 1996). Community projects are seen as examples of 'black box' problems in 

whch complex causal and mediating processes relate stimuii to behaviour. The mechanisms 

for these processes are thought to be revealed more appropriately through an emphasis on 

local contexts, rather than on identifjmg causai correlahons between variables. Such 

contextual analysis can Vary fiom hstorical reconstructions to examination of current social 

conditions, both of whch may yield lower generalizability but more detailed insights into 

causal mechanisms. Barnberger (1 990) notes problems, however, in studymg the process of 

participation in ths contextual way, since it is difficult to observe or record al1 the interaction 



whch rnight be occurring. Additionally, there is a tendency to under-estimate participation if 

using researcher observation, and over-estimate it if using orgamzers' responses. 

Many authors recommend comparative case studies to compare s d a r  social 

processes in as many different contexts as possible (Pawson 1989, Ragin 1991, Nilson 1996). 

Case studies are also appropriate for use when there is lack of consensus and clarity in 

definition, when the boundanes between phenomenon and context are not clear, and when 

many sources of evidence are available (Miles 1984). Multiple case shidies are especially 

useM for examination of complex contextual phenornena such as community participation, 

which are likely to vary across locations and tirne (Bamberger 1990). 

Yin (1 989) distinguishes between descriptive, exploratory, and explrr.r:üiy case 

studies. Descriptive case studies describc the r d - i i f è  context of phenomena. Exploratory 

case shidies examine situations in whch phenomena bave no clear, single set of 

charactenstics in order to develop ideas and hypotheses for m e r  study. Explanatory case 

shidies explain causal llnks in situations that are too complex for survey or experimental 

rnethodologies In the context of health promotion participation, exploratory case studies 

appear to be appropriate methodologies for assessing the relevance of broad theoretical 

propositions, such as the uuluence of structure on participation, and for generating hypotheses 

prior to testing them in more generalizable semngs (Yin 1989). 

It is important to note that the purpose of case shidies is not to rnake generaluable 

conclusions about other settings, as this would require finduigs with a set of acceptable 

statistical probabilities. Yin (1 989) and Miles (1 984) suggest that the logic of a case study 

resembles that of a single experiment, rather than a sample s w e y  in a population. In an 

experimental paradigm, conclusions are rarely based on a single experiment, but are based on 

a multiple set of experiments in whch the same phenomenon is replicated under different 

conditions. Experirnental scientists and case study researchers generalize fiom study results to 
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theory, that is, they pose a general proposition (e.g., smctural factors influence community 

participation) and attempt to determine the conditions under whch it 1s true The proposition 

should be tested under different conditions, or settings, to determine the robustness of the 

general theory, rather than to detemine the applicability of the iindmgs to different groups 

One important implication of this view is that the selection of case studies does not follow a 

sarnpling logic wherein the respondents are assumed to represent a larger pool. Instead, cases 

are selected so that they are likely to provide similar results, or to provide contrary results. but 

for predictable reasons. 

Usmg a case study approach, one could collect intensive qualitative interview data 

about the experience of community participation fiom the perspectives of project participants 

and knowledgeable key infamants. If the general theoretical proposition that structure 

influences participation is valid, then ches to the existence, importance, and mechanisms of 

these structural factors would be embedded in respondents' experiences and perceptions of 

community participation. Individual case analysis would involve the examination of the data 

for illustrative examples of relabonships between stmctural factors and participation. The data 

would be used as illustrations of how structural factors are manifested at the level of action 

and experience, thus linkuig structure and agency. Comparative analysis would involve 

extracting those structural factors whch are cornmon to Merent proj ects and situations and 

providmg preliminary explanations of their mechanisms of action. 

This is the methodological approach taken in the thesis. There are three reasons for 

t h s  choice. First, a qualitative case study approach appears to be more feasible at this t h e  

considering the state of quantitative h e w o r k s ,  instruments, and indicators for community 

participation. Second, a qualitative approach may reveal the mechanisms by whch structural 

factors are luiked to community members' experiences of participation. ms may have 

important theoretical implications in the fields of the sociology of health and health promotion. 
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Finally, the approach directly links evidence frorn participants' experiences to the analytic 

process in a way which is consistent with new methodologies of health promotion research. 

Participants' experiences and perceptions are important if one assumes that people behave in 

ways whch reflect their understandmg of a variety of external uitluences. If one understands 

the nature of these external factors and how they work, it may be possible to promote changes 

which would facilitate improved pamcipation. 

In summary, there is a need for a methodology m this study whch: 

utilizes the existing state of lmowledge of community participation regardmg structural 

dimensions, 

allows the researcher to examine the links between structure and agency radier than 

identiS> generalizable findings of participation, 

allows exploration, or prelimuiary explmation of these mechanisms; and. 

allows the incorporation of participant perspectives. 

This thesis uses an existing fiarnework of struchiral factors in comrnunity participation. 

and other relevant theoretical sources, as the bases for deriwig study questions whch are 

appropriate for a hedth promotion setting. This research does not pre-speci@ what 

participation resembles, but examines evidence to determine the existence of, and general 

relationship between, structural factors and the participation process. Self-reported 

experiences of participation whch focus on the effect of potential structural factors are the 

primary sources of evidence. Examples of situations in which the actions of individuals shape 

these structural factors are also sought. Data are obtained fiom persons directly involved in 

projects as weil as fkom key respondents who have developed insights into the issue fiom their 

experience in the cornmunity health field. The experience of participation is interpreted in 

ternis of the structural factors perceived to be important by most respondents and for whch 



con~uicing explanations can be developed. This approach allows the development of 

preliminary theoretical explanations of participation whch may contnbute to the generation of 

hypotheses and the development of evaluation indicators in future studies. 

3.2 Methods 

This research involved the comparative shidy of community participation in five 

projects fimded withn a single health promotion program in Canada. A multiple case study 

rnethodology was used to compare and contrast structural features whch uifluence cornmunity 

participation in different settmgs. 

Study Setting 

It was decided to shidy projects under a single health promotion program, rather than 

studying examples of participation from a range of govemment-supported programs, to 

prowde some degree of consistency in contextual factors. For example, the particular style of 

community participation in health promotion projects could be influenced by such conte?mial 

factors as health policies, fundmg and review procedures, and government personnel 

activities. By studying projects under a single program, the variability in these factors would 

be muiimized. 

When the study was designed in 1992, the HPCP was a national program whch 

focussed on disadvantaged groups that had been in operation for eleven years. The HPCP was 

intended to be a prixnaty channel for federal efforts to involve these local communities in 

health promotion activities. The HPCP had a wntinuing fiscal allocation, a secure 

lllstitutiond base in Heaith and Welfare Canada, and the approval of political leaders (Pinder 

1 988, Raeburn 1 989, Pinder 1 994). As such, the HPCP provided a suitable source of 

community participation projects that fit the needs of ths study. 
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It was not the intention of ths  study to evaluate the suitability of the HPCP mode1 

itself, nor to generalize conclusions about community participation in health promotion to 

other settings, but rather to demonstrate general relationshps between structure and 

participation and suggest plausible mechanisms in programs of this type. 

Pilot Study 

A pilot study was wnducted to: 

a) detemime possible t q e t  groups for review m HPCP; 

b) formulate project selection cnteria; 

c) develop interview questions; 

d) pretest the i n t e ~ e w  plan wth respondents and determine an appropnate number of 

respondents; and 

e) assess information content in project documents. 

The results of this pilot study were used to formulate the study methods. 

a) Target Groups for Review 

The original ( 1 98 1 ) target groups for the HPCP were identified as women, children 

and families, seniors, persons with disabilities, and adolescents. Subsequent to 1987, a 

number of changes were made to the program. Project funding for seniors was transferred 

fkom HPCP to the Seniors' Independence Program. In addition, chld and family project 

f u n h g  was absorbed into other Health & Welfare Canada programs. Native perçons' projects 

began to receive f u n h g  under the HPCP. Thus, the HPCP target groups at the tirne of t h s  

study included women, persons with disabilities, adolescents, and native persons. 



b) Project Selection Cntena 

Critena for selection of a group of projects for comprehensive case study were 

developed by the researcher through interviews with community and bureaucrat respondents 

and analysis of available project documents. These data indicated that a group of five projects 

could be selected for in-depth study based on one of five primary modes of participation of 

community members: as board directors, advisory cornmittee rnembers, volunteers, 

employees, or clientslservice recipients. 

Kelly (1 996) recently used 'modes of participation' to categonze respondents in a 

qualitative study of interactions between sponsor staff and participants in a commumty health 

project. However, 'modes7 in that study referred to observed uiterests of individu& in the 

group For example, Mode 1 referred to persons participating fiom the perspective of having 

organizational resources and special project skills. In the current study, mode of participation 

was defined as the most fiequently cited participant position in the project documents (board 

director, commttee member, employee, volunteer, client). 

This criterion for selection of the case sarnple was consistent with potential indicators 

of community members' roles and degrees of control in the project and thus was luiked to 

issues of major theoretical importance in the thesis. Other project characteristics whch Cohen 

and Uphoff (1 980) identify, such as 'type of participatory activity', 'stage of participation', and 

'target group membership', were considered for use in case study selection but were rejected 

as they were difficdt to identifi fiom the project documents or were not evenly distributed 

across the proj ects. 

c) Development of Interview Questions 

The general i n t e ~ e w  fiamework was based on traditional questions about 

participation: What is community participation? How does it occur? Who participates? 
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What effects and benefits are realized? Why is participation promoted? (Cohen 1980. Fùf'kin 

1988, Oakley 199 1 ). Specific questions were denved fiom Cohen and Uphoff s framework 

and incorporated issues such as purpose of participation, types of participants, participatory 

strategies, participant roles and activities, and wmrnunity member mfluence. The fiarnework 

was supplemented by questions derived fiom social change theories relevant to comrnunity 

participation. The latter included issues such as sponsor history, relationship with cornmwty 

members, resources, alliances, project management and evaluation, roles of other interests, 

and government views on participation. 

(d) Pretest of Instrument 

Five pilot interviews (one sponsor staff, one Hedth and Welfare Canada staff, and 

three community members of a health promotion project) were conducted to m e s s  the 

feasibility and suitability of the recniitment and i n t e ~ e w  plan These pilot interviews 

mdicated that comprehensive information about structural factors and participation in projects 

could be obtained from i n t e ~ e w s  with one HPD project officer, one to two sponsor 

organization staff, and three to five community respondents. Thus, the nurnber of interviews 

whch would be required with project respondents fiom five projects was estimated to be 

approximatel y 25-40. 

Respondents were cooperative and appeared interested in the questions whch required 

approximately 40 minutes to answer. Most of the research questions d d  be answered by d l  

respondents, however the Health & Welfare Canada program officer was the only person able 

to answer questions related to the bureaucratie context of the HPCP. This indicated that 

comprehensive answers to questions related to uifluence of the political-bureaucratie context 

required a separate set of interviews with expert respondents. The interview guide was 



r e ~ s e d  to focus the questions more precisely and to specîfy whch questions would be asked 

of particular respondent groups (see Appendix A for final interview guide). 

e) Content of Project Documents 

Project documents were in the form of proposais for fùndmg, quarterly progress 

reports, evaluations, and correspondence. Content anaiysis (Nolsti 1969) of the document data 

fkom five health promotion projects indicated that the HPCP project documents contaïned only 

a moderate amount of information conceming community participation, especially the 

relationship between structural factors and the process of participation. There was very little 

urformation in the documents relevant to the bureaucratie context of HPCP. The amount of 

uiformation about participation in documents varied h m  project to project and over the 

duration of each project. This problem has been reported in other studies of participation 

where secondary sources were utilized (Barnberger 1990). It was dso evident from the pilot 

study that the objectivity of project document materials could be questioned, since they were 

created as reports for Health and Welfare Canada management purposes. To ensure that 

undue weight was not given to these reports, documents were analyzed as secondary sources. 

Selection of a group of hedth promotion projects in the HPCP for study was based on a 

number of practical and program-related considerations. The Health Promotion Directorate 

had five regional offices across Canada. To obtain a national range of cases, it would have 

been necessary to travel to each region to review project files and conduct individual 

interviews since documents were not archived in a centrai location. Consequently, projects 

fiom one of the five Hedth and Welfare Canada regions (Ontario) were stucùed. 
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As noted in the literature review, the Ottawa Charter of 1986 marked an unportant 

development in health promotion programs on a conceptual basis regarding community 

participation. Thus, the tune fiame of this study included only those projects initiated during 

the penod January 1987 through Decernber 1991. To ensure that the participatory process in 

projects had an oppominity to develop, only projects in operation for more than six months 

were selected There were twenty-four Ontano HPCP projects whch met these criteria in the 

target group areas of women, persons with disabilities, adolescents, and native persons. 

Since community participation as defined in this thesis is wnsidered to involve the 

cornrnunity directly in a process of change, five projects which were short tenn, such as those 

which lirnited their activities to producing an educational package or conference, were 

excluded Three Francophone projects were also excluded as the researcher was not fluent in 

the French language Their exclusion may have introduced bias in the study with respect to 

the social-cultural dimension of structure, but not necessarily the organizational or political- 

legal-economic dimensions. In surn, the critena for selection of projects were: 

INCLUSIONS 

Ontario region projects of HPCP 

initiated between January 1, 1987 and December 3 1, 199 1 

six months duration or longer 

target groups - women 

- persons with disabilities 

- adolescents 

- native persons 



EXCLUSION 

short term conference and media development projects 

French language projects 

A group of sixteen eligible projects fiom a base of twenty-four was compiled utilizing these 

cnteria by reviewing project files at the Ontario regional office in Toronto. Brief summaries 

of the projects' objectives and actiwties were derived fiom project documents (Appendix B). 

From the population of sixteen HPCP projects, five projects were selected as in-depth 

case studies The purpose of ths  selection was to gather projects that would represent a broad 

range on a single structural characteristic of interest (Miles 1984). The primary mode of 

participation of the community members - i.e., the most fiequently cited participant position 

in the project (as board directors, advisory cornmittee members, volunteers, employees, 

clientdservice recipients) was used as an observable characteristic by whch to select projects. 

A content analysis of documents for the 16 projects was performed to identify the most 

fkequently cited mode of participation in each case. Projects were then categonzed into one of 

five primary modes. The pnmary mode of participation varied sufficiently across the sixteen 

HPCP projects so that selection by this characteristic provided a range of cases per category. 

Appendix C illustrates the eligible projects and their location, target group, and primary mode 

of participation. 

One case study per category, or five projects in total, were selected fiom ths list for in- 

depth study. An attempt was made to uiclude cases representing al1 HPCP target groups to 

allow detection of similarities and differences in participation across various groups. Final 

selection of case studies depended on the completeness of project files and obtainuig consent 
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for mterviews fiom individual project sponsors. A project involmg native persons was not 

included due to a lack of documentation. 

The five cases selected and their primary modes of participation were: 

b e r  City Youth Program (ICYP) - Employees 

Persons United For Self-Help (PUSH) - Board of directors 

InterCornrnunity Health Centre (ICHC) - Clients 

Handicapped Action Group Inc. (HAGI) - Volunteers 

DisAbled Womens Network (DAWN) - Advisor Cornmittee Members 

Only one case (ICY P) was located completely in Toronto. Other single site cases were 

located in London (ICHC) and Thunder Bay (HAGI). Two cases (PUSH, DAWN) had 

multiple sites across Ontario. The group of cases included two projects related to youth 

issues, two projects related to disability issues, and one project related to women and disability 

issues. The inclusion of three projects related to disability was not considered to be 

problematic since there were eight projects for persons with disabilities in the Ontario region 

and these were diverse in scope. One disability project whch was selected (PUSH) had a 

single focus, yet uthzed multiple demonstration sites across the province. Another di sabili ty 

project had multiple foci and a single location (HAGI). The thud disability project had 

multiple foci and multiple locations across the province (DAWN). 

Case study respondents were associated with the projects either as community 

rnembers, local project staff, professionals, or Health and Welfare Canada staff. The 

researche~ did not initiate contact dnectly with project sponsors or community members for 



ethical reasons Health and Welfare Canada program stafYwere approached first for 

interviews through the Ontano regional director of the Health Promotion Directorate. 

Requests for i n t e ~ e w s  with local project sponsors were arranged through these Health and 

Welfare Canada respondents. Subsequent interviews with community members were then 

arranged through project sponsors as intemediaries. Thirty-one interviews with respondents 

from five projects were conducted. Further details on respondents in each case are reported in 

the Results section of the thesis. 

Additional interviews with nine expert respondents were wnducted to provide 

perspectives on political-bureaucratic characteristics and their general relationshps to 

participation in HPCP projects Since health promotion in Canada involves a variety of 

interests (bureaucrats, health promotion professionals, academiçs) beyond comrnunity 

members, an attempt was made to select expert respondents fiom across this range (Pederson 

1989, Pederson 1994). Expert respondents were selected on the b a i s  of their reputation (that 

is, being active in the HPD, hamg publications on the topic, being active m other comrnunity 

based health promotion programs) and were approached directly by the researcher through an 

introductory letter * 

Four senior officials from Health and Welfare Canada who had 8 - 12 years of 

experience in the Health Promotion Directorate were also inteniewed. These included 

officials who had directly rnanaged the HPCP. Three academic scholars fiom Ontario and 

British Columbia universities who had publications in the areas of health promotion, 

community health systems, and public health policy were also interviewed. Finally, two 

health promotion practitioners were selected for interview, one of whom had national and 

international experience in health promotion programs and projects. 

Al1 expert respondents were asked to provide information specifically about HPCP and 

the Health Promotion Directorate, about promotion participation in general, and about 



participation in other comunity development sectors. Many of the academic and practitioner 

respondents had experience with HPD either directly as employees, or indirectly through 

consulting and committee work. Thus, these latter respondents were familiar with the federal 

health promotion prograrn but had no direct wmection with it at the tme of i n t e ~ e w .  

Data Collection 

Primary data collection occurred between September 1992 and December 1 993. Al1 

i n t e ~ e w  data were collected pnor to beginning analysis. The methods of data collection 

were semi-standardized mterviews and a review of available project documents (Guba 1989. 

Rubin 1983, Rossi 1985). See Figure 3 

I n t e ~ e w s  were the primaq source of data. A serni-stnictured interview format was 

used to ask questions appropriate to the background of respondents (Appendix A). 

Since it was anticipated that respondents would ofFer considerable qualitative information in 

answer to the research questions, the mteniew was informal and the researcher had the 

flexibility to change the order of questions, to use appropriate termmology, and to probe for 

m e r  information. Inteniews were taped and transcribed into Ethnograph 3 O (Seidel 1988), 

a qualitative data management software prograrn, pnor to analysis. 

Document data provided a supplemental source of mformation for the study. 

Pexmission was received îrom HPD national office and the Ontario regional Health & Welfare 

Canada office to access sixteen project files and background program data. 

Project document data included: 

Initial project proposais 

Quarterly proj ect reports 

Final project reports and evaluations 



Background program data uicluded: 

Project listings - national and regional 

HPD program evaluation report, technical documents, surveys 

ReMew of evaluation procedures (Health & Welfare 1985) 

Progam resource data 

Program descriptive data 

BOARD OF 
DIRECTORS 

PUSH 

Per Case 

DATA COLLECTION PLAN 

1 16 HPCP PROJECTS 1 

PROJECT 
DOCUMENTS 

FIVE CASE STUDIES 

DAWN 

EMPLOYEE 

( 3 to 5 cornrnunity members 
( 1 to 2 project staff 
{ 1 Health and Welfare program officer 

( 4 Health and Welfare senior officials 

( 3 Scholars - health promotion 
- health systems 
- public policy 

{ 2 health promotion practitioners 

Government Sources 

INTERVIEWS 

MAGI ICHC 

INTERVIEWS 

BACKGROUND 
DOCUMENTS 

Figure 3. Data Collection Plan 



Health and Welfare Canada policy papers and lirnited yovernrnent statistical data 

regarding human and financial resources mvolved in the program were also collected. 

m!B 
There were few ethical concems associated with this study which received ethical 

approval tiom the University of Toronto. Project files were considered to be public documents 

by Heaith and Welfare Canada. An i n t e ~ e w  consent f o m  (Appendix D) was presented to dl 

respondents pnor to interviewhg to d o m  them of the use of their information and to obtam 

their permission. Written consent was obtained from respondents with the exception of those 

who stated that self-identification could be darnaguig. A copy of the consent form was lefi 

with the respondent and the researcher retained the onginal form. Tape recordings of the 

intemiews were transcribed and an identification nurnber matched to the respondent was 

marked on the transcript. Code numbers and respondent identities were stored separately 

Tapes and transcripts were reviewed only by the researcher and were kept in locked storage. 

Tapes and transcnpts are to be destroyed d e r  the study unless the respondent agreed that 

these could be archtved. Data fiom respondents are not attributed directly to persons, 

however, where it is an ad to understanding their comments, their generd personal 

characteristics are included. 

analvsis 
The overall goal of andysis in ths research was to detect relationships between 

structural dimensions and the community pamcipation process in Canadian health promotion 

projects. Analysis was orgmized around four major issues in the participation process which 

were discussed in the literahire review - types of participants, participation strateges, roles 

and activities, and d u e n c e  and power. The analysis proceeded in three stages: 



a) Descriptive content analysis of project documents 

b) Within-case analyses of five HPCP projects 

C) Comparative andysis 

a) Descriptive document andysis 

Project documents from the population of sixteen Ontario HPCP projects were imtially 

coded in discrete categories. To facilitate coding, operational defirutions for each category 

were based on the Cohen/Uphofl(l980) fiarnework. Afier initial coding. the categones and 

definitions were revised to reflect the context of health promotion projects and to include 

M e r  structural factors identified in the literature review. The researcher attempted to use 

temiinology whch reflected an organizational perspective at t h s  stage. See Appendix E for 

final operational definitions of categories. Bnef descriptions of the projects (see Appendix B f 

were written to illustrate the general settings fkom whch case studies were drawn. Analpic 

memos, whch were primady related to influence of the organizational dimension on the 

parhcipation process, were later uicorporated into the comparative analysis and discussion. 

b) Withm-case analyses 

The case respondents' inteniew data were then anaiyzed to identifi links between 

structural characteristics and processes of participation. Thirty-one taped inteniews 

comprising 383 pages were sorted by project and reviewed to identify additional categories, 

such as program mandate, whch were grounded in the data. The inteniews were then coded 

by the researcher using the revised categories and definitions developed earlier in a), as well 

as the grounded categories. A total of 2,459 passages were cuded. The researcher conducted 

a second readmg and wdmg on 10 page sections of a random sample of 5 i n t e ~ e w s  aiter a 

one week (minimum) interval to detennùie the reliability of the coding process. Intra-reader 



agreement was 88%, a level whch has been deemed satisfactory for qualitative analysis 

(Miles 1984, Strauss 1990). 

Withm each case, subsets of data were then sorted by the four elements of the 

parhcipation process (types of partuipants, participatory strategies, roles and activities, 

intluence and power). Through analysis of these discrete data sets, principal structural factors 

emerged whch were luiked to each element These p ~ c i p a l  structural factors were selected 

for the following reasons: 

a) the factors were coded most often in respondent interviews. In qualitative terms. the 

analytic codes were 'saturated' with these factors (Strauss 1 990); and. 

b) the factors were clearly related to elernents of the participation process and had 

conwncing luiks to a structural perspective on comrnunity participation. 

It must be emphasized that these principal structural factors were identified from 

respondent interwew data and were not independently venfied fiom other measures, sweys,  

or observations. This is a known limitation of the qualitative methodology but is acceptable 

consxde~g that data fiom a variety of respondents and project documents were used to 

substantiate findings (Strauss 1990). 

A number of principal stnictural factors were developed fiom combinations of 

individual organizational factors whch appeared to be conceptually related. For example, 

factors related to project fundmg, securing hancial resources, and use of resources were 

combined into a single factor whch was tenned 'Mobilization of Resources'. At ths stage, 

memos were wntten regardmg theoretical constructs in participation whch emerged fiom the 

coding, for example, 'Legtimacy of target groups', and 'Barriers to participation' of proj ect 

participants. These mernos were later utilized in the case study reports. 



n i e  four data sets in each case were then re-coded using these principal structural 

factors. Key parameters of the parhcipation process (numbers of participants, range of 

participants, positions of participants, activities, d u e n c e )  were identified fiom the data in this 

final wding. Structural factors were categorized as haWig an increased, decreased or neutral 

effect on these parameters. 

Finally, five case studies were written whch first descnbed the structural 

'characteristics' of the organization and project. These characteristics were not al1 necessarily 

related to participation but were described to present an overall picture of the structural 

context. These case studies then described how principal structural 'factors' directly and 

uiduectly affected elements of the cornrnunity participation process. A separate report on the 

development of the HPCP and a description of its structural charactenstics was also wntten 

(See Results, Chapters 4.1 to 4.6). 

C) Comparative analy si s 

The comparative analysis combined data fbm separate withm-case analyses, fiom 

Health and Welfare Canada documents, and fiom expert respondents' interviews. The expert 

respondent i n t e ~ e w  material was coded to identi% structural factors in the HPCP program 

whch were associated with the process of participation of community members, for example 

HPD perme1 activities. A similar methodology to the withui-case analysis was used in 

coduig and organizing these expert respondent interviews. 

Analybc tables for each case were wmpared to detect cornmon structural factors 

associated with elements of the participation process. For example, al1 of the structural factors 

across cases whch were associated with the 'types of community participants' were identified. 

To focus on the most prevalent duences ,  only those structural factors whch afYected 

participation in at least two of the five cases were reported (Yin 1989). This selection does 
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not lead to daims of generalizability to other health promotion projects, yet it does enswe that 

the factor's c l m e d  relationship to participation is not idiosyncratiç. New summary tables 

were constmcted for each element in the process of participation (see Appendices F, G). 

Cornparison of cases was then undertaken to establish the strength of factors across 

cases, to identify the conditions under which specific findrngs occurred, and to dlow general 

relationshps between factors to be proposed. Thus, the comparative analysis was used to 

raise the level of analysis fkom descriptive to exploratoq and enhance the withn-case 

analyses. A comparative report (Chapter 4.7) was written fiom ths  analysis. 



CHAPTER 4 

RESULTS 

The results of this study are presented in three sections. First, as background to the 

HPCP projects, the development of the Health Promotion Directorate and its mandate to 

promote community participation are described. Nso described are a number of structural 

characteristics of the HPD and HPCP (Chapter 4.1). Second, in separate case studies, the 

slnxhtral characteristxs of five wmmunity orgamzations and their hedth promotion 

projects are mtroduced. How these structural charactenstics were associated with 

components of the community participation process is a h  r e ~ e w e d  (Chapter 4.1 - 4 6) .  

Third, a comparative analysis of structural factors, in both the HPD and cornrnunity 

organizations, which afTected partxipation is presented (Chapter 4.7). 

4.1 HEALTH PROMOTION CONTRIBUTION PROGRAM 

The Health Promotion Directorate of Health and Welfare Canada organized the 

HPCP as a mechanism for f u n h g  health promotion projects whch were organized by 

non-govemment organizations. The following is a bnef description of the general context 

of the Canadian health systern in which this occumed, however, an extensive analysis of 

the development of social programs in Canada is beyond the scope of ths  thesis. 

Additionally, a bnef history of federal and provincial promotion programs has been 

presented elsewhere (Pederson 1994). The principal focus of this program description will 

be the structurd characteristics of the HPD that may have affecteci w m u n i t y  

participation in the HPCP, specifically in Ontario projects. Information regardmg the 

overall effectiveness and impact of the HPCP are reported elsewhere in an intemal 



departmental report, however, the information on community participation is very lunited 

(Health & Welfare Canada 1989). 

4.1.1 History and Mandate o f  the HPD 

The federal health promotion program in Canada had diverse political, social, and 

health policy origins Dumg the 1970's and 1980's there were numerous pressing political 

issues in Canada: the election of a separatist government in Quebec; regional economic 

disparity especially in Atlantic provinces and the temtories; discontent and a sense of 

disenfianchisement in the western provinces due to the National Energy Program; and a 

series of changes in the federal government and its leaders. 

At this tirne, the Liberal party under Pierre Trudeau was the predominant federal 

political force. However, the strength of Trudeau's government was challenged at times, 

such as during a period of minority d e  ( 1972- 1974) in whch the New Democratic Party 

rnaintained the Liberals in power in exchange for an extension of social progams. The 

brief tenue of a muiority Progressive Conservative govemment under Joe Clark ( 1979- 

1980) did not seriously challenge the Liberal social welfare agenda, although the Liberals 

appeared to have depleted their energy before their rout by Brian Mulroney in 1984. 

During their nine year t e m  in office (1 984-1 993), the Conservatives were preoccupied 

with restructuring the economy and Constitutional refomi. Conservative financial 

cutbacks to health and social programs were a major deparhue f?om the previous Liberal 

agenda. National unity was a continuing concem through both of these major politica! 

=as. 

ûther major social trends in the 1970's which may have d u e n c e d  the early 

development of health promotion included the emergence of new social movements, 



feminist critiques which challenged traditional authority, a d  doubts about the efficacy of 

the medical mode1 (Labonte 1994). Some authors suggest that concepts, or ideals, such as 

a 'new welfare mix' (Kickbusch 1994) or a 'welfare society' (Crichton 1994) were also 

crucial. These concepts denoted that responsibility for the health and welfare of 

populations was not solely through private initiatives or the welfare state, but was shared 

between public and pnvate sectors. 

It should be noted that during the 197C's and early 1980's the Liberal federal 

government was increasuigly involved in fbnding social development programs for 

disadvantaged groups such as women, ethnic organizations, and disabled persons through 

ministnes such as the Secretary of State (Phillips 1994, Ng 1990). It has also been noted 

that the traditional role of the Canadian state was to foster democracy by supporting 

disadvantaged groups in the public policy process. Ln this time of political and social 

unrest, new programs (Multiculturalism, Official Languages, Women's progarns) were 

established, in part, to aid the national unity effort (Pal L 1993). 

There were three predominant issues in the health policy arena which accompanied 

these political and social trends and which may have uifluenced the development of the 

federal health promotion program. First, to contain spiralhg health costs, the Established 

Prograrns Financing agreement (1 977- 1995) provided public financing of health services 

through transfer payments between the federal and provincial governments. This cost- 

sharing arrangement, which set limits on federal contributions, also allowed the federal 

govemment to c lah  a role in health policy (Charles 1987). Second, the user charges 

debate (Hall 1980) illustrated the divide betweeu physicians and governments on the issue 

of personal responsibility for health and the payment of health costs. Third, there were 

overall attempts to curb the size of health budgets, both federally and provincially. At this 
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time, overall health system reform was conceptudized generally in economc ternis and 

health promotion was not a major player (Badgley 1994). 

Nonetheless, many health reports early in t h s  era suggested that there was a 

potential role for less expensive community prograrns in preventing disease (Canada 1973, 

Ontano 1974). Indeed, the Lalonde Report (1 974) identified clear links between 

individual responsibilities for health and economic savings (Evans 1982). It is sigmficant 

that Marc Lalonde, as Muiister of Health and then as Minister of Finance during the 

1970's, was supportive of health promotion as a cost-saving measure. This new concept 

also fit the emerging social reaction agamst the over-rnedicalization of health Together, 

these political, economic, and social developments laid the groundwork for a new 

approach to health in the federal arena. 

However, since jurisdiction for spendmg on health care lies with the provinces 

(except for the armed forces and aboriginal health), the rationale for a specific federal 

govemment role in health beyond hancing was not clear Nonetheless, Health and 

Welfare Canada claimed that it had mandates in other areas of health: to provide 

information regarding health (health education), to prevent health problems (health 

protection); and, to provide conditions for good health (social welfare), especially for 

disadvantaged groups (Heaith & Welfare Canada 1 989). Under the latter mandate, 

Health and Welfare Canada also claimed responsibility for ensuring that resources for 

health promotion were dstributed equitably across the country. That Health and Welfare 

Canada also assurned responsibility for health promotion for disadvantaged persons is not 

surpriskg as these groups were already included in Secretary of State programs. Health 

promotion appeared to be a way of conceptuaily, if not programrnatically, uni*g these 

federal mandates and creahg a larger policy role for the federal minisûy. However, a 



number of promces saw these health education, protection, and promotion issues wthin 

their mandates and had already initiated health promotion programs (Pederson 1994). 

Ln swnmary, Health and Welfare Canada may have developed a health promotion 

program for nurnerous reasons: to advance a mode1 for econornic cost-savings; to create a 

role for the federal health bureaucracy beyond the transfer of funds; junsdictional overlap 

on health provision for disadvantaged populations; and, to use federal health and social 

programs as symbols of national unity in the face of Quebec separatism, western 

discontent, and regional econornic disparity. Overall, health promotion was 

conceptualized as addressing both economic and social objectives and its admuustration 

rnay have also been intended to address the political jurisdiction dimension. The 

development of the federal health promotion program's focus on community participation 

will now be presented. 

Early efforts by Health and Welfare Canada to prornote health, in addition to 

financtng health care, inctuded hiring consultants and health educators to develop 

information sources (for example, the Health Education newsletter) and to provide 

consultation to the provinces (Palko 1982, Badgley 1994). As the prevention of chronic 

disorders and the threat of environmental and behavioural d u e n c e s  on health became 

recognized as fundamental challenges to the health care system, Health and Welfare 

Canada took the initiative by drafhng a paper on the 'Health Field Concept' (Laframboise 

1990). Marc Lalonde, as the federal Minister of Health and Welfare, utilized the paper to 

support a new vision of health which he outlined in the departmental publication A New 

erspechve on the Health of C- (Lalonde 1974). As noted earlier, t h s  report 

Imked health promotion both to the costs of providuig health services and to their 

effectiveness, by suggesting that a Mestyle approach to health could be more efficient and 



effective in improwng quality of life These proposed linkages appeared to be influentid 

in achieving rapid bureaucratie and public health orgamzation acceptance of the report and 

it was followed by sunilar reports in other countnes (McEwen 1979, Hancock 1985). 

It is unclear whether or not the rninority status of the Liberal govemment at that 

time provided the stimulus for ths report. However, the Lalonde Report was not followed 

up with concrete federal action and new resources until 1977-78 when the Health 

Promotion Directorate (HPD), Health Services and Promotions Branch (HSPB), was 

established by Health and Welfare Canada with Ron Draper as its first Director-General 

A 148 1 memorandum to Cabinet, entitled "Health Promotion Stratepy", noted that the 

primary objective of the Health Promotion Program was "the adoption and mamtenance of 

healthy lifestyles by indiwduals in the Canadian population" (HPD 198 1 as cited in Health 

gL Welfare 1989). Also, the sub-objectives of the program encouraged the avoidance of 

health nsks and the use of self-management and coping slulls, m a h g  its individudistic 

focus quite explicit . 

The HPD had responsibility for irnplementing health promotion 'lifestyle' prograrns 

using four principal strategies: 

I . disseminatmg public uiformation about lifestyles; 

2. advertising to counteract tobacco and alcohol marketing; 

3.  CO-operative health promotion planning with other sectors; and, 

4. supporting self-help and citizen participation (Health & Welfare Canada 

1978). 

The fist two strategies were intended to reach the Canadian population directly 

through diormational and promotional materials. The third strategy sought to motivate 

and facilitate health promotion planning with provincial and local govemments, and 

professional and voluntary associations (Health & Welfare Canada 1989). 
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The fourth strategy, self-help and citizen participation, was not specified in the 

198 1 Cabinet strategy paper, yet was clearly noted ui other Health and Welfare documents 

and in presentations by Ron Draper ( 1 982). The omission of citizen participation as a 

strategy in çome documents should not be interpreted as a diminishment of its importance 

as it was considered to be one of the over-archmg principles of the Health Promotion 

Directorate (Health & Welfare Canada 1985, Health Promotion Directorate 1982). Thus, 

even when it was not specdied as an objective (participation as an 'end') or as a strategy 

(participation as a 'means') in particuiar prograrns, citizen participation was a core strategy 

of the HPD. 

The HPD implemented two types of projects - operational and contnbution. 

Operational projects, which utilized the first three strategies, were admuiistered directly by 

the HPD and included: consultations with the provinces, voluntary and commercial 

organizations regarding health promotion; and the development and marketmg of trainmg. 

educational and promotional materials related to health. Coordination with provincial 

health promotion efforts was achieved through a federal/provinciaI Cornmittee on Health 

Promotion from 1 979- 1984 niis structure recognized the mutual federal-promcial 

interest in health promotion. 

In 1980, the Health Promotion Contnbution Program (HPCP) was launched as a 

means of implementuig the Directorate's third and fourth strategies. The HPCP was 

essentidly the fùnding and supervision of a series of health promotion demonstration 

projects at the local, regional, and national levels. The HPCP was intended to contribute, 

in a wst-sharing sense, to the funding of health promotion proj ects organized by extemal 

groups for texms of up to three years, with the possibility of extension up to a maximum of 

five years. The HPCP funding mechanism was not a wmpletely new program but a 



carryover from an earlier Health and Welfare Canada program (NomMedical Use of 

Dmgs Progam) whxch supported community projects, aithough some new monies were 

also added to the fùnd. Much of the HPD leadership also derived fiom ths  earlier 

program and may explam some of its philosophical leanings toward cornmunit)! 

involvement (Pmder 1 994). 

Overall. HPD respondents reported that the contribution program represented 

sigmficant political benefits, such as increased visibility of federal activities at the local 

levels, with few potential liabilities A senior Health and Welfare Canada manager noted 

. . . they were able to show through the f ist  few expenences of the HPCP 
that this wasn't gohg to embarrass the system ... we are talkuig about such a 
small sum of h d s .  (E-4) 

The unpact of the HPD's programs on health promotion in other junsdictions m 

Canada is not the topic of this thesis, however, a recent text by Pederson (1 994) clearly 

illustrated its influence. Case studies fiom each province noted the essential role which 

the Directorate played, especially afler 1986, in fünding innovative community projects 

(for example, Healthy Cornmunities, Knowledge Development activities, schwl health 

programs, Heart Health) whch stirnulated health promotion initiatives, especially in the 

poorer provinces. More importantly, the federal support for local projects was consistent, 

even in the face of provincial fundmg cutbacks, for exarnple in Saskatchewan (Feather 

1994), or in the case of narrowly defined provincial health promotion activities in Atlantic 

Canada (Poe1 1 994). ONeiU( 1 994) concluded that : 

Important institutions and individuals have put Canada in this leadership 
position. Among the institutions, the federal govemment, and especially the 
Health Promotion Directorate of Health and Welfare Canada, has been 
clearly centrai. (p .3 75). 
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The influence of the HPD has also been noted in the development of health promotion in 

international settings ( McQueen 1994, Raeburn 1991). 

Whether or not the HPD was required for the development of health promotion in 

Canada ultimately depends on one's view of the balance between federalism and 

decentralization. During t h s  hstorical period, the leadership of certain federal politicians 

and bureaucrats re-invigorated public health concepts in Canada. However in the 

establishment of a federal health promotion presence, there were also other economic, 

political, social, and bureaucratic imperatives at stake. This view of a temporary, although 

unportant, role for the HPD is supported by the lack of Canadian federal leadership in 

health promotion since 1986. Fiscal and political crises, loss of key HPD staff, lack of an 

effective political spokesperson for health promotion in the federal governrnent. and the 

strengthening of local and provincial health promotion programs and leadership have dl 

contributed to this dernise (Pinder 1994, Hancock 1994, ONeilI 1994). The recent re- 

organization of the health functions of Health and Welfare Canada (including HPD) into 

Health Canada, and the separation of social welfare prograrns into a new federal Ministr) 

of Human Resources Development may also indicate that the vision of an mtegrated health 

and social policy approach in health promotion has diminished. 

4.1.2 EPCP Organizational Structure 

The HPCP was admuitstered to local and regional groups through Health and 

Welfare's five regional offices and to national organizations through the centrai Ottawa 

office. The HPCP was adrninistered through a tradtiond hierarchcd Iine of authority 

(Figure 4) whch had little semblance to a bottom-up partnership with provinces, much 

less with local ~0113munity organizations. 



HPCP L N E  OF AUTHORITY 

MWISTER OF KEALTH & WELFARE CANADA 

w 
DEPUTY MINISTER OF HEALTH & WELFARE CANADA 

w 
ASSISTANT DEPUTY MNSTER, HEALTH SERVICES AND PROMOTlONS BR4NCH 

w 
DIRECTOR-GENERAL - HEALTH PROMOTION DIRECTORATE 

v 
DIRECTOR - REGIOKAL SERVICES DIVISiO?V 

w 
REGIONAL DIRECTORS (5) 

w 
HPD PROGRAM OFFICERS (4 1 ) 

Figure 4. HPCP Line of Authority 

Regional directors met four times per year to exchange domat ion  about the 

KPCP, as well as about other HPD prograrns. A total of forty-one program officers were 

assigned to specific HPCP projects in regional offices, as well as to other operational 

projects of the HPD. Program officers also met together once per year. 

ONeill(1994) and Raeburn (1 994) noted that the regional offices of HPD played 

key roles in stimulating and supporting health promotion activities in the provinces and 



temtories. In Ontario, however, the HPD was not a major player due to the large number 

of other organizations active in health promotion- for example, the Ontario Ministry of 

Health, city and regional govemments, and health umts (Pederson 1994). However. HPD 

respondents reported that Ottawa still had high expectations of the Ontario Health & 

Welfare region and allocated more funduig to it than to other regions. Whde ths  

allocation made sense on the basis of population, the Ontario regional office also had to 

manage more projects than other regions, with proportionately fewer program officers 

Ontario HPD respondents observed that there were tensions between the regional 

and national HPD staff in a number of areas. In addition to concems about staffng levels 

and workload, there was dso fhction regarding the attribution of credit for project 

successes Since local projects had to acknowledge HPD Ottawa on al1 public domation 

material. public recognition accrued to national Health & Welfare Canada offices, rather 

than to regional offices However, it is alço interesting to note that recognition was 

occasionally avoided by federal bureaucrats and politicians due to the sensitivity of 

particular project topics, for example, in the area of sexually transmitted diseases. 

Finally, senior HPD bureaucrats reported that the federal govemment, through its 

five regional offices, did not have adequate organizational linkages nor supervisoq 

capabilities to manage a large locally delivered program. A HPD regional manager who 

had helped initiate the program noted that management and accountability problems were 

more likely in projects without close admuustrative Mages to the funder: 

When you tak about community participation and community development 
and local level SM, people wonder what the federal govemment is doing at 
that level . . . The projects whch see the federal govemment that way are 
silly too. There's much more to gain fkom l obbpg  the provincial and 
municipal govemments. (E-5) 



These views seemed to underlie changes in fûnding policies whch will be descnbed later. 

4.1.3 Funding Policies - Target Groups and Issues 

Community level health promotion priorities in the HPD, as distinct fkom 

operational priorities, were developed utilizing two distinct strategies -- the target issue 

and target group approaches -- which had different implications for wmmunity 

parhcipation It will be show that early target issue approaches were eclipsed briefly by a 

focus on target groups of disadvantaged persons, but that this did not k t .  

In the years pnor to the HPCP being established (1  978-80), the HPD operational 

programs focused on six target issues (tobacco, alcohoi, drug use, nutrition, safety, and 

mental health). Groups whch were eligible for fûndmg included universities, s e ~ c e  

institutions, provincial and local govemments, and voluntary associations capable of 

developing and conducting health promotion projects (Health Promotion Directorate 

1982). HPD respondents observed that cornrnunity parhcipation was minimal in these 

projects suice professionals either initiated them or became involved due to their specific 

knowledge base and expertise in the target issues. 

By 1980, when these target issue projects had not incorporated community 

mernbers spontaneously, the HPD established the HPCP whch included both target issues 

and target groups (children, youth, women, elderly, natives, persons with disabilities, and 

low incorne persons). A number of these groups were in the traditional Liberal 'welfare 

wnstituency' (Phillips 1994). Prionties for fundmg in both areas were set on an annual 

basis by HPD staff (Health & W e k e  Canada 1 985). 

Target group priorization and individual project selection were intended to be 

separate activities. Once the groups were priorized for fùndmg initiatives, project officers 



were to solicit applications fiom appropnate groups, arrange interna1 and extemal proposai 

reviews, and negotiate changes in project plans with sponsors. HPD accepted project 

proposals only fiom non-govemment, non-profit organizations and cornmunity groups 

whch were "capable of developing and conducting health promotion proj ects" ( Health 

Promotion Directorate 1982). Recomrnended projects were then forwarded to senior HPD 

staff and eventually to the Muuster for final approval. 

By 1987-88, systematic priorization of target issues had taken place in HPD and a 

special fbnding stream for pnority topics (Seniors' Lndependence Program, National h g  

Strategy, Dnving While hpaired, Chdd Sexual Abuse, AIDS) was initiated in the HPCP 

Figure 5 displays the operational and contnbution project streams which were in place 

during the t m e  kame ( 1987-1 99 1 ) of ths study. It is evident that there was considerable 

overlap of issues and groups in operational and contribution projects. 

HEALTH PROMOTION DIRECTORATE PROGRAM (1987-91 1 

OPERATIONAL PROJECTS 1 CONTRIBUTION PROJECTS 

[ TARGET GROUPS 

Tobacco 
Driving lmpaired 
Drug Use 
Nutrition 
Communication 
FamilyIChild Heaith 
Non-communicable Diseases 
Workp lace 
Elderly 
Scbool Health Education 
HP SurveylEvaluation 
HP Framework and 

Knowledge Development 

Women 
Childreflouth 
Disabled Persuns 
Native 
Low-Incorne People 

TARGET ISSUES 

National Drug Strategy 
Driving Whiie lmpaired 
Family Violence 
Child Sexual Abuse 
AIDS 
Seniors' Independence 
Strengthening Communrty Heakh 
Heaithy Communities 

Figure 5. Programs of the Health Promotion Directorate (1987-1991) 
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hterestmgly, elderly persons and children were the only target groups moved to the 

new 'priority target issue' funcimg Stream. Simultaneously, the national Hedthy 

Communities Project and the Strengthening Community Health Project were h d e d  to 

take a broader 'locality' approach to health problems utilizing cornmunity networks and 

partnershps (Hancock 1994). The target issue branch of the HPCP appeared to be well 

estabùshed with support fiom chfferent muiistnes such as Transport and the Solicitor- 

General. Finally. the national operational projects expanded from six to thrteen areas, 

including coordination and donnation generation activities such as surveys and the 

development of the Achiewig Health for Al1 h e w o r k .  Target issue and national level 

operational projects are not included in this study of target group cornmunity participation. 

The new mangement provided overlap between fbnding streams which appeared 

to allow complete flexibility for Ottawa based bureaucrats to initrate, or to delegate to 

cornmunity organizations, a wide variety of target issue program areas. There seemed to 

be linle oppominity for bottom-up initiation of target issue projects. Additionally, the lack 

of separation between funding streams prevented intemal evaluators fiom assessmg 

whether the program was spendmg appropriate amounts on its pnonties (Health 8: 

Welfare Canada 1 989, p. 1 2). 

in contrast, pnorities for the remaining target groups (chldren, youth, women, 

natives, persons with disabilities, low incorne persons) were not well established by 1987. 

Without such systematic priorization, Health and Welfare Canada respondents perceived 

there were increased opportunities for lobbylng activities fiom withm the Ottawa 

bureaucracy, fiom political staff, and ndom extemal groups to influence funding. Although 

Ontario regional staiYfelt they had been more autonomous in target group priorization 

earlier in the 1 9801s, they were now concerned that: 



Definition of the problem has been taken away from the regional offices and 
located in headquarters because it is easier to manage there. (E-5) 

These HPD respondents noted that the interests of HPD regional bureaucrats and 

muiisterial political staffdiverged as the HPCP target group strearn became more popular 

with commumty organizations. In particular, HPD respondents perceived that target group 

priotization became influenced by the Progressive Conservative Cabinet. Whde there is 

no evidence from ths shidy that pressure extended to actual project selection, political 

influence has been claimed in project funclmg in other federal ministries such as the 

Secretary of State at the same time (Phillips 1992, Pal L 1993) and has been attributed to 

the political confidence achieved in a second Conservative majority govemment. 

4.1.4 Resources for Target Croup Health Promotion 

Full details of HPD budgets were not available for review m h s  study. S m -  

data are derived primarily fiom HPD respondents, from records of Ontario projects. and 

fiom the 1989 evaluation report of the Health Promotion Program (Health & Welfare 

Canada 1989). 

On the whole, the participation of target groups did not fare well in the pnonties of 

the HPD as reflected in the division of HPD resources. In its early years, the HPD had an 

annual operating budget of approxirnately $1 2 million, whch excluded HPD staff salaries. 

The HPCP itself operateci with an initial project budget of $2.1 million in 1980-81, which 

increased to $4 million withui the next few years. Thereafler, the wmbined HPCP budget 

for both target group and target issue projects remained relatively stable, varying fiom $3.6 

nullion to $4.2 million per year. Overall, by 1987, the total funds dedicated to HPCP 

projects ($26 million) accounted for only 38% of the Health Promotion Directorate's non- 

salary expenditures, and did not represent a large sum of money when spread across five 



regions of the country (Health & Welfare Canada 1989). In cornparison. 3 1 % of the HPD 

budget was allocated to the costs of surveys, evaluations, and development of policy 

papers. Local project funding varied considerably since some groups were h d e d  only to 

produce bnef sets of educational materials, whle others were funded for five years of 

activities. For example, in the 16 Ontario projects reviewed in this study, fûnding varied 

fiom $1 1,850 to $422,320. 

By 1987-88, the Cabinet recogmzed the HPD as having sponsored an mnovative 

HPCP program (Health dit Welfare Canada 1989). As noted previously, a special centrally 

directed funding Stream for priority target issues was established with a total budget of 

$1 46 million over five years. However, regional staff levels to administer dl project 

streams were increased by only 15%. This new f u n h g  allowed additional local projects 

to be launched for special target issues, such as AIDS and impaired dnwig initiatives, but 

not target group projects which HPD staffclaimed were oriented more toward cornmunity 

participation. 

Seniors and chldren were the only target groups whch appeared to benefit from 

the mcreased f u n h g  It should be noted that AIDS projects in the special funding Stream 

were intended to be hghly participatory Overall, important political and public health 

pnorities (an ageuig population, increased awareness of chld abuse, a deadly disease) took 

precedence over funding the participation of traditionaliy disadvantaged groups in health 

promotion activities. Dunng the period of this siudy, there was significant expansion of 

the HPCP into target issues, whde the target group portion of the HPCP budget remained 

essentially the same. Thus, resource allocation to participatory health promotion projects 

for disadvmtaged groups was modes and appeared to indicate an ambivalence on the part 

of senior HPD managers and Cabinet toward the grassrwts target group approach. 



The HPD stafTappeared to be key players in the facilitation of health promotion 

projects, although they came h m  diverse backgrounds. Ln the late 1970's, a small group 

of health educators in the federal department was transferred to the new KPD and was 

instrumental in developing the initial lifestyle health promotion activities (Pako 1982) 

Other staff had worked for Health & Welfare Canada pnor to 1978 in the Non-Medical 

Use of Dnigs Program and had admnistered small grassroots projects with community 

groups (Pinder 1994). Significantly, many of the newer Ottawa and Toronto staff had 

been involved in community development and social movement activities, such as 

women's, disabled persons' and anti-poverty groups, pnor to, and even while working for 

the federal govemment. Idedistic sta f f  fiom community developrnent backgrounds 

seemed to prefer to work dxectly with cornmunity target groups, in spite of these projects 

receiwig fewer resources than the centralized target issue projects. A respondent with a 

community development background observed that HPD staff influence in health 

promotion was due to their being 'outsiders on the inside': 

In the grander scheme this is a response by the health sector, professionals, 
and institutions to the challenges of social movements that were raised in 
the 60's and 70's which were makmg demands for that kmd of participation. 
The bweaucrats in Ottawa could have been deaf to that but weren't. One of 
the reasons why they weren't was that there were people who were part of 
those social movements who were moving through the institutions, chpping 
away from outside and creating those spaces. The primary motivation was 
fiom a critical mass of people in the Health Promotion Directorate who 
waated to do gwd and had some groundmg and awareness of social 
movernent issues, awareness of political shiffcoming out of the 60's and 
70's and tried to see how they could put some of that into place in their own 
language, institution and sector. (E-3) 

Accordmg to a senior HPD manager, these motivations influenced the program 

staff orientation towards community work: "We had almost an instinctive wish to view it 

(HPCP) as a popdar approach to health" (E-2). These views emphasized the crucial role 
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(HPCP) as a popular approach to health" (E-2). These Mews emphasized the crucial role 

whch HPD staff perceived they had taken with respect to participation and in promoting 

its formal use by the Canadian government in the area of health. It did not, however, 

acknowledge similar developments in participation in many sectors of Canadian society, 

including at the provincial health ministry level (Pederson and Signal 1994). 

The formal roles of HPD prograrn officers in HPCP projects were: to assist with 

uifomation requests; to solicit project proposals; to suggest revisions to proposals; to 

monitor projects; and to negotiate extensions and f u n h g  supplements. However, an 

informal but crucial role of program officers was also to advocate for particular target 

groups to be placed on the HPCP funding agenda. This was acheved through annual 

intemal HPD meetings and policy reports whch were used to establish program eligibility 

for certain groups, such as Street youths. In the Ontario office, for instance, specific staf f  

were assigned to promote women, youth, and disabled persons' groups in the annual 

settmg of funding priorities. 

4.1.6 Administrative Links to Projects 

HPD prograrn officers' performance in project admuiistration was hghly rated by 

project sponsors (Health & Welfare Canada 1989), although ths study reveals several 

indxators that this was a lenient assessment. Project proposals were solicited and 

reviewed through HPD regional offices, but only approved for funding by central 

managers in Ottawa, revealing another top-down tendency in HPD. Contribution f u n h g  

agreements descnbing the legal obligations and rights of both HPD and participating 

community organizations were also developed centrally. 

Local proj ect sponsors were required to submit quarterly narrative and financial 

reports to HPD regional prograrn officers who were supposed to monitor project activities. 



Other HPD administrative officers performed systems audits on financial accounts. but not 

on program activities. h t i a l l y ,  al1 proposals for fùnding had to uiclude a basic plan for 

evaluation and there was a specific requirement for extemal evaluators in long tem 

projects. In addihon, early Guidelines to Applicanb (Health Promotion Directorate 1982) 

focused on measuring outcome indicators of health status and changes in health 

behaviours. 

By 1986, however, these evaluation requirements had changed. Contribution 

agreements specified that evaluations of projects could be organized by the project 

sponsors themselves and mcluded in the sponsors' final reporis. The focus of suggested 

evaluations was expanded to include process indicators such as, "How did target group 

members participate in planning and ninnuig the project? What roles did they perform? 

M a t  did they gain?" (Health Promotion Directorate 1986). Thus, evaluation requirements 

appeared to have been relaxed and designed to help sponsors to improve project actiwties. 

includmg community participation, rather than to document project outcornes. 

Although superficial accountability mechanisms were in place, in practice , the 

requirements for project evaluation were largely ineffectual. From 1980-89, only 39% of 

282 HPCP projects had done any evaluation and only 17% had conducted an impact study 

(Health & Welfare Canada i 989). Although this shortcoming was criticized in the 1989 

HPCP evaluation, the pattern of non-cornpliance was repeated in the 16 Ontario cases in 

this study, of whch only 6 projects had submitted evduitions to HPD during the study 

p e n d  Final project reports sometimes refmed to evaluation information derived fkom 

participant questionnaires, although documentation was rarely included. 

A senior manager noted that HPD did not take responsibility for wnductmg 

evaluations of the projects primarily because of the addrtional costs whch would be 

involved in evaluating small scale projects: 



It's such a little bit of money.. . l  diuik you aren't as demanding as far as 
evaluation is concerned. (E-4) 

However, this rationale for fading to document and evduate projects is not entirely 

plausible in light of the sigmficant HFD budget allocation for evaluation. Staff 

competence to utilize program evaluation methodologies must also be questioned. Other 

than two senior HPD respondents, none of the lower echelon program officer staff used 

evaluation temology in their inteniews. While it was not possible to assess staff 

competency in this are% lack of expertise must also be considered as an explmation for the 

lack of project evaluation This inattention to documentation and evaluation has been 

noted generaily in the field of health promotion (Eakm 1992, Badgley 1994, Hancock 

in addition to problems of cornpliance, cost, and methodological competence, 

community participation and other project components may not have been evaluated for 

political reasons. Senior bureaucrats reported that politicians were intent on avoiding the 

embarrassrnent of d i s c o v e ~ g  that popular local projects did not actually meet their goals. 

AIthough these daims could not be substantiated in ths shidy, one bureaucrat who was 

experienced in developing evaluation guidelines for the HPD programs noted that. 

. . . any thg  the govemrnent does, once it decides to do it, is sort of by 
definition a success . . .Most of the effort goes into pre-approval, m a b g  sure 
it doesn't screw up and embarras the minister. Then once hs name is on it, 
it's incurnbent on everyone to Say that ths was the right decision. There's 
really not a hgh demand for evidence to the contrary and evaluations 
sornetimes Say that thmgs didn't work. ..That political context rnakes it hard 
to devote much t h e  or resources to real evaluation or reassessment of what 
was worthwhile. (3 -6 )  

In t h s  Mew, an objective evaluation was much less Iikely in govanment-admstered 

programs than in more neutrai peer reviewed fundmg programs. Thus, a variety of 
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considerations appeared to influence HPD's disregard for monitoring local project 

activities. Overall, HPD staff'appeared content to allow HPCP projects to develop without 

much scrutiny. 

4.1.7 Government Guidelines for Projects 

Administrative Guidelines 

Regional KPD staff supervised local HPCP grants within the conventional 

fiamework of govement-funded projects and were supposed to comply with 

administrative guidelines fiom federal ministries such as the Treasury Board. Contrary to 

the origmal concept of a wntnbution fùnd, HPCP fùnding was the principal source of 

support for most projects and had to wver the direct costs of cornmunity participation such 

as speciai transportation, access needs of persons with disabilities, and the costs of meals 

at meetmgs. However, budget guidelines for KPCP pro~ects did not automatically allow 

expenditures for these wsts nor for participant honorana and child care (Hedth Promotion 

Directorate 1 982, Health Promotion Directorate 1 986). These items had to be negotiated 

with program officers and HPD administrative staffprior to project approval, or by 

substitution at annual reviews of the budget. 

HPD staff developed uifoxmal guidelines for community participation with other 

federal minides,  such as the Secretary of State, whch CO-sponsored some projects in the 

disability and women's target areas. By 1986, the HPD ernphasized the involvement of 

target populations in developing and managing HPCP proj ects : 

Their participation is essentid to the enabling process as it provides them 
with an opporhuiity to act on their own behalf and gives thern more control 
over their own health. (Health Promotion Directorate 1986) 



Project selection criteria emphasized that organizations with target group membership 

were prefemed: 

Organizations that ensure target population involvement such as consumer- 
based groups will receive preference for fundmg. Other types of 
organizations will need to establish decision-makmg and management 
structures for the project that ensure sigmficant target population 
participation. (Health Promotion Directorate 1986) 

Specific organizational structures to ensure commuiiity participation were not 

fomal requirements of the HPCP, but were strongly recomrnended to project applicants 

For exarnple, by the md-1980ts, program officers recommended to applicants that 

community members should form the majority of elected board members in an 

uicorporated non-profit organization. HPD staff claUned that adhering to these 

recornmendations would protect the interests of comrnunity members fiom personal 

fuiancial responsibility, as well as ensure fomal organizational bylaws. In addition, HPD 

program staff stated that incorporation would improve accountability for project 

commitments and help to build the capacity of the organization. However, ths  

recommendation for legal incorporation also ensured a rigid hierarchy of members and 

officers, with set tems of office and unfamiliar roles for inexperienced target group 

mernbers. Additionally, fomal incorporation was not amenable to the participation of 

children or youths due to age restrictions on holding office. Finally, subrnimng to the 

lengthy process of incorporation may not have been a reasonable expectation for groups 

whch received hancial resources from HPD for only a few years. 

HPD staffalso recommended that projects have an advisory cornmittee of 

community members, whch would include target group members, in order to ensure 

representation of various commUNty interests. However, ths cornmittee could be waived 



by consumer groups which were asswned to have target group members managing and 

directing their own proj ects. 

Thus, through a series of formal financial accounting rules and mformal 

organizational guidelines, HPD attempted to shape the ability of projects to plan and 

manage their activities, and to incorporate wrnmunity membershp into them. These 

practices appeared to ernphasize the importance of buildmg organizational capacity, skills, 

and accountability arnong community groups, rather than facilitatmg spontaneous foms of 

grassroots participation. The following section traces the development of these concepts of 

participation m the HPCP. 

4.1.8 Values and Objectives of Participation in HPCP 

As contemporary concepts and pwposes of participation changed, so did the 

objectives of the HPCP fund. In an interactive fashion, it is also arguable that HPD's 

experiences in project f u n h g  uifluenced the understandmg of parhcipation in the health 

sector of Canadian society 

The early HPCP focused on participation of professional and voluntary 

organizations wth governments as an instrumental means for improving the health of 

individuals through a lifestyle approach: 

The HPCP has been established to secure the participation of voluntary, 
professions1 and government organizations in achieving the HPD's 
overall objective of increasing the capacity of Canadians to enhance and 
maintain their health . (Health Promotion Duectorate 1 982) 

Professionals and bureaucrats were to be Mly involved in a top-down strategy to lmprove 

the health of general community members whose participation was to be a 'contribution' 

to ths effort. Bureaucrats reported that the intent of cornmunity participation in HPD was 

gradually influenced by developments in social movements, especially in the women's 



movement and, to a lesser extent, senior citizens', disabled persons' and native peoplesg 

groups. The foci of these groups on direct grassroots participation and 'empowerment' of 

disadvantaged persons in the broader social environment appeared to uifluence Health dk 

Welfare's vision of health promotion (Epp 1986, Epp 1988). 

Early in the program, the HPD had little experience in f u n h g  target groups. but 

began to take an interest due to the recornmmdations of HPD prograrn staff Based on ths 

experience, by 1986 the HPD had gradually shaped HPCP as a mechanism to increase the 

capacity of local target group organizations to develop health promotion activities: 

The HPCP h d s  non-govemment organizations to conduct projects that 
increase public participation in health promotion. This is intended to 
improve the capacity of non-government organizations to develop and 
deliver health promotion programs, to improve donnation exchange 
among organizations and to develop a better knowledge base on health 
promotion programming. (Health Promohon Directorate 1986) 

The purpose of participation as 'organization' had emerged. 

At the sarne tune, however, key documents such as the Alma Ata DecIaration, 

Achiewnn Health For All, and the Qttawa Ch- had been pubhshed and were repeatedly 

cited by HPD respondents as being critical in expressing an 'empowerment' vision of 

community participation. A senior HPD manager noted that the documents assisted m 

securing broader bureaucratie and political support for grassroots community participation 

in health promotion: 

In a concrete way, the publication of those documents . . . they are ideas and 
ideas are powerful. Those ideas have not necessarily been acted on, they are 
complex ideas when you ask what they really mean, but they c e r t d y  have 
permeated ths country, at les t  the public health aspect. (E-4) 

HPD respondents noted that the public health bureaucraties of Health & Welfare 

Canada and the World Health Organization, especially the European Region, had a 



powerful interactive influence on the conceptual development and legitimization of 

community participation as a health promotion strategy. This point is supported by WHO 

officials (Kickbusch 1994). An initiator of the HPCP reuiforced the view that participation 

in the Canadian context was developed fkom multiple, interacting sources: 

The European work was more concephial and theoretically grounded in an 
intellectual tradition. Ours was more practxal and grounded in our own 
experiences in workmg in wmmunity health, in hawig a h d m g  program 
that tied to support a community action orientation in health. (E-2) 

It is arguable that the European emphasis was on a 'transformational' empowerment 

which focused on community groups, whle the Canadian emphasis was on an 

'insrnimental' organization of agencies. 

Thus, by the late 1980's. target group agencies were the preferred HPCP project 

holders, development of small community organizations had become a goal. and the stated 

purpose of participation was both 'organization' and 'empowennent'. The role of 

individual community members as participants was to occur through their involvement in 

community agencies. 

The Health Promotion Directorate's own evaluation (Health & Welfare Canada 

1989) noted that the HPCP was highly rated by 100 local project gant recipients and 

concluded that it was one of the prime successes of the Directorate. In this report, largely 

substantiated by subjective ratings by project holders, the evaluators observed that "the 

HPCP has defimtely increased commUIllty participation and produced key impacts.. . 

especially in increasing knowledge about health promotion among the sponsors" (p. 2 1 . ). 

The report also indicated that the sponsor organizations considered themselves as being 

'representative of the community'. The perceived participants and beneficiaries of the 

program were evidently sponsor organizations, and not community mernbers. 



This focus on the participation of organizations was furthe1 

opinions of 50 key dormants in the 1989 study. ïhese provincial 
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supported by the 

bureaucrats and 

representatives fiom non-govenunent organizations stated that fostering grassroots public 

participation through local community projects should be a Jow priority for the federal 

govemment, for some of the jwisdictional and organizational reasons cited previously 

Based on these views, the evaluators recornmended that mechanisms for project funding 

should be transferred gradually to proMncial and municipal governrnents, however, t h s  

was not done. 

It is not surprising that, with a rhetorical consensus on pmcipation based on vague 

generalities, there was confusion in the Directorate's program operations. Cornrnunity 

participation had become 'dl h n g s  to al1 people'. For example, in 1986, guidelines to 

applicants still advised that community participation in the HPCP was mtended to: 

b reduce inequities in health 
b prevent illness, injuries, and chronic conditions 
It strengthen the capacity to cope (Health Promotion Directorate 1986) 

These objectives continued to emphasize an instrumental purpose for participation which 

focused on direct benefits to cornrnunity members rather than on empowerment and 

capacity building. 

Raeburn (1994) has noted the tension within HPD at this time between staff 

supportmg the old guard lifestyle health education approach, whch encouraged a passive 

participation of individuals, and those supporting the newer approach whch supported an 

active participation of community organizations. Various purposes of participation 

(contribution-organizafion-empowerment) appeared to be key points of conflict. 

Overall, by 1989, the achid practice of the HPCP vis-a-vis community participation 

again appeared to emphasize its 'organizational' purpose. Pmcipation of wmmunity 



organizations was enilsaged both in the development and management of projects and 

was consistent with its 1986 mandate Grassroots rnobilization of disadvantaged groups, 

or participation as 'empowerment' and transformation, did not appear to be a predomnant 

theme, either in study interviews, official documents, or evaiuations. niis is in contrast to 

the continuing rhetoncd emphasis on grassroots public participation in publications such 

h for Canadians as Mental Hedt : Strikin~ a Balance (Epp 1988). 

Finally, by 199 1, the HPD had completely de-emphasized both the 'contnbution' 

and 'empowement' purposes of participatton. Lnstead of a focus on small scde 

organizational development, comunity partxipation was now conceptualized to have a 

broader purpose as a cornponent of a wider wmmunity network and partnership for health 

development Accordmg to a regional HPD manager at this time: 

The purpose of the fund was to increase capacity, acknowledge legitimacy 
of the issues, and buitd bridges between this community of interest and 
other cornmunities of interest. (E-5) 

This new approach had been recommended in the 1989 evaluation and was reflected in an 

emphasis on fundlng new organizational forms such as partnerships and networks, for 

example Healthy Cornrnunities, whch involved professionals and bureaucrats more 

extensively in inter-agency consultation. Participation appeared to encompass professional 

and bureaucratic interests once again. 

The emerging view of comrnunity participation as a partnership of organizations 

may have developed for a number of reasons. First, the 'empowement approach' was not 

easily operationalized in a bureaucratic context of regulations, guidelines, and 

accountability mechanisms, especially when proj ect monitoring was inconsistent and at 

considerable distance fiorn regional offices. Second, an empowerment approach was 

wnceptually aitractive to elite federal and international plamers, but presented political 

risks to the status quo, especially in a Conservative goverment intent on cuning funds to 
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social programs. Third. building the capacity of small scale target group organizations was 

a risky venture for HPD because of the long-term support whch they requred. 

An 'organizational partnership' approach to participation had a number of more 

attrachve features. It acknowledged the need for community organizations to Imk together 

and economize efforts in a tirne of financial constraint. Also, networkmg was a transitory 

activity whch was perhaps a better fit with the political decision-mahg process. Finally, 

organiring networks was closer to the traditional style of bureaucratie 'work' than basic 

cornmunity development activities. 

In sum, the objectives of cornmunity parhcipation in the HPCP were in transition 

from 1980-1 99 1 .  M e r  an initial dependence on professional and service organizations to 

implement health promotion with passive target groups, and a bnef flirtation with 

grassroots empowerment and capacity building of organizations, there was an emerging 

emphasis on network development and partnership, which suggested a retum to narrow 

foms of participation. 

The tendency to conceptualize and implement different forms and purposes of 

participation was a recurring issue in the HPCP and was the source of ambivalence and 

contradictions in the implementation of the program. Target groups of disadvantaged 

persons in these cases will be shown to have had very different ideas about what 

participation meant. It also leads one to question the actual understandmg and 

collztnitrnent of federal planners to the value of grassroots community participation in 

health promotion activities. 

4.1.9 Summary 

The Health Promotion Directorate appeared to be important in stimulating 

awareness and hscussion of health promotion in Canada. Although HPD did not hance 



health promotion heavily, it supported some provincial and local heaith promotion 

initiatives and played a key role in knowledge development and dissemination, at least at 

the concephial level. in the HPCP, the HPD attempted to demonstrate practically the 

value of health promotion and participation at a community level, albeit in a modest way. 

That it was unable, or unwilling, to evaluate the success or failure of HPCP projects is a 

loss for the health promotion knowledge base in general. 

HPD's mandate and capacity in health promotion contributton fûnding was limited 

on economic, jurisdictional, administrative, and programmatic grounds. Fust, according to 

senior program managers, the HPD did not intend the HPCP to be a long term funder of 

local cornrnunity health promotion activitres due to the economic implications of h d i n g  

an increasing number of projects as the idea became more popular. Long-term financial 

wmmitment to local health promotion was not a possibility in the contemporary economic 

environment. Secondly, federal bureaucrats and politicians were sensitive to provincial 

governrnents' responsibilities and junsdictions in health and did not want to compete with 

them to fund local groups. Nonetheless, HPD wanted to demonstrate its new conceptual 

tools in health promotion. Thûdly, despite the reputation whch HPD had for championing 

comrnunity participation in health promotion, there were a number of admuustrative 

barriers in its implernentation of the strategy through the HPCP. The top-dom hierarchy 

of the HPD and regional offices ensured that distant bureaucrats made the final decisions 

about project selection. The absence of formal priority setting for target groups ensured 

that HPD staffengaged in a constant lobbying process for groups to be pnorized and 

funded. Although staff had experience and commitment to target groups, they appeared to 

have linle expertise in project management, especially with respect to evaluation. 

Financial controls were tighter, but not readily adaptable to the needs of small 

organizations. Similarly , guidelines whch suggested the incorporation of formal 



mechamsms for participation in local projects were promoted without regard for their 

feasibility or impact on project activities and participants. 

Finally on a programmatic basis, the HPCP strategy for participation shifted 

continuously The style of comunity participation promoted by the senior bureaucracy 

changed fkom professional management of target group participation, to grassroots 

empowerment and organizational development, to networks and partnershps over a ten 

year period. These shifis make the analysis of participation problernatic since its intended 

purpose was frequently in transition. 

In sum. the federal health promotion bureaucracy appeared to value the HPCP as a 

demonstration that the federal level could joui the bandwagon of participation, and take 

initiative in an area of local health usually beyond its mandate, without many actual costs. 

nsks. or ongoing responsibilities. f i s  initiative and leadership may also have assisted 

their political positions in other, more predorninant federal-provincial negotiations. 



4.2 CASE: PREVENTION OF STDs AMONG STREET YOVTHS 
PROJECT 

SPONSOR: INNER CITY YOUTH PROGRAM 

4.2.1 Introduction 

The h e r  City Youth Program (ICYP) of Huntley Youth Services in Metropolitan 

Toronto operated a health promotion project fiom 1988 to 1992 that was concemed with 

the prevention of Sexually Transmitted Diseases (STDs) in urban street youths. Since 

there was a lack of appropnate information about STDs for t h s  group, the ICYP project 

aimed to create and disseminate information and facilitate discussion among street youths 

about the STD problem. A varîety of educational materials and videos were developed. 

tested, and distributed. 

Tbs  first case study was selected for review on the basis that project documents 

indicated that cornmunity members had played prominent roles as employees. The sponsor 

clairned that it devoted considerable financial and personnel resources to utilize youth 

employees in its efforts to improve community participation. 

In the case description, structural characteristics of the sponsor orgamzation and 

project are descnbed first. Subsequently, the chapter addresses how key structural factors 

uifluenced the process of comrnunity participation in the project - the types of partxipants, 

participatory strategies, project roles and activities, and the influence of community 

members. 

Data sources for this case included six direct interviews, 16 project documents, and 

two educational Mdeotapes created for the project. Interviews were conducted with the 

HPD program officeq an ICYP staff person who had worked in ICYP for four years, and 

the ICYP manager who had worked there for eleven years. Since many of the street 
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youths m the STDs project had moved away and were not traceable, only three youths 

were intemewed. One older youth worked as an employee in the project, one served on 

the advisory cornmittee, and one younger person volunteered occasionally in the 

production of educational materials. 

4.2.2 Structural Characteristics of the ICYP Organization 

stop and Proruam M a n d a  

Huntley Youth Services (HYS) developed in the 1 970's from the Big Sisters 

Association, a traditional charitable and service agency. KYS provided professional 

support services whch the prirnarily voluntary membership of the Big Sisters Association 

could not provide to homeless young persons. However, HYS eventually realized ths 

approach was inadequate, since there appeared to be little communication and 

understandmg between professionals and street youths. The professional staff became 

mistrated in tqmg to counsel and support street youths who, in their view, did not want to 

accept a helper-client relationshp or to be held acwuntable for their activities. For 

example, ICYP stafkited examples of youths who expected to be registered for welfare 

benefits without providing permanent addresses. 

In response to these problerns HYS fomed the h e r  City Youth Program in 198 1 

to provide dxect social seMces for youths Living apart from families in the inner city areas 

of Toronto. These non-professional seMces included counselmg, domation,  and 

referrals for exnployment, housing, welfare and health concems. In these early years, 

ICYP functioned prirnarily as a client-focused senice agency although it also provided 

public education activities about homelessness, dong with other agencies whch serviced 

street youths. 



Although Huntley k'outh Senices orgimzed thee other youth programs in Metro 

Toronto, the downtown ICYP program was the only one focused specifically on homeless 

youths The program's inner city setting was considered an asset to its reputation by 

youths : 

. . .the organization is at the perfect location for street youth. 1 can remember 
gomg to ICYP for counseling They were really good to do it rather than 
some other governrnent agency who wasn't involved in street youth. They 
were the closest to the source. ( K Y  P-6). 

Youth respondents dso reported that ICYP staff provided non-judpental seruces 

which made the program a popular source of support. A youth volunteer noted that ICYP 

staff 

. . . are social workers for sure, total social workers. 'ïhey make efforts to 
listen to opinions of the comrnumty that they are sewing . ..ïhey still go by 
the book, but they do have their peer education programs, and the people 
who work there are easy to relate to on some level. (ICYP-2) 

For their part. ICYP staffmembers perceived that the organization had gamed a 

reputation among youth agencies by mcorporatmg progressive ideals in a practicd semg  

. . .it feels through the materials that we've been ground breakmg m al1 these 
areas and people have noticed ths  . . . When we're at conferences they say 
'You're doing stufY we never thought we wuld do'. That feels progressive. 
(ICYP- 1) 

Finally , the Health Promotion Directorate rewgmzed ICYP ' s leadership in 

workmg with street youths, particularly in developing educational products of hi& quality 

[DOC-021. The HPD program officer reported: 

... of all the organizations whch work with ths group they're defuiitely the 
leader and they're recogruzed as that nationally now. (ICYP-4) 



Thus. histoncal. locational, and reputational factors appeared to facilitate ICY P's 

access to street youths. In particular. HYS and ICYP showed an ability to adapt their 

mandates to the changing needs of the target group. However, the intention of ICYP 

appeared to be to assist youths to suMve on the streets, rather than to help them self- 

organize or work together in a cornmunity development context. 

Tarnet gr ou^ and Issue 

The population of street youths presented a challenge to traditional social service 

agencies Lnformal estimates of the nurnber of street youths in Toronto vaned fiom 4,000 

in the late 1970's to 10,000 in the late 1980's (Crawford 1995). ICY P staffreported that 

the number of street youths had increased dramatically, in their estimation, due to farnily 

breakdown and the economic recession. The prevalence of STDs m the group was 

alarming and in 199 1 the percentage of street youths in Toronto who were HIV positive 

was 2.20/0, or 70 tmes the rate (0.03%) m the general population (Hall 1995) 

The youths who used ICYP's services were a transient group who would dnfi in 

and out of the xmer city area over time. They vmied in age fiom 14 to 24 years, with a 

greater proportion of younger adolescents. Staff'were parhcularly concemed about youths 

who were young and new to the streets or who came to Toronto fiom smaller communities, 

as they were believed to be particularly vulnerable to health and safety risks [DOC-021. 

Reportedly, there were more males than females involved in the ICYP program, 

although the precise proportion is uncertain since gender statistics were not routmely 

recorded at the drop-in centre. However, during a two-month period in the STDs project, 

a Safer Sex Quiz was administered to 342 youths of whom 68% were males [DOC-051. 

Stamembers observed that youths in the ICYP prograrn had diverse 

socioeconornic backgrounds, including those fiom suburban middle class neighbourhoods 



who were experirnenting with street life, and those fiom working class backgrounds Many 

youths fiom the submbs had better educations, had the option of rehtmuig to their famly 

homes when they wished, and did not have to face the insecurities of chromc 

homelessness. On the other hand, youths who originated fiorn imer city areas had less 

education and were often completely without a home, family, or resources. 

Staff noted that the majority of youths came from abusive family situations and 

were 'mn-aways and throw-aways from their parental homes' (KY P- 1 ) Youth 

respondents shared this perception. 

You have a group of people who have basically been forgotten, abandoned, 
beaten up for most of their life. (ICYP-6) 

In spite of these many systemic disadvantages, ICYP staff characterized street 

youths as a 'hard to service' group, who either resisted direction, abused services or were 

just 'ignorant of the resources available to them' (ICYP-1). ICYP stafhoted a number of 

c o m o n  patterns which made behavioral change difficult: transiency, preoccupation with 

lookmg for food, shelter or money, and use of drugs and alcohol. According to the ICY P 

manager, these behaviours made health education programs difficult to irnplement: 

Many street youîh tend to be suspicious of adults and ignorant of the 
resources available to them . . .due to the nature of their street lifestyle, they 
have little contact with reliable adults.. .they tend to believe they are immune 
to Sexually Transmitted Diseases and most of their understanding of sexual 
health cuncems is gleaned fiom their often misuifomed peers.. . they are 
reluctant to identify themselves as gay or as prostitutes or as mtravenous 
dmg users or as promiscuous.. . [DOC-O 11 

In other words, ICYP staff perceived that youths who denied being a member of certain 

sub-groups were most at risk of STDs. Overall, ICYP staff attitudes about youths did not 

seem as non-judgmental as the youths had perceived. 



In contrast, youth respondents were not as pessimistic about their peer group and 

noted that street youths had their own distinctive culture whch facilitated social support 

Tney have their own set of values, their own system of life and support of 
each other There is support on the streets for the kids that is a subculture 
and a way of life. (ICYP-6). 

For example, sorne youths lived in 'families' of their peers and relied on each other for 

income, shared housing and security. On the other hand, those of different sexual 

orientations (heterosexual - bisexual - homosexual) and popular style ('punk rock fie&' - 

'rock and roll') did not generally mix together. 

In sum, the street youth target group was increasing in numbers and had a vaxiety 

of systemic disadvantages and behavioral patterns which were perceived by ICYP staff to 

make service provision and behaviour change difficult. However, the group also had sorne 

characteristics whch fostered cohesion 

ICYP Proeram Linka= 

ICYP's 'community' involved social s e ~ c e  agencies as well as youths, smce 

agency staff felt that street programs could only be effective through mter-agency 

collaboration. Even pnor to the HPCP project, ICYP expended organizational effort and 

resources in developing and maintaining a network of agencies interested in street youths. 

These agencies included the Toronto Public Health Department, Hospital for Sick 

Chldren Teen Clinic, Hassle-fiee C h c ,  AIDS Committee, Central Toronto Youth 

Services, Street Outreach Service, Toronto Street Youth Project, Covenant House, Street 

Health, YMCA House, Stop 86, and youth hostels. A youth volunteer noted that inter- 

agency linkages occurred h o u &  refmds, information sharing, joint project development, 

and sening on each other's project comtnittees: 



h e r  City is really well known and really well connected to the other 
agencies. Staff ofien sit on the advisory committees of different pro~ects. 1 
see them d l  over t o m  at different workshops, displays and promotions. 
(ICYP-2) 

Luikages between cornrnunity senice agencies were encouraged by fimders as 

well. For example, govemment ministries coordmated service development conferences to 

bring agencies together for information exchange in specific STD areas, such as 

anonymous HIV testing [DOC-051. 

Although community agencies were encouraged by ICYP to participate in STD 

prevention activities, ths approach was not without problems. ICY P staff reported 

limitations to cooperation with respect to overlapping catchent areas of local agencies, 

divergent opinions on the root causes of the problems of street youths, and differing 

perspectives on morality For example, a church-based agency for street youths refused to 

allow the screening of STD educational videos, nor would it dismbute condoms to its 

clients. Instead, it promoted abstinence and self-control, which appeared to alienate some 

youths in the area and limited the agmcy's involvement in the STD project 

. .  . 
esource Mobil ization 

ICYP received fundmg fiom a variety of municipal, provincial, and federal 

sponsors for their services and projects. HPD supplied $3 10,264 over four years to operate 

the STDs project under the HPCP. HPD also funded ICYP to wnduct a number of 

projects related specdically to AIDS through the federd govemment's National h g  

Strat egy . 

Resource mobilization was primarily affected by the top-down ICYP planning 

process. ICYP staffdid not consuit extensively with youths until after the project was 

funded. At this trme it was decided that funding was required for youths to work as 
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employees As well, extra h d s  were needed to support newly identified expenses, such 

as honorana, meeting costs, and video production costs whch were not avalable fiom 

HPD d e r  the budget had been approved. Staffwrote seven grant applications and 45 

letters to secure extra resources kom the Ontario Ministry of Cornmunity and Social 

SeMces and from a local cable television Company. Thus, considerable staff and 

management time was spent in securing extra resources for youth participation in the 

project, primady due to inadequate inihal planning. 

4.2.3 Characteristics o f  the STDs Project 

In addition to the general charactenstics of the ICYP organization, there were also 

specific structural charactenstics of the STDs project. 

. . 
Proj ect Ob! ectivep 

The onginal goal of the pro~ect was to prevent the transmission of STDs among 

street youths [DOC-O I l .  The objectives identified in the ICYP fundmg proposa1 were 

1. To identie the knowledge base of Toronto street youths regardmg Sexually 

Transmitted Disease; 

2. To develop effective and engaging materials whch reflect street vemacular and the 

lifestyle and sexual practices of street youth; 

3.  To distribute and promote the materials in a manner whch ensures their avadability 

to street youth and their conhnued effectiveness beyond the duration of the project; 

and, 

4. To innuence the sexual practices of street youth in a manner whch will reduce the 

incidelice of Sexudly Transmitted Diseases. [DOC-O 11 



These forma1 objectives were health educational in nature, intended to result m behaworal 

change in the youths, and reflected a lifestyle approach to health promotion. 

From their experïence with HPD, ICYP staffreported that federal f u n h g  was 

readily available for hedth promotion projects in whch street youths received health 

information. However, youths also required resources for more basic needs, such as 

housing and food, in order to ensure their participation and receptivity. ICYP staff and 

management expressed fnistration at HPD's calls for participation of indigent youth: 

Health and Welfare is speahg  out of both sides of their mouth when they 
cal1 for participation of youth who have nothmg. (ICYP-3) 

IC YP responded to this situation by proposing proj ect activities whch were 

consistent with the government priorities for AlDS education, whde at the same time 

devoting some resources to address the immediate needs of youth. An ICYP staff member 

described their strategy : 

If we get a gant to do AIDS education or dnig abuse prevention, you have 
to make sure that at least some component of what you're doing falls into 
that. Sometimes that's limituig because when workuig with people living on 
the street and using injection dmgs, the issues that are most important are 
poverty or housing so we have to bend the d e s  to deal with problems 
properly. (ICYP-5) 

For example, ICYP project stafhpent time securlig housing for individual youths so that 

they had a stable base fiom whch to partxipate in the STDs project. The HPD program 

officer appeared to support these strategies by 'loolung the other way' 

These acknowledgments of the importance of social detemiuiants of health, 

however, were implernented w i t h  a traditional service philosophy wherein the ICY P 

staff 'provided' for the youths. Theû concem for a social mode1 of health did not 

consistently extend to their objectives for participation. In theû proposal, ICYP suggested 
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that youth participation was a pnonty since "the development of effective and applicable 

matends on Sexually Transmitted Diseases necessitates involvement and consultation 

with street youths at every step of the process." However, the project's formal objectives 

for youth participation were more limited: 

1 .  To increase mutual aid and social support; 

2. To impart new knowledge and safe sex practices to peers; 

3 To seek and encourage others to seek medicai aid when indicated. [DOC-O 1 ] 

As well as these behavioural and instrumental aims of participa~on. the ICY P 

proposal envisioned that mcreasing the knowledge of youths would enable them to make 

better health choices and then "exercise greater controol over their own sexual practices" 

[DOC-G 1 1. This appeared to be the extent of any empowement aim of participation. 

The mitid project workplan proposed that youths would participate in focus groups 

to assess and pilot test rnaterials, and meet staff to plan and evduate the project [DOC-O 1 ] 

However, the plans did not include the establishment of an explicit orgamzational role for 

youùis. Again, participation appeared to be conceptualized w i t b  a service agency 

mandate, rather than a community developrnent mode]. 

In sum, ICYP staffin the STDs project initially proposed objectives and activihes 

at the health education end of the health promotion continuum. This approach, however, 

did not resemble a social structural approach to health promotion as it dealt only with the 

needs of youths for services which ICYP was accustomed to providmg. Although staff 

redzed that social and environmental condrtions also needed to be addressed in order to 

facilitate youth participation, their capacity to openly deal with these beyond the individual 

level was limited by the objectives whch they perceived were acceptable to the funder and 

by their own service phlosophy. 



Proiect Organizational Stnicturg 

The STDs project was incorporated into the HYS agency as follows: 

1.  The ICYP project utilized the Huntley Youth Services board-of directors whch 

was composed of appointed social service professionals, clergy, municipal officials, 

politicians, and a few interested private citizens. Youths were not represented on the 

board. The board was responsible for the overall direction of HYS and occasionally board 

members would visit the ICY P cirop-in centre where the STD project activities were 

orgamzed. Whle there was no evidence that board mernbers had direct involvement in 

project activities, they were kept donned through the ICYP program manager who 

reported directly to the board about STD project activities. 

3 . htially, two ICYP adult staff were assigned to vnplement the project and 

evaluate the completion of project objectives. These stafTmembers were part of the AIDS 

education department of ICYP and were supervlsed by the ICYP manager. They also 

organized the initial recmitment of youths, and developed and promoted STD educational 

materials However, as will be demonstrated conflict developed between the roles of staff 

members as social service 'gate-keepers' and as facilitators in the project. Later, four 

youth employees were hired as staff 'peer educators' with responsibilities for youth 

recmitment, education, and the production of educational materials. 

3. A project advisory cornmittee (Independent Steeriiig and Evaluation Commiîtee) 

was organized to give 'wmmunity input and direction' to the project staff The invited 

cornmittee included representatives fiom key street-based youths and health s e ~ c e  

agencies previously cited. Again, youths were not represented on the project advisory 

wmmittee. The committee met quarterly with the following ternis of reference: to review 

the proj ect workplan and unexpected events; to provide giudance to staff and managers; 

and to evaluate the role of youths, the relevance and effectiveness of materials, and the 



attainment of project objectives [DOC-051. Since representation on the committee was by 

agency, different mdividuals fi-om the sarne agency attended cornmittee meetings 

according to their availability. There was no fùrther information available fkom ICYP 

sources regarding the identity of individual committee members. 

4. Youth volunteers also had input through focus groups at ICYP and other agencies 

whch were used regularly throughout the project to provide feedback on the suitability of 

STD educational matenals. Additionally, an rnformal youth advisory group of six to ten 

youths was formed during the fist year to meet rnonthly with ICYP staff to rewew the 

project's process and to help evaluate and plan future actiwties. Video advisory 

cornmittees were also formed to provide assistance and consultation dunng the 

development of videos on the risks of STDS in street youths [DOC-04, OS]. 

5. Youth clients of ICYP participated idormally and periodically m video education 

sessions. These youths had no input to the project other than to receive and drscuss the 

STD education matenals. 

Backmound and Roles of Other Partici~w 
. . 

Staff- ICYP project staff and managers were men and women in thetr 20's and 30's with 

paraprofessional social work backgrounds. Over the course of the STD's project. two out 

of three staff were women, as was the program manager. Project staff al1 had experience 

in youth work and had other slulls, for example visual arts training, whch were used in the 

Sm's proj ect. 

Professionals - The role of health and social professionals in the project was reported by 

staff and youths to be h t e d ,  as it was restricted to participation on the project advisory 
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cornmittee which gave general feedback to the staff about matends whch were being 

developed 

Bureaucrats - The HPD prograrn officer responsible for the ICYP project had worked 

previously in community development projects and had been in charge of youth initiatives 

in the Ontario office for a number of years. The program officer stated that she 

participated in the ICYP application review and monitoring process, but was not very 

involved in operational activiti es. 

Thus the pamcipants mvolved in the STD project included youths, ICYP agency 

staff, professionals, and the HPD prograrn officer. (See Table 2). Participants were 

involved either directly? through project planning and implementation, or indirectly, 

through occasional technical, advisory, and reçource assistance. 

Table 2. Participants in STD Project of ICYP 

1 PARTICIPANTS 

1 DIRECT 1 INDIRECT 

1 ICYP Program Manager* 1 HPD Program Officer* 

1 ICW Sta f f  1 HYS Board of Directors 

1 Youth Ernployees* 1 Other Agencies: - youtb 

1 Youth Clients 1 

Y outh Advisory Group * 

Project Advisory Cornmittee 

Youth Volunteers* 

* = Participants interviewed in this case study. 

Techcal assistance: - Cable TV 
- acting 

Other Funders 



Leadership 

Adult staff were responsible for the project but claimed that they shared direction 

and control of activities with youth employees. One ICYP stamember and one youth 

employee were mentioned most often by other respondents as initiators of ideas and 

activities in the project. Nonetheless, these individuaIs did not appear to take action 

independently from ICY P management. 

Project A d m i  stration 

ICYP's formal management systems for the project included employment records, 

financial accounts, and quarterly reports to HPD written by ICYP staff [DOC-03- 1 51 

These reports were in the form of unstmctured narratives whch listed project activities, 

numbers of participants, and the volume of STD education and prevention matenals (e g., 

condoms) distnbuted. While the reports provided an accounting of staff activities, there 

was vimially no emphasis on analyzing participation or on detemünuig whether the project 

was meeting its major objective of creating a change in STD risk behaviours. The HPD 

program officer agreed that there were difficulties in detemllning whether behavioural 

changes arnong youths were actuaily occuming: 

Are they wearing condoms?. . . . Nobody hows, 1 mean you can't know . . . 
We havent done a study of that and 1 dont know how you would do it. 
(ICYP-4) 

ICYP staffdid prepare some intemal evaluation reports, such as a Safer Sex Quiz, 

whch focused on production, suitability, and sale of educational materials, as well as 

youth lmowledge and behaviours regarding STDs, and youth attendance at discussions 



[DOC-OS]. However. an independent extemal evaluation which had been proposed was 

never implemented by the proj ect advisory cornmittee. 

Summary of ICYP Structural Characteristics 

H Y S  had a histox-y of adapting its work with youths who were in difficulty and had 

gained a local reptation for responsive service provision, which was its pnority. The 

street youth target group was transient and heterogeneous in many respects, with 

distinctive behavioural patterns whch made workmg with them a challenge. especially in 

a sensitive area such as STDs Youths perceived that in cornpanson to other agencies. 

ICYP provided non-judgmental delivery of seMces This factor appeared to be 

instrumental in the development of youth interest in the STDs project. However, it was 

also evident that ICYP stakeholders had underlying attitudes toward youths which gave 

thern a strong interest in maintairing control over the STDs project. Although there were 

atternpts to make ICYP more accessible to street youths' lifesiyle, HPD's preference for a 

health education approach to STDs also required ICYP to maintain a narrow project focus, 

in spite of the fact that staffrealized that a broader structural approach was desirable. 

Community program luikages were well established and resources were available 

for educational health promotion work, but the agency's inexperience in planning a 

participatory project was evident. The project structure was consistent wiîh a traditional, 

hierarchcd social service agency comprised of managers, paraprofessional staf f  and 

comrnunity workers, and duection was M y  in the hands of the service providers. 

Youths were not included in project management and only belatedly in staff positions. 

Thus, the youth target group did not formally &are 'ownership' of the program. Finally, 

the ICYP project admrnisîration, apparently supported by a hands-off HPD program 

officer, did not utdize many forma1 feedback mechanisms regardmg youth participation or 
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the achievement of pro~ect objectives. Many of these structural charactenstics were 

unponant in the development of community participation in the project, 

The next section describes how key structural factors in the ICYP organization and 

STDs project were associated wth the type of cornmumty participants, the strategies 

which were used to obtam their tnvolvement, and their roles, actiwties, and influence in 

the STDs project . 

4.2.4 Types of Community Participants 

Certain structural factors in the target group itself intluenced the types of youths 

who participated in the STD's proj ect . 

ICYP staffreported that there was variation in the participation of youths in the 

STD's project based on educational and economic differences. Suburban, rniddle class 

youths used some ICYP seMces (employrnent and housing) for short penods but were not 

very involved in the STDs project. In contrast, imer city workmg class youths utilized 

additional ICYP services (health, welfare, counseling and drop-in centre) irregularly, but 

were reported to have had active involvement in the STD's project. 

However, the participation of workmg class youths was not extensive or consistent. 

Youth respondents reported that planning a health promotion project was not a hi& 

priority for youths with little money: 

You have to remember that street youth who actually live on the street don't 
have a lot of tirne to sit around the table and t a k  about a vida and get fed 
pizza once a week, because they get fed pizza at every drop-in the city. 
They've got to thmk about where they're going to sleep tonight, where 



they're gomg to get some cash to buy some drugs or some real food. where 
they're going to meet their fnends so they can go and cause some party 
somewhere. (ICYP-2) 

Thus, youths noted that tirne spent participating in a health promotion project was 

tirne away from eaming income or meeting subsistence needs. From their perspectives. 

the immedtacy of sunival needs made consistent participation m the project unlikely 

without financial incentives. While ths argument for non-participation is convincing. it is 

also possible that since lower SES youths spent more tme than suburban youths in 

subsistence activities, such as panhandikg and prostitution, they perceived that they were 

at a higher nsk for STDs and should participate in the project. Regardless of the reasons, 

there was consensus that the socio-demographic range of youths who participated was 

narrow and did not rnclude the entire clientele of ICYP. 

Gender Dvnarnics 

There was a lower proportion of females in ICYP's clientele, and gender dynarmcs 

appeared to afYect the ability of young women to participate equally in the pro~ect. Female 

staff and youths reported that mixed gender groups in the project did not address youny 

women's needs adequately since the young men tended to dorninate group discussions and 

planning. Eventually, ICYP staff responded by forming a separate women's group to 

produce STD educational material £tom a woman's perspective. This action increased the 

number of young women in the project and had a positive uifluence on the gender range of 

youth participants. 



Experience and Politicization 

There were distinct differences in participation between those youths who were 

new to street life and those who had progressed to a more stable lifestyle The majority of 

street youths in the area were young ( 14- 18 years), inexperienced in living independently. 

and struggling to survive. Both ICYP staff and youths cited senous motivational problems 

in these youths whch refiected both margindization and a disregard for persona1 health: 

Well I'rn probably dead already, I really don't thmk I'm going to live past 
ths age, so 1 don't need to take care of my health right now because ifs not 
an issue (ICYP-6) 

For these reasons. many young adolescents did not participate actwely in STD project 

actiwties, although as hgh-nsk clients of ICYP, they were the prime focus of educational 

materials 

A smaller number of older youths ( 18-21 years), who had lived longer on the street 

and achieved a more stable living situation, had more extensive involvement in the project 

These youths had graduated into more secure environrnents and supported each other's 

involvement : 

in the end most of the people who ended up being in the project al1 knew 
each other from o u  previous street life . . . Basically we came from a 
community of people on the street and a group of us really helped each other 
grow and get our sht  together. (ICYP-5) 

For example, a number of 'families' of youths, whch formed temporarily for mutual 

support, participated together in the project. 

From their street experîence, older youths were quicker to perceive the health risks 

of living on the street and were concemed about younger persons: 

For most of us it was a very personal thing. We ail had hends who had 
died fiom AIDS, fiends who were HIV positive and we knew we were 
going to have more fhends die fiom AiDS. (ICYP-6) 



Finally, these older youths stated that they wanted to become mvolved m the STD 

project because it had potential for irnprowig youth safety, for satisfymg theu own social 

needs, and for skdl training and employrnent opportunities For example, one older vouth 

reported that she was actwely involved in organizing new projects around youth issues 

such as AIDS, housing, and promtution: 

Most of us were very political ... and had been very involved at a community 
level in a lot of projects, not just AIDS. 1 usually refer to myself as an 
activist dut. (ICYP-5) 

In sum, the age range of youth participants was narrow and the majority of younger. 

hgh-risk youths were not active participants. More active participation occmed through a 

few oldm target group members who had the life experiences, confidence, resources, and 

skills necessary to participate in the project These youths also had an activist political 

orientation whch will be shown to be crucial in ther developing influence in the project 

4.2.5 Sponsor Participation Strategies 

The implementation of community partxipation m the STDs pro~ect by ICYP staff 

was uifluenced by factors of the target group and by availability of hancial resources 

ICYP's recniitment strategies were affected negatively by street youths ' transience, 

marginalization, and suspicion of authorities. ICYP project organizers attempted to recruit 

youths for the project through direct approaches at the &op-in centre and on the street, and 

by refmal fiom other agencies. News of the project was spread slowly by word of mouth, 

which was the prirnary method trusted by street youths. Media, public nofices, and 

maihgs were not used as  staff believed they were less effective in reachmg transient 



youth A consequence of these factors was that few youths became lnvolved in the project 

until their peers reported positively about the experience. 

De~endence on Proiect Funding 

Funding for the project served both to increase and decrease the opportunitles for 

participation. Funding (fiom a provincial agency) allowed some participants to be paid as 

employees and thereby maintained their motivation. Limited material incentives for casual 

volunteer participation were also provided, such as transit tickets, food for meetings, and 

clothmg 

However, ICYP staff reported that uncertainty of fùnding diverted their attention 

fiom health promotion project activities, includmg the recmitment of youths. They stated 

that fùndraising to pay youths directly reduced the time they could devote to involmg 

other youths in the project. 

Resource dependency also afFected the participation of other comrnunity agencies 

serving Street youths. In prosperous economic times, organizations were willmg to send 

each other letters of support when applying for funding. However, a youth orgamzer noted 

that during the economic recession there was uicreased suspicion and cornpetition for 

fundmg between the groups: 

It creates an atrnosphere in whch groups redy don? want to work together 
because they perceive that each group is trylng to take money or services 
away fiom each other.. .it does create certain hostilities in the various 
community proj ects. (ICY P-5). 

Thus, the number of comxnunity groups whch would work with ICHP may have been 

limited by uncertamty of funcimg. 



Volunteer Paynent 

As noted earlier, provisions for payment of casual volunteers had not been 

incorporated into the ICYP budget, and they were not paid for their participation in the 

project. The issue of giving 'free advice' was a sensitive one and al1 three youth 

respondents reported that street youths resented providuig fiee advice to staff and 

professionals : 

Street kids ofien get used that way - 'Oh come to ths thmg and put your 
input in and come and get involved' and nobody thinks about the fact that 
they're not gemng paid . . . but it looks good that there are actual street luds 
there. ( K Y  P-2) 

On the other hand, the youths who were involved in video production were exposed to 

acting and technical skills whch were valued in their culture and whch prowded 

suficient practical experience and confidence for some of them to obtain other jobs For 

example, a youth employee noted: 

It gave me some really solid job experience which enabled me to go and get 
other work . . .I1ve continued to do AIDS education and prevention work ever 
since then. (ICYP-5) 

Overall, the youths' perceptions that resources could have been better dlocated 

appeared to influence their participation negatively. Youths' views on payments for 

volunteers confiicted with traditional views of voluntary participation and will be 

addressed in more detd in the Discussion Section. 

4.2.6 Participatory Roles and Activities 

A number of organizationd and project factors were associated with the roles of 

youths and the participatory activi ties wh ch occurred . Youths played prominent rol es as 

employees in the STD project, however, youths also participated as volunteers, clients, and 



youth advisory cornmittee members. As noted previously, there were no street youths on 

the Huntley Youth SeMce board of directors, or ICYP advisory cornmittee. 

The roles of youth were associated with numerous stnichiral factors such as ICYP's 

social service mandate, employment models, street youth expenence, HPD requirernents 

for advisory groups, and a shfi to advocacy activities. 

1 Service M a n a  

Although project organizers had anticipated origmally that ICYP staff would be the 

principal project workers, they soon realized that the staff did not have the legitimacy to 

gain the youth input that was necessary. Staff and youths reported that there was 

significant conflict between the stafFmembersl prixnary roles as social service gatekeepers 

and advisors to youths, and their project roles in rnotivating and engaging youths in 

voluntary activities. A youth observed that partnerships between staff and youths were 

difficult to forge m the social semce situation: 

Workers have a different relationshp with youth, so w g  to do ths  fun 
video project and at the same time they're this person that knows my 
problems . . .it was difficult. (ICYP-2) 

At the sarne tirne, staffobserved that a change in relationshp was vital for a more 

active partnershp with the youths: 

They're the ones who have the information about what works for them 
. . .unless that involvement is there, there isn't a sense of ownershp. (ICYP- 
1) 

As a solution, four older youths who had lengthy street experience were hired as 

'peer educator' employees. They were responsible for coordinathg the process of youth 

recruitment, for producing educational materials, and for promoting the proj ect to other 



youth agencies The youth employees, dong with other volunteers, also received trainin- 

in techcal  Mdeo skills and learned group planmg and interaction skills Staffnoted that 

participation of other youths increased when the youth employees were h e d .  

Thus, the presence of youth employees as intennediaries appeared to allow both 

staff and street youths to avoid the conflicts whch made it difficult to work together on the 

project. In particular, the staffwere able to maintam their prirnary service role without 

disruption. This strategy appeared to reflect the priority given to service by the agency as it 

also allowed the staff to maintain some distance in their relationshp to youth clients. For 

example, one stafl'expressed concern about sharing project roles with youth: 

As open-minded and as non-judgmental as you would ldce to feel, what 
really puts it to the test is to see how OK we are with them shanng the same 
turf, the people we've been semcing. (ICYP-1 ) 

Nonetheless, usmg street youths as employees appeared to break down some of 

ICYP's traditional role divisions between street youths and staff. such that one youth was 

hired permanently for office duties d e r  the project A stsmember concluded that the 

change from a 'professional' mode1 to a 'partnershp' approach was positive: 

. .it feels like we're h a H y  achieving workmg side by side involwig the 
youth in a completely direct way in the service. (ICYP- 1 ) 

However, this partnershp did not extend past a few employee positions. Overall, 

ICYP's mandate as a gatekeeper to social services was in wnfiict with the need to work 

with youths in a heaith promotion context. The youth employee strategy appeared to be a 

reasonable compromise for gaining youth cooperation, but also led to a number of power 

issues to be discussed Iater. 



Emplopent Model p 

Two models of employment were used to facilitate youth participation in the 

program. Hiring youths as full-time employees was selected initially as a strategy suice. 

"that way there was more chance that they would achially show up because there was a 

pay cheque involved" (ICYP-4). The four youths who were hired had to meet the critena 

of the Social Service Employrnent Program of the Ontario Muiistry of Community and 

Social SeMces [DOC-041 which paid their salaries. One specific cnterion, being on 

welfare with a permanent residence, perhaps fortutously determined that older, more 

established youths would be in key youth ernployee positions. However, it also Iimted the 

scope of participation in the project of younger youths who were more transient and at 

higher risk. 

During the production of the first STD video, youth ernployees were paid a regular 

salary. There were fiequent work absences which disrupted the video production process 

and, as will be s h o w  later, conflict often occurred around planning and implementing the 

project d u ~ g  this phase. 

During the filming of the second video, ICYP changed its approach and paid 

youths $500 to act as 'consultants' and to be involved in particular scenes, rather than as 

full-tune employees. Although youths had less continuity with the project under this 

consultation model, there were fewer conflicts reported and better attendance. Ihis  

approach was perceived by ICYP staff'to be more appropriate to the lifestyles of the 

transient youths. As well, staff reported that a system of 'pay for work wmpleted' rather 

than 'pay for tirne spent' avoided the problem of Ml-tune employment becorning a 

disincenhve for youths to complete the project work. 



Hoviever! whde the consultant approach was perceived as more efficient. it may 

also have had a negative impact on the project itself A youth noted that street youths had 

less input into the second video: 

It was a totally different kmd of video, it was more like a docurnentary, just 
people in places t a h g  It cornes across that the script was umitten. It 
wam't the women involved who wrote the script. (ICYP-2) 

In sum, ICYP moved fiom a system whch granted formal term employee positions 

to youths to one whch gave hem only temporary datus as consultants with less influence 

It is unclear, however, whether the ICYP shifted to a less formal style of 'consultant' 

participation to avoid conflic! in employee relationships or to irnprove efficiency in the 

production of rnaterials. 

Street Youth Transien= 

Traditional roles of the youths as clients at ICYP were to satisfi theu personal 

needs for housing, welfare, food, and information. ICYP staff and youth employees 

recruited approximately twelve youths as unpaid volunteers to help plan and produce the 

donnational videos and other educational matenal. However, the transient character of 

Street youths proved to be a major obstacle to the consistency of their participation as 

volunteers: 

We found out as we went dong that it was very difficult for people who 
didn't have a source of incorne or a place to stay to commit to the time it 
took to actually carq out the project to its end. Script development, acting 
workshops, videotaping and editing was a fairly lengthy project . . .we ran 
into the reality that çomeone w d d  be scheduled to show up on Friday for a 
meeting and it huns out that they're in jail instead, or they just don't bother 
showing up because they haven't eaten in 3 days. (ICYP-5) 



Nonetheless, volunteering to work on project activities changed the nature of the 

youths' involvement in the centre. Youths observed that they now contnbuted to the 

centre's non-se~ce  goals and consequently were treated differently. A youth obsewed 

I wasn't there chasing a worker around, I was there and they were hawig to 
respect me. I was more important than t h s  brat who was screamg about a 
welfare cheque last week. (ICYP-2) 

n u s ,  the nature of some youths' involvement in ICYP changed as a result of thelr 

new project roles. These roles challenged the ICYP organization and will also be shown 

to have uifluenced power dynamics in the project. It should be remembered. however. that 

while youth ernployees and volunteers were very active in the project, most youths were 

transient, still treated as clients of ICYP, and did not have major roles in the project other 

than in receiving STD donnation. 

Youth Advisory Cornmittee 

At the suggestion of the HPD program officer, a group of 6-1 0 youths was i n ~ t e d  

by ICYP staff30 be on a youth advisory cornmittee to discuss the direction of the project 

and to devise new initiatives in STD education material. However, the committee 

consisted primarily of those youths (ernployees and volunteers) who had already shown a 

deeper interest in the project and did not include other ICYP client groups such as 

suburban or younger youths. The youth advisory committee consulted with staff and 

gained information fiom other street youths about the acceptance of the project, but it did 

not have any other clearly defined responsibilities. 

The HPD program officer explained that the advisory cornmittee "didntt always 

translate into what most people thuik of as an advisory conmittee" since it was vexy 

d o m a l ,  had shifhg 'membershp', and met only periodically during the initial phase of 



the project An explanation for this casual approach to the advisory process may be found 

the underlymg attitudes toward youth. For example, the HPD program officer observed 

that participation was a general problem with youth target groups: 

Chldren and youth are probably one of the hardest groups to get input fiom 
because they're not adults and they're not used to going to a tradittonal 
meeting to discuss issues and aren't usudly into long range planning. 
(ICYP-4) 

However, ths  attitude failed to acknowledge that some of these same youths were 

actively uivolved in orgamzing other community projects. The ICYP youth advisoq 

commiaee appeared basically to be a response to HPD's expectation of a formal. yet token. 

mechanism for obtainmg youth input, in spite of HPD concems about the youths' 

capabilities. 

Shifi to Advocac~ Activities 

Street youth participation in project activities changed considerably over the three 

year term due to a shfi in objectives from health education to advocacy Imtially. the STD 

project was consistent wth a lifestyle health promotion focus. Most participatory 

activities, such as condom demonstrahons and the development of safe sex donnation, 

were directed towards educating and supportmg youths to make more uiformed choices 

about sexual and drug use behaviour. Very little emphasis was put on addressing social 

environmental condibons, otha than on an individual bas$ whch made youths more 

vuherable to STDs by being on the streets. 

However, the participation of older youths with street experience as youth 

employees had consequaces for this educational focus. As ICYP staffaccepted these 

youths' proposais that conditions such as poverty and public health policies conmbuted to 

the STD problem, they gradually expanded the project to focus on advocacy activities with 



other community agencies. This was a significant shifi in focus for ICYP whch was a 

service onented agency 

As the project progressed, increasing amounts of time were spent by ICYP staff 

and two youth employees on advocacy for policy changes regarding probation regulations. 

needle exchange programs, and prostitution which contributed to youth risks in livmg on 

the streets. Self-appomted 'councils' of youth agency managers and staff met with 

municipal, provincial and national politicians, bureaucrats. and law enforcement personnel 

to promote changes m legal, social, and health policies. 

Although ICYP staff and youth employees reported that inter-agency actiwties 

were unportant, they also noted some negative aspects for participation. For example. staff 

reported that the arnount of time devoted to meetings with other agencies was a problem 

1 could spend, and some people do, most of my time just going to meetings 
and talking with other social workers, other people with jobs like mine, and 
not actudly serve the community (ICYP-5) 

Thus, the advocacy focus reportedly limited the staff and youth employees' efforts to recruit 

youths to actively participate in the project. Government sponsorshp and facilitation of 

these advocacy actiwties appeared to reinforce a tendency towards participation of 

cornmumty organizations rather than Street youths themselves. 

In sum, participation of older, experienced youths led to an increased focus on 

structural causes of STDs and new project roles for a few youths, but at the sarne time, less 

participation by other youths in the project. Thus, a situfi in focus to inter-agency planning 

and advocacy activities appeared to lunit the participation of youths in the ICYP project. 



4.2.7 Influence of  Participants 

Youth influence in the STDs project can be examed withui the context of ICYP's 

service agency mandate and factors in the target group itself. 

Service Provider Contra! 

As a service agency, ICYP was accustomed to developing projects on its own, with 

little direct involvement of youths themselves. Only &er the STDs project was funded did 

ICYP staff conduct a needs assessrnent regardmg the Wes of STD issues and approaches 

whch should be addressed in material development and dissemination. At ths tirne, staff 

consulted with 15 other agencies, conducted five focus groups with youths and street 

workers, and attended eight extemal presentations and conferences. They also met and 

talked with individual youths who attended the ICYP drop-in centre [DOC-031. 

Although ICYP collaborated with other community agencies in the development of 

the project proposal, there is no evidence that they consulted with youths as a group about 

the project idea until afler the project was funded. Thus, the initial involvernent of youths 

in decision-mahg in the project was not substantial. 

ICYP's reputation for working with street youths appeared to substitute for their 

lack of consultation. The HPD program officer seemed to accept ths over-confidence 

regardmg youth participation: 

. . . they were already ùiterested in that and that's the way they worked so it 
wasnft as much of a wncern that we had to be on top of them to make sure 
that the target population was involved. (ICYP-4) 

This viewpoint indicated a very h t e d  concept of participation, considering the exclusion 

of youths fiom significant organizationd roles in the project. Eventudly t h s  exclusion had 
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repercussions for the development of youth employee roles in the project, but it also 

uitluenced other conflicts in the project. 

Street Youth H e t e r o g m  

Once the youths were invited to participate, individual, social, and political 

differences arnong them were clairned to be barriers to the development of consensus. For 

example, staffreported that there were differing opinions among youths regardmg the 

inclusion of STD material related to homosexudity and male prostitution. ICYP staff 

perceived these disagreements to be due to persondity issues and political allegiances 

among the youths: 

. . there were a multitude of problems - basically it was personalities - with 
the persons who were hued on the project. There were different lunds of 
allegiances w i h  the group, politically and separately . . .there was a definite 
collision and that made it very difficult to work on something as cornplex as 
a Mdeo where you had to have complete cooperation. (ICYP- 1 ) 

However, only one youth employee resigned his position due to these conflicts, and 

disagreements arnong the youths themselves were usually resolved with intensive 

discussion. Youths did not perceive a prolonged consensus process to be a burden. 

Decision-mahg can be difficult the larger the group . .. 1 prefer to work in a 
collective, so I'm prepared to put up with that hstration to get al1 the views 
people do thuik. (ICYP-5) 

Thus, Merences between the youths may not have had as negative an effect on 

their participation as ICYP staffperceived. Conflict between youths was viewed as a 

'problem' by staff rather than an 'opportunity'. The next section will demonstrate the 

considerable influence that the youths developed in the operational activities through 

utilizing conflict strategies. 



Street Youth Experience 

ICYP staff and youths disagreed strongly on the subject of dmg use whle worlung 

or voluntee~g.  ICYP's reputation as a non-judgmental service agency meant it accepted 

that youths used illegal drugs. However, in its new mode1 of worlung with youths as 

employees in the health promotion project, ICYP had to face the possibility that overt cinq 

behaviours would jeopardize the project itself From the staff perspective, drug use made 

attendance and attention to project objectives less than optimal, and the legal ramifications 

for ICYP were a source of concem. However, youths insisted that drug use prowded a 

strong experiential base for educating otha youths about safe needle use. 

Although the youth employees were not allowed to use dmgs while worlung. 

volunteers were determined to continue. These youths decided to quit the project when 

told that they could not use dmgs whle volunteering: 

People would corne mto rehearsals stoned and nodding out on junk . . .At one 
point h e r  City said 'You guys can't be hgh whle you're doing this.' So we 
said 'Fine, bye'. So then they said 'You can't be as hgh '  So everybody had 
to take srnaller doses so we weren't fdling asleep. (ICYP-2) 

Staff and youth willuigness to compromise on ths behavioural issue allowed the project to 

proceed and the youths appeared to gain confidence in their ability to have some control in 

the proj ect . 

A second area of significant youth d u e n c e  was reflected in direct wnflicts over 

explicit video scenes whch the youths felt were vital to the authenticity of the educational 

material. Responsibilities for planning educational materials were supposed to be shared 

among the youth volunteers, youth employees, and ICYP staff. Youths often proposed the 

use of slang language, whch was usually accepted by the stafFmernbers after =me 

discussion. However, the youths also proposed some controversial video scenes, for 

exarnple displaymg intravenous needle injection and putting on a condom, whch were 



strongly opposed by the ICYP management who feared legal repercussions. ICYP also 

had concems about alienating and embarrassing h d e r s  as well as offending various 

segments of the youth population and social s e ~ c e  agencies. For example, the HPD 

officer observed that there was no formal acknowledgment of a link between the project 

and the federal department because of the fear of controversy: 

. . .it doesn't Say anywhere that itts funded by HPCP because it was requested 
by our then ADM [Assistant Deputy Muuster] that it was too controversial 
and that Our name shouldn't be on i t  So we don't get credit for it. (ICYP-1) 

The youths noted that it was the upper management staff of ICYP wth whom they 

had conflicts 

At one point thmgs did get tense. We were given the impression that we 
had complete control over what we were douig. A guy came m and said 
'Wait a minute, what are you douig?' and tried to take conîrol away from the 
project. That may have somethmg to do with the explicimess of the video. 
But that was gotten rid of pretty quickly because we were really angry. In 
the end because d l  of us were pretty self-empowered people to begm wth? 
and felt really sure about what we were doing and al1 of us were really anti- 
censorshp on a big level, we just said Wo way'. (ICYP-6) 

After intense negotiations, during which the youths agam threatened to abandon the 

project, the ICYP management relented and the Mdeo was completed. Subsequently, both 

staff and youths reported that relevant material was finally being produced whch would be 

accepted by street youths. Youths reported that the process of keeping control over the 

explicit content of the Mdeo gave them great satisfaction: 

We actually succeeded, got our way and in the end 1 think it was really good 
we did that. Its one of the strongest positive comments 1 hear fiom people, 
Way to go. Glad you didn't use a banana'. . . I  get feedback fiom people who 
use the video in theu work and they d l  Say it's accepted quite well by the 
audiences they show it to. There hasnt been anything that street level that 1 
have seen.(ICYP-5) 



There were a nurnber of important elements which contributed to the assertiveness 

of the youths First, many of the core group of older youths were mdependent and self- 

assured people with experience in dealing with project sponsors. Ideologically, they were 

opposed to censorshp and control by professionals and were willing to wthdraw fiom the 

project on these pnnciples. Sewnd, ICYP staf'frealized that the youths were correct in 

their assessrnent of the type of educational materid which would be accepted by Street 

youths Thud. ICYP management wuld not risk delaymg or canceling the project if the 

youths withdrew, since they needed to maintain this successfùl participatory relationship 

with youths, for whch they were becommg well known among other agencies ICYP 

personnel also knew that replacing the youths would be no assurance that a more 

cornpliant group of youths could be formed. 

In sum, a conflict between ICYP's traditional service values and its new health 

promotion project responsibilities provided a forum for youth influence to be expressed 

ICYP conflict was ostensibly about the project's educational content and participants' 

behaviours, but there were ais0 underlymg tensions between the sponsor. as an agent of 

the social welfare system, and participants as clients. niis tension appeared to exacerbate 

the conflicts even though stafftried to separate their social welfare roles fiom their project 

roles. in theu tradiaonal roles as clients, youths had very little control and threatening to 

withdraw fiom ICYP senices would have had little effect on the staff. in the STD project, 

however, the youths h e w  that they could withhold somethmg of value to the sponsor and 

were ready to use this threat to win their issue. 

Numbers of Youth Participants 

In contrast to the exact record-keeping required for ICYP's social welfare service 

programs, the HPCP project kept very informai estimates of the nurnber of youth 



participants in the project Project staffdid not record the numbers of youths who 

volunteered or assisted in the development of materials as thls was doue on a 'drop-in' 

basis. Staff reported that street youths' suspicion and mistrust would have been raised if 

they had forrnally recorded the numbers or identities of participants There is some 

credibility in ths  explmation. 

Staff did record the approximate numbers of persons (without separatmg youth 

fkom staff) who attended public talks and demonstrations. They also recorded the number 

of written and phone requests that they received for materials. The followuig data are 

derived from quarterly proj ect reports. 

During the initial stages of project planning, production of STD education 

materials, and public education sessions, project reports cited approxunately 14,000 

contacts over a two year period However. this figure included attendees at public 

meetings and distribution of STD matends to national and international agencies [DOC- 

03- 1 O]. Dunng the middle phase of the project (video production) only 500 contacts were 

reported [DOC-1 1-1 31. During the final stages of the project, in whch the second video 

was produced and advocacy networkmg was mitiated, reported contacts rose again to 

approxhately 1,600, largely through presentations of videos to student audiences [DOC- 

14-1 51. 

In reality, these reported 'contacts' represented a wide variety of audiences other 

han the population of street youths, such as professionals and community workers. 

ICYP's d a t e d  estimates of community member involvement appeared to be an attempt to 

demonstrate an impact of the project, in the absence of any 0 t h  clear dernonstrations of 

outcorne. niis point will be addressed in pater detail in the Discussion Section. Finally, 

it should be noted that the vast maj ority of proj ect contacts were with youths as 'clients', or 

mere recipients of dormation. The number of youths active on the advisory cornmittee 



( 1 O), women's advisory group (8), video cornmittee (8-1 O), focus groups (- 100)' and as 

employees (4) was much more limted. 

Pos t-Scrip t 

ICYP has continued to operate its social service programs and its AIDS education 

projects in collaboration with other agencies. Subsequent to the STD7s project, other 

community groups: which were beginning to involve target groups more directly in the 

development of AIDS matenal, requested information on the ICYP approach to street 

youth participation. A ICYP youth employee observed: 

1 can't Say our video created the clirnate for al1 ths to happen but certmly it 
was while we were opening that dwr  the rest of the AIDS education 
community was also changing and developing. (ICYP-5) 

Some of the more uivolved youths also continued in street youth work For 

example, a youth volunteer reported that she participated in the development of an activist 

resource centre for young people: 

I'm part of a group tryuig to start an activist resource centre for young people 
so that we can give them access to equipment and uiformation on how to 
start their own projects and grassrwts organizations. If that happens it will 
be the first for Canada to have a place Iike that. (ICYP-6) 

The fate of other youth participants is unlaiown. 

4.2.8 Case Discussion 

The KY? case represents an example of community participation being used in its 

instrumental sense to assist a social service agency in developing STD educational 

material. Thus, a 'contribution' purpose to participation was evident, although some staff 

and youths atternpted to transform client-agency roles for 'empowerment' purposes. 
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Numerous structural factors in the K Y P  organization and target group. in 

particular, agency mandate, target group characteristics, resource restrictions. 

organizational structure, and a midstream change of objectives from health education to an 

advocacy approach were important. Some non-structural, individual motivational factors 

and interpersonal conflict factors also clearly influenced youth participation in the STDs 

proj ect . 

The mandate and history of ICYP as a social service agency for youths appeared to 

dominate the process of participation. The types of youths who were involved in the STDs 

project depended pnmarily on the needs and characteristics of the street youth group itself 

The most active participants were older males fiorn a lower SES with an actiwst 

orientation. More vulnerable younger youth did not participate actively since they were 

preoccupied with subsistence and participated p h a r i l y  as clients of ICY P in receiwig 

educational matenals. Behawoural factors in the target group, such as transience, distrust. 

and drug use appeared to b i t  participation and may suggest that a different approach to 

participation is required for these youths than for more stable, mature target groups. Thus. 

a fundamental problem for participatory health promotion programs, which enwsage 

disadvantaged target group rnembers participatmg fùlly to change personal and social 

health conditions, remained wesolved in this project. 

Participation was organized by ICYP using uiformal recruitment and 

communication methods which were suitable for a transient and distmstful target group. 

However, ICYP's inexperience in workmg collaboratively with youths lirnited the 

availability of financial support for youth participants who resented the inequities of 

workmg with paid project staff when the youths had so little. Finally, staff preoccupation 

with an insecure h d m g  environment and with catch-up planning was responsible for 

reducing youth recniitment . 



Over the course of the pro~ed, ICYP organizational structures changed with respect 

to youth involvement. Initially there was a broad based, infomal participation of street 

youths as volunteers in focus groups and comrnunity agency representatives in advisory 

groups Following early conflicts with staff roles and difficulties with casual youth 

participation, more formal roles were gradually created for youths as employees and on 

youth advisory comrnittees. Later, however, employrnent was altered fiom formal 

employee to less fornial consultant models which appeared to meet the needs of the project 

more than the needs of the youths. 

This case was selected for study on the bais  that community members were 

claimed to have had a principal role and influence as employees. The advancement of 

street youths to employee positions may have legitimated a client group, although not to 

the same level as regular stafkembers, and neither staffnor youths had real influence in 

the project. Involvement of the youths did not reflect a definition of participation h m  a 

structural perspective. 

ICY P had a paralle1 conceptualkation of youth service agencies as being a 

cornmunity of interest and established an advisos, panel for input fiom ths  group as well 

Thus, there was an attempt to counter the d u e n c e  of youths with that of community 

seM ce providers b y utilituig separate advisory structures. Ultimatel y, t h s  model allowed 

ICYP to provide service to clients, to receive assistance f?om youths, and to maintam 

credibility w i t h  the service agency wmmunity. Most important, the model maintamed 

the ICYP agency in control of the project. 

The process of working through problems with the youths became a major part of 

project activities and youths appeared to assert themselves well. Some youths had 

significant control over their personal behaviours and project content which was often 

exercised through processes of coaflict. Although youths could be said to have seized 



control of vanous operational issues. their participation was still by invitation of the 

sponsor. rather than an established right. Youth control was exercised w i t h  a general 

fiamework of the sponsor's hancial and organizational authonty. 

Later in the project, a shfi fiom a health education focus to a policy advocacy 

approach, precipitated by older youths' expenences, eventually resulted in even fewer 

youth participants in active roles. In t h s  case, coalitions and networks became a common 

method of involmg the wder 'community' in the ICYP project. However, the advantage 

in participation of a wide variety of community agencies, which had potential to be 

listened to by policy makers, was offset by the time required to make coalitions work, by 

their occasional use by staff to avoid basic Street work, and by their fragility in times of 

econornic cutbacks. Coalition and advocacy work did not facilitate youth mvolvernent m 

health promotion, dthough it may have had potential to improve the structural conditions 

responsible for their problems. This mterpretation is consistent to that reported in other 

recent studies of coalitions in community-based AIDS services (Cain 1993). 

Overd, the mandate of ICYP as a social service agency was a powerfûl force in 

the construction of participation in this project. ICYP staff handed over limited control of 

the project to youths, and did not allow them to formally participate in ICYP management. 

Neither youth employees, volunteers, nor the adviso~y cornmittees were gven explicit 

decision-mabg authority over the general objectives of the project, or over personnel and 

resource issues. Tensions between ICYP's service mandate and its new health promotion 

project mandate appeared to h t  the   du en ce of youths, except for a few operational 

decisions. Control in ICYP was in a state of transition from complete sponsor dominance 

to a state of negotiated d u e n c e  with youths in certain project operations, but not in the 

principal decision-makmg structures of the organization. Except for a few short tenn 

employ ee positions, youth participation was informal and ternporary , rather than forna11 y 
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embedded in the orgamzation. Control of the health promotion project by a social semce 

agency made strong participation by the youths unlikely. It is important to note, however, 

that these limited organizational changes, whch were progressive for Street youth agencies 

at the tirne, may have been acceptable to the youths because this target group was so 

limited in its ability to demand more. 



4.3 CASE: DRUG & ALCOHOL ABUSE IN PERSONS WITH 
DISABILITIES 

SPONSOR: PERSONS UNITED FOR SELF-HELP 

4.3.1 Introduction 

Persons United for Self-Help (PUSH) in Ontario organized a provuice-wide project 

fium 1988 to 1994 to address the problem of substance abuse among persons with 

disabilities. Smce there was little information available about drug and alcohol use by 

persons w th  disabilities, survey domation was gathered initially on the circurnstances of 

disability which aected the identification, treatment, and support of disabled persons with 

substance abuse problems Educational rnaterials, focus groups, conferences, and a 

speakers' bureau were then organized to initiate discussion of the issue by individuals. 

professionals, and health service providers. Advocacy activities with government and 

service agencies were also conducted. 

This case was selected for review on the basis that project documents mdicated that 

community members had played sigmficant roles through participating on a board of 

directors. The sponsor clairned in its documentation that the PUSH board was the 

principal mechanism through whch people with disabilities had input and lduence in the 

substance abuse project. 

Data sources for this case included six direct intemiews, 12 project documents, 

and the report of an Addiction Research Foundation-PUSH research study (Tyas 1992). 

Interviews were conducted with the HPD program officer, an AW researcher, the 

chairperson of the PUSH board, a former board dlrector and volunteer, an able-bodied 

staff person, and a former staff person who had a physical disability. 



4.3.2 Structural Characteristics of the PUSH Organization 

History and Program Mandate 

Dunng the 1970's and 1980 '~~ demographc increases in the number of agemg 

persons and trends toward de-institutionalization created a demand for appropriate public 

seMces for persons with disabilities m Canada. A s w e y  cmducted in 1988 estirnated 

that 14% of the Ontario population had some type of disability whch affected their lives 

(Ontario Muustry of Citizenship 1990). Concurrently, disabled persons in Canada began 

to orgamze self-help and political advocacy organizations, whch were distinct fiom earlier 

organizations of disabled persons whch focused on social and recreational needs 

(Dnedger 1 989). 

PUSH (Ontario) was fomed in 198 1 as a consumer advocacy organization to 

promote self help and equal access to public services arnong physically disabled persons 

As a consumer organization, PUSH adapted the phlosophy of the Independent Living (IL) 

movement in the United States whch advocated that disabled consumers have control over 

the organizations and resources required for them to acheve maximal independence in 

their wmmunities. Thus, the IL rnovernent, and PUSH as a .  organization, arose fiom a 

growing militancy of persons with disability who rejected the control of professionals over 

their lives (Dejong 1979). Traditional service providers addressed disability by utiliùng 

professional program staff, by providmg services for 'clients', by emphasizing private 

c h t a b l e  fundraising, and by focussing on individual types of disabilities. In contrast, 

PUSH emphasized what it termed 'consumer control', education and advocacy programs, 

govemment responsibility for program funduig, and cross-disability representation, or 

involvement of persons with a wide variety of disabihties (MacEachen 1993). 

PUSH worked for the full integration of persons with disabihties by advocating for 

policy changes withm the areas of ernployment, transportation, inwme security, and 



accessibility . 

members had 

Smce PUSH considered disability to be pnmarily a social issue and since its 

often experienced the domination of health care professionals, it was mitially 

reluctant to focus its activities on health issues. Nonetheless, PUSH did orgamze a 

conference in 1986 on "Persons with Disabilities and the Health Care System" whch 

provided some stimulus to the HPCP project [DOC 0 11. 

During the late 1980's, disability organizations were high on the federal and 

provincial govermnents' social service pnorities. Distinct bureaucratie structures w i t h  

govemments were established to organize disability policy and to fund community service 

groups, for example, the Ontario Office of Disability Issues and the Disabled Persons Unit 

withm the federal Secretary of State. 

PUSH was fiequently called on by Ontario ministries to represent those with 

physical disabilities in the policy m a h g  process [DOC 011. In ths  representation, PUSH 

acted as the provincial coordmatmg body, or umbrella group, for seven regional branches 

whch mobilized local persons with disabilities around these policy issues. PUSH was 

also the provincial affiliate of a national advocacy organization, the Coalition of Prowicial 

Organizations of the Handicapped (COPOH), now known as the Council of Canadians 

with Disabilities (CCD). Prowicial affiliates appointed delegates to COPOH which 

elected an executive cornmittee at its annual meeting. COPOH itself was funded prùnarily 

through the federal Secretary of State for Disabled Persons and supported its provincial 

affiliates such as PUSH through information exchange and lobbying for policy changes at 

the national level, for example, during the development of the Canadian Human Rtghts 

Act and the Charter of Rights and Freedoms (Driedger 1989). The PUSH links with 

COPOH were strong as the chairperson of the PUSH board of duectors, who had major 

involvement in the drug and alcohol project, was subsequently elected chair of COPOH. 



PUSH was a recipient of a number of grants since it was progressive in its 

proposals, vocal in its representations, and acted as an urnbrella organization for a number 

of smaller disability groups. PUSH enlarged its central offices and staffrepeatedly over a 

short penod of tune. 

PUSH and the federal govemrnent appeared to have mutual interests in workmg 

together. As shown later, PUSH relied heavily on consistent Health and Welfare fùnding 

for financiai assistance. PUSH sponsors perceived that, in tum, federal govemment 

officiais claimed that they had genuine participation from the disability community m their 

health promotion programs: 

1 don'? thmk they view us as an attempt to get the community involved 
They view us as the cornmunity, probably for reasons of their own 
convenience. They can say PUSH was there. It has a starnp of some kind 
of legitimacy. Politically, they have to be able to Say, 'Yes there is 
community input'. And because PUSH is a consumer organization they 
automatically have that. (PUSH-5) 

From the HPD's wew, however, there were few other alternatives at the policy level for 

disabilis consumer groups other than COPOH and its affiliates. PUSH was "the only 

disabled advocacy game in the province and. .. they've lasted for over a decade" (PUSH-4) 

It will be shown in ths case study that PUSH's claïm for 'representation' of disabled 

persons was a major source of their influence with HPD. 

One of the potential dangers for HPD in funcimg an advocacy group such as PUSH 

was that it would criticLe federal govemment policies. But suice many of the health 

service issues being advocated by PUSH were provincial responsibilities, there was liale 

chance that the federal govemment would be held up to criticiçm. PUSH staff suspected 

the federal govemment's interest in ths possibility: 

In this second phase of the project, ernphasiring advocacy, we've had g ~ d  
support mm Nealth & Weyare Canada] because 1 thuik they see it as 



something different and have an interest in it as a unique project approach 
and as a funding approach - would they fund an advocacy organization to 
yell and scream at a provincial govemment and agency? 
(PUSH-5) 

While there was no direct evidence obtained from govemment bureaucrats to support this 

contention, the HPD may have encouraged PUSH's participation in the HPCP to advance 

its own position in inter-jurisdictional matters. Regardless, HPD's support of PUSH 

appeared to demonstrate the importance of disability on the political agenda, and this was 

based on the legitirnacy of PUSH's daim for representation of the disability community 

Target Group and Issue 

Although PUSH was supposed to be a cross-disability group, the heterogeneity of 

disability was not well reflected in the organization. PUSH respondents made distinctions 

between those who were disabled by congenital or traumatic causes, and those disabled by 

diseases such as diabetes or epilepsy. Persons with congenital and traumatic disabilities 

(estimated at 7 1 % - Ontario Muustry of Citizenship 1990) were perceived to be primanly 

interested in integration, human rights, and equal social opportunities. Those with 'disease 

disabilities' (estimated at 29% - Ontario Ministry of Citizenship 1990), however, were 

believed to be searchmg for cures, whch allied them to medical professionals rather than 

with other disabled persons. PUSH directors reported there was resentment that the 

'disease disability' groups under its umbrella, whch represented fewer persons, received 

more f u n h g  for senices and research than did other groups. 

Even withui groups with congenital and traumatic disabilities, there were 

distinctions in PUSH. Those with a late onset of physical disabilities afl'ecting mobility 

(35% - Environics 1989), such as spinal cord injuries, were reported by project staffto 

have higher public profiles, more involvement, and d u e n c e  in PUSH than persons who 



had sensory disabilities ( l6%), psychatnc and developmental disabilities ( 1 O?&), or were 

institutionalized (8%). Similar trends have been noted w i h  the entue disability 

movement (Dnedger 1989). Thus, PUSH primady appeared to represent a 'functional 

elitef segment of the disability popdation. 

During the course of their work, duectors on the PUSH board became increasingly 

aware that çome members had serious substance abuse problems. Not surprisingly, PUSH 

directors and stafhiewed addtction £tom a sociopoliticd perspective, whch was 

consistent with the stance of the disability movement as a whole (MacEachen 1993) 

Addiction problems were believed to be caused by a combination of professional amtudes 

and societal influences. PUSH respondents suggested five reasons for addiction problems 

in persons with disabilities. First, persons with disabilities had heavy involvement with 

the medical profession, whch avoided dealing with root causes of disability problems such 

as depression and pain by prescribing tranquillizers and sedatwes, many of whch 

interacted with even moderate alcohol use. Second, disabled persons were disadvantaged 

by physicians' amhides that they were unlikely to dnnk alcohol, and thus not in need of 

information about dmg and alcohol interactions. Third, the stigma of dwholism and dru8 

abuse, when combined with other attitudes regardmg disabiiity, made ths a particularly 

sensitive issue for persons with disabilities and confidentiality was a major concem. 

Fourth, persons with disabilities had hgher rates of unemployment whch lowered self- 

esteem and made the usual incentives to control drinkuig, such as keeping one's job, less 

relevant. Fiaally, there were both physical and attitudind obstacles in accessing the 

addiction treatment system, whch discouraged persons with disabilities fiom seekmg 

treatment [DOC-O 1 1. 



Under these assumptions of social control, stigma and environmental barriers. 

PUSH respondents considered most addiction problems to be avoidable, yet at the same 

tirne, al1 persons with disabilities were considered at risk. 

PUSH Promarn Luika= 

Similar to other cases in diis study. PUSH's community included many agencies 

and organizations. PUSH's claim for representation of 'thousands of consumas' in Ontano 

was principally through the membershp of afliliated disability organizations for which it 

acted as an urnbrella advocacy group. These organizations included the Ontario March of 

Dimes. the Ontario Head Injury Association, and Independent Living Centres [DOC-O 1 1. 

A PUSH director emphasized the value of forging open alliances with other groups as 

well, such as seniors and employment equity advocates, to present a umfied agenda for 

social change. 

Although PUSH participatecl in joint projects with these organizations, an 

increasing number of disability groups in Ontario also applied for f u n h g  on their own. 

PUSH staff and directors reported that cornpetition for funds had an adverse effect on the 

advancement of disability issues and chose to promote a more cooperative approach: 

There are some important areas whch we just aren't able to get to. And we 
shouldn't. There should be a division of labour among different consumer 
organizations.. .But the chronic problem is lack of resources. (PUSH-5) 

However, the HPD program officer noted that an expansion of fundmg opportunities 

fuelled this independence: 

There are so many different groups, and each group wants theû own 
spokesperson, their own oEce, and theû own chair. I don? know how 
strong is the abiliîy to move together on issues in the province. (PUSH-4) 
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Ln fact, there was occasional dissension in the PUSH organization itself, as demonstrated 

when one regional group collapsed and then reconstituted itseif into a separate advocacy 

gr'oup before retuming to the PUSH umbrella. In surn, the disability orgamzations in 

Ontario appeared to both collaborate and compete with each other. 

esource Mobilization 

Resource mobilization was given high prionty by the PUSH board. This case 

illustrated a complex example of the various oppomuiities, pressures, and consequences 

for an advocacy organization in accepting public funds for the promotion of social change. 

There appeared to be two mteracting factors afTecting the ability of PUSH to secure 

resources. These factors cm be t m e d  'bureaucratic policy' and 'political agenda'. 

The 'bureaucratic policy' afFecting PUSH decreed that provincial or federal core 

h d m g  was available only to cornmunity groups whch provided services to target groups. 

For disability groups, such services included transportation, housing, health education, and 

personal a r e .  Core fùnding involved contractual agreements between cornmunity groups 

and govemrnent departments to provide senices of a particular quality to eligible 

individuals over fixed periods of tune. Satisfactory provision of seMces by the group 

resulted in continuation of fundmg. 

Al1 other fundmg, such as HPCP, was for short term projects demonstrating new 

service models, education, or research. Not surprisingly, HPCP h d i n g  was not officially 

available to groups whch intended solely to criticize or promote change in govemment- 

fimded services. A director observed that PUSH had no mechanism for legitimate f u n h g  

of ths core advocacy work and had to develop projects whch &O had a service or 

research component : 



PUSH is trapped llke most advocacy groups smce fùnding exists wth the 
provision of service and if you want to get funding. .you have to give the 
appearance of doing senice. (PUSH-6) 

In the PUSH case, ' s e ~ c e '  referred to assistance to the broad population of persons with 

disabilities through information and education, rather than senices for individuals. 

PUSH wmplied with these funding requirements in the drug and alcohol project by 

developing educational materials, by holduig donnation sessions with consumers and 

professionals, and by participating in studies of disability and addiction. At the same time 

it gathered support and research evidence for advocating changes in addiction treatmen t 

policy. These dual purposes were not hidden from funders but were accepted by them as a 

fair compromise. According to the HPD program officer ths strategy was 

a very tradittonal way that groups get their money.. . lnduectly we h d e d  
hem for five years to keep theu office open.. . without our money they 
wouldn't be around. (PUSH-4) 

Thus' a 'political agenda' factor, whch demanded that disability groups be given support 

dunng ths time in Canada, appeared to wntnbute to this compromise (Driedger 1989). 

The PUSH substance abuse project funding came in four stages. An uiitial pilot 

study, funded by the Addiction Research Foundation (ARF), provided survey data for use 

in the PUSH proposal to HPD. The project sponsors then received $285,9 1 7 over 57 

months for project activities and subsequently two extension grants for additional activities 

were h d e d .  Thus, HPCP grants ($326,000 over six years) for the substance abuse 

project provided 'indirect' core iùndmg for PUSH 

Through its strategy of developing a series of service proj ects in various areas, 

PUSH advanced its advocacy goals by obtaining resources to maintain personnel, 

programs, and visibility in the community even in tintes of ewnomic cutbacks. Overall, 



PUSH's annual fundmg increased fiom $55,000 m 1982 to over $600,000 in 1997 

StafKng also increased fiom four to fourteen positions fiom 199 1 to 1993 (MacEachen 

1 993 ) PUSH staff recognized, however, that their position was fiagile: 

Because we're on the govement's agenda look what's happened. This is 
just unbelievable .but if there's a change in govemment or if the fiscal 
situation of the government gets worse then we could be facing the music 
tw. (PUSH-5) 

Both PUSH directors and the local HPD program officer recogmzed that tlere was 

significant pressure on the organization to redirect its goals to meet the priorities and 

oppominities whch were being presented by fimders. However, due to jurisdictional 

overlap in federal-provmcial health and social responsibilities for dsabled persons, PUSH 

orgamzers had the luxury of having both federal and provincial fimders cornpeting with 

each other to give grants This strategy allowed PUSH to maintain a measure of 

independence over its goals and to challenge the fbnders' focus on service. PUSH 

respondents noted . 

. . .its coming to a point where we're not going to deliver on what they would 
like to see delivered - produce a paper or product or kit or have an 
organization formed or have a project with a defined beginning and end. 
(PUSH-5) 

We constantly fight to Say We're not going by your agenda. 'Rus is 
somethuig we have to do. We want to find a way to fund it. Lfyou won't, 
we'll find another way'. (PUSH-1 ) 

Thus, PUSH was willing to be uicreasingly independent of pamcular funders if it could 

not acheve its objectives through their programs. As long as disability was on the political 

agenda, PUSH had options whch allowed it to maintain its advocacy mandate. 



4.3.3. Characteristics of the Drug and Alcohol Project 

In addition to these general characteristics of the PUSH orgamzation, there were 

also specific structurd characteristics related to the design of the substance abuse project 

itself The onginal purpose of the project was to increase accessibility to appropnate 

treatment senices for persons with disabilities who had substance abuse problems [DOC- 

011. 

Prolect Ob~ect 
. . 

Ives 

The fomal, explicit goals of the project were to d e t e m e  the extent of addiction 

problems in persons with disabilities, to assess the availability of treatment facilities, and 

to promote provîsion of appropnate education and seMces. The specific project objectives 

were to: 

1 .  Identify issues related to substance abuse and develop connections between 

consumers and seMce prowders; 

3 
A. Ascertain the extent of dmg and alcohol addiction problems among disabled 

mdividuals in Ontario; 

3 .  Encourage persons with disabilities who have h g  and alcohol problems to utilize 

rnainstream facilities, services, and support groups; and, 

4. Work with facrlities and services to make them aware of the need to accommodate 

persons with disability. [DOC-O I ] 

PUSH proposed to address these problems duectly through education of 

consumers, through semitmition of professionals, by increasing physical access to 

treatment facilities, and by encowagng appropriate consideration of the unique situations 

(for example, stigrna) of persons with disabilities. Thus, the project was inieally intended 



to hclude both health education and service planning cornponents. However, the 

educational components did not focus on individual behavioural change as much as they 

focused on changing social-structural causes of addiction in persons with disabilities. 

It must also be acknowledged that PUSH had other important implicit objectives in 

the project such as developing the organization's capacity to secure funding and to 

d u e n c e  policy developrnent in Ontario and nahond arenas. 

Oraanizational S tnicture 

Membershp was an elusive concept m the PUSH organization. Although PUSH 

was legally incorporated, it resisted enforcing a formal set of criteria for membership A 

volunteer reported that: 

PUSH has tried hard not to have a formal membershp process where you 
have to pay so much money to be a member because for many that would 
mean that they couldn't job, particularly if you're on fixed incorne.. A's very 
informal in that it's open to everybody and anybody cm corne and sit m on 
our meetings.. There's no limit on who can attend. (PUSH-6) 

However, membership was not completely open. PUSH developed guidelmes for 

participation of able-bodied persons in the organization's meeûngs which called for: 

. . . a minimal 80% to 20% weightmg of wnsumers to professionals to allow 
for adequate consumer input and control of the proceedmgs. [DOC-O 1 ] 

Sirnilarly, a minimum of 5 1 % of staff positions was to be held by persons with disabilities. 

Consumer membership was open to individuals having visible congenital, traumatic and 

disease disabilities, as wel1 as to others who had less visible disabilities such as epilepsy 

and cancer. 

It was difficult to detexmine the actud number of PUSH members. PUSH drrectors 

and staffoften quoted a figure of 15% of Ontarians (approxirnately 1 S million) as having 
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disabilities and thus affected by the advocacy efforts of PUSH However, the PUSH 

newsletter circulation had only 1000 listings, a number of whch were institutions and 

community agencies (MacEachen 1993). Thus, the nurnber of regional members actually 

supportmg PUSH's political objectives, in contrast to the membershp of other disability 

agencies in its umbrella group, was perhaps in the hundreds, rather than the thousands 

which were clauned. 

Mernbers fiom each of seven regions elected local boards, for example, PUSH 

North West and PUSH Central, whch mobilized local advocacy activities. This general 

membershp advised the PUSH board on the direction of the organization, on topic areas 

for development of new projects, and on new f u n h g  sources. See Figure 6. 

The organizationai structure of the substance abuse project w i t h  PUSH was as 

follows: 

1 The project was managed by the PUSH board of directors whch consisted of 

seven regionally appointed representatives and a six-mernber executive comrmttee who 

were normnated and elected at an annuai meeting of PUSH members. Dlrectors consulted 

with local members in their regions and met together on a quarterly bais to develop 

organizational policies and project ideas, whch were then ratdied at the annual meeting. 

Resolutions fiom the floor were also used to give duection to the board for the subsequent 

year's activities. Finally, the executive cornmittee of the board had a direct role in 

supenrising the PUSH executive director. 

2.  A single project employee was hired to coordmate the HPCP project and report to 

the executive director. Dependmg on the availability of h d i n g  for other projects and the 

need to meet project deadlines, the employee ofien worked on more than one PUSH 

project at a tune. This staff member was also responsible for drafhg f u n h g  proposais 

and prornoting the PUSH organization in public meetings. 



ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE OF PUSH 

LOCAL ACTION GROUPS OF DISABLED CONSUMERS tN 
CITfES, TOWNS AND RURAL AREAS 

Central 

PUSH Ontario Board t 
1 COPOH (Federal) Board 1 

Figure 6. Organizational Structure o f  PUSH (Iiom MacEachen 1993) 
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3 .  Although there was no formal adwsory cornmittee solely for the HPC P project, an 

advisory committee for another PUSH project provided intermittent advice to the board 

and staff. The advisory committee was wmposed of a majority of persons wlth 

disabilities, including representatives fkom other consumer and service organizations 

Advisory cornmittee members also did volunteer work in the project. 

4. Local volunteers in the regions organized focus group meetmgs of consumers and 

admuiistered s w e y  questionnaires regarding substance abuse issues [DOC-041. 

Backmound and Roles of ûther Participants 

Professionals - As an advocacy organization attempting to conduct 'senice' projects . 
PUSH needed both political and techcal  support in the area of addictions. While health 

and social service professionals were porûayed by PUSH respondents as histoncal 

adversaries of the disability movement, in practice, they were involved at three key levels 

in the project - as political supporters, as technical resources, and as recipients of 

education about disability. PUSH and HPD considered the Addiction Research 

Foundation (ARF) to be a partner in the drus/alcohol project and it is unlikely that PUSH 

could have received HPCP project f u n h g  which involved research without AM'S 

political and technical support. 

As of 199 1, 340 different professionals had contact with the project, primarily 

through professional education sessions on disability awareness and substance abuse 

[DOC-1 1 A]. However, only a few professionals actually worked closely with PUSH on 

project activities. An ARF researcher noted that poor professional attitudes were a factor 

in this apparent popular interest in disability, yet little in-depth collaboration: 

There has been a tendency for professionals to be very arrogant and to not 
really talk to the people they want to serve on a genuinely egalitarian basi S. 



We tend to fall back on our technical understandmg and our jargon as a way 
to distance ourselves from the problem (PUSH-3) 

However, ths researcher also noted that professionals could change their attitudes over 

time as they began to understand the perspectives of disabled persons. 

Bureaucrats - The program officer for disability issues at HPD was supportive of the 

PUSH organization and its attempts to create a more stable funding base. In accordance 

with HPD prionties, the program officer initially encouraged PUSH directors to submit a 

project proposal and advised them on its preferred format [DOC-021. The prograrn officer 

reported that subsequently she did not have an active role m the project, noting that PUSH 

preferred to be independent. 

Nonetheless, provincial bureaucrats fiom the Office of Disability Issues (Ontano 

Ministry of Citizenship and Culture) supplied logistical support for group meetings and 

writmg reports. PUSH staffperceived that sympathetic bureaucrats at both levels had 

roles in "advocating the consumer's viewpoint w i h  governrnent" (PUSH-5). Similarly. 

a PUSH dtrector viewed bureaucrats' support as essential for the continuation of funcimg: 

With dl govemment departrnents that are sponsoring projects, they need to 
have their people involved in the projects, if not dnectly, at least to be seen 
to be supporting it. (PUSH- 1 ) 

Thus, in addition to providuig logistical and advisory support, bureaucrats were expected 

to facilitate the political agenda of the PUSH organization. Active participation of federal 

bureaumat advocates at ths level appeared to be crucial to PUSHs resource mobilizaûon 

strategy . 

'Ihus, a number of dtstinct groups participated in the drug and alwhol project. In 

addition to persons with hsabihties who were board members, volunteers, or staff of 
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PLSH. there were also able bodied staff, professionals, and bureaucrats who participated. 

Participants were involved either directly. through project planning and irnplementation. or 

indirectly, through occasional advisory and technical consultation (Table 3) 

Table 3. Participants in DrugfAlcohol Project of PUSH 

PARTICIPANTS 
, 

I 

1 DIRECT 1 INDIRECT 1 

1 PUSH Staff** 

PUSH Board of Directors **  
1 Addiction Agency Staff - ARF. AA 

HPD Program Officer * 

( ARP Researcher * 1 MoH Representatives 1 

1 Regional Volunteers 1 Disability Organizations - CAILC, COPOH, etc 1 
L 

Consumers in seven regions 

* = participant mterviewed in ths case study 

groi ect Admui' istration and Leadership 

As is sometimes the case in small community organizations, formai orgrnirational 

structures and processes were not always followed, and the actual administration of the 

substance abuse project was somewhat chaotic. For example, clearly delineated lines of 

authority were not maintained. The executive hector  shared supenisory responsibility for 

project stafbith the board executive committee. This dual supervision was supposedly a 

means of reducing the executive director's workload, since PUSH had up to 1 O projects in 

operation simultaneously. Project staff conducted most day to day project operations, 

under nominal supervision of the board executive committee, whde board members 
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attended important meetmgs with ARF and the Muustry of Hedth. Thus, board members 

had broad mvolvement in project activities and th s  occurred in other PUSH projects as 

well. 

There was almost continuous tumover in both executive duectors (3) and 

drug/alcohol project staff (6) over the six-year project penod. For 1 8 months there was no 

executive director in PUSH and the board chairperson assumed ths role (MacEachen 

1993). Reasons reported for this rapid staff turnover included career rnobility, retirement. 

and staff burnout [DOC-03 ,- 1 1 1. Gradually, with a complete board renewal eveq two 

years and fiequent turnover of executive directors, responsibility for project management 

reverted to staff, who fit its activities in with their other responsibilities. The lack of 

stability and leadership withm PUSH was evident. 

In addition, effective evaluation mechanisms were missing, apart fiom quarterly 

reports to HPD. An intemal 'evaluation cornmittee' composed of board rnembers was 

initially fomed to monitor the project on a biannual basis. However, the cornmittee met 

only twce early in the project term and, instead of monitoring project management, 

focused on reviewing a report from a 'Thmk Tank' on substance abuse. This M e r  

demonstrated a lack of interest and competency in management and evaluation in the 

PUS H organization . 

In 199 1, an extemal consultant was hued to evaluate the completion of project 

objectives, to present feedback fiom regional focus groups, and to assess die paeived 

impact of the project. Unfortunately, the consultant did not address how the project was 

being irnplemented or managed [DOC-1 1 A]. The consultant concluded that since the 

project was more successful in raising awareness of the substance abuse issue among 

wnsumers than arnong professionals, it had not led to many changes in addiction s e ~ c e  

delivery practices. This conclusion is surprising considering the numbers of professionals 



who attended education sessions. It is also possible that professionals did not agree with 

the disability advocates' analysis of addiction causes and dynamics. 

Summary of PUSH Structural Characteristics 

PUSH became a major player in the disability field and grew quickly in its 

organization, resources, and program areas. Initially, the strength of the PUSH 

organization appeared to corne from three factors - a board of directors and staff who 

shared a cornmon vision and interest; success in mobilizing resources fiom multiple 

funders both to mitiate new concepts and to respond to govemment needs; and the 

perceived legitimacy of a wide general membership through regional representation 

mechmsms. 

However. rapid funding success and organizationd growth created considerable 

interna1 strauis withui PUSH Although PUSH duectors considered their financial 

position to be quite strong, relatively easy fûnding horn federal and provincial sources 

appeared to lu11 the organization into ignoring its own intemal management. Board 

members had responsibility both for policy and for operational activities whch will be 

shown to have had negative repercussions for participation. 

Although PUSH claimed the role of an umbrella group representmg whially al1 

disabled persons in the province, there were no mechanisms established to ensure that 

there was wide representation fiom a l l  disability groups. Although membershp in PUSH 

was claimed to be 'accessible' and based on shared experiences, it was achially d o m a l ,  

difficult to document, and not necessarily based on shared characteristics or values. In 

particular, a lack of fornial corporate membership of other disabhty organizations, 

especially at the board level, meant that community groups had no particular responsibility 

for PUSH. 
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The following section presents how key structural factors in the PUSH organization 

were associated wth the types of participants, participatory strategies, and participant 

d e s ,  activities and d u e n c e  in the substance abuse project. 

4.3.4 Types of Community Participants 

The types of participants in the PUSH project were uifluenced by a conflict 

between PUSH's disability mandate and its need for credible advocates, and by its non- 

adherence to organizational guidelines regarding staff positions. 

Conflict in Taroet Cioup and Advocacy Mandates 

-4s noted previously, although PUSH claimed that it had cross-disability 

representation, board members and stafheported that those wth physical mobility 

disabilities were most fiequently and intensively involved in the project PUSH's mandate 

to advocate for access to mainstrearn public senices appeared to lead it to an emphasis on 

those with less severe problems. For example, PUSH did not actively recniit severely 

disabled persons ( 1 5% of disabled population - Ontario Ministiy of Citizenshp 1990) for 

the project who were unable to leave their homes or institutional residences, although 

these persons may have had significant over-medication problems. 

Furthemore, consumers who were intensively involved in the PUSH project did 

not appear to be representative of the socio-demographic range of persons with disabilities. 

For example, the PUSH board was composed of disabled persons who were primady 

male (9/13), with physical mobility problems (1 211 3), and at least a secondary school 

education. 

A staff member explained that consumers required significant skdls and confidence 

to interact with professionals and bureaucrats on advocacy issues: 



On the whole the consumers who are involved are kmd of an elite. There's 
a clear difference between consumers who have enough strength to work on 
issues like this and the bigger body of disabled people who for whatever 
reason don't get as mvolved and remain more confined to dependent 
lifestyles. (PU SH-5) 

In sum, the comunity members who participated rnost intensively in the project 

were high functioning, privileged persons. T h ~ s  finding is s d a r  to that in many other 

consumer organizations in the disability field (Dnedger 1 989). 

Non-Adherence to StafKna Guidelines 

HPCP h d m g  allowed the creation of a full time staff position w i t h  PUSH for 

six years. PUSH guidelines requred that it employ qualified persons with disabilities on a 

pnority basis. Nonetheless, over the course of the project only three out of six staff were 

persons wtth disabilities. Two of these persons had never held full-time positions before 

and required up to six months of self-education before they were in a position to operate 

the project mdependently . 

To compensate for the lack of stdmernbers with disabilities, board members held 

disability awareness sessions for able-bodied staff to educate them on how to represent the 

consumer phlosophy of PUSH. One able-bodied staff member was a recent university 

graduate and had a keen interest in the addictions field. His comments dustrate that 

awareness sessions were an effective strategy: 

. . .I have tried as much as possible to get the consumer voice to the table 
where the policies are being made. I include myselfin that even though I'm 
able bodied. I'rn workmg under the control of a consumer organization. 
(PUSH-5) 

Nonetheless, involvement in the PUSH project also had significant benefits for hum 



1 feel like I've made a narne for myself wthin the addictions field, no doubt 
about it. I got an appointment to the ARF board, one of the more bizarre 
h g s  that's happened to me. (PUSH-5) 

Overall, whde PUSKs guidelines were supposed to support a degree of consumer 

influence in the project, disabled persons did not receive the preference intended. 

4.3.5 Sponsor Strategies for Participation 

niis section discusses relationshps between structural factors such as target group 

statu, program linkages, and resource mobilization and the PUSH strategies whch were 

used to encourage participation. 

Addiction Stima and Recruitrnent 

Persons with disabilities were recruited for project activities in a variety of ways. 

Staff and volunteers used an established mailing list of PUSH rnembers in the regions and 

made telephone calls to invite participation and to request that members in tuni make 

invitations in their own communities. However, the stigma related to addiction was a 

major obstacle to partxipant recruitment when added to the power relationshps which are 

uiherent in disability. A PUSH duector noted that many persons with disabilities relied on 

professional and bureaucratic staff for their needs: 

. . .if you're a disabled person and you're relying on your attendant care or 
your public health nurse, you're not going to go to a workshop and start 
wnfessing about substance abuse problerns.. . The people who had an 
dcohoi problem were aîraid that they would be thrown out of their housing 
or that their supports for medicine or equipment would be cancelled. 
(PUSH-1) 

Thus, open participation in the substance abuse project meant a risk of personal exposure 

and Mer stigma for disabled persons. 



Since privacy concems were a major barrier to participation. organizers and 

volunteers spent considerable tme reassuring members that confidentiality would be 

rnaintained and that they need not have a substance abuse problem in order to participate 

In fact, organizers emphasized the issue of alcohol and medication interactions, rather than 

substance abuse, as a way of improving mernber participation. 

To M e r  address the issue of shgma, PUSH organizers decided that survey 

i n t e ~ e w s  that were conducted by volunteers with disabilities would be more acceptable 

to consumers than those conducted by able-bodied ARF researchers. The project staff also 

utilized anonymous telephone and written interviews to increase participation rates 

Nonetheless, a PUSH director observed that many persons were anxious about 

confidentiality and withdrew fiom the pilot project: 

. . .the researcher found about 20 who said they would do personal 
interviews. Then only about five would even discuss it face-to-face and 
they weren't the ones who had problems. (PUSH- 1 ) 

FmaIly. even though the addichon stigma issue created a need and opportunity for disabled 

persons to act as volunteers, PUSH staffturnover throughout the project prevented 

consistent volunteer recniitment and training. 

Stigma conceming addiction also affected the participation of PUSH1s own 

constituent groups. PUSH bectors and staffasked for cooperation from other disability 

organizations such as the Canadian Association of Independent Living Centres (CAILC) 

and Disabled Peoples' Intemational (DPI). However, in this case, many disability groups 

rejected the idea of acknowledging publicly that persons with disabilities might have 



substance abuse problems. A staff member rnterpreted this reluctance to be related to 

They didn't want to focus on this because they didn't want to admit that 
anybody had a problem, because it was tough enough being deaf and getting 
acceptance in the world . . we were trymg to get discussion groups at the 
Canadian Hearing Society for hard of hearing people, doing some focus 
groups or uifomal wunselling and there was real resistance to that 
happening. (PUSH-2) 

Problems were evident in collaboration with addiction groups as well. PUSH staff 

approached Alcoholics Anonymous (AA) to investigate the accessibility of their prograrn 

to persons with disabilities. As a major self help program used by alcohol abusers, AA 

was considered to have a compatible philosophy with PUSH and thus was a possible d l y  

However, a PUSH staff member reported that contact was h t l e s s  since the fundamental 

principles of self help and anonymity in the AA group limited their collaboration with 

anyone not ha* an alcohol problem: 

As 1 didn't have an alcohol problem 1 couldn't really go to an AA meetmg 
We couldn't get any official letters or phone calls, just wuldn't get in. 
(PUSH-2) 

PUSH's inability to make contact with AA may have reflected an incompatibility for 

collaboration between pure self help organizations offering confidentiality to members, 

and advocacy organizations requiring public presentations and possibly personal disclosure 

to effect change. 

In ths case, honoraria were available through the HPCP grant for assistance with 

some project activities. For example, this arrangement allowed volunteers who 

administered ten surveys to be paid a $50 honoraria [DOC-O 1 1. However, in PUSH's 



service plannmg and advocacy activities, participation was reported to be limted by lack 

of payrnent to volunteers. A PUSH director noted that contributions of consumers and 

professionals workmg on the project were not equally valued: 

. . . I sit around a table of 20 people and I'm the only one who isn't paid to be 
there and everybody is seekmg my advice and takmg what 1 use and 
disûibuting it around.. .everyone is gettmg paid good wages. They go home 
to have someone look after their house. Most disabled persons go home and 
look d e r  themselves and do their own secretard work. (PUSH- 1 ) 

Some members of PUSH who worked with professionals were starting to classie 

themselves as consultants and demanded payment accurdmgly when asked to attend 

official meetmgs with ARP. %s tendency toward professionahzation of volunteers 

appeared to firther underscore the deparhire fiom a traditional voluntary role for 

disadvantaged target group members in health promotion activities. 

43.6 Participatory Roles and Activities 

A number of structural factors were associated with the roles of cornmunit). 

members and the participatory actiwhes whch occurred. Persons with disabilities were 

involved in the substance abuse project in four ways - as members of the board of 

directors, as employees, as volunteers. and as recipients of domation. A complex set of 

achvibes for participants were developed over the murse of the project. The focus of these 

activities was a partnershp with ARF. 

. . 
D wth a Professional -ion 

PUSH duectors played major roles in planning and implernenting the project. 

Initidly, the chauperson of the PUSH board of directors approached the ARF president 

directly to request research about the addiction problems of disabled persons &er the issue 



was raised at PLEH's annual meeting. However, the PUSH chauperson did not 

specifically request new prograrns for intervention at this time. This approach appeared to 

reflect an understanding of the sensitive nature of the addiction issue to disabled persons, 

as weU as being part of a strategy for accumulatmg research evidence and allies before 

lobbying for improved treatment services. 

PUSH board members and volunteers then worked together with an ARF 

researcher in Eastern Ontario to conduct a pilot study to provide baseline data about the 

incidence and prevalence of substance abuse in disabled persons (Tyas 1992). ARF staff 

provided technical resources for the study design, sample characteristics, and 

questionnaire. Local PUSH volunteers reviewed the survey material and identified 

potential respondents, of whom 60 persons agreed initially to participate. PUSH directors 

and ARF staff then jointly developed a fundmg proposd for the HPCP with sigmficant 

input fiom the HPD program officer. This initial collaborative project was considered 

successful both by PUSH and ARF since it provided data for M e r  project development. 

Of more importance, they reported that it demonstrated to their respective groups that there 

was munial respect for each other's skills and knowledge. The perceived legitimacy of the 

PUSH organization as the voice of a sizeable minority in Ontario appeared to allow this 

partnership to develop on a somewhat equitable basis. The privileged status of key PUSH 

board members may also have helped in the acceptance of ths partnershp by a p o w d  

service agency. 

Mer fûnding was received fiom HPCP, persons with disabilities were hued as 

employees to coordulate project activities. However, employee attention was often 

diverted fiom the substance abuse project to manage other PUSH initiatives. In addition, 



disabled staff found that they were in hgh demand for work in other disability 

organizations, and especially in Ontario govemment disability offices. Staff turnover was 

rapid and caused disorganization withm PUSH in its attempts to create regional interest 

groups and action around addiction issues. Thus, increased funding, loose project 

management, and personal employrnent oppomuiities led to work overload for staff and an 

inability to recmit adequately fiom the local regions. Finally, a PUSH director cautioned 

that those in leadership and staff positions were at risk of being w-opted: 

. . some disabled persons get hued to quiet them. If you have somebody who 
is very intelligent and vocal and hows the issues, they want them out of 
there real fast, and they get offered big money. The province of Ontano 
offered me $300 a &y to work for them but once you work for them you 
can't speak against their programs anymore. (PUSH- 1 ) 

It was not clear whether any of the PUSH stafF workmg on the h g  and dcohol pro~ect 

were actually CO-opted by offers of govemment employment, however, the leadership gap 

was clear. 

Gendered Roles in Prqiect Activities 

Although there were equal numbers of men and women employed as staff in the 

project, a PUSH duector reported that women tended to promote the self help and 

educational components of the project, whde men tended to be involved in political 

advocacy activities. These Merences may have reflected the priority whch women and 

men gave to practicd and political issues related to substance abuse. However, they also 

reflect the limrtation on women to assume prestigious roles in ths male dominated 

advocacy organization. Again, a fincimg of gendered roles is common among disability 

consumer organkations (Stone 1988, Dnedger 1 989). 



Renional Volunt eer Structure 

Volunteers fiom the seven regions of PUSH Ontario were mstnunental in 

providmg local coordmation of the project. Approxunately eight persons in each region 

organized meetings, pilot tested s w e y  questiomaires, and conducted srnall latchen group' 

discussions in peoples' homes Although records of these meetings were not kept, 

reportedly for reasons of confidentiality, staffnoted that 'numerous' persons with 

disabilities participated in these information sessions and meetings. A volunteer reported 

that these activities were not only a fom of self help but were also a method of project 

organization : 

The peer wunselling is very important there. Where we really got to people 
was in the small htchen groups where one disabled person who had been 
told al1 the facts and was eloquent in discussing and drawing information 
fiom people would go to a house and talk to four or five more. niose kmds 
of groups benefited and were more successfd in gathering information. 
(PUSH- I ) 

Thus, ironically, the stigma related to the issue of h g  and alcohol use sturiulated the 

formation of a group of regional volunteers. 

. . 
m e s s i o n  to Advocacv Obiectives 

M e r  two years, the PUSH board of directors advanced the project focus fiom 

research and health education to advocacy and service planning. A provincial commission 

had recently investigated the h g  treatment system in Ontario. When asked to comment 

on the Martin Report (Govemment of Ontario 1990), PUSH noted that there was no 

mention of persons with disabilities or their particular needs. PUSH directors and staff 

then organized a provincial coalition of disability groups, addiction workers, and mental 

health professionals to propose changes to the addiction treatment system. PUSH also 



organized proancial conferences on the topic and inwted ARF and Mmistry of Health 

officials. Finally, PUSH directors proposed that persons with disabilities be included on 

Addiction Services Planmg Cornmittees whch were to be formed by Distnct Health 

Councils in the province. Evenhially ths  recommendation was implemented after the 

project term was completed. PUSH's shift toward systemic advocacy parallelled the 

experience of addiction programs in other jurisdictions (Cherry 1993). 

Eventually, PUSH staentered into sewice planning discussions with ARF 

managers to revise treatment facilities and seMces which would integrate the needs of 

persons with disabilities, rather than provide separate addiction services for them Dunng 

this phase of the project, certain ARF staff and a few PUSH directors and stdmembers 

w n ~ u e d  to work together. ARF staffprovided technical support for communication 

links, speakers for joint meetings, and assistance in coordinatmg regional activities ARF 

professionals also provided addiction s e ~ c e  training for new PUSH project staff, resource 

materials, and publicity Thus, ARF staff appeared to indirectly support the political 

advocacy work of PUSH. 

There were mixed opuüons about actud changes in the availability and suitability 

of addicbon seMces for persons with disabilities. A PUSH director noted that some 

access problems were resolved: 

The major success there was in the native reserve at Moose River in 
northem Ontano whch was made totally accessible at the detox centre.. . It 
would never have happened without the project. (PUSH-6) 

However, apart fiom a few isolated instances, there were no systematic changes in 

access to treatment [DOC-I 1 A]. As well, in some activities, there were accessibility 

b k e r s  to the participation of disabled persons. For example, PUSH did not attend a 



federal-provincial consultation session on substance abuse problems as it was held in an 

inaccessible location [DOC-091. 

PUSH directors considered this second phase of the project as both advocacy and 

'wmrnumty development', wherein the comrnunity of disability organizations under the 

PUSH banner was gaining intluence and status in the social service environment. 

However, only a few PUSH staff and directors were involved in these activities 

The HPD program officer observed that awareness of the dmgs and aicohol issue 

did not reach as wide a public audience as had been anticipated by HPD: 

I'rn not sure t h s  one has been a success for us. 1 thuik it has been a success 
for PUSH and their indirect goal.. .I  thuik with rnany honest intentions they 
did try to access people but 1 don't know how successfbl they were They 
were very good at accessing professionals whch is kmd of the focus of the 
organization in terms of their political mandate, and in dealing with ARF. 
and in dealing with the provincial government.. .I'm not so sure for disabled 
people themselves. (PUSH-4) 

Thus. fiom this bureaucrat's perspective, PUSHts orgaaizational objectives received 

priority over the addiction project objectives. Overall, the shfi of project objectives from 

health education and research to advocacy and organisational development created more 

activities for staff and directors but required fewer participants Iiom the PUSH regional 

groups. 

4.3.7 Influence of Participants 

Contrary to staternents in project documents, PUSH stamembers and directors 

stated that the principal mechanism for changes in addiction services was not through 

project roles and activities, but through PUSHs mandate as a consumer advocacy 

organization : 



There were a nurnber of thngs hke the adwsory cornmittee, but it's more the 
organization itself . . . that's really been the pmcipal duence. .  . So not a lot 
of direct involvement but a whole lot of indirect duence .  (PUSH-5) 

This view suggested that the formd roles of individuals and cornmittees in PUSH were not 

primary rnechanisms for change as much as factors such as organizational reputations and 

mandate, and political alliances in countering professional dominance. 

Advocacv Mandate 

PUSH respondents reported that their organization had initiated the issue of 

addiction in disabled persons in Ontario. In contrat, AW researchers reponed that 

around the same tme, they had also become interested in substance abuse in special 

groups such as women and persons with disabilities and intended to access promcial 

funding for research mto these issues. However, when PUSH dûectors approached ARF 

for research assistance, PU SH claimed 'ownership' of the issue and demanded that PUSH 

be the iead partner in any studies or projects. Amazingly, ARF agreed that PUSH would 

be in charge of any mutual activities [DOC-O 11. The AW professional respondent 

perceived that ARF shared control of the project and took the leadership role as technical 

experts, once PUSH had sanctioned the issue to be addressed. According to the HPD 

program officer, PUSH was: 

pretty vocal and they didn't let ARF take control.. . instead of it becoming a 
disability issue for ARF, they were very much in partnershp. (PUSH-4) 

This appeared to be a considerable concession on the part of ARF, but it seemed to have 

its payoffs as well. The drug and alcohol abuse project facilitated the development of new 

knowledge about addiction and medication issues through the research components of the 

project. ARF professionals circdated publications based on these shidies to 32 ARF 



offices and to many disability organizations throughout the province. Thus, ARF itself 

appeared to benefit fkom the initiation of a new focus area in the addictions field. 

Overall, PUSH achieved acknowledgernent by ARF and the provincial govemment 

that persons with disabilities were an important group to include in their prograrns, and 

that PUSH was a legitimate body for consumer representation. PUSH staff'considered that 

they were now being listened to: 

We've dehtely himed the heads of some bureaucrats and disability is now 
recogrwed as an equity group w i t h  the addictions field, whereas before 
that was not the case - the proof being the Martin Report whch made no 
mention whatsoever of disability as recently as 1990. In govemment 
announcements now, disabilities are recognized as a group in need. (PUSH- 
5) 

This influence was further dernonstrated in the willingness of ARF to do extensive 

research xn the area, and also in the appointment of the PUSH project coordmator to the 

ARF board of directors. 

On a more subtle level, there were fiequent conflicts between PUSH members and 

ARF professionals over the specific direction of the project. For example, PUSH members 

noted that issues of medication-alcohol interaction for peuple with physical disabilities 

were s d a r  for people with psychiatrie disorders. They asked ARF professionals to help 

organize a joint meeting of disability and psychatric consumer groups to discuss the issue. 

However, according to PUSH staff 

ARF wanted to keep physical disabilities separate fiom psychiatnc because 
it's trendy in the drug-alcohol field to tak about dual disorders, or the 
coexistence of a substance abuse problem and a psychological problem.. .By 
bringing people with disabhties into it they think it messes it up. (PUSH-5) 



The dominance of professional uiterests appeared to be in play. A staffmember 

observed that some .4RF researchers were patronizing in their resistance to the ideas of 

PUSH members: 

When you mentioned that you wanted these issues put in the research there 
was icy silence. Nobody actually said, We're throwuig you out of the office' 
and it was tremendously polite. Disabled people don't encounter the sarne 
amtude, they're still polite to you, but nevertheless it's like you're asking for 
the moon and stars. (PUSH-2) 

Thus, passive resistance, rather than open conflict? was used by sorne ARF researchers to 

manage the Pace and direction of the project. 

PUSH members were ultimately able to negotiate a sigmficant role in the 

partnershp due to the support of key ARF professionals. The board chairperson noted 

îhat : 

We were very forninate that Dr. R. was sensitive - she was very keen to see 
that the needs of disabled people were attended to. (PUSH-I ) 

Ln sum' persons with disabilities seemed to maintain an equitable degree of 

intluence and control in the project m partnershp with a powerhl professional service and 

research agency. This appeared to be due to a combination of key alliances with 

individual supportive ARF researchers, PUSH's current political profile, and its position 

that it would compromise on issues of technique and project design, but not on p ~ c i p l e s  

of 'consumer control' . PUSH's fundamental mandate as a political advocacy organization 

appeared to underlie many of these factors and allowed it to maintain influence in the 

addiction project. Its ability to do ths was perhaps linked to the powerfùl emotive lever of 

disability whch could be used to gain the cooperation of the HPD and ARF players in this 

proj ect . 



Numbers of Participants 

A lack of adequate pro~ect monitoring systems hampered an accurate numerical 

recordmg of participants with dxsabilities in this case. From project documents, one can 

deduce that active participation involved 3-5 board members and 3 chsabled staff 

rnembers, approxirnately 50 local volunteers, and an unknown number of local consurners. 

In addition, approxirnately 50 per cent of a provincial Think Tank' (n=75) and regrond 

focus groups (n=98) were consumers dthough ths was less than PUSH's recomrnended 

(80 per cent) guideline [DOC-031. Neither the extemal evaluator [DOC-1 1 A] nor PUSH 

respondents could estunate the number of other persons with disabilities who were 

reached indirectly by media coverage or through the distribution of 50,000 brochures 

across the province. No records of member involvernent in the project were kept and HPD 

d ~ d  not appear to require them. This appeared to be a convenient omission since PUSH 

kept detailed records of the number of professional participants in the project Failure to 

keep records of consumer participants may have served PUSH's public promotion of itself 

as representmg a large number of Ontanans, when in fact, few were actively involved. 

Post-Script 

Although the following events occurred outside the study tirnefiame (1  987- 199 1 ), 

they are crucial for interpreting the process of participation in the project. The provincial 

and federal govemments increasingly recogmzed PUSH as the officia1 representative of 

disabled persons' organizations in Ontario. PUSH received a variety of new project gants 

and their goal of organizational growth was met beyond their expectations, at least 

temporaril y. 

Accordmg to reports fiom board members, the PUSH organization began to 

undergo interna1 dtfficulties in 1994. Staff members, including a strong-willed executive 



director, began to take independent control of PUSH activities. Board members reported 

that they were excluded fiom decision-mahg on the pretence that contacting regional 

cixectors was too time consuming. Ln effect, there was a senous lack of communication 

between the regions, board, and executive director. At the same m e ,  there were hancial 

shortfalls when new project fundmg was delayed and existing fùnds were used to pay 

salaries and rent, with none lefi for project implementation. 

The executive duector was fired eventually by the board and then initiated a 

wrongful dismissal suit against PUSH Thee other staff members complamed about their 

workmg conditions and mitiated lawsuits also. At this point the board disintegrated and 

PUSH (Ontario) became mactive. 

4.3.8 Case Discussion 

Comrnunity participation was used by PUSH organizers for 'orgamzational' and 

'empowement' purposes, as both a means and an end. Ultimately, however. 

empowerment of the organization, rather than individual commwty members, was the 

goal. As a result, grassrwts links were not developed sufficiently to ensure the survival of 

the organization in cnsis. 

The PUSH project operated w i t h  an emerging social, cultural, and political 

environment which encouraged new models of partnershp of disabled persons with 

professionals and non-disabled persons (Shakespeare 1993). Consumer parkipation was 

pda r i l y  by a privileged group of physically disabled persons who were not really 

representative of a diverse and stigmatized target population. PUSH board members 

played key roles in the project whch extended beyond their formal board responsibilities. 

Theu status as board members appeared to facilitate collaboration with their powerful 



A W  partner, however, their lack of attention to organizational responsibilities created 

problems in widening participation in the project to a larger number of consurners. 

In developing comrnunity participation in this project, the PUSH board attempted 

simultaneously to protect a reluctant, stigmatued membership and to develop an equitable 

partnership with a powerful health and social s e ~ c e  agency. That they were able to 

acheve h s  with even a small degree of success may have been due to their organization's 

position on the political agenda, whch was acheved by a combination of rights and 

emotive levers. The influence and control of the board members in some project 

objectives was significant, especially given the status of theû professional partner. 

However, the influence of grassrwts mernbers was minimal. 

Overall, there was a narrow range of community participants as well. PUSH's 

organizational values of consumer control and community parûcipation, whch had 

evolved fiom the history of the disability movement, appeared to be overwhelmed by its 

needs for specific resources and technical expertise in this project. Furthemore, a wide 

active participation may have reduced the likelihood that ARF professionals would be 

closely involved. 

The technical role of ARF professionals in the project was instrumental in 

providmg objective information for supporting changes in policy. In tum, participation of 

sympathetic professionals and bureaucrats assisted with the development of PUSAs own 

organizational and resource mobihzation strategies. T'us, PUSH's advocacy focus led it 

into alliances with professional and service groups rather than with grassroots self-help 

groups. The dilemma for PUSH was that focusing on wider participation may not have 

contributed to the principal issue whch the project was intended to address - stimulating a 

change in the organization of adhction treatment services. 
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PUSH accepted the need for a strategic alliance with ARF to achieve its goals of 

public and professional awareness of the need for unproved addiction treatrnent senices. 

This relationship was very important in the legitimation of the PUSH agenda for 

improvement of addiction services in the province. ARF provïded needed political support 

to PUSH suice its scientifically-generated knowledge had credibility with funders The 

use of professional partnerships to Legitimize marginalized groups has been noted before m 

health promotion (Stacey 1988). This case alço illustrated the potenhai for disadvantaged 

groups to utilize their own diminished status as an emotional rationale for gaining nghts. 

These strategies appeared to be crucial in gaining an acceptance of disability as an 

important issue to funders and policy makers. 

There were various claims of structural "fom' in the PUSH organization (wide 

membership, regional representation, guidelines for consumer control, avaîlable resources, 

community Imkages) which indicated a potentiai for strong participation by disabled 

persons. However, the actual substance of community participation was symbolic and 

short-term for most members of PUSH. Factors such as leadership issues, and 

organizational management problems had much greater d u e n c e  on actual community 

participabon. More rigorous intemal and extemal evaluation of the project may have 

improved achevernent of its participation goals. 

If HPD's real objective was to increase the organizational capacity of PUSH, then 

beyond a relatively brief phase of increased fimding, projects, and attention, the project 

was a fdure. KPD did not monitor or ensure that capacity building actually occurred in 

the organization. One of the problems with 'indirect' core f u n h g  may be that by not 

acknowledging capacity builduig to be a major objective, few specific plans are put into 

place for board development, staff selection and training, and membership recmiment. 
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4.4 CASE: ETHNIC YOUTH MENTAL HEALTH PROJECT 

SPONSOR: INTERCOMMUNITY HEALTH CENTRE 

4.4.1 Introduction 

The Intercultural HeaIthShare program of the London InterCommunity Health 

Centre (ICHC) conducted a project from 1988 to 199 1 to address psychosocial adaptation 

needs of ethnic adolescents. A pilot study had indicated that intergenerational stress and 

acculturation di fficulties were major prablems of youths in ethmc communities. Proj ect 

activities for youth focused on the developrnent of self-expressive and coping strategies 

through the medium of art therapy. A 'Juggling Cultures' workshop, and videotapes whch 

illustrated these therapy techniques were developed and presented throughout the 

community to a vax-iety of ethnic groups and service agencies. This case was selected for 

review on the b a i s  that project documents indicated that ethmc youths had participated 

primarily as clients in beneficiary roles. 

Data sources for this case included seven direct inteniews, excerpts of other 

inteniews with 15 youths and four parents, 20 project documents (proposais and reports), 

and three videotapes and manuals created for the project workshop. Direct interviews 

were conducted with the HPD program officer, ICHC executive director and project 

mordmator, two ethnic youths (one maie and one fernale), one parent, and a professional 

who was involved in the project. 

4.4.2 Structural Characteristics of the ICHC Organ ization 

s t v  and Pro- 

Early Canadian immigration was px-imarily fiom western European wuntries. In 



1960's and 1 9701s, Canadian unmigration regulations were expanded to include more non- 

European immigrants (Tepper 1994). The ICHC director noted the effect of these trends 

on the need for immigration services: 

Nobody thuiks of the reality of the populations . ..the immigration d e s  have 
changed and 1 have no problem with that. It's now third world and 
humanitarian aid, but that's cMferent fiom the kuid of immigration whch 
came in 20 years ago which was white Anglo-saxon. Udess you put in the 
resources for people who are culturally, religiously and linguistically so 
different, you're going to have an awful lot of trouble. (ICHC 2) 

In addition, during the late 1 980's, the demise of commumst governments in 

eastem Europe resulted in increased numbers of well educated refùgee applicants. Even 

though Canadian immigration policy was designed to select candidates fiom this area wth 

the best chances of economic integration into Canada, there were not always suitable jobs 

available (Beiser 1988). Again. the ICHC director noted the effect on the mental health of 

immigrants in t h s  situation: 

Because of the point system and its requirements we see people who are 
highly educated, especially from eastem Europe, and the level of hstration 
and unhappiness and mental problems is very, very hgh. (ICHC 2 )  

Durhg t h s  period, a variety of social services were developed for the absorption of 

immigrants with different languages and cultural values mto Canada ( D m  1993). In the 

London area, many services were supplied initially by voluntary organizations of 

individual ethnic groups. GraduaIly, ethmcity workers realized that assda t ion  into the 

Canadian culture was less successful if new immigrants were cloistered into groups. 

Some ethmc organkations began to create wmbined activities whch would expose new 

Canadians to the sirmlarities in experiences of immigrants, rather than accentuating 

cultural diffaences whch d d  inhibit their integration. 



The New Poxtuguese Centre was among the organizations whch had taken this 

approach smce 1977, under the leadership of two experienced commuruty workers. This 

centre was initially successful in obtauiing HPCP f u n h g  (1 984-1 987) for a project 

related to the needs of immigrant seniors in London. Since a major k d m g  of that project 

was that seniors were concemed about their relationships with adolescent grandchldren, 

the cornmunity workers then developed and received HPCP fimding for a new project to 

address the needs of youths. 

When provincial base f u n h g  became available for a new LnterCommumty Health 

Centre for ethnic low income families, the HPCP project f u n h g  was transferred to 

InterCultural Health Share, a program within the health centre whch operated limted 

terrn projects such as literacy, English as a Second Language (ESL), and women's suppon 

groups. The health centre was perceived by HPD staff to be a more suitable location for 

the ethnic youth project not only because of the centre's focus on immigrants' mental health 

issues and its multicultural representation, but also because of the presence of the two 

community workers who had obtained management positions there. 

ICHC as an organization was a relative newcomer to the multicultural area. 

However, the individuals workmg for ICHC had a histoiy of involvement in ethmc issues 

and a reputation in HPD for sensitivity and tact. For example, the HPD program officer 

noted that the ICHC staffdemonstrated a deep concern for mmmunity members: 

That was a real strength they had.. .just really caring for the people and not 
lethng other bureaucracy or any 0 t h  d e s  get in their way of gettmg to 
what really needs to be done.. .'OK, here's the problem. How are we going 
to get around it to get where we need to be to meet the needs of the hds?' 
(ICHC 4) 



Finally, the HPD program officer for youth issues observed that the physical senmg 

of the community health centre provided a cornmon neutral meetmg area for different 

ethmc groups: 

. . .there was a space for a group of young peuple to corne together fiom the 
Werent ethno-cultural backgrounds, rather than the Porhiguese youth 
group at the church and the Vietnamese youth group somewhere else. It 
provided an opportunity for the intermingling of cultures rather than 
everybody going off in their own separate youth groups. (ICHC-4) 

The location of the youth project in a multicultural health centre was convenient and may 

have provided a whesive force. However, it will be shown that this setting reinforced the 

therapeutic approach taken with the target group in the project. 

Finally, ICHC staff realized that political pnorities regardmg multiculturalism were 

changing. In contrat to premous years under the Ontario Liberal govemment, the 1990 

pnorities of the New Democrat Mnistry of Health did not mclude multicultural issues 

(Gamh 1994). Ministry references to e h c i t y  now included the concept of anti-racism. 

dong with multiculturalism. The ICHC duector complamed that politicians viewed 

multicultural issues to be 'in the maïnstrearn' and therefore seemingly of less importance. 

c 
Although the general needs of new immigrants were not perceived by ICHC to be 

on the political agenda, issues related to the health of a pdcular subgroup, such as ethmc 

adolescents, did receive attention fiorn funders. Project organizers defmed ethmc 

adolescents as "those persons, aged between 12 and 2 1, who come fiom families where 

English is not the first language, and in which traditional values are strong". [DOC-011 

They particularly ernphasized the need to include older youths with refbgee status who had 

no family support systems in Canada. 



ICHC considered that its youth clientele came fiom over 20 ethnic groups which 

were involved m the health centre [DOC-O 1 - 1 O]. A great deal of effort waç reportedly 

spent by ICHC sta f f  in developmg consensus within these comrnunities, although linle 

effort or progress appeared to be made in gaining cooperation across the groups. The 

ICHC executive director noted that many e h c  groups had their own wmrnunity centres 

for activities, and differences in language and customs kept groups apart: 

If we were workmg with the Portuguese community we would have 
meetings with them, but we didn't bother bringing the Arabic people there 
because they would have nothmg to do with that. (ICHC 2) 

Youth respondents themselves were also doubtful of the prospects for consensus 

with other groups. However, one girl noted that understandmg between groups could be 

improved : 

Different people react diflerently. Pomiguese people are brought up 
differently fiom Polish people. They have Mi ren t  opinions and values and 
cultures and customs. So we could talk about d l  these h g s .  Like 
abortion where some people thmk it's OK and others thmk that it's a sin, and 
we could talk about it. (ICHC 1) 

The HPD project officer dso remarked that there were differences between ethmc 

groups whch afYected inter-group parhcipation: 

The ethmc aspect changed how they organized. ..ofien what happens is that 
Merent ethnic organizations get set up to serve their own 
communities.. .some want to cooperate more than others and it takes some 
time to look at what are the values of cooperation and how can we be 
stronger together. (ICHC 4) 

Overail, study respondents believed that new immigrants faced significant social-cultural 

bmiers in workmg together closely. 

The position of youths in ethmc f a d e s  appeared to be a controversid issue. On 

one hand, i n t e ~ e w  excerpts fiom ethmc parents indicated that their primary concems 



were for the youths' well-being. Parents noted that the difficulties experienced by youths 

were principally due to a conflict between Canadian cultural values and established ethnic 

family values. On the other hand, the ICHC project coordinator observed that, in some 

ethmc families, the youths were not the first prionty: 

In actuality, the young people do not come first on the list, but are 'dead l a d  
Their views and opinions are discounted. They are never allowed an 
opportun~ty withm the family to express thernselves. They are forced to 
leave school at sixteen, put to work in low level job situations and then 
expected to tum over full wages to their parents. This then lays the 
foundation for family discord and stnfe as these young people see theu 
mainstream peers p u s h g  on with school, spendmg money, fiee to express 
thernselves and able to come and go with their fhends (ICHC 3) 

While this charactenzation may be an over-generalization, both perspectives 

acknowledged that intemal family conflicts were the prime cause of youths' problems 

Staff believed that helping youths to understand and cope with contlict, without also 

addressing parental attitudes, was hit less and only accentuated tension in the home 

Thus? ICHC also began programs for parents, not only to allewate fears about the purpose 

and content of the youth project, but to educate parents about potential stressfùl situations 

in their homes. 

In addition to perceived differences in family dynamics, there were also vaned 

socio-political interests. ICHC staffreported pressure from some e h c  groups to include 

anti-racism programs in the health centre. The ICHC bector  diswunted the importance 

of the issue of racism in the wmmunity, although staff and youth reported that overt 

attacks on ethnic minorities had occurred in the area. The executive director stated that a 

political interpretation of ethmc problems was couter-productive to the health centre's 

programs: 

I have a real fear that as the politicians, through the pressure of Toronto 
[ethmc groups], get into this anti-racism business ail of the good work we've 



done çuch as the Juggling Cultures program is going to suffer.. .A lot of 
people are feeling alienated. They don't relate to the anti-racism strate=. 
They might relate to discrimination and prejudice but even so it's not so 
much that, it's the whole question of access. This whole political thmst is 
dimrbhg thuigs. (ICHC 2) 

In sum, there were not only differences between health centre staff and some 

families on the source of youth mental health problems, but also differences on political 

Issues. 

JCHC Pronram L u i k w  

ICHC staffnoted that there was a cooperanve atmosphere among health and social 

service agencies in the local area. Health centre personnel worked closely with e h c  

commumty groups to pool resources and create combined programs. For example, a 

neighbourhood tearn of agencies including ICHC jointly planned programs for low 

uicome, alcoholic, and ex-psychiatrie clients in the inner city area. 

The ICHC group also formed alliances with other city groups concerned with 

health and ethcity, such as hospitals, school boards, mental health centres and 

physicians, the university, adult education facilities, public heaith units, and the Distnct 

Health Council [DOC 03-06]. The purpose of these alliances appeared to be to share 

information and resources as well as to gain political support for project initiatives. 

Finally, the project organizers formed an informa1 'partnershtp' with the London 

Multicultural Youth Association (LMYA) over a six month period eady in the euinic youth 

project. As will be shown, this youth association had potential for meaningfiil 

participation in the project which was never fully realized. 



. .  . 
esowce Mob1lizzlt30n 

As a service organization, the InterCommunity Health Centre did not have as many 

difficulties in mobilizing fwiding as did the PUSH or ICYP groups. The health centre 

clearly offered services and programs which fitted the requirements of both provincial and 

federal funders. In addition to its base f'unduig fiom the Ontario Muiistry of Health, the 

health centre was funded by seven other rninistnes with differing pnorities, reporting, and 

pâyment periods. 

ICHC received $275,720 fiom HPD over 38 months for the ethnie youth project. 

ICHC had fùnding for staff salaries and expenses to wnduct workshops with youths but. 

similar to ICYP, also required and received extra funds fkom the Ontario Ministry of 

Citizenship and Culture to develop educational Mdeotapes and manuds. Additional funds, 

qain fiom other sources, were obtained to provide honoraria for youth volunteers and 

teachers who assisted with school-based workshop sessions. Office resources were shared 

initially with agencies such as the Multicultural Youth Association. 

As with other voluntary organizations in this study, ICHC resource mobilizahon 

may have been af5ected by the general ewnomic climate. The ICHC executive duector 

noted that the economic recession had an impact on the ability of the health centre to 

create new programs in multicultural health: 

Two years zgo we were lookmg at real growth. That has gone. It's much 
tighter and we wont be able to expand fiom two people four years ago to 27 
now. That's the speed at which we were growing. It's not goiag to happen 
anymore to that extent and we're not going to be able to take on as many 
new initiatives. (ICHC 2) 

Although ICHC had been successfid in obtaining funduig for its heahh projects, 

staff observed that little b d i n g  was currently available for general immigration needs in 

the cornmunity. The executive director perceived that governments attempted to cut back 



immigration and multicultural programs during the recession by designating e t h c  issues 

as 'mainstream' and not requinng additional resources. She rejected t h s  rationale for 

cutbacks: 

So it's not mainstream by any means because no resources are going into 
it.. There im't any provision here for translation. The language programs 
are being cut dom. There are no re-training oppomuiities. (ICHC 2) 

General financial restra.int was not the only limitmg factor to the growth of ICHC 

programs. As noted earlier, the 'political agenda' regarding multicdtural issues was also 

changing. Consequently, ICHC staff incorporated objectives whch would address racism 

in their f u n h g  proposais, even when they felt this was not the major issue affecting ethnic 

groups in their geographic area: 

1 know that if 1 write a proposal 1 have to throw the word 'anti-racism' m. It 
annoys me because that's not my h s t  and it isn't the thnist of any of t h s  
city so much as it is in Toronto. We're gettmg swamped by the pnonties 
over there. (ICHC 2) 

In sum, ICHC was able to obtain resources easily for its multicultural and 

immigration programs during the late 1980's. By 1990, the ewnomic recession and a 

change in political agenda appeared to affect its ability to expand or maintain its programs 

without shifiing its focus to other issues whch were then in vogue. 

4.4.3 Characteristics of the Ethnic Youth Project 
, - 

ect Ob ectives 

ICHC staff identified that health issues of all types - physical, social and emotional 

- were important to the ethmc communities. The HPCP project objectives were: 

1 .  To explore cultural values and noms affecting both adolescents in stress and 

parents of families in mnflict; 
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2 .  To maintam a health support network of health oriented and social seMce workers 

to assist in material development; 

3. To develop an increased ability on the part of both the adolescent and the parent to 

adapt and utilize their native problem solving techniques and skdls; 

4.  To identify and train ethmc peer counsellors to facilitate group or individual 

sessions; and, 

5 .  To design two handbooks for use by peer counsellors of parent groups and youth 

groups. [DOC 0 1 ] 

The health promotion project was intended to focus on improwig self esteem, 

inter-ethmc acceptance, and family relationshps through group social activities and 

discussion Thus, the project was to include health education, self help, and mutuai aid 

components of health promotion. 

Although ICHC staff acknowledged that mental health problerns of ethmc youth 

were associated with societal attitudes, cultural differences, and economic disparities, the 

ICHC approach focused principally on an interactional, family systems perspective (Back 

198 1, Kurian 1986). For example, the project identified five principal psychosocial issues 

- depression, dienation, family break-up, dislocation, and s ibhg  confhct - whch were 

consistent with an individualistic approach to mental health problems [DOC-081. By 

exposing youths and families to the commonalities of Merent cultures and to the 

similarities of their experiences in adaptmg to Canadian culture, staff expected that youths 

could leam to cope with their difficulties and improve relsitionshps with their families. 

Little emphasis was placed on addressing social structural determinants of stress in youths 

in the project, such as poverty, and this made it unique among the cases in this study. 



The ICHC staffinsisted that their focus on group dynamics and their interest in 

psychosocial issues in mental health was a different approach than that taken by medical 

professionals. Nonetheless, the concepts reflected in the phrases that were comrnonly used 

by staff, such as 'presenting problems', 'multi-problem youth', and 'art therapy' appeared to 

represent a mode1 of psycho-behavioural interventions for personal problems using a 

therapeutic group milieu [DOC-011. This approach may also have been more acceptable 

to conservative e h c  groups whch had respect for professional programs. 

Interestmgly, the original proposa1 did not focus specifically on art therapy as a 

technique, nor on the production of educational videotapes. However, the ICHC project 

organizers dtd propose that there would be extensive participation of the youth target 

. . .youth fi-om al1 these cornmunities will be uicluded in al1 stages of the 
project and integrally involved in al1 aspects of the project includmy 
planning and implementation.. . [DOC-O 1 ] 

The organizational structure of the project however, did not reflect these participatory 

ideal S. 

1.  After being transferred from the New Porhiguese Centre in its second year, the 

project was rnanaged by the London InterCommunity HeaIth Centre's board of directors. 

This board included academics, medical personnel, and ethmc community leaders. In 

1 99 1, eight of the eleven board members were professionals of Anglo-Saxon background 

who worked for local institutions such as the University, community college, hospitals, and 

health unit. The three ethmc community members of the board were not recent 

immigrants to Canada. Directors were norninated by an interna1 board process, although 
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they were elected at the centre's mual business meeting. The board did not appear to 

have major involvement in the project and was kept informed of activities by the health 

centre executive director who had initiated the project and was responsible for funding 

applications. 

2. The InterCultural Health Share program director, who had also initiated the 

project, participateci in program development and liaisons with community groups until 

she resigned in the final year of the project. A staff project-coordinator was responsible 

for coordmating day-to-day actwities of the project, meeting with wmmunity groups, 

recruiting youths, and wnducting group art therapy sessions. 

3. Separate informal advisory groups were established in each of six ethmc 

communities whch had been identified by the health centre staff These advisory groups 

of six to eight ethmc persons mcluded clergy, cumrnunity centre directors, professional 

service providers, teachers, parents, and youths and were selected by ethmc comrnunity 

leaders and ICHC staff 

4. A forma1 advisory comrnittee selected by ICHC staffwas composed of su< 

representatives from the informal advisory groups, some of whom were parents of youths. 

There were also seven professional s e ~ c e  proMders and a provincial government 

bureaucrat on the cornmittee, but no youths. There were no written tems  of reference for 

ths  cornmittee. The roles of these participants will be discussed in more detail later. 

Professionds - ICHC had a mandate to deliver health and social services to the ethmc 

community and it was not surprising that there were a variety of professionals involved in 

the project. h t ia l ly ,  professionals associated with the heakh centre's c h c d  operations 

gave advice to staff about the needs of ethnic youths and the treatment of mental health 
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problems Professionals were also utilized as consultants by ICHC staff  for youths who 

were subject to abuse or who had more serious psychatnc problems. Some of these 

professionals had ethmc origins and were lnvited to participate on the advisory cornmittees 

since their work positions brought them into contact with ethmc youths and cornmunity 

leaders. Professional service providers were reported by staffto be interested particularly 

m the development of educational materials whch they could use in their own settings. 

Bureaucrats - The HPD program officer for the ICHC youth project had been involved 

with the immigrant senior's project whch had been developed previously by the New 

Pomiguese Centre. However, her involvement in the ICHC youth project was lmited to 

routme review and monitoring activities. See Table 4. 

Table 4. Participants in Ethnic Youth Project of ICHC 

DIRECT 1 INDIRECT 

ICHC Executive Director * 1 KPD Program Officer * 
ICHC Program Director Otfier Funders 

lnfonnal Advisory Groups (6) Fonnal AdMsory Cornmittee 
- e h c  leaders/parentsf - e t h c  leaderdparents 
- professionals 1 - professionals 
- youths 1 - bureaucrats 

ICHC Proj ect Coordinator * 1 Parents/Family Members 

Professional Art Therapist * 1 University Researcher 

Ethnic Youth Clients * 1 Video Technicians 
* = participant interviewed in this case shidy. 



Proi ect Administration and leaders hi^ 

A nurnber of persons played key leadership roles in the ICHC project The 

executive director of the health centre s u p e ~ s e d  the overdl project with the program 

director and they initially played the lead roles. They were well known in the local 

community and had strong ties to various e h c ,  service providers, and wversity groups. 

The HPD program officer reporteci that ICHC staffutilized their persona1 political 

connections to mobilize support fiom influentid groups outside the community 

S. is on the board of Senate at Western.. . so she could start making mroads 
fiom quite a high level in terms of the lunds of need for involvement fiorn 
the university which has been traditionally isolated fiom the community. 
(ICHC 4) 

These co~ections with professional groups were important for the development of 

research suppon which documented the need for the centre's prograrns 

Leadership shifted when the staff project cwrduiator was h e d  and assumed major 

responsibilities for conducting and promoting the project. The new project coordinator 

was also a rnember of the ethnic community and had credentials in four languages and art 

media. The ICHC executive director observed that she was instrumental in providing a 

therapeutic focus and skills in the project : 

We did al1 t h s  social stuff and then we were fortunate to hue W. who had a 
specific skill. She came in just as an artist and at that point was not thuiking 
art therapy at d l .  She just ran another recreational program we were m g  
out. Somehow we picked wonderfidly. Whether you are male or fernale, 
across groups, art is somethmg that is a non-threatening kuid of 
medium.. .The art seerned to work. (ICHC 2) 

During the second year of the project, leadership became more dependent on 

professional involvement. The project coordmator enroled in a university diplorna 

program in art therapy to M e r  develop her counselling slulls. During the course of the 
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pro~ect, the coordinator developed and tested new therapy techniques with e t h c  youths 

and reported on these in her art therapy traming program. She was also able to use her job 

expenence as credit for practicum reqwements and to substitute articles she had written 

about the ICHC project for course papers. This led to the involvement of a university 

professor, a certified art therapist, who closely supervised the project coordmator regardmg 

the development and application of the art therapy approach during eight of the youth 

workshop sessions [DOC-081. 

Finally, ethnic community leaders on advisory committees, primarily clerg,  played 

minor leadership roles by approving the project's activities and actively encuuragmg e t h c  

parents to allow their children to participate. 

Project monitoring and reportmg occurred through quarterly reports to HPD by the 

project coordinator and program director. There was no extemal review of the project and 

evaluation was limited to informal assessments by staff of the suitability of workshops and 

training matmals [DOC-161. This lack of rigorous formal evaluation did not appear to 

detract fiom ICHC's ability to obtain a provincial gant  to expand the project in 199 1 

Summary of ICHC Structural Characteristics 

A combination of increased immigration and multicdtural policies led to the 

establishment of immigration services, includmg mental health wmselling, in this 

community. The ICHC emerged aç a specialrzed service agency for e t h c  groups and 

developed a positive reptation for its work. The HPCP project focus was on ethmc 

youths who experienced confhcts between their traditional f d l y  values and the dominant 

Canadian adolescent culture and was oriented toward individual and family behavioral 

change. This therapeutically based counseling approach to youth's problems appeared to 

derive frm the project's setting in a community healîh facility managed by health 
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professionals who served a diverse, cunservative ethmc population. ICHC resource 

mobilization strategies, which had previously been successfil in the muiticultural field, 

were reluctantly adjusted to include an anti-racism focus. 

Orgamzational mechamsms for project management involved major stakeholders in 

the ethmc and professional comunities, but &d not facilitate their meeting together to 

discuss the project or cornmunity needs. E t h c  representation m ICHC management was 

primarily by cornrnunity leaders, bypassing the target group and their parents. Organizers 

rationalized ths  approach by claiming that ethnic parent groups would not work together 

and had little time for active involvement in the project. However, due to the isolation of 

the board and advisory cornmittees fiom each other, this approach ultimately lefi direction 

of the project in the hands of ICHC staff and failed to involve the youth target group in any 

project positions carrying responsibility. 

The following descriptions will show how key stnictural factors in the ICHC 

organizabon and project were associated wth the process of community participation. 

4.4.4 Types of Participants 

The ethmc youths who participated intensively in the ICHC project had diverse 

backgrounds. Although participant records were not available for confidentiality reasons, 

ICHC stafYreported that of 24 actively involved youths, only four had been bom in Canada 

whle the rest were recent immigrants. The latter's length of residence in Canada varied 

fiom three months to five years. Most youths were in their middle or late adolescence ( 1  6- 

2 1 years) although there were a few as young as twelve years. Youths' educational and 

literacy levels varied, with çome enroled in university and others who were in basic ESL 

high school programs. Socioeconomic status also varied considerably dependmg on the 

length of ûrne that youths had been in Canada and on their backgrounds (Sawicki 199 1 ). 



Although there were no reports of differences in youth participation based on these 

characteristics, other structural factors appeared to influence the types of participants 

Sponsor History 

ICHC organizers claimed that they chose groups to participate in the ethmc youth 

project "for their various traits, curent level of identifiable demonstrated needs, length of 

t m e  rn Cana& and demographc characteristics" as determined through discussions with 

key dormants [DOC-O 11. However, the previous experience of ICHC staff with five 

ethmc groups (Porîuguese, Vietnamese, Chmese, Hispanie, Greek) in the immigrant 

seniors project appeared to be more influentid in their selection, as these were the 

principal groups chosen. Later, Polish and Arabic groups were invited to join since new 

proj ect staff were conversant in their languages. Overall, staff' farniiiarity and worlung 

relationships appeared to detemne whch groups were included. 

There did not appear to be an attempt to include dl twenty ethnic groups which 

utilized the health centre. For example, ICHC staffdid not include ethmc groups with 

whch they did not have strong ties, such as Afncans, Caribbeans, and Indians. The HPD 

officer claimed that the lack of black groups in the project was purely due to 

People who watched the video comment that there aren't a lot of blacks in 
the group. Toronto groups particularly would Say, 'Where are the 
Jamaicans?' Well, there aren't that many Jarnaicans in London, but there are 
Ahcans. That makes it a Merent land of group than if you had a Toronto 
based group. (ICHC 4) 

However, the organizers' negative views on the need for anti-racism programs in the 

wf~unuity wuld also explain the reIative absence of some e t h c  groups in the project. 



It is unportant to note that, although there were seven major ethmc parent groups 

involved in the organization of the project, indiwdual youths fkom other cultures also 

attended workshop sessions. 

ICHC staff'reported that some young women were prevented fiom attendance due 

to parental concerns about the 'safieness' of the mixed gender programs. However, an older 

brother also explained that young ethmc girls had more family responsibilities which 

h t e d  their involvement: 

1 think women play a great role in our country, that is to take care of the 
house. So I was surprised when I came to Canada and 1 saw all  these girls 
hanging around downtown ..but then you wonder if their parents are getting 
help from their daughters. So when we came here, we make sure that my 
little sister doesn't change like bat. We just make sure that she doesn't go 
out. (ICHC-A) 

ICHC responded to these restrictions by conducting a separate young women's support 

group and by providing chaperones for mixed social events. Eventually, half of the most 

active youths were fernale, mcludmg some fiom conservative ethmc groups [DOC-071. 

4.4.5 Sponsor Strategies for Participation 

The following section describes how factors such as perceived ethmc differences 

and program luikages affected ICHC's recniitment strateses for e b c  youths and parent 

groups. 



Ethnic Diversity 

ICHC organizers tailored their recruitrnent approach to each e h c  group The 

project coordinator reported that local leaders were approached individually and invited to 

publicize the project: 

For the Portuguese we announced it through the church because the 
endorsement of the priest was vital to participation.. . We went to the Arabie 
mosque and asked the leaders there.. .we went to the Chmese community 
centre and to a couple of physicians who were seen as leaders of the 
community and asked for their support. (ICHC 2) 

Separate meetings were then heid with the different ethnic groups to allow parents to 

express their concems about their children's involvement without having to cope with a 

variety of cultural styles and expressions [DOC-041. However, whde this strategy may 

have facilitated the initial entry of a number of ethnic groups, it also prevented groups from 

having sipficant interaction except with each other at infiequent formal advisos. 

committee meetings or social events. 

Ln defense of their strategy, the staff acknowledged that the cloistered, hierarchical 

structure of the project did not really resemble the community participation philosophy of 

the Health Promotion Directorate. ICHC staff complained that they were hstrated with 

suggestions from bureaucrats for the use of egalitarian organizational strategies for 

community parhcipation, such as coalitions, since these did not consider individuai ethnie 

wmmunity differences: 

. . .they don't understand the &fficulties of workmg with special populations 
and that each one has to be innovatively developed.. .if you start f?om a 
standard model, you get nowhere. So they will tell you to have commiunity 
participation, but you have to go back and Say This rnodel doesn't work'. 
(ICHC 2) 

Thus, ICHC used its past experiences with e t h c  groups as a rationale for 

organizing participation on its own terms. However, ths approach is in stark contrast to 



methods used by other ethmcity workers involved in anti-racism coalition work in Ontario 

(Hemandez 1988). An altemate explanation for the ICHC approach may lie in the 

project's professional orientation and reluctance to yeld control to community groups. 

ted Partnersho with Youth Organization 
. . 

At first, ICHC used a cooperative arrangement with the London Multiculturd 

Youth Association (LMYA) to attract youths to the workshops. ICHC staff clairned that 

they were particularly interested in amacting 'mode1 youths' who had tme and interest for 

involvement, fist hand knowledge of youth hstrations, and an interest in furthering their 

own leadership as peer counsellors. The ICHC coordinator noted that LMYA organizers: 

. . . didn't have anyone to deai directly with programmuig. They had a lot of 
people coming in for specific t h g s  or to ask questions but no one to do 
prografTlTning. So it was like a symbiotic relationship. 1 could supply the 
programming, they could supply the target group. (ICHC 3) 

This 'partnershp' resulted in increased participation fiom youth association members. 

However, the LMYA role was not M e r  developed and it never became a full partner in 

the project, even though its adult bector was appointed to the ICHC project advisory 

cornmittee. The incentwe for partnership with the youth organization appeared to dissolve 

once the project moved to the ICHC. 

4.4.6 Participatory Roles and Activities 

Ethmc cummuaity members were involved in the youth mental health project in 

three ways - as clients, as volunteers, and in advisory groups. htially, ICHC staff 

conducted social and recreational events for youths, acted as chaperones, and invited 

parents to join them on outuigs. These activities were intended to attract the interest of the 



communities. to demonstrate the interest and tmstworthiness of ICHC organizers. and to 

create opportunities for informal mixmg of ethmc groups [DOC-061. 

The discussion now focuses on how the ICHC program mandate, a shfi in project 

objectives, and the advisory cornmittee structure afTected the roles of ethmc participants in 

project activihes, 

Professional Orientation and the Client Role 

ICHC's mandate as a community health centre oriented toward therapeutic health 

services appeared to influence its approach to ethmc youths and families. In contrast to an 

original project ob~ective which emphasized family and youth involvement as peer 

counsellors, the actual project activities became onented toward art therapy mediated by 

professionals. Nonetheless, these activities appeared to be valued For example, a mother 

reported that her daughter developed new coping slulls: 

W l e n  we fist arnved rny daughter was really depressed at school and it 
took her a long tune to adjust. Now she just goes in her room and draws 
and d e r  three or for days she is better. (ICHC B) 

Some youths reported that they formed new fhendships wth otha ethmc students, 

increased their participation in community activities, and gained prestige with Canadian 

peers who had viewed the youths in the 'Juggling Cultures' videotapes: 

Meeting other people fiom other cultures was trmendous for me.. .it made 
me look to myself and Say, 'Hey Joe, you don? really have it that bad. 
Appreciate what you've got'. (ICHC J) 

A second generation youth reported positive changes in hts ethmc identity: 

When 1 was a hd 1 used to say 'Dad, 1 wish 1 was white'. . .Mer the video 1 
was proud to be Chmese, felt lke 1 wanted to go to Chmese school and 
leam Mandarin. 1 can speak Cantonese fluently now. (ICHC 5) 



However, ICHC staff reported that youths were not mterested in a proj ect whch was 

oriented therapeuhcally: 

Nobody would have corne if we had said, Tell us about your traumatic past' 
or 'Corne to a mental health workshop'. You have to conceal your ultimate 
objective with a smokescreen and build some other ways of achteving that 
participation. (ICHC 2) 

Even so. youths did not appear to view thernselves as having major problems smce they 

attended an average of only four sessions out of seven [DOC- 1 61. 

Although the organizers made efforts to attract youths who were in difficulty, they 

were not prepared to accept al1 types of youths. For example, after initial expenences in 

w o r h g  wth youths who used illegal drugs or were in trouble wth the law, project staff 

decided they did not have the necessary expertise to deal with anti-social youths who 

disrupted the group therapy milieu. They referred these clients to professional counsellors. 

However. the project coordinator did welcome some specific youths as a challenge to her 

therapeutic skills. 

The profs m my psychology department would Say '1 wouldn't touch that 
client with a 10 foot pole'. 1 thought, 'Who is going to touch them? Who is 
going to work with them?' People are afraid. If 1 have the languages and 
the initiative and the understandmg to do it, well 1'11 do it. (ICHC 3) 

f i s  combination of professional overconfidence and personalized selection made project 

recmitrnent quite inconsistent . 

Although the professional art therapy strategy appeared to facilitate ethmc mixing 

and organizers reported no differences in participation in the seven ethmc groups, it may 

not have met the needs of al1 ethmc youths equally. For example, youths in some ethnic 

groups may have benefited fiom individual counselling, or other foms of artistic 
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expression such as music, dance, or story-telling (Sue 1 98 1 ) Finally, ICHC's focus on 

group therapy rnay have limited the nurnber of youths who could be actively involved. 

Only 25-30 youths (8-10 young women, 6-20 young men) participated initially in the 

workshop activities. 

A to Production of -ion 

Initial project objectives which emphasized parent.youth coping skills and trainmg 

professional and peer counsellors appeared intended to contnbute to development of the 

ethmc community. In fact, ICHC did work briefly with LMYA to sponsor youth 

leadership trainuig sessions. However, the peer counsellor facet of the program was not 

developed M e r ,  apparently due to the emphasis on a more 'professional' counseling 

approach. 

The mterest and capabilities of the project coordinator, as a professional art 

therapist in-training, seemed to divert the project fkom its original ob~ective of promoting 

self help in the ethnic cornmunities. ICHC staffraised extra funds and shified the focus of 

the project to the production of three videotapes of the art therapy process (entitled: 1. 

Culture Shock; II. Prejudice, Racism, and Alienation; III. Freedom - Keeping the 

Balance). For these activities, staff selected 24 youths as volunteers in filming videos, 

produchg manuals, and reviewing their content. These youths were primanly fiom the 

Portuguese, Polish, and Hispanic groups, although volunteers fiom other groups were also 

included [DOC-061. Project staE noted that this SM was agreed upon by HPD, the 

advisory cornmittee, and ICHC management since it would produce educational materials 

whch could be utdized by a wider clientele than wdd be reached by the single staff 

person. 
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Ultimately. however: this shfl of objectives lmted the roles whch youths could 

play in the project to mere recipients of counselhg and temporary volunteers, rather than 

as peer counsellors. Overall, the shifi reduced the ongoing involvement of the ethnic 

youths, whde increasing the opportunities for the coordmator to present the educational 

materials to professional audiences. 

Token Advisoxy C ~ O U D ~  

In addition to participamg as clients and volunteers, youth and addt members of 

ethmc communities were involved in the project through a system of informa1 and fomal 

advisory goups. ICHC staff reported that approxuriately 50-60 adults participated in these 

advisory groups, although only a few youths were involved. 

Informal advisory groups in each target community idenhfied youth needs and 

prowded practicd supports in terms of locations for youth group meetings and 

refkeshrnents. However, the project coordmator reported that these groups did not have 

sipficant input to the development of the actual project activities: 

They didn't have time to sit around and develop a program. They wanted to 
have a program given to them. ..They didn't have tirne to research d l  this or 
talk to other people and that's where our job came in. (ICHC 3) 

Staffs claim of responsibility for development and management of the project appeared to 

be facilitated by the professional orientation of the sponsor organization and by its clinical 

approach to the youths' problems. 

Since the fuma1 advisory group of ethnic leaders and professionals met only twce 

during the project's three year temi, it did not appear initially to have a sigmficant role in 

the project. Minutes fiom these meetings indicated that the cornmittee focused on the need 

for, and suitability of, specific educational materials developed in the project [DOC 201. 



f i s  focus on educational material products may have reflected the HPD funder's mterest 

in producing concrete outputs for the project, but also may have indicated lCHC staffs' 

desire to disseminate their project mode1 to other groups and professionds. 

Interestingly, when the project received a six month extension fiom HPD to finish 

production of the workshop videotape, the formal advisory committee suddenly became 

more active (with four meetmgs in three months). The committee applied for and received 

f'unding fiom the Ontario Ministry of Citizenship and Culture ( Anti-Racism Seaetariat ) to 

produce yet another video for teachg  health professional students about culture and 

health [DOC- 1 81. The advisory cornmittee's interest appeared to be revived suddenly by 

the potential for direct application of the project to professional constituencies. 

Overall, the advisory wmmittees had inconsistent input and were ineffective in 

giving ethnic community members, especially youths, substantial involvement in project 

management or decision-making. Although the conunittees involved a cross-section of the 

ethmc community, their primary usefulness appeared to be in meeting professional 

interests and in identifjmg needs of a passive target group whch did not take a great 

interest in the proj ect . 

4.4.7 Influence of Participants 

The day-to-&y expression of innuence in the ICHC project was ambiguous. 

Although there were few overt disagreements reported among youths, elders, and project 

staff, two youth respondents had Mering perceptions of who actuaily controlled the 

project . One youth noted that the project coordinator organized everythuig for the youths. 

The other reported that she always asked youths what they wanted to do and t& about. 

The coordrnator herself reported that the ICHC had "given her cuntrol" in the project. She 

noted that she continually consulted the community leaders about changes in the project 



and neootiated new ideas with the youths. She asserted that she did not abuse this control 

since she knew that the success of the project depended both on the satisfaction of the 

youths and the ethmc communities. It should be noted that, generally, youth respondents 

stated that they were satisfied with their involvement. Nonetheless, power issues were 

evident in the process of initiating the project and in the pewasive d u e n c e  of 

professionals. 

Paternalistic Attitudes Toward Y outh 

The project organizers, professionals, and ethnic leaders were the predommant 

initiators and decision-makers in the project. For example, the ICHC executive director 

initially mobilized members of the local academc cornmumty to wnduct an assessrnent of 

youth needs and to support the fbnding application for the project. ICHC organizers also 

solicited mput of professionals conceming amtudes toward adolescents, intergenerational 

relationships, youth attitudes, program ideas, and identification of clients and potential 

peer counsellors [DOC-O 1 1. Y ouths themselves were not asked to identi@ specific mental 

health problems pnor to the project, although in interviews they too expressed concems 

about how youths were coping in the Canadian culture. 

Thus, paternalistic attitudes of adults toward the capabilities of youths appeared to 

underlie their exclusion. The HPD program officer noted that youths were not familiar 

with p l d g  activities: 

There were some problems in helping them to iden*, and to do some long 
range planning, because luds dont uunk about long t e m  thmgs. Usually it's 
What are we doing tonight?' They realized right away that the traditional 
cofnmittee fonnat doesn't work with kids because they dont want to commit 
to something for that length of time. (ICHC 4) 



This assumphon of youth preoccupation, however, did not inhibit youdis in the LMYA and 

local student wuncils from planning other community activities. The desue of health 

centre stafTto direct the project solely with parental and professional input appeared to be 

an altemate explmation for the lack of youth participation in the initial planning process. 

The service mandate of the ICHC and professional orientation of the mental health 

project appeared to strongly affect the duence  of community members ui two ways. At 

the individual client level, power dynarnics were expressed in subtle ways through the 

medium of 'therapeutic relationshps'. The professional art therapist who consulted to 

ICHC stafhoted that a subtle power relationship was necessary for successful treatment m 

the therapeutic milieu: 

... if 1 am seekmg some help then 1 am going to go to somebody that 1 c m  
gwe status to, some power. He or she must have some power to be of help 
to me, some strength. That is a necessary component. The other side is that 
there has to be a recognition that we are al1 with some fiailties and share 
that human base. You have to have both. (ICHC 6) 

Thus, health promotion principles of self-help and target group empowerment were 

contradicted by the therapeutic approach taken in ths case. 

On an organizational level, the therapist rejected the possibilities of community 

wntrol and proposed that a balance between professional and cornmunity duences  in 

local projects was necessary : 

If our goal is to have as much interaction as possible and as much 
commuaity awareness as possible, then the role of the professional 
eventually has to disappear. If they were part of the wmunity themselves, 
it would mean takmg on equal status with the community and 1 can't see that 
happening.. .That's at the base really. If  the cornmunity can do what I'm 
doing for them as a professional, and I'rn being paid to do it and getting the 
recognition and the status, and the wmmunity is out there and they can do 



it, then I'm gouig to feel rejected. 1'11 suspect the community of not being 
able to do what I can as a professional. 1 thmk there would be great 
resistance to dlowing the community to take that leadership Professionals 
will protect their turf. (ICC 6) 

Interviews and observations of her interaction with the project coordmator indicated that 

ths  professional strongly intluenced the direction whch the project took with the youths. 

Nurnbers o f  Community Participants 

In addition to numbers cited previously, project documents indicated that over the 

course of the project approximately 1,000 people, including school groups, ethnic adults. 

and those from professional groups, participated in workshop sessions whch utilized the 

'Juggling Cultures' videu. Although detailed documentation for this c l a h  was not 

available, at least half of these participants viewed the videotapes only in a presentation 

format and did not actually participate in art therapy sessions [DOC- 1 61. Once again, 

documentation of youth participation in the project did not receive much attention. 

P O S ~  script 

Subsequent to the HPCP project, the ICHC organization was recogmzed 

increasingly by other professionals, ethnic groups, and provincial bureaucracies for its 

expertise in the area of ethmc mental health. For example, the organizatxon was requested 

ftequently to provide advice to various provincial ministries regardmg race relations and 

multicultural issues. ICHC also received h d m g  for another project to develop videos 

addressing ethmc-professional interactions for the purpose of sensitizing student health 

professionals [DOC 191. This new project appeared to underscore the organization's 

interest in professional roles in community health. 



Finally, the success of the ICHC project led evenhially to a pemanently funded 

position for the project coordinator in the community health centre: 

. . .because of dl the work done during the project and .offshoots of the 
project.. .now my position is a secure fimded position. It's ody three days a 
week but it is permanent for art therapy. 1 thmk it is one of the first 
positions like that in a community health centre. That's really substantial 
and sipficant. (ICHC 3) 

4.4.8 Case Discussion 

Involvement of ethmc youths m the ICHC case could scarcely be temed 

'participation' as defined in this thesis. Ethruc adult involvement was somewhat more 

substantial, although it appeared primanly to be for the purpose of 'conb-ibution' to 

ICHC ' s professional agenda. 

Structural factors such as the ICHC history and staffmembers' idealization of 

professional roles and knowledge appeared to strongly d u e n c e  comrnunity participation. 

Health and social welfare professionals participated significantly as support persons to the 

program due to the projectfs leadership and clinical setting. A diverse set of youths in 

tems of age, education, and socio-economic status participated m the project. However, 

the seven p ~ c i p a l  ethmc groups chosen by project organizers appeared to be detennined 

by their previous history with proj ect organizers, and perhaps sociopolitical Mews 

regardmg racism. 

Cooperative participation of ethmc groups in the project was clairned to be 

impossible due to diffwences among the e h c  comm~ties.  However, participation 

strategies appeared to derive as much tim a desire control the project as fiom ethmc 

diversity. Advisory group structures seemed to be important in a political sense to gain 

approval of tk project, but were rnostly token in terms of actual operations. Neither 



youths nor parents had sigmficant decision-makmg roles in the project. although some 

e t h c  leaders appeared to have some influence. 

The objective of developing self-help shlls withui the youth ethmc group did not 

appear to be met. Furthemore, a change in project objectives seemed to decrease the 

opportunities for community member roles in the project and left them dependent on 

professional mediation. Unlike the previous ICYP and PUSH cases, the ICHC s e ~ c e  

providers did not advocate for systemic or policy changes whch could affect the ethmc 

youth mental health issue. Consequently, public involvement did not decrease later 1n the 

project, but in fact, expanded to involve greater nurnbers of people, albeit only as 

recipients of information at workshops. 

The ICHC case provides an example of client participation in a health promotion 

project whch had very limited demonstration of cornmunity control. A conservative, 

family-centered target group was not given any real opporhinity to assert itself agauist a 

professionally orgamzed health centre. Nonetheless, there was little conflict apparent in 

the project whch might have indicated dissatisfaction on the part of the youths. The roles 

of sponsors and professional providers &c i  not appear to overwhelm the participants, 

although analysis revealed more subtle influences in power relationships. 

Overall, structural factors related to the sponsor and project design, which 

emphasized a professional therapeutic approach, were predorninant. The therapeutic 

approach taken with the youths, which emphasized individual problems and professional 

howledge, did not lend itself to community members' actively sharing information, much 

less control of the project. However, these conclusions must also be interpreted in light of 

the commun if^ members' satisfaction with participation and by a lack of overt conflict. 

Perhaps, sunilar to the ICYP case, low expectations of participation were inevitable in ths 

youffil ethmc target group. 



4.5 CASE: INDEPENDENT LIVING CENTRE PROJECT 

SPONSOR: HANDICAPPED ACTION GROW INCORPORATED 

4.5.1 Introduction 

The Handicapped Action Group Incorporated (HAGI) in Thunder Bay received 

HPCP funding fiom 1988- 1 99 1 to provide support seMces for persons with disabilities 

living in community sethngs. An Lndependent Living Centre (ILC) was developed to 

prowde activities whch focused on personal advocacy and peer interaction, provision of 

uifonnahon, ski11 developrnent, and increasing community awareness of the needs of 

persons wth disabilities The ILC was Imked to a national network of disability centres. 

al1 of which provided this core set of activities. 

This case was selected for study since project documents indicated that community 

members had participated primarily as volunteers. A complex organizarional structure was 

used to manage these volunteer roles 

Data sources for this case included eight direct interviews, excerpts of mterviews 

with 23 other project participants, and 19 project documents (proposals, reports, 

evaluation). I n t e ~ e w  respondents included the HPD program officer for disability 

projects, the HAGI executive director and the LLC project admuiistrator. The five 

wmmunity respondents included two men and three women. Three persons were between 

25-35 years of age and two persons were fiom 35-50 years of age. AU respondents fiom 

the ILC had primary physical disabilities although one respondent also had a 

developmental disabhty. 



4.5.2 Structural Characteristics of the HAGI Organization 

J-listorv and Pronram Mandate 

Over the past 25 years, major changes in residential care for persons with 

disabilities in North Amenca were prompted by economic wnstraints as well as by 

humanitaian and civil rights concems (Dnedger 1989). Long tem care facilities and 

rehabilitation institutions decreased in size as persons with disabilities were discharged 

into community settings. Although providuig community care was more expensive than 

onginally planned, the total amount saved on institutional semces was not spent on 

community support services (Zola 1983). 

Nurnerous volunteer based self help groups of persons with disabilities formed to 

address the needs of living in wmuni ty  settings. For example, during the 1 970's and 

early 1980's organizations in Canada and the United States began to form Independent 

Living Centres (ILC) in response to these trends towards de-institutionalization, rejection 

of the medical mode1 of rehabilitation, concepts of nomalization, and disability 

consumerism (Boschen 1 992). 

During the International Year of Disabled Persons (1 981), the Canadian federal 

govemmenr fbnded a Special Parliamentary Committee on the Disabled and Handicapped 

to prepare a series of reports entitled O b s h  (Canada 198 1). One of the cornmittee's 

recommendations, the establishment of ILCs, provided a basis fiom whch consumer 

groups could negotiate legitimatel y with the govemment for h d m g  (Lord 1 98 7). 

Also in 198 1, the Council of Provincial Organizations of the Handicapped 

(COPOH - now known as the Council of Canadians with Disabilities - CCD) established 

an Independent Living cornmittee. Valentme (1 994) notes that "a key development fiom 

this committee was the conscious sepration of individual vis-a-vis collective advocacy" 

(p.3 7). Unlike the Arnerican Independent Living movement whch combined these 
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elements, Canadian disability advocacy groups such as COPOH took a lead role in policy 

and legislative activities. whle ILCs focused on assisting indwiduals in developing their 

personal ski11 s, by providing information, and by negotiating services for individual S. 

In 1 986, the Canadian Association of Independent Living Centres (C AILC) was 

fomed to promote ILCs. In Canada, the Independent Living philosophy has been to 

"promote and enable the progress and process of citizens with disabilities to take 

responsibility for the development and management of personal and community resources" 

(CAILC 1 989a)(p. 3 ). ILCs are intended to address local issues, be cross-disability in 

representation, be non-profit, and promote integration and full participation of persons 

with disabilities in society (DOC-O 1, C A n C  1992). Currently there are 2 1 ILCs in 

Canada hawig a cornmon set of programs (CAILC 1992) and structures (CAILC 1989b) 

whch make them eligible for government funduig. 

Early in the process of disability consumer group development, the Handtcapped 

Action Group Incorporated (HAGI) was formed in 1972 by a group of physically disabled 

adults in the Thunder Bay area The group worked initially with the Lakehead Social 

Planning Council to make changes m community services to allow for unproved quality of 

life for persons with disabilities. For example, by the late 19701s, HAGI had established a 

transitional living centre to provide centralized living accommodations, attendant care, and 

training in life skills to persons with severe disabiltties who were being d e  

institutionalrzed. HAGI also established a wheelchair bus transportation system, an 

accessible housing unit project, and community recreation programs for persons with 

disabilities. The HPD program officer noted that Thunder Bay was a progressive 

community for disability issues in cornparison to other areas: 



1 don't thmk that I've ever seen as many disabled people in one city When 1 
think of Toronto 1 hardly ever see anybody in a wheelchair . But HAGl in 
Thunder Bay was a whole different world. (HAGI 5) 

Overall, HPD bureaucrats noted that HAGI had an excellent reptation wiîh 

funders for advocatmg the interests of persons with disabilities, as well as for providing 

information and efficient s e ~ c e s .  

In 1987, HAGI conducted a needs assessrnent and then established an ILC project 

following the mode1 established in other Canadian locations. However, there was one 

important difference. Other ILCs in Canada were started by consumer organizations 

which were forrned expressly for the purpose of developing comumty  services in their 

areas Because HAGI had already established nurnerous senlces, it was the only 

Canadian group to form an ILC as a project, rather than as a separate organization It will 

be shown that ths  hstory of the development of disability services and organizations in the 

Thunder Bay area made the organization of HAGI's ILC project somewhat different than 

other ILCs in CAILC. 

Tarnet gr ou^ and Issue 

Pnor to the establishment of the ILC, HAGI's mandate and expience had been 

solely in work with physically disabled persons. However, the Independent Living 

approach promoted a cross-disability focus whch rewgnized the common problems and 

the need for genenc senices for persons with physicd, developmental, and psychaîric 

dtsabilities (CAILC 1989b). This broader focus required that the ILC include persons 

fiom other disability groups in its planning and programs, although HAGI, its parent 

organization, &d not have this requirement. 



In addition to diverse interests based on disability status, there were aiso differing 

socio-political interests in the ILC membership. An ILC consumer noted that disability 

was not in itself a unifjmg factor: 

. . . we aren't a coherent community at d l .  There are a bunch of individuals 
grouped together because they happen to have a disability. W i h  that 
there's a huge range of types of disabilities.. .for instance, the only thmg 1 
have in cornmon with a lot of other spinal cord injured people is my injury. 
1 don't have any political viewpoints, social viewpoints, any of those thmgs 
in common so 1 get the sense the same is tnie of the disabled comrnunity. 1 
ùunk the number of people who have showed up at meetings over the years 
is a real indicatm of that lack of coherence. (HAGI 1 ) 

This distinction dong socio-political lines was M e r  evident in the fact that not dl 

disability groups in the area wanted to be included in the project. For example, the 

Thunder Bay region had a concentration of aboriginal persons with disabilities, yet they 

organized their own disability seMces, rather than being absorbed into the HAGI 

disability senice system [DOC- 1 0,181. 

In spite of these disability group divisions, HAGI and ILC stafTagreed that the 

issues of persons with disabilities were best understood fiom a social structural 

perspective, rather than fiom a medical rehabilitation perspective, whch focused primarily 

on abilities and problerns withm individuals (Bickenbach 1993). In particular, the 

proponents of Independent Living suggested that social and environmental barriers were 

sources of stress, and were critical in detemiùiing an individual's ability to cope with a 

disability (Ddong 1979, Lord 1987). HAGI orgmizers viewed factors such as stigma, 

societal amtudes, socioeconornic status, h t e d  access to educational and recreational 

facilities, unavailabùrty of transportation, and lack of f d y  and i n t e r p e r d  support as 

sigdicant bamiers to living independently in the Thunder Bay community [DOC-O 1 1. 
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Whle K4GI identified social barriers as the major issue, it noted that individuals' 

lack of skills and confidence were also problems. HAGI staffperceived that persons with 

chronic disabilities who lived in community settmgs faced a nurnber of restrictions in their 

everyday actiwties whch were related to their personal capacities. ui order to enjoy the 

freedom associated with comrnunity living, they also required a number of physical and 

social supports. In addition, some individuals required extensive assistance to begin to 

identie these needs for support. Thus, HAGI staffrecogmzed the need for individual 

consumer training and shll development as part of the solution whch an ILC could 

provide [DOC-O 1 1. 

In sum, an approach was needed to address both structural bamiers to mtegration as 

well as individual adaptation problems. HAGI's efforts to meet both these needs w t h  a 

single organization will be shown to be problematic for participation. 

HAGI Program Linka- 

Early in the ILC project, HAGI stafkontacted other local disability s m c e  

organizations to d o m  them of the ILC plans and to enlist their support. This process was 

viewed by staff as crucial for generd community acceptance: 

It's very important for a centre whch is getting established to go out and talk 
to groups and let them know what you're tryuig to develop so they don't feel 
like you are duplicating senices, so the role you wiU have will be Merent 
fiom their role and then you cm work together. (HAGI 6) 

In addition to luikages based on services, HAGI also participated in advocacy 

coalitions whch promoted disability policy and legislative reform. In partmlar, HAGl 

was a member of PUSH North West, a regional organization of PUSH Ontario. nius, 

HAGI, the parent organization, was involved heavily in advocacy whle  its ILC was not 

ailowed to do so. 
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ILC project staffparticipated in an Ontario Network of ILCs (ONILC) and CAILC, 

the national coordmating body of Independent Living centres. However, the ILC's unique 

position withm HAGI, whch prevented its complete autonomy, was occasionally a barrier 

to its involvement in decision- making in the national association. As will be seen, these 

sets of program linkages provided the basis for a number of confiicts between HAGI and 

ILC members in the project. 

esource Mobilization 

Intemal conflicts, however, did not appear to hamper HAGI'S abdity to secure 

fundrng, an indication of the position of disability organizations on the political agenda of 

the time. HAGI used an incremental approach, similar to that of PUSH, to secure fûnding 

for its programs. In the area of community services, HAGI was funded uiitially through 

the Ontario Muiisûy of Community and Social SeMces to operate the transitional living 

centre. In 1987, HAGI secured federal Secretaq of State b d s  for the community needs 

assessrnent and then received a three year (1 988-9 1) HPCP grant of $242,342 to develop 

the ILC core programs with two part t m e  staff and volunteers. This funding provided a 

basis for initial ILC organization but was insufftcient to operate the full spectnun of 

prograrns expected by CAILC. 

ILC project staffthen applied for further funds fiom 15 public and 64 pnvate 

sources. Eventually, with f u n h g  fhm six new sources, the organization was able to 

support additional project cumponents (for example, F d y  Violence, Literacy) with 

increased staE However, this incremental approach also resulted in lapses between 

funcimg periods which threatened the continuity of staffpositions. The L C  o r g d e r s  

observed that they were able to manage these intervals only through their unique 

relationship with the parent HAGI organization: 



When we are going through penods when a project may be over and we 
haven't got fimding to sustam us, or we've been approved but the dollars 
haven't corne m, HAGI has been able to cars, us. So we are really fortmate 
and the other iLCs don't have that. (HAGI 6) 

In another way, the organizational relationship with HAGI h t e d  the ILC's ability 

to mobilize resources. HAGI's policy was to use the proceeds of private fundraismg only 

for capital costs, with the strategic expectation that essential operating costs should be a 

responsibility of public h d e r s .  However, the ILC was not eligible for the secure 

provincial h d m g  whch HAGI received for its housing, transportation and attendant care 

services. Thus, the ILC needed to nindraise pnvately for its operational costs as well 

This dilemma put the ILC fundraising scheme into conflict with HAGI policy. Eventually. 

in 1990, the separate incorporation of the ILC allowed the project stafYto rase funds 

privately without negating the strategic policy of the parent organization. 

In 1988, and then again in 1993, CAILC negotiated block public funcimg for ILCs 

in a unique relationship with two federd departments which sponsored programs related to 

disability. The ILC administrator noted that h s  prowded security of funding for the core 

programs of the Thunder Bay project: 

At the same time our national association was in the process of being 
formed in Ottawa. The work began with the Secretary of State (Disabled 
Perçons' Participation Program) and Health and W elfare (Disabled Per sons' 
Unit) federally in a tn-part- agreement that allows the centre to receive core 
funding for a five year period. That allowed us to bring the full staff 
wmplement on. (HAGI 6) 

This arrangement also meant that the ILC was fùnded through two separate federal 

mechanisms (CAILC and HPD), whch had implications for progrmming. The CAILC 

fiuidmg agreement (Canada 1992) and CAILC's intemal criteria for ILCs (CAILC 1989b) 

specified that ILCs were not to engage in legislative advocacy or public lobbymg, these 

being activities reserved for advocacy organizations such as PUSH and CCD : 



Staffat ILCs do not advocate for the individual consumer - rather they 
prowde the advice and tools necessary for each person to advocate on their 
own behalf (CAILC L989b) 

However, neither HPD funcimg (as shown in the PUSH case), nor HAGI had any such 

restriction on advocacy, whch resulted in confusion about HAGI's traditional lobbying 

activities vis-a-vis the ILC mandate This confusion was complicated by the dependent 

organizational relationship between HAGI and the ILC. The effects on commwty 

participation will be discussed later 

4.53 Characteristics of the ILC Project 

The overall goal of the ILC project was to hprove the knowledge of disabled 

community members so that they could take advantage of opporturuties and supports for 

l i m g  independently in the community [DOC-O 1 1. 

- .  
Project Ob~ectives 

The HAGI proposal for an ILC identified many stxuctural unpedunents tu 

integration, yet in practice, it focused mostly on supporting individuais to act on their own 

behalf. Based on the 1987 needs assessment, the ILC project objectives were primarily m 

health education, self help, and mutual aid. The four wre objectives and programs 

required under the CAILC mandate were intended: 

1.  to provide training, domation, and support E problem çolving for individuals 
. . 

with disabilities. The ~diwdiial Advocaq program helped individuals to obtain 

governrnent disability benefits, accessible housing, transportation, etc. 
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2 to açsist consumers to establish social support networks among peers. The Peer 

Interaction program developed rime peer support groups (for example, multiple 

sclerosis, schizophrenia) and one to one peer relationships. 

3. to direct consumers to appropriate wmmunity services. The Monnation and 

Referral program operated a resource library, telephone uiformation, and referral 

services to disabled persons, agencies, and the public. 

4. to create new disability programs and resources parhcular to the needs of the 

Thunder Bay cornmunity. For example, the Pesearch and Development program 

received fùnds for programs such as employment equity and substance abuse Ln 

addition, the Thunder Bay ILC also promoted the concept of IL w i t b  the region 

via a Renional lnde~endent Living W o r k s b  Senes. [DOC-O 1 ] 

Except for the latter workshops, these objectives and programs were slmilar to 

those developed in al1 ILCs fùnded under the CAILC-federal goverment agreement. 

Thus. the ILC project was intended to provide specialized support for individual persons 

with disabilities, as well as help them gain access to public services, includmg the services 

whch HAGI coordinated. However, these dual mandates of service provision and 

advocacy were sometimes in connict withm the HAGI-ILC project and will be shown to 

be the basis of ongoing problems for community participation in the project. 

s tnicture 

HAGI claimed b a t  its representation of disabled persons was strengthened by its 

emphasis on consumer participation in decision-rnakmg [DOC-021. The HAGI executive 

director reported that 'consumer control' waç reflected in bylaws outùning the composition 



of the M G 1  board, staff, committees, and membership. These bylaws were compatible 

with those of CAILC : 

Consumer control denotes that the people receiving the services are also the 
people ofTering them. Canadian ILCs have mandated in their bylaws that 
5 1 % of the Board of Directors at each Centre are people with disabilities. 
(CAILC 1988b) 

Persons with a physical disability became mernbers of HAGI by application with a 

token fee, whch was ofien waived, to cover costs of a newsletter. This membershp 

allowed full involvement in al1 HAGI activities. Although only 60- 1 00 members 

participated in HAGI annual general meetings, they were open to all physically disabled 

persons in the region, a practice similar to that of the PUSH case. 

However, this focus on physical disability meant that the ILC project could not 

techmcally be a cross-disability program, in contravention of C W C  d e s .  In practice, 

those with non-physical disabilities who wanted to participate in ILC programs were 

recorded on mailing lists, but were not 'members' of HAGI, and could only be involved at 

lower levels of the ILC organizational structure. See Figure 7 & Figure 8. 

1 .  The ILC project was rnanaged uiitially by the HAGI board of directors Although 

HAGI bylaws stated that the board of directors had to uiclude at least 5 1% disabled 

persons to ensure consumer control of the organization, it was only since the mid- 1980's 

that ths policy had been followed. In 1988, dl eight board members were physically 

disabled persons who were norninated and elected by ballot at the HAGI annual general 

meeting. 
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In 1987, the HPD program officer recommended that 3 separate ILC organization 

be established to allow cross-disability membership with an independent board of 

directors. T h s  strategy would also separate those providing HAGI senices fiom those in 

the ILC who were helping ùidwiduals to access these senices. As well, C W C  had 

developed eligibility critena which required ILCs to be inwrporated separately to ensure 

their independence (CAILC 1989b). Finally in 1990, towards the end of HPCP funding, a 



new corporate entity. HAGI-ILC Services was formed, but with the same board mernbers 

as the HAGI organization [DOC- 191. 

7 -. Two persons were hired initidly as ILC staff- a project-administrator and a 

secretary. Subsequently. five other employees were hred when additional funding for 

specific program areas became available. Able-bodied staff'had training in social work or 

developrnental disabilities. Staff were not hired unless they agreed to support and promote 

the ILC organization values. The project admstrator reported directly to the HAGI 

executive director. 

3 Initially, an advisory cornmittee which HAGI had formed for its attendant care 

program was utilized to monitor the ILC pro~ect However, this committee. whch was 

composed of serwce prowders, municipal authonties, consumer group representatives. and 

HAGI board members. was reported by the executive director to be t w  involved with 

attendant care issues to address the ILC needs adequately Subsequently, an ILC advisoq 

committee was appointed in 1989, the second year of operation, also at the request of the 

HPD program officer [DOC-06,191. The advisory cornmittee's tems of reference were to 

advise the HAGI board on the operations of the ILC project and to recommend staff for 

employment. However, the advisory cornmittee of nine persons included not only the 

HAGI execuhve director but dso three members of the HAGI board [DOW 2,161. Thus, 

the independence of the advisory cornmittee fiom the board itself was questionable. 

The advisory cornmittee reported to the board on a monthly basis, however 

attendance at adwsory committee meetings was poor, with considerable turnover in 

manbership. Staff reported that this inconsistency was primarily for personal reasons, 

although adwsory committee respondents reported that more cross-disability participation 

was needed to improve the cormnittee's representativeness and relevance [DOC- 1 91. 



4. Persons with disabilities acted as project volunteers assisting with clencal tasks 

and participatmg in the ILC core programs through a complex w w t t e e  structure. Each 

of the four core programs had a standing cornmittee composed of ILC staff and 5-6 

volunteers, board directors, and service agency representatives. These standing 

committees advised the ILC project administrator on the operation of each program. Sorne 

volunteers reported that they served on several standing committees [DOC- 191. 

There were also workuig committees for each of the four cure programs These 

were supposed to be composed entirely of persons with disabilities, although an exception 

was made for an ernployment equity cornmittee of the Research and Development Program 

whch had a majonty of able bodied cornrnunity and business representatives. Workmg 

cornmittees were mtended to provide opportunities for volunteers to conduct planning 

pnor to approachmg staff for logistical assistance. They were also to provide trarnmy for 

volunteers for M e r  cornmittee work. At least one volunteer had progressed through the 

ILC cornmittee system and served on the HAGI-ILC board of dlrectors. 

Workmg committees met sporadically and each committee had its minutes and 

plans 'approved' at the next level. Thus, decision-makmg was slow, with five stages 

required for approval of new project ideas. 

5 .  Clients with disabilities, or consumers, participated through receiving services m 

the ILC wre programs, such as support groups or individual advocacy services. 

Professionals - Guidelines for consumer control in the ILC were used to manage 

professional involvement. ILC staff appeared to make a distinction between the 

involvernent of health professional s and professionals fiom 0 t h  backgrounds. Due to the 

personal experiences of many persons with disabilities, rehabilitation professionals were 



viewed as potenhdly dominating and not suitable for involvement in the consumer 

organization. The HPD officer observed: 

HAGI probably wouldn't let a professional cross the path They're ver- 
strong and that's the whole focus of IL.. .ln terrns of that classic rehab 
professional 1 suspect there aren't a lot of people involved there. (HAGI 5) 

However, professionals fiom the fields of social services, law, and education were 

involved fiequently on the ILC and advisory cornmittees: 

. . .we had to have an advisory comrnittee so there were a few doctors and 
lawyers on it. It was great because you got the input that was needed.. They 
knew the system so we could al1 work together. It helped us because we 
showed them our point of view and they showed us their point of view. 
(HAGI 3) 

ILC staff and consumers viewed these latter professionals' participation as 

important, not only in facilitatmg changes in services, but also as a strategy for educating 

service providers about the issues and expertise of persons with disabilities As will be 

shown, however, even these professionals did not treat people with disabilities as their 

equals. 

Bureaucrats - Federal, provincial, and local bureaucrats had varymg involvement in the 

ILC project. The HPD program officer for disability had fiequent contact with HAGI 

during initial development of the project proposal. For example, she visited four times 

annually in the early years of the project, encouraged the establishment of an advisory 

comrnittee and an independent LLC board, and thus was involved in developing the 

organizational structure. This contact decreased over the term of the project. 

Provincial bureaucrats who had regional offices in the Thunder Bay area also had 

fiequent contact and participated with ILC members on HAGI senice planning 

committees, such as housing and employment, or attended annual HAGI meetings. 
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Municipal bureaucrats had less active involvement in the ILC even though some disability 

services were under their direct jurisdiction, for example, accessible housing. 

Occasionally, municipal staff'participated on ILC standing cornmittees, but more 

frequently their involvement was in managing requests £tom ILC staff for individual 

consumers' access to social seMces. Some bureaucrats were perceived by staff to have 

little interest in cooperating with the ILC as an agency, and to prefer to deal only with 

disabled clients as indwiduals. 

In surn, persons with disabilities were involved at al1 levels of ths consumer 

project. Able bodied persons also were involved directly as staff, as professionals, and as 

bureaucrats. See Table 5. 

Table 5. Participants in ILC Project of HAGI 

DIRECT 

Board of Directors 

HAGI Executive Director * 
HPD Program Officer * 
ILC Project Admuiistrator * 
Volunteer Committees: 
-Advisory Cornmittee * 
-Standing Cornmittees * * *(4) 
-Workmg Committees (8) 

Able Bodied Volunteers 
-coliege students 
-other persons 

Clients with Disabilities* 

INDIRECT 

Other Funders - provincial 

Agency Professionals 

Extemal Evaluation Consultant 

Disability Groups 
- c m c  
- DAWN 
- DAN 

* = participant inteniewed in this case study 
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Pro!ect Administration and Leadership 

The ILC project administrator was a key leader in the project. The admstrator 

organized dl ILC funding proposals, negohated block funding with CAILC, and managed 

the ILC relationship with HAGI. She also developed the volunteer program for the ILC 

and advocated for its mdependence as an autonomous organization. 

The ILC administrator supervised the other employees and volunteers and was 

responsible for financial and program reports to HPD, as well as to CAILC and its federal 

fhde r s  An Evaluation Cornmittee composed of HAGI board directors, ILC staff, 

advisory cornmittee member s, and volunteers organized a three year evaluation plan wth 

the assistance of an extemal consultant hired through project f h d s  [DOC-051. Reports for 

each year and a final evaluation (1 99 1 ) were generated and then reviewed by the board of 

directors and funciers [DOC- 191. These reports identified a nurnber of concems about the 

HAGI-ILC orgamzational structure and mandate. Nonetheless, the project was approved 

to continue with CAILC-H&W-Secretary of State funding until 1996. 

Summary of EAGI Structural Characteristics 

HAGi was one of the earliest disability consumer organizations in Canada. It 

developed new programs in an atrnosphere of changmg public attitudes and evolving 

concepts of disability. Many of its activities were initiated to meet identified mmmunity 

needs and were operationahzed when suitable public fundmg became available. A diverse 

disabhty c~mmunity and clear needs to provide support for dependent target group 

mernbers provided the rationale for HAGI's broad approach whch hcluded both service 
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provision and public advocacy. However, differing program and target group mandates for 

HAGI and the ILC provided numerous problems in the ILC operation. 

The ILC project was only semi-autonomous and this made it unusual for Canadian 

ILCs whch were coordmated through a national organization. A restncted HAGI 

membershp and a complex organizational structure raised problerns of representation and 

community member influence winch will be addressed later. 

Through its ILC project, HAGI proclaimed strong organizational values of cross- 

disability representation, consumer wntrol, and a public focus on structural barriers to 

integration. However, there were also contradictions to each of these values stemming 

Eorn intemal organizational factors, the practical needs of consumers, differing disability 

and socio-political interests, and a restrictive funding agreement. Many of these 

characteristics afTected the process of community participation in the HAGI project. 

4.5.4 Types of Participants 

Precise records on the characteristics of community members who had been 

involved in the ILC over the three year project texm were not kept. The ILC admuiistrator 

reported, however, that the majority of community participants were females in early to 

middle adulthood (20-50 years), although some seniors and young adults also pariicipated. 

Most participants were reported to be unemployed and on disability pensions. Persons 

who were empioyed tended to participate in the management and direction of the centre 

rather than volunteering in its daytime core programs. Structural factors such as HAGI's 

target group mandate, gender differences, and stafnng guidelines duenced participation 

in the proj ect . 



Bias Toward Phvsical Disabilitv 

HAGI's mandate and lustory as a disability organization afTected the types of 

participants in the project. In spite of the cross-disability principle under whch ILCs were 

supposed to operate, persons with mobility impairments were reported to be much more 

involved than persons with sensory, developmental, or psychiatrie disabilities [DOC- 191. 

Persons with less visible disease chsabilities such as chabetes, epilepsy and cardiovascular 

diseases also participated, but even less fiequently [DOC-081. 

Although al1 ILC participants (physical and non-physical disabilities) were eligible 

to serve on the ILC advisory committee, six of the initial adviçory committee rnembers had 

physical disabilities, with the remaining three bemg representatives fiom senice 

organizations. Cross-disability representation did not seem to be a hgh prionty in 

practice. Despite being raised as an issue by evaluators and bureaucrats a number of times 

since 1 988, the HAGI board did not take fond  steps to open up its membershp to those 

with non-physicd disabilities until 199 1 . HAGI's continuing emphasis on physical 

disabilities may also have reflected problems in using a self help hdependent Living 

mode1 with persons with developmental and psychiatnc disabilities, who may have 

required professional support that was not available through their peers. Overall, the ILC's 

limited success at acheving a cross-disability membership raises concems about the range 

of disability groups in the project. 

Many respondents noted the effect of gender on the range of participants in the 

ILC. As noted previously, more women than men participated in the ILC project, 

although this was not the case in 0 t h  HAGI prograrns such as transportation, housing, 

and recreation. Women respondents noted that disabled men appeared to have little 



interest in a self help Independent Living approach which focused on social support and 

Even though it's geared to both genders 1 see more women.. I dont know 
why. Perhaps the men don? feel they need the help. They feel more 
intimdated. Men with disabilities don? seem to feel cornfortable in askmg 
for help. (HAGI 4) 

The project evaluator also noted that since few of the disabled wornen held jobs in the 

community, they had time available for ILC activities [DOW 91. Similady, since al1 but 

one of the stafîmembers were women, gender imbalance rnay have afTected the 

recruitrnent of men to the project. Thus, men's lack of participation may have been 

influenced by their employment status, as weil as by their persona1 needs and preferences 

for volunteenng in non-emotive programs 

Non-wmpliance with Staffinmidelines 

ILC guidelines specified that 5 1% of al1 ILC groups (board, staff, committees) 

should be persons with disabilities. In 199 1 ,  however, only three of seven employees were 

disabled, although one of these was the project admuiistrator. The consequence of this 

practice is unclear, however, there is evidence that staff characteristics may have afFected 

the participation of community members. For example, utdization of the ILC by people 

with visual impairments apparently increased with the employment of a person who was 

blind [DOC- 1 91. 

4.5.5 Spon~or Strategies for Participation 

The L C  attempted a number of r e c ~ t m e n t  strategies (media, letters, word of 

mouth) to attract disabled persons to attend meetings, workshops, and support groups. The 



HAGI director noted that public response was not heavy and that use of personal contacts 

was the most successful strategy to motivate participation: 

We can send out letters but the secret has been word of mouth. You have to 
go out and tak to people and invite them. Even with major conferences you 
have to contact thern personally.. . We've tried to just send out notices but you 
dont get the tunout as if you had called and invited them with a personal 
invitation. (HAGI 7) 

Similar to other cases involving disadvantaged groups, personal recniitment methods 

required a great deal of time and reinforced the role for wrnmunity volunteers in the 

project. This section illustrates how target group marpalization, prograrn lmkages, and 

limits on resource mobilization were associated with strategies for the encouragement of 

participation. 

M-inalization of Disabled Persons 

Accordmg to both staff and volunteer respondents, the majority of persons with 

disabilities who participated in the ILC became involved when they were in States of 

personal crisis or depression. These persons had led quiet, sheltered lives for many years 

and had not been involved in many community activities. Upon fimshing school and 

realinng gradually that they were unlùtely to fit easily into employment semngs and 

personal relationships, they often experienced depression and anxiety about their futures. 

Persunal crises such as loss of housing or dtsabihty benefits, parental death, or physical 

deterioration then led them to seek out help. The ILC administrator noted that many 

persons attended only if an event or program addressed their personal concem: 

We tend to see the same people al1 the time unless it's an issue that is really 
going to affect their lives. Ldce, 'My attendant care is going to be cut off 
and if we don't do something about it I'm not going to be able to s w i v e  
independently' - then people corne out. HAGI 6) 



Staffrespondents also noted that the social and organizational skills of consumers 

were not well developed The ILC administrator observed that there were limitations to 

the speed at whch consurners could develop and that ongoing support was requued for 

independence: 

. . . s tdge t s  really hstrated because you want to see the change take place 
quickly. For someone becomuig independent, if you've never had that 
oppominity before and you've never had to make decisions or choices, it 
takes a long time and is a long process. (HAGI 6) 

In contrast, cornmunity respondents reported that initially they felt they wouldn't be 

allowed to lnfluence the ILC programs, and thus only participated in events which were of 

hi& personal interest. A young woman observed that these patterns seemed to be 

particular to persons with disabilities: 

It seems that m the disabled cornmunity there is a lack of motivation. There 
are a few people that do al1 the work. It is really hard to get people out. 
People feel that their voice won't count. (HAGI 3) 

Thus, long t em socialization of disabled persons to be dependent, and prewous 

expenences in disempowe~g situations, appeared to resuit in sigmficant motivational 

problems for cornmunity participants. The tendency to view the ILC orgamzation as a 

problem solwig agency, rather than as a self help mechanism, may dso have contibuted 

towards t h s  situational participation. 

ommunitv A-v Coo~eration 

Interestingly, the recmitment of community agencies for ILC program planning 

was more successfid . Respondents noted that organizational participation was cornmon in 

the Thunder Bay area and ths support extended to disability issues: 



The Thunder Bay community has a very strong network and histoncally if 
there is an issue to be dealt with, or a project to be taken on, everyone gets 
together as a team rather than trying to divide the pie.. .In that sense we are 
really lucky (HAGI 6) 

Thus, past experiences in workmg together on HAGI projects appeared to facilitate 

agency involvement in the ILC. The source of ths  community support may have been due 

to the isolation of the region and the need for inter-dependence, as well as the relative 

homogeneity of the population compared to multicultural southern Ontario. 

esource Limitations 

Although fimding for seven staffpersons was secured eventudly fiom different 

agencies, ILC respondents perceived that lack of hancial resources had a number of 

impacts on recruitment of persons with disabilities First, staff were unable to advertise 

widely and promote the centre's services through television and radio advertismg Second, 

short term staff were pre-occupied with job security whch irnpeded long range 

organizational planning for consumer involvement [DOC- 1 91. T h d ,  there were few 

opporhinities for remuneration for disabled persons in the project. Occasionally, funds to 

pay persons undergoing pre-employment training were available fiom short term project 

gants. These training positions were highly valued but rarely led to M e r  employment. 

One volunteer reported that more actual job placement was needed: 

. . . my job training wasn't really training. It wasnt going to get me a job. It 
was just experience. Social Services ham't got me a job in the 1 2 years 1 
have been in Thunder Bay. This is as close as I have got to a real job. 
(HAGI 2) 

Thus, community members who viewed participation in the ILC principally as a strategy 

for employment were often disappointed and stopped attendmg. A number of ILC 

respondents expressed great interest in securing permanent paid positions as staff'members 



within the centre. The ILC's failure to employ more disabled persons as staff did not help 

the situation. 

Interestmgly, in contrast to other cases in t h s  study, compensation for attendmg 

volunteer meetings was not raised as an issue by ILC respondents. ni is  may have been 

due to the perception that &sabled participants were the prirnary beneficiaries of the 

project and that others, specifically professionals and bureaucrats, did not benefit 

significantly fiom their involvement. 

Participation was also constrained by a lack of resources which affected physical 

accessibility of the ILC. Smce the ILC had limited funds avadable for specialized 

adaptive devices, interested persons with commUNcation impairrnents were unable to 

participate. S d a r l y ,  dtsabled persons with jobs had priority for accessible transportation 

provided by HAGI. Unemployed ILC mernbers frequently mentioned this as a barrier to 

their own participation in d a m e  volunteer meetings [DOC 191. Finally, physical 

accessibility was limited to the main floor of the ILC building when a grant to mstall an 

elevator was not received. Whle  the ILC's acceptance of these restrictions on access 

appeared incongrnous with its philosophy, one needs to remember that it had to rase funds 

privately for basic &astmcture and capital wsts suice îhese were not included m the 

CAILC f u n h g  agreement. 

4.5.6 Participatory Roles and Activities 

Persons with disabilities, who made up to 60 requests per month for information, 

participatecl initially in the project as clients, or consumers of ILC services, not as formal 

members of the o r g d m  [DOGO3 ,O4,l O]. If clients had ongoing needs, the ILC staff 

then either refemed them to an appropriate extemal source, enroled hem in a centre 

program, or encouraged them to visit the ILC to meet other consumers. At any one time, 



approxunately 50 consumers were enroled m mdimdual programs to help h e m  deal with 

their probierns or to gain access to disabdity services [DOC- 191. For example. one 

consumer reported gaining self-confidence and developing new inter-personal 

relationships: 

I've received a lot of support. If it wasn't for the ILC I wouldn't be where 1 
am today.. .I1ve tned to be widely involved and give my input whenever 
possible. 1 am sol1 somewhat shy but for me it will take some time but 1 
have corne a long ways. (HAGI 4) 

A smaller group (approximately 20 at any one tune) of cornrnunity members 

advanced to participate as unpaid volunteers assistmg with programs and secretarial tasks 

The project admuiistrator reported examples of volunteers who achieved independent 

living in the community : 

One individual started volunteenng here doing computer work and 
eventually we were able to get her a project grant where she developed a 
computer bulletm board for u s  She had been living at home for 35 years 
with her parents and had never thought of living on her own. Just 1st year 
she finally, with a lot of support of the staff, got her fist aparmient in 3 5 
years. (HAGI 6 )  

As noted previously, a few persons were also paid to attend training programs. 

One community member reported that she developed organizational skills and employment 

expenence whch allowed her to secure her first job: 

The job 1 got last year on violence was how 1 got the PUSH job. I'U be 
workmg as a fionthe worker at a crisis centre for battered women. It's led 
to more and more. It opened doors. This one is a paid job! (HAGI 3) 

Thus, the majority of disabled mmmunity members who partxipated in the ILC did 

so as clients with needs for specific programs whch could help hem live more 

independently in the mmmunity. A smdler number actually participated in ILC planning 

through the volunteer cornmittee structure. This trend was determined largely by the target 

group's needs for services. 



This section descnbes how structural factors (advisory structures? leadership, 

program mandates) in the HAGl organization and ILC project afFected the actual roles of 

wmmunity participants in project activities. 

Complex Advisoy Structure 

There were expectations fiom both provincial (NDP) and federal (Conservative) 

funders that local community members be involved in the ILC management. The HAGI 

duector noted that at the provincial level: 

They look in your proposal for funding about whether your stmcture and 
organization heavily involves the consumers of the service you are 
proposing (HAGI 7) 

whle at the federal level: 

1 cal1 them the 'consultation Conservatives' - they don? do anything wthout 
consulting first.. They ask 'Have you consulted with whoever you are going 
to provide seMces for?' (HAGI 7) 

in addition, CAILC reviewed each ILC bi-annually to ensure consumer 

involvement before forwarduig a funding recommendation to the government. These 

extemal requUernents appeared to be uifluential in HAGI's establishment of the ILC 

advisory cornmittee structure. 

The wmplex conmittee structure with five levels (Figure 7 & 8) appeared to be 

designed to give every volunteer participant a fomal role in the project, yet without real 

decision-makmg power. For example, the ILC admuiistrator noted that 'volunteer 

developrnent' was a major focus of the project and was facilitateci by the workmg 

Although they don't have any particular authority in tems of directing st&, 
they can give staff guidance.. .The purpose is twofold. One it gives staff an 
opportunity to t d k  with consumers involved in their programs on a regular 



basis rather than trying to meet thern d individually. Also to use it as a tool 
for consurners to develop skills in sitting on committees and giving input. 
(HAGI 6) 

Volunteers also served on the adwsory committees of other community groups and 

thus represented the ILC in a variety of commumty programs. However, staffwere 

concerned about over-worhg too few active volunteers: 

k g s  tend to meld together in people's minds and they are unclear of 
whose committee meeting is what and the different purposes of h g s .  
[DOC- 191 

Lower level program committees were oriented largely towards training and 

'advising' higher levels of the organization. However, the minutes. or recommendations. of 

each cornmittee were 'approved' by the next level Thus, the time between the m i t d  

advice and guidance of the workmg cornmittees and final decision-mahg of the HAGI- 

ILC board was extensive. 

Even the forma1 ILC advisory cornmittee, whch was created after the project had 

been operational for two years, did not have the potential to negotiate significant changes 

in any of the core objectives or programs, which were mandated by the CAILC funding 

agreement. This lack of real d u e n c e  may explain the inconsistency of members' 

attendance at advisory cornmittee meetings. 

Overall, this complex organizational structure appeared to have some merit in 

terms of giving positions and activities to every volunteer. However, as noted earlier, 

HAGI membership restrictions (only physically disabled persons) also meant that not al1 

ILC participants had equal opportunities for involvement at the board level. Although the 

entire process wuld be said to be consumer controlled, this was not by a broad range of 

consurners nor was it very dYect. 



tafT Leadership 

The position of the ILC admmstrator was a crucial one. The administrator carried 

out plannuig, public relations, and project management roles, but also gave leadership to 

the IL movement prowicially, nationdy, and even internationally. A staff member 

commented on the admstrator's importance to the project: 

Since the admstrator is vev  effective in almost every area, the present 
structure works. But it depends almost enhrely on her. HAGI is uninvolved 
and yet ultimately in control. The advisory committee is detached. The ILC 
is another top heavy hierarchcal organization whch works because of the 
adwstrator,  but without her who knows? [DOC- 191 

Although ILC staff'claimed that they did not plan or develop new programs ulthout 

the participation of community volunteers, staffdid in fact mitiate program ideas for 

volunteers to consider, based on the practices of other ILCs When volunteers ongmated 

program ideas themselves, staffdecided whether these fitted into the centre's mandate and 

resources Thus, staff members acted as intexmediaries between volunteers and the 

advisory cornmittee and board. 

In surn, stdmembers played centrai roles in coordinathg programs which had 

been nominally planned and developed by volunteers. Whle this meant that some staff 

persons with disabilities had mfluence, they also served as buEers between general 

community members and those who a d l y  made decisions. 

The ILC focus on advocacy created problems for participation in two areas. First, 

many of the ILC activities whch supported ùidwiduals in securing housing, employment 

training7 and social support were termed 'individual advocacy'. However, wmmunity 

member participation in these programs was problematic due to the ILC's relationship with 



HAGI, a major s e ~ c e  provider For example, ILC stafhembers attempted to assist 

disabled clients in negotiating an mcrease in transportation services fiom HAGI. When 

HAGI staffdeclared that the clients had lower prionty since they were unemployed. some 

community members perceived that ILC staffwould not advocate against their own parent 

organization. Additionally, they feared losing the transit senice in retaliation and did not 

pursue the issue M e r  [DOC-02,191 Thus, the ILC's inability to effechvely advocate 

against HAGI led to a decrease in the numbers of participants in the individual advocacy 

program, as well as in its scope of activities. 

Secondly, problems arose when members of ILC committees were involved in 

service planning with other stakeholders such as professionals and social service agency 

stafY Issues of physical accessibility, ernployment equity, and housing were addressed m 

these group planning discussions. However, more politically oriented actions, such as 

public demonstrations or letter writing campaigns, were termed 'group advocacy' and were 

disallowed by the ILC admstrator and HAGI directors on the basis of the tn-party 

funding agreement with CAILC and the federal government [DOC-01,021. Thus. 

activities which were openly critical of federal and provincial disability policies were 

discouraged, whde activities whch were more cooperative and perhaps cu-optive in 

nature, such as participation in govemment sponsored meetings, were encouraged. f i s  

approach hstrated a number of consumers with strong political news on disability: 

... the centre was not allowed to act as an advocate for people. It always had 
to act in t m s  of supportmg people in their own advocacy and as a result it 
was quite s m e d ,  paralysed in a lot of its activities . . .unles persons with 
disabhties take on their own issues the centre won? do it either.. .the federal 
funder thuiks that's a confhct of interest and in my opinion its a real 
deterrent to gettmg people involved. (HAGI 1) 



Staff members were divided on the issue of group advocacy The project evaluator 

noted that some staffsupported the official ILC position, whde others were more cntical 

We would be better to facilitate consumers' development of political 
lobbymg skills.. . We should reevaluate our mandate to avoid political action 
[DOC- 191 

Overdl, CAILC7s policy on advocacy restncted political lobbpg by the ILC, and 

appeared to negate the Independent Living movernent's socio-political foundations. The 

policy also failed to acknowledge that group advocacy could be conducted by 

organizations in areas outside of their own operations, for example, by advocating 

g e n d l y  for increased fimding for disability services, or by promoting changes in human 

rights' legislation. 

interestingly, HPD policies on advocacy were more tiberal than in other federal 

departments, such as the Disabled Persons' Unit of Health & Welfare Canada and 

Secretary of State Disabled Persons' Participation Program. Thus, there was conflict 

between CAILC's rules, whch assigned the mandate for advocacy to politically onented 

organizations such as the Council of Canadians with Disabilities, and HPD's relative 

openness about supportuig health promotion projects whch wnducted advocacy 

Receiwig f u n h g  fiom both sources appeared to complicate the matter for the ILC 

In surn, the inability of ILC staff and consumers to participate actively and openly 

in individual and group advocacy reflected a âagmented approach to the problerns of 

dtsabled persons in the region. The participation of local community rnembers in a 

cohesive plan to promote disability concems appeared to be impaired by a confusing rnix 

of federd policies and organizational mandates of HAGI and the ILC. 



4.5.7 Influence of Participants 

Power dynarnics were expressed drrectly through the HAGl - ILC organizationd 

structure and indnectly through stigma. 

Board Monopoly 

The development of the ILC project w i t b  HAGI, an orga-ation with sunilar 

Mews on disability but a different membershp and mandate, illustrated numerous power 

issues. Initially, the HAGI board of dwectors reassured the HPD funders that, although the 

ILC would need close support fiom the parent organization, HAGI's: 

. ..expex-ience and credibility over the last 10 years as a consumer-controlled 
organization for persons with disabilities would prevent any problems 
regardmg the organizaiional independence of the (IL) centre. [DOC-02] 

HAGI expected that its hstory and phdosophy would ensure active consumer influence 

and it irnplemented a complex organizationd structure to achieve ths goal. However, it 

was evident to al1 that the cornmittee approach did not work. Under pressure fiom HPD, 

CAILC, and the ILC staff, the HAGI directors proposed a compromise m 199 1 to allow 

greater ILC independence: 

We made a new organization called the HAGI-IL Services Inc. Under that 
corporation, whch has a common board with HAGI, they operate both the 
ILC and the personal assistance program.. . Mostly we'll have four board 
meetings in the same night. (HAGI 7) 

The new HAGI-ILC board was responsible for approving al1 ILC cornmittee plans 

and thus had great control in the project. In theory, this new organization was supposed to 

achieve the separation of HAGI and the ILC and aüow independent action by control of 

the ILC. However, true independence fiom HAGI must be questioned considering that 

the two boards shared the same perçons as directors. This manoeuvre allowed the HAGI 



directors to maintain control in the ILC project, despite concems about the need for 

separating senice (HAGI) and individual advocacy (ILC) bctions. Addihonally, ILC 

independence was undemiined at the level of the ILC advisory committee whch contained 

three HAGI board members and the HAGI executwe duector. In ths case, issues of 

organizational independence and confiict of interest appeared to be treated by board 

members as technical problems whch were manipulated easily. 

Whde ILC stafhoted that these manoeuvres restncted their independence ("The 

ILC tends to be swallowed up with HAGI" [DOC-19].), they did not appear to have an 

effect on the actual ILC project activities. However, they &d affect who approved them. 

Two volunteers observed that consumer control in the operational decisions of the project 

was not a reality: 

I don't know if we have a heck of a lot of influence but we sure have a lot of 
opinions! (HAGI 8) 

Right fiom the start it didn't work out well. Then it was more what we 
wanted to happen and now it's slowly becorning more controlled. The 
consumers are becomuig more controlled. We don? have much of a say 
anymore. (HAGI 4) 

The reputation of the HAGI parent organization appeared to have a great effect on 

its ability to restructure the board and advisory committee as it wished. HAGI board 

members raonaiized that since HAGI was 'consumer controlied' there was no concern 

about whether the o r g M o n  met the needs of disabled persons [DOC-021. However, 

the mere fact bat  HAGI duectors had physical disabilities did not make the ILC 

'mntrolled' by the average consumer. These views appeared to confùse consumer 

representation, aibeit primanl y by physically disabled persons, and consumer controI in the 



HAGI-ILC members were aware of the potential for powerfùl extemal interests to 

divert the project fiom its consumer focus. By structunng their organization to ensure 

control of persons with disabilities over staff and board management, there was little 

oppominity for professionals, bureaucrats, or able-bodied staff  to dominate. 

Regardless of these controls, able-bodied persons expressed their influence in 

subtle ways. Volunteers observed that some professionals and bureaucrats who served on 

cornmittees with ILC members did not give the project their fidl attention: 

. . .theylre in and out and they're there in narne only.. .I don? thmk they really 
give a damn one way or another, but it's a committee and they can use it in 
resumes. They corne into the meetmg and Say 'We have to leave ui twenty 
minutes'. Well, what did you corne for? (HAGI 8) 

Another volunteer noted how able-bodied participants were disrespectful of the 

intellectual capacities of persons with disabilities: 

Somehow there is still an attitude out there that if you're disabled you don't 
really have it up here.. . When 1 was working with police and lawyers 1 
found it the most.. .even in the women's groups 1 run into it once in awhde. 
(HAGI 3) 

In sum, there were subtie social stigmatizing control mechanisms between 

consumers and able bodied participants regardless of HAGI's efforts to structure the 

proj ect . 

Number of Community Participants 

The number of disabled cornmunit/ members who were active in the ILC over the 

temi of the shidy was approximately 1 50 persons, including consumer clients [DOC- 1 91. 

ni i s  number included 8 board rnembers, 3 staff, 3 advisory conmittee members, and 20 

committee volunteers. 



Post Script 

As an organization, HAGi gained credibility among fimders for its ability to 

develop the ILC project which led to gants for other activities [DOC-04,071 However, 

nine years of funding through CAILC (1 988-1 996) did not s i p @  an ongoing cornmitment 

to ILCs by govemment because of financial constraints and federal restrictions on long 

term support for comrnunity programs whch could be considered under provincial 

jurisdiction Currently, the federal government is phasing out its fundmg to this national 

set of ILCs by 1 999. 

4.5.8 Case Discussion 

The HAGI case represented a mixture of parhcipation styles, being both 

instrumental and transformational, as well as having purposes of both 'organization' and 

'empowerment' . However, the transformational and empowennent aspects were 

conceived narrowly and appeared to benefit only a few staff and board members Other 

consumers had to settle for the achievement of personal goals and were not able to access 

real d u e n c e  in the project. 

HAGI had a unique reputation among disability organizations due to its longevity, 

its promotion of a progressive consumer philosophy, its successful h d m g  strategy, and its 

cornplex organization. However, the ILC project focus on health education, community 

development, and senice planning was never allowed to include group advocacy issues, 

whch were irnplicit in HAGl's organizational values and philosophy. Both individual and 

group advocacy, as crucial components of a response to a social mode1 of disability, were 

confounded by policies, roles, conflicts of interest, and intemal manoeuvres by board 

members and management to maintain d u e n c e .  This led to an ambiguous position in the 



ILC on acceptable activities whch could be undertaken by rnembers, and limited 

participation of those persons who were interested in more extemal political action 

The development of cornrnunity members' participation was c e r t d y  afFected by 

the semce needs of a marguialized target group However, the organizational structure 

dso seemed to be an uuluential factor whch affected not only who participated and what 

roles they played, but whch also was a key element in the power dynamics of the project. 

The wmplex committee structure may have allowed shll building by community members 

but was controlled ultunately by HAGI board members in the upper levels of the 

organization. The ILC project advisory committee had the potential to be powerfùl but 

was limited in that it was a) orgamzed after the ILC prograrns were firmly rn place; b) 

composed partially of HAGI board members; and c) answerable to a HAGI board which 

was not fully representative of ILC consumers. 

Whde these organizational decisions were made ui the narne of 'consumer control'. 

perhaps in reaction against a hstory of professional control over the lives of persons with 

disabilities, there appeared to be considerable manipulation by certain levels of the HAGI 

organization. Although there was no evidence of personal gain, the effect was to se!-iously 

contradict the organizational phdosophy of consumer control of the project and cross- 

disability representation. A lesson leamed is that organizational structures whch facilitate 

participation need to be developed to fit minority group needs a s  well as legal 

incorporation requirements (Jenkuison 1 993). 

The HAGI-ILC organization as a whole managed to assert control in its dealings 

with fûnders, local professionals, and other disability organizations. However, community 

parhcipation in ths project did not strongly represent a grassroots model. Whle  

volunteers were claimed to be the backbone of the LLC, in reality, the staff and board of 

directors held most of the power. When a community organization is composed of target 



group members, as in ths case, it may be the opportunity for mobility of grassroots 

members within the organiration whch 1s unportant for participation, as much as the 

organization's success in its relationship with extemal groups. 
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4.6 CASE: HEALTH AND DISABLED WOMEN PROJECT 

SPONSOR: DISABLED WOMEN'S NETWORK (TORONTO) 

4.6.1 Introduction 

In 1990, the DisAbled Women's Network (DAWN) in Toronto began a thee year 

project to address disabled women's health issues. The organirers planned to use the 

interest raised in t h s  topic to establish a new provincial network (DAWN Ontario) of 

women with disabiiities which would address a broader range of disability issues and also 

conmbute to the national organization, DAWN Canada. 

Local self help groups in five regions were established with vaqmg degrees of 

hancial and logistical support fiom DAWN Toronto. These groups organized a series of 

regional workshops which were intended to innease awareness about disabled women's 

health, to identifi health care needs, and to develop skills and strategies for improving 

access to health semces. Monnation materials on disabled women's health were also 

developed and disseminated. Finally, a provincial coordinating body was organized at a 

symposium of disabled women, health professionals, and bureaucrats. 

The DAWN project mode1 was diEerent fiom that used in other cases as it was 

decentralized, with multiple sites acting semi-independently, but with cooperation in some 

areas. However, the DAWN project was similar to the PUSH and HAGI cases in that 

organizational development was an intended goal, and in t h s  case was explicit. 

This case was selected for review on the basis that project proposals and documents 

indicated that comminiity persons had played prominent roles as advisory wmmittee 

members. These wmmittee members were intended to be instnimmtal in the initiation 
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and development of local D A W  chapters and also in the formation of the provincial 

network [DOC-O 1 b]. 

Data sources for this case included seven direct interviews, 1 9 project documents, 

and two papas written by parhcipants about the project. Interviews were conducted with 

the HPD program officer for disability issues, the DAWN project coordinator, and a 

rehabilitation professional who was involved with a local self-help group. Three 

cornmunity respondents were 30-40 years old and the fourth was 50-60 years old. Al1 

community respondents were wornen wi th physical disabilities. 

4.6.2 Structural Cbaracteristics of the DAWN Organization 

Historv and Prorrrarn M a n d a  

DAWN Canada was a femuiist organization concerned with wornen's issues in the 

disability movement and with disability issues in the women's movement. The DAWN 

organization developed mitially fiom the failure of disability groups and womens' groups 

to mclude disabled women adequately in theu planning and management (Stone 1988). In 

the early 1 9801s, feminist women in the Coalition of Provincial ûrganizations of the 

Handicapped (COPOH) and Disabled Peoples' International (DPI) became hstrated with 

these groups' lack of response to wornen's wncems. Specifically, disabled women did not 

feel included in disability organizations whch were dorninated by men and whch did not 

support an equal role for women in these organizations. S d a r l y ,  disabled women felt 

excluded fiom feminist organizations whch did not provide accessible meetmg places or 

aâaptive seMces for those with visual and communication impaixments. The disabled 

women's response to this perceived rnarginbtion was to organize separate groups which 

would focus on disabled women's M e  issues. 
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In 1985, a meeting of disabled women in Ottawa founded DAWN Canada with 

financial and advisory support fiom the Secretary of State Women's Program. in the next 

few years, the efforts of a small number of women led to the formation of provincial and 

local DAWN groups across Canada. However, these national, provincial, and local bodies 

were not sustained unifomdy due to lack of funcimg, poor communications, and an over- 

dependence on individual volunteers. For example, an initial effort to establish a DAWN 

organization in Ontano in 1986 was unsuccessful due to an over-reliance on two women, 

and a lack of strategic planning and organization (Stone 1988). 

These early groups operated as infornial collectives rather than as formal 

organizations. Stone ( 1988) reports that DAWN members recognized gradually that a 

collective organizabonal stnicture resulted m 'hidden leadership' and a lack of 

accountability and responsibility Subsequently, more formal organitational structures, 

with elected leaders and bylaws, were initiated at the provincial and national levels 

However, grassroots collective organizations contuiued to be used as mechanisms to 

mobilize Iocal women. 

In 1987, another national meeting was held to elect a new DAWN Canada board of 

directors, with individuals attendmg fiom al1 of the provinces and temitories. At t h s  pomt, 

though, there were only a few formally constituted provincial bodies (British Columbia, 

Saskatchewan, Newfoundland) and local chapters (Toronto, Mtehorse, Quebec City) 

whch could send elected representatives to the national meeting. 0th 'representatives' 

were acting individually and unofficially . For example, in Ontario at ths tune, contacts 

had been established with a s m d  number (10-1 5) of individual women in Merent cities, 

but there were no local organizations or networks of disabled women. The national 

meeting concluded that local chapters md an Ontario provincial network were needed. 



In 1988, DAWN Toronto, the sole chapter in Ontario, began to establish a network 

of local DAWN groups to consolidate a provincial organization and contribute to DAWN 

Canada. DAWN Toronto decided to utihze a focus on disabled women's health issues to 

facilitate this goal and applied successfully to KPD for f'undmg [DOC-O 1 a,b]. Dunng the 

course of this HPCP project, interested wornen organized local DAWN chapters in 

Ottawa., KitcheneriWaterloo, Thunder Bay (1 99 1 ) and in St. Catharines and Kuigston 

(1 992). At the end of the HPCP project a DAWN Ontario organization was formally 

established. 

Thus, the DAWN organizations, a nested set of local, provuicial, and national 

bodies, developed slowly and with a variety of organizational forms over a 10 year period 

This extended developmental period seemed to be necessary, not only for the evolution of 

a core group of interested women with disabilities, but also for them to experience 

cornrnunity organizing, to develop sufici ent confidence and organizational skills, and to 

decide how they could best interact and function. The HPD program officer noted that: 

Sometimes organizations move as quickly as the people involved can 
move.. .(By 1987) certamly there was a stronger sense of 'Yes, it's tirne for 
this group to be fomed and wefre important and let's do it.' (DAWN-4) 

The tentative development of DAWN appeared to have been rooted in the life experiences 

of the target group itself 

8 
As an explicitly feminist organization, DAWN organizers subscnbed to the view 

that disabled women were doubly oppressed. As disabled people, DAWN respondents 

perceived that they were denied access to public services such as transportation and had 

few employment opportunities. In support of this Mew, a 1987 survey of DAWN members 
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in Ontario reported that 74% had annual incornes of less than $1 1,000 and 50% received 

less than $5000 annually (Doucette 1987). Disabled wornen as a group m Ontano dso  

had an 8 1 % unemployment rate (Pal D 1993). 

As women, DAWN members perceived they were also oppressed by a sexist 

society, includmg men with disabilities. A number of authors writuig about women with 

disabilities support this view and report that the principal experiences of disabled women 

have been marginalization and exclusion fiom normal social life, including participation in 

disability organizations (Doucette 1 987, Ellerington 1 990). 

DAWN's principles appeared designed to counter these experiences of exclusion 

In its promotional material, the DAWN Toronto group advocated for the inclusion of 

marguialized disabled women. For example, DAWN had an explicit goal to make 

women's services accessible, to recruit disabled women regardless of race and sexual 

orientation, and to be 'the voice of disabled women'. Other DAWN goals ernphasized 

values of peer education through role modeling for disabled girls, and of providing 

information on disabled women's concems. Finally, DAWN valued collaboration in 

workmg with other groups, such as social justice coalitions, and bridging the gap between 

disabled consumer groups and the women's movement (DisAbled Womens Network 

1990 j. 

Other less explicit values were also dernonstrated in DAWN project activities. 

Among the most obvious was the value in supporting indwidual women's development 

through self help support groups. The DAWN organizers recognuled that personal 

growth was necessary before organizational growth could occur. Finally, DAWN 

respondents appeared to value organizational independence by worlung in areas which had 

been neglected by other groups. For example, the DAWN coordinator noted that, in spite 

of strong feelings about the medicalkation of disability and over-protecting amtudes of 



professionals, there was a general reluctance arnong cross-disability consumer 

organizations to focus on clmical health issues: 

. . .it is an issue a lot of disabled people tend to avoid because the last thing 
you want is to be in hospital or involved very heavily in the health care 
system since it has tended to be very oppressive. Because we have taken 
th ts  on and used it as a vehicle ... it has taken it up a lot in the cornrnunity's 
eyes and for people with disabilities. (DAWN 6) 

By addressing health issues explicitly, DAWN members perceived that they gamed 

respect fiom other organizations and developed expertise in an area which other cross- 

disability groups did not clairn. 

At the initial DAWN Canada organizational meetmg in 1985, dtsabled women 

identified six broad issues of concem: 1) accessibility to the women's movement and 

women's services; 2) violence agamst disabled women; 3) affirmative action; 4) 

assertiveness, awareness, and self-image; 5 )  sexuality; and 6) parentiny and child care 

(Pelletier 1985). Many of these concems were associated with health and the health care 

system Specific gender and health concems arnong the disabled women included 

pregnancy, availability of Pap tests, and the impact of reproductive technologies on 

disability. For example, the DAWN Toronto project coorduiator noted that chld bearing 

and parenting were particularly problernatic due to a lack of knowledge and support 

services for disabled mothers: 

The health care system hasn't really recopzed that we are fernale, that we 
have chddren, that we should be going for Pap tests every year. They 
haven't realized that we are the same as  other women and have d l  those 
needs plus the disabiliîy on top of that. (DAWN-6) 

Disabled wornen respondents reported that physicians were reluctant to 

accommodate women with disabilities in their practices due to these professionals' lack of 

information and to prejudice regardmg gender and disability. Similar to the HAGI and 



PUSH cases, DAWN members considered themselves to be at a sigmficant disadvantase 

in their dealings with health professionals. For example, one woman noted that passivity 

was the expected role in relation to professionals: 

. . .many women with disabilities feel so disempowered in their interactions 
with health care professionals they don't have the confidence to begin even 
findmg a common language. (DAWN 2) 

This perceived power imbalance between disabled women and health professionals has 

been reported previously (Altman 1 985, McComas 1 993). 

However, the expression of these gender-hedth-disability concems were 

cornplicated by a variety of socio-political interests in the DAWN organization itself 

Stone (1 988) notes that the history of DAWN Toronto was marked by the delineation of 

diflerences between women with disabilities, especially on the role of ferninism in 

disabled women's lives. An interesting example of t h s  tension was on the issue of 

abomon. While some disabled women supported the feminist p ~ c i p l e  to the ri& of 

reproductive choice, 0th- women questioned this right when it involved the termination of 

a pregnancy in whch there was a risk that a foetus had a developmental impairment. 

These women suggested that abomon for ths purpose devalued people with disabilities. 

in spite of DAWN's goal of inclusion, there were also differences in views over the 

involvement of even more marginalized groups, such as  lesbian disabled women. The 

HPD program officer reported that over time more women in DAWN accepted the 

importance of includmg al1 disabled women: 

. . .therets been a SM to lookuig at oneself with a more empowering kuid of 
light.. .Even to Say the word 'feminist' in 1 987 was to be too heavy. (DAWN 
4) 



Nonetheless, even with a cornmon acceptance of the unportance of a feminist analysis. 

there were significant differences reported by DAWN staff and organizers between women 

who were interested in personal empowement and self help, and those who were 

interested in advocacy and political action. 

In sum, disabled women m DAWN felt stereotyped and ignored by women's 

organizations, by disability consumer organizations, and by health professionals. They had 

cornmon experiences of marginalization and concems with access to public senices, 

especially with health care. However, there also were socio-political differences between 

DAWN members based on feminist and disability perspectives. Overall, a diversity of 

differences in values and interests did not appear to impede DAWN in securing resources 

for its work, perhaps because there was little cornpetition fiom other groups of disabled 

women in Canada. 

Since DAWN organizations were formed inihally as an alternative to traditional 

disability and women's organizations, their early luiks with other community programs 

were minimal. However, there was one exception to this pattern. The Canadian 

Association of Independent Living Centres (CAILC) network was a source of both 

practical and motivational support. The DAWN project coordmator noted that disabled 

women's health had bewme a s h e d  concem since both local DAWN groups and ILCs 

focused on grassroots issues: 

ILC's have chsabled women as clients and are getting these questions and 
have to work with teem and they're finclmg out how bad the system is too. 
A lot of the ILCs haven't worked on the issue of health so that is new to 
them. (DAWN 6) 
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Al1 five of the initial chapters in the DAWN Ontario network were established in 

cities with ILCs. W l e  local DAWN volunteers supplied the initial motivation and 

developed project ideas, ILC staprovided organizational and logistical assistance. For 

example, ILC staff helped D A M  members to contact potential members, to advertise 

meetings and workshops, to make local transportation arrangements, and provided 

secretarial and clerical services. Some disabled women ernployed in ILCs were also 

allowed to work on DAWN project activities as part of their job responsibilities. 

Resource Mobilization 

DAWN projects across Canada received funding fiom various public sources at the 

provincial and federal levels, from private foundations, and fiom labour unions. Similar to 

the PUSH case, which received funding from both disability and addiction sources, the 

DAWN groups received f u n h g  from both disability and women's programs in 

govemment. In 1990, the HPD awarded $325,059 to DAWN Toronto for their three year 

health promotion project whch was ongoing at the time of t h s  research. 

Although the central DAWN Toronto group received f u n h g  to facilitate the 

development of a network and the initiation of local DAWN chapters, these local groups 

were also expected to h d r a i s e  for ongoing wsts or special events. The HPD program 

officer infonned local women's groups that start-up money was readdy avadable fiom the 

Secretary of State Disabled Persons' Participation Rogram: 

We send out the bylaws and encoutage them to contact Secretary of State 
whch has been waiting for groups to evolve to help them with seed money. 
Once they are ready they can get money fairIy easily. (DAWN 4) 

Thus, HPCP f u n h g  was not intended to support operational wsts of local programs 

beyond the program initiation phase. As will be seen, however, few local chapters 
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mamtained their fundraising efforts after their initial proposais and expected ongomg 

financial support fiom the HPCP project h d s .  This difference in perspective created 

considerable conflict w i t h  the project and will be discussed later. 

Overall, the position of disabled women's groups appeared enviable with respect to 

fimding opportunities. Interestingiy, the DAWN organizations were able to develop in a 

time of social funding cutbacks, including those to other women's groups (Phllips 1992). 

Being able to span the political agenda with respect to disability and womens' issues 

appeared to be important in DAWNts early f u n h g  successes. 

4.6.3 Characteristics of the Eealth and Disabled Women Project 

The overall goals of the DAWN project were to organize a self help network and to 

inform professionals about disabled women's health concerns [DOC-O 1 b] 

Pro! ect Ob! ect 
. . 

ives 

The DAWN project objectives were in the health promotion areas of health 

education, cornmunity development, and health planning and advcicacy The specific 

objectives as outlined in the final project proposa1 were: 

1 ) to help women with disabilities meet together to identiS, cornmon health care concems 

and ways of improving their own health; 

2) to build a self help network throughout Ontario to provide ongoing support to each 

other, to share information, and to advocate at the individual and group level for a more 

accessible health care system; 

3) to create practical public education twls; and, 

4) to establish sources of f u n h g  to ensure the ongoing work of the network [DOC-O 1 b]. 
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In contrat to the PUSH and HAGI disability cases, the DAWN Toronto group 

ernphasized organizational development as an explicit ob~ective. An unstated yet irnplicit 

objective was to involve health professionds in the project as advisors [DOC-0 1 b,04]. 

ganizational Structure 

DAWN Toronto had approximately 60 active members at the t m e  that the HPCP 

project began. Membershp in DAWN chapters was claimed for any disabled woman who 

attended meetings on a regular basis or who volunteered to help plan activities. Both able- 

bodied and disabled wornen were eligible to join the group, although infomai guidelines 

concertuns 'consumer control' were in practice. An annual general meetmg of members 

was convened to elect a board of directors and approve DAWN prograrn plans. The 

DAWN Toronto orgamzatson was transformed from an informal association to a formally 

incorporated organization during the course of this project. 

1 ) A five member DAWN Toronto board of directors was elected at the annual 

general meeting and had a 2 year tem. It developed the HPCP project proposa1 under the 

leadership of the foundmg chairperson of DAWN Canada who was a board member. 

Officially, the board had responsibility for project adrmnistration and reporting to HPD, 

however, in practice it delegated its responsibilities for the project to staff members. 

2) The board h e d  three employees for the project. The aforementioned chauperson 

resigned her board position to take the projeet coordinator role whch reported to the 

board on a monthly basis. The project coordmator and an assistant coordmator managed 

the project activities with the help of a part tirne bookkeeper. 

3) In 1990, the first year of the project, a group of five women fiom across Ontario 

formed a provincial advisory_committee. These cornmittee mernbers (1 able bodied and 

4 disabled women) were appointed idomally by local DAWN chapters for a three year 



tenn Two of the five committee members were fiom the parent DAWN Toronto 

membership, and one of these was a board member. The cornmittee was to meet twice a 

year in Toronto and reported officially to the DAWN board through the project 

coordinator. Over the course of the project, the advisory conunittee membership increased 

from five to eight persons as new chapters were formed. The advisory cornmittee 

members helped plan prowicial events, developed educational matenals, contnbuted to 

fhd-raising efforts, and promoted the DAWN project in their home communities. 

Eventually, this committee disbanded when the DAWN Ontario orgamzation was formed 

in 1997, with most of its members being elected to the new DAWN Ontario board of 

directors. 

4) Volunteers in each of the five participating communities twk responsibility for 

development of local membership and group activities These women were recruited by 

their local advisory committee member 

5 )  Consumers in each community attended workshops and self-help groups. 

Backmound and Roles of Other Partici~ants 

Professionals - There were specific attempts to increase professionals' interest III disabled 

women's health [DOC-O 1 b]. The HPD program officer recommended the involvement of 

professionals on the adwsory committee, and evenhially on the provincial board of 

DAWN, to ensure the support of other health w e  providers: 

. . . we will need to include people &om these (professional) fields at the 
beginmg of the project if we are to be successfbl in the longer temi and at 
the community level.. . without if there could potentially be problems in 
reachmg health care providers and bringmg them dong with the project. 
[DOC- 1 81 



However, while representation of health service providers on the advisos. 

cornmittee was proposed as a means for DAWN to gam credibility and acceptance in the 

longer tm, professionals' participation was primady at the local level. There was only 

one professional mvolved on the eight member advisory cornmittee in 1992. Professionals 

such as doctors, nurses, university professors, and organizations such as the Association of 

Ontano Health Care Centers, the Canadian Red Cross, and District Health Councils were 

involved in various other activities During the project, some professionals atîended local 

workshops to discuss women's health concems. Others attended a provincial symposium 

dong wth policy makers and planners. Professionals also reviewed the educational 

matenal and brochures whch DAWN staffproduced for dstribution to health care 

providers. Finally, disability awareness training was provided by DAWN volunteers for 

professionals who worked in health care centres. 

Further information regarding the numbers and characteristics of professionals m 

the project was not collected by the sponsor. However, a DAWN survey of 1 O 1 heaith 

professionds and organizations across Ontario indicated that, dthough 49% of the 6 1 

respondents wanted to be uivolved in the project, few actually participated [DOC- 131. 

Many of the professionals in the project worked for community health organizations, rather 

than institutions, and were accustomed to workmg cooperatively with cumrnunity 

members. Also, many of the women professionals who participated were reporied to 

express an interest in a feminist analysis of health issues (McComas 1993). 

In sum, the professionals who rlid participate appeared to be sympathetic to the 

goals and values of the DAWN organization. However, the DAWN goal of developing 

widespread interest of professionals in disabled women's health issues did not appear to be 

met. 



Bureaucrats - The KPD program officer for disability projects appeared to be insrrumental 

in inibaîmg the DAWN project. She contacted DAWN leaders repeatedly over a three 

year period proposing that a project could be funded. She then reviewed their proposal 

[DOC-Ol a] and negotiated substantial changes whch made it acceptable to others in the 

Health and Welfare bureaucracy [DOC-O 1 b,3,4]. One mernber of DAWN noted that the 

bureaucrat had: 

stretched the d e s  to the n" degree ... she's done a fantastic job in funding 
some of the t h g s  she's got fùnded.. , (DAWN 2) 

Mer the project was fimded, the project officer continued th s  type of strategic 

assistance on a bimonthly basis for the first year and then reduced her involvement, 

reportedly due to other HPD pressures on her time. This personal support appeared 

intended to lend practical support to the central project and also to influence the 

bureaucracies of HeaIth and Welfare and the Secretary of State in fùndmg groups of 

disabled women. As a result, bureaucrats fiom other federal and provincial agencies 

participated in local workshops and the symposium. 

In surn, women with disabilities participated as advisory cornmittee members, and 

as staff, board members, and local volunteers. In addition, able-bodied women health 

professionals and bureaucrats were involved strategically in the project. (See Table 6) 



Table 6. Participants in D A M  Health Project 

l PARTICIPANTS I 
L 

DIRECT . 
Advisory Cornmittee * * * 
HPD Prograrn Officer * 
DAWN Project Coordinator * 
DAWN Staff 

Volunteers ( 5 cornmunities)* 

Health Professionals * 
ILC Staff 

1 Consumers/women with 

Board of Directors 1 
Other Funders, Unions 1 
Semice Agencies - DHCs 1 
Health Professionals 1 
Extemal Evaluator 1 
Local Womens' Groups I 
Disability Groups 

- PUSH 
- COPOH 
- CAILC 

* = participant interviewed in this case study 

Proiect Administration and Leadership 

The project coordinator was a key participant and acted as an organizer, facilitator, 

and manager. As mentioned previously, the project coordinator had extensive experience 

in both women's organizations aiid disability groups. She had earlier facilitated the 

development of both DAWN Canada and DAWN Toronto, had a strong personality, and 

was fiequently mentioned by other community, professional, and bureaucrat respondents 

as being the dnving force behmd the project. The project coordinator wrote the project 



proposal, managed its unplementation, coordinated and trained local DAWN members to 

organize, and convened the advisory committee. 

Advisory committee members acted as local leaders and coordmated regional 

meetings, maintained communication with central project staff, and motivated other local 

women. Some commiaee members had suficient leadership skdls to organize local 

groups independently from the coordmator. For example, a disabled bureaucrat, who had 

experience in funding ILCs through CAILC, was a key organizer in one city. 

The DAWN project was intended to be decentralized, with local chapters having 

autonomy in defimg health issues and projects in their own communities. Although local 

chapters were encouraged to work closely with the project coordmator to develop their 

activities, they were not bound to do so. However, central project fûnds were allocated to 

local groups only if they developed activities anticipated in the funding proposal, for 

exarnple, organizing educational workshops. Chapters whch utilized other mechanisms. 

such as self help groups, did not receive the same degree of planning or hancial suppon 

for their expenses. Most of the HPCP h d m g  was devoted to s t f i g ,  consultants' fees, 

and central activities such as organizing the provincial symposium, advisory committee 

meetings, developing educational materials, and networkmg with other organizations In 

sum, the central DAWN managers had relatively tight control over project resources. 

DAWN staffclaimed that evaluation of the project occurred in two ways. During 

the first year, the project coordmator sent needs assessrnent questionnaires to women with 

disabilities regarchg their health amtudes and practices, and to health agencies regardmg 

the availability of specialized services for disabled women. Although these surveys did not 

evaluate the project per se, the information was used eventually to develop educational 

materials [DOC-07bl. 
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Secondly, an extemal consultant was h e d  to conduct an evaluation, in conjunction 

with the project coordinator, at the end of each project year. Evaluation information which 

they identified as being relevant to comrnunity participation included membershp 

characteristics, numbers of women, reasons for joining, benefits, and roles of professionals 

[DOC-1 11. However, evaluation reports for years I and II were not sent to HPD, 

supposedly due to delays in developing the evaluation plan. Furthemore, an extemal 

evaluation was not filed with DAWN's final report to HPD. 

Summary of DAWN Structural Characteristics 

DAWN had a complex set of structural characteristics which included both 

strengths and weaknesses. Among its principal strengths was the support of the federal 

bureaucracy both formally, in terms of f u n h g  prograrns, and uiforrnally through the 

advocacy of interested bureaucrats. DAWN also had supportive hnks with other 

community disability organizations (ILCs) which facilitated the developrnent of a network 

of semi-independent local chapters. Finally, in contrast to other cases, the DAWN project 

objectives explicitly included organizational development which allowed resources to be 

channeled legitimately in ths direction. 

However, DAWN also had a number of characteristics whch had the potential for 

impedmg its progress. Disabled women perceived that they had been excluded 

systernatically fiom other social movements and fiequently had to fight to have their issues 

addressed in disabiiity and women's organizations. Socio-political ciifferences between the 

Qsabled women compounded this problern and the project's focus on wntentious health 

issues and professional interactions was a risky venture. A reliance on key leaders such as 

the project coorduiator appeared to be necessary for motivational purposes, however, clear 

accuuntability and attention to administrative monitoring were lackuig. These were 
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weaknesses ui light of the need to develop a sustainable organizational structure 

DAWN Ontano network. The next sections present evidence of links between 

many of these structural factors and the cornmunity participation process. 

4.6.4 Types of Participants 

Women in the DAWN project were reported by DAWN stafTto have svnilar 

characteristics to participants in other cases related to disability, although again detailed 

records were not kept. Respondents noted that the majority of women were 30-50 years 

old and not employed at regular jobs, although some were enroled in educational and re- 

training prograrns. Most project participants were reported to be on disability pensions, 

had casud jobs, or were supported by their family or spouse nius, the DAWN project 

group appeared similar to the population of disabled women in Ontario with low incomes. 

As in other disability cases in t h s  study, there was a narrow range of participants in the 

DAWN organization. Most wornen in DAWN were reported to have physical mobility or 

visual impairments, whle  few women with psychatnc, developmental, or heanng 

disabilities were involved in the organization. In addition, although e h c  women were 

involved in some locations, few DAWN groups were reported to include aboriginal 

women. The types of participants in the DAWN project were intluenced by 

marginalization of the target group and by bureaucrat conflict of interest guidelines. 

Respondents reported that women who were recently disabled or who had led 

sheltered lives were prime targets for recniitment. However, these women were also 

reported to have problems with depression, fatigue, and inertia whch reduced their 

participation. A local organizer noted: 



Disabled women around here just sit back and they wait for everything to be 
done for them. You have to push them al1 the tirne, get them out, get them 
domg thuigs so they're not vegetating in their homes. Give them somethng 
to live for, let them know that there are people who are doing a lot more 
than them, give hem some self-esteem. (DAWN 5) 

Women with such problems attended self help groups and occasional public meetings. but 

were not active in the organization of the project. 

As women gained experience in the DAWN project, some becarne highly 

motivated, articulate, and encouraged others to joui. For example, one woman who had 

been involved in DAWN for a longer period of tirne reported that her motivation was to 

acheve changes in accessibility and political recognition of wornen's needs: 

We are not going to roll over and die. We are not g img  up. .I'm williny to 
go to jail. We're going to let people know what we think. I'm willing to 
have a police record to get change. (DAWN 5) 

However, even when hghly mohvated, participation was limited. Women reported 

that they were often too busy with health problems, family responsibilities and other 

commwty activihes, including meetmgs of other disability groups. Women were also 

intimidated by public or formal gatherings even when the subject was of conceni to them. 

One advisory cornmittee member sumrnarized the personal factors which limited her 

participation : 

From my own situation 1 know it's probably energy, politicization, and 
powerlessness, like nothmg is going to make a difference. (DAWN 3) 

Finally, some women were prevented fiom participamg by service providers. A 

volunteer described how professional dominance resûicted DAWN organizers' access to 

disabled women: 

The difficulty for us was in gettmg by the gatekeepers because many of 
them don? want us to meet the women, particularly where you have 
institutions and group homes where attendant care is provided. They 



certainly don't want them t a h g  to us and telling us they are unhappy with 
attendant care. ( D A W  2) 

In surn, &sabled women's marpalization seemed to be a potent factor in inhibitmg their 

participation. 

in one region, a few disabled women bureaucrats were also members of DAWN 

Accordmg to one respondent, who had been employed in a minisüy which fimded 

disability programs, govemment employees were cautioned by their supenors about beiny 

too involved with federaily h d e d  consumer organizations for nsk of being in a 'conflict of 

interest'. Presurnably ths involvement might mfiuence bureaucrats' abilities to judge the 

merit of disability projects objectively. f i s  caution uihibited her own participation in 

DAWN until she left the bureaucracy, at which time she becarne more involved [DOC- 

1 8a]. 

Overall, the presence of sympathetic bureaucrats and target group members on the 

inside of govemment decision making circles appeared to facilitate the priority of DAWN 

groups on the political agenda, their ability to get funding, and thus the involvement of 

disabled women in health promotion activities. Whle ths support may be criticized as 

being a potential conflict of interest for bureaucrats, it appeared cornmon and inevitable in 

an era of govemment f u n h g  of special interest groups such as women, ethn>c minorities, 

and disabled persons, al1 of whom populated the bureaucracy. 

4.6.5 Sponsor Strategies for Participation 

DAWN staff, advisory cornmittee members, and local volunteers recniited women 

with disabilities in ways s d a r  to the approaches used by other disability organizations. 
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Pnmarily, persona1 contacts were made by project staff with key local women In tum. 

these local leaders contacted other disabled women as well as women's groups and 

disability organizations. In addition, project staff sent mailings to health centres, 

Independent Living Centres, housing CO-operatives and other comrnunity agencies. 

DAWN staff also made presentations to conferences and published articles and inteniews 

in the media. Referrals to local DAWN chapters were requested fiom professionals and 

agencies such as Vocational Rehabilitation SeMces. Finaliy, one local group was 

fortunate to have a dnver for the local bus for the handicapped infonn disabled women 

about the DAWN project in their community. Thus, personal contacts were crucial m 

recmitment of marginalized women with few resources and little motivation 

In this section, DAWN organizational factors, such as leadership, prograrn 

linkages. and resource availability are shown to have duenced  strategies for the 

encouragement of participation. 

Leadersho 

The proj ect coordinator's leadershp skills and experience appeared to facilitate 

comrnunity participation suice she had contacts in many Ontario cities whxh facilitated the 

development of local DAWN groups. In four communities, the DAWN project 

coordinator played an active role in advising women how to organize initiai workshops on 

health issues and self help groups. Respondents fiom local communities noted that her 

role was crucial in their efforts to stimulate local DAWN activities. 

IJ aiuhsEs 

Women fiom only certain regions of Ontario were recruited in the project and 

provided an example of how program linkages uinuenced who could be involved. The 



project coordinator and local respondents reported that volunteers could not organize a 

DAWN chapter without ILC logistical support. Thus, wornen who lived in regions 

without lLCs and inquired about the project were not actively organized, but were only put 

on mailing lists to receive infornation about conferences and resource materials. 

Although these ILC linkages appeared to facilitate the recruitment of participants. they 

also limited the geographic range of the project. 

. . 
entrahzed Resource Admmstration 

As previously discussed, most resowces were allocated to central project activities 

whch were deemed by the project initiators to be crucial in the development of a D A W  

Ontario orgamzation. As a result, local DAWN volunteers complained that they had 

msufficient fùnds to adequately address the needs in local areas. For exarnple, they 

reported that lack of local project fùnds limited local DAWN groups' expansion of self 

help and advocacy programs into residential care facilities. 

However, local chapters were not very aggressive in seekmg their own funding. It 

was not clear that the DAWN organizers' decision to spend resources centrally had a major 

effect on partxipation in emerging local groups. None of the local groups appeared ready 

to expand their activities during the time &ame of thts shidy. For example, by mid-1992, 

DAWN chapters were established in only four of five target regions. Centralization of 

resources could have potentially inhibited recruitment and enhancement of local 

partxipation, but in ths case it did not seem that the local chapters were able to take 

advantage of these reçources. They appeared to need centrally based direction in order to 

gain enough experience, confidence, and skills necessary to progress M e r  on their own. 

Thus, a bottom-up decentralized management process with extremely marginalized 

women may not have been effective in promoting long term pmcipation. Nonetheless, 



the perception that central pnonties dominated local concems appeared to contnbute to 

conflict between the goups whch will be described later 

Limited Funds for Access and Compensation 

Finally, local DAWN respondents observed numerous logisticzl and financial 

constraints on the organization of participation ui both local and provincial actiwties. At 

the local level, transportation systems for people with disabilities required bookmg far in 

advance whch prevented last minute changes in meetmg tirnes. Even when arranged. 

lack of sufficient accessible transportation was a major constraint when 8- 10 women al1 

required transportation at the same time to reach a meeting. 

At the provincial level, mter-city meetings for advisory cornmittee members, 

especially for those from northern Ontario, were complicated by inaccessible transportation 

and accommodations, special diet requirements, and the need for attendant care [DOC- 

161. At both levels, there was msufficient chld care and a lack of suitable communication 

facilities for ~ s u a l l y  and hearing impaired wûmen. Local DAWN organizers perceived 

that these logistical constraints on pmcipation could have been relieved by mcluding 

adequate fûnds in the project proposd for access services, however, h s  was not done. 

Similar to other projects in this study, women in the DAWN case felt that lack of 

compensation for their time and advice to professionais and bureaucrats was a barrier to 

their fidl parhcipation: 

People sometirnes resent that they're asked to do çomethmg as volunteers 
when others are being paid $1 000 a day and then corne back and pick your 
brai .  They Say, Tm giving al1 the information but I'm not getting paid'. 
People feel that their expertise is very valid but it is not seen as valid 
because ifs not paid for. (DAWN 3) 
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Women did not feel they should be paid for organizational development activities such as 

iùndraisxng for the organization, but shodd be paid to participate in a focus group or to 

help conduct a workshop with professionals as part of the project's health education 

mandate. None of these avenues for compensation were included in the project proposal 

negotiated between the project coordinator and HPD prograrn officer. 

4.6.6 Participatory Roles and Activities 

DAWN members implemented a variety of project activities to address their 

objectives, begiMing with basic health education and support of individual disabled 

women. Local volunteers organized workshops, in conjunction with ILCs, at whch 

women expressed their experiences in trying to access and receive adequate professional 

are .  At these workshops, women practiced the assertiveness skills which they needed to 

improve their interactions with professionals. For example, women developed and 

practiced specific questions on topics such as Pap tests which they could ask professionals. 

Later, DAWN project staff and advisory committee members produced uiforrnation 

booklets whch outlined these issues and distributed them to disability and women's 

organizations. 

The DAWN sponsors recognized that individual awareness and skill development, 

achieved through health education prograrns, were not suficient to prepare women with 

disabilities for negotiating with health care providers. Group support was also necessary 

and was achieved through the DAWN network of local chapters. This community 

development process involved local group formation in the five communities, 

wmmunication links between groups, and a 'Speaker's Bureauf of women wilhg to 

address public and professional audiences. 



Factors such as D.4WN7s board and advisory structures, professional involvement, 

project objectives, and program Imkageç aected the roles of community participants in 

project activities. 

Lack of Board Involvement 

The onginal roles of DAWN Toronto board members, the advisory committee, and 

project coordinator were developed during negotiations on the original proposal by the 

HPD officer and board representatives, includmg the future project coordinator. The 

initial proposal to HPCP contained no references to roles for the board members [DOC- 

0 11. Extemal reviewers raised questions over h s  omission and they suggested having an 

advisory cornmittee composed of board rnembers only [DOC-031. Subsequently, the HPD 

oficer suggested that an advisory committee, uicludmg women from other cities as well as 

one board member, be organized to provide local stimulation to chapters as well as be a 

source of future board members for DAWN Ontario. She also recommended that other 

DAWN Toronto board members have some involvernent on project subcornmittees: 

"Basically this would ensure some board connecbon and thus, hopehlly, no surprises for 

d l "  [DOC-041. This bureaucrat's input appeared to influence the project direction as both 

these recommendations were presented in the final proposal [DOC-O 1 b]. 

In practice, the DAWN Toronto board appeared to have minimal involvement in 

the project from 1990- 1992 other than to approve the project reports to HPD. However, as 

individuals, the new charperson of the board participated in fundraising meetings with 

local politicians and one other board mernber served on the project advisory committee 

[DOC-161. Other Toronto board members took a less active role. At least three reasons 

are possible for ths hands-off stance and the lack of a clear role for the board in the 

proj ect . 
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First, board members may have felt that the formation of an Ontario DAWN 

network should be s u p e ~ s e d  by a provincially based group, such as the advisory 

committee, which would have more legitirnacy. A hstory of mfomal collective decision- 

m a h g  in DAWN may have inhibited the boards7 uivolvement, whch may not have 

wanted to usurp the advisory cornmittee's rights to organize its own network. Second, the 

project coordinator, as a founding chauperson of DAWN Canada and as a DAWN Toronto 

board member pnor to her ernployment on the project, may have been perceived to 

represent the board's interests adequately in the project. Third, the DAWN Toronto board 

was itself gomg through the process of incorporation and was inexperienced in 

organizational govemance. Eventually in 1992, with the election of a DAUW Ontario 

board whch represented members m the five local chapters, formal responsibility for the 

project passed fiom the DAWN Toronto board. 

Limited Advisorv Cornittee M a n d a  

The project advisory committee included experienced women fiom local groups 

who advocated a political action approach. Accordmg to the final project proposal [DOC- 

01 61, the advisory committee was intended to be of central importance, however. the 

eventual terms of reference of the advisory cornmittee were restrictive and indicated that 

committee rnembers were to be 'advisory' to staff, rather than to the board. Furthemore, 

the advisory committee was only to 'provide input', to 'assist in the development of 

literature', and 'assist in creatmg a provincial network' [DOC- 163, whch indicated its 

sewndary importance. The central role of the advisoq wmmittee appeared to have been 

dimini shed. 

As noted earlier, it was not until late in 1992, in the last year of the HPCP project, 

that most members of the advisory committee were formally elected to a board of directors 



for D A M  Ontario. Une woman was appointed subsequently to the board of the DAUTI 

Canada organization. 

In combination with a board of directors which did not assert orgamzational 

direction for the project, and an advisory committee whch did not have the mandate to 

direct it either, the project staff' were in a position to greatly uitluence the project's 

operational decisions. The HPD prograrn officer expressed doubts about the durability of 

ths organization whch relied so heavily on a few key amculate leaders: 

I'm not sure the ski11 development stuffgot done as  much as the health 
stuff.. .Someone is going to have to take some time, sort of t a l h g  and 
helping them and listening and doing those h d s  of things, to bring up their 
level of cornpetence. (DAWN 4) 

However, the HPD officer, who had been involved heavily m the early stages. did not 

appear to monitor the development of roles in the project: 

Because 1 haven't been able to keep up with the 
information, 1 redly quite fiankly have not had a sense 
of whether b g s  are worlung out or not. My sense is 
that they are OK now, and sometimes 1 hear othenvise, and 
1 thmk maybe my intution is off base here [DAWN-41 

This statement indicates that project evduation by HPD was Mmially non-existent once 

the project was implemented. 

Overall, there appeared to be two purposes of the advisory committee - to advise 

and assist in a limited way in the health project, and to gain organizational slulls to become 

mernbers of provincial and national boards of directors. Although the advisory cornmittee 

structure allowed the development of new positions for a small nurnber of local women 

leaders, their achial parbcipation in ths project appeared to be hampered by the lack of a 

clear mandate and by the absence of any evaluation efforts. 



Fear of Professronal Dominance 

DAWN held regional workshops to sensitize professionals to the needs of women 

with disabilities. Accordmg to one woman, the purpose of sensitization was to: 

. . .educate the doctors so that they will bewrne more modemlzed. A simple 
t h g  Iike having a table that lowers so that people can get ont0 it, really 
simple h g s  that they should have thought about by now. You wouldn't 
thuik a doctor would have an office you couldn't even get into. ( D A W  5) 

A DAWN volunteer reflected on the need for interacting with professionals: 

It was really important to have both consumers and health professionals if 
the end result was to educate, to change the health care women with 
disabilities were getting. If we had health care providers involved fiom the 
beguinmg, we would sensitize those individuals and also they would 
provide connections to their spheres of work and uifomation. (DAWN 1 ) 

However, project objectives whch emphasized interactions between marginalized 

disabled women and health professionals may have lirnited the nurnbers of participants 

Overall, the focus on professionals made women hesitant to participate 

since they feared being ignored, patromzed, or at risk of repercussions to their personal 

care. 

Generally, local DAWN members expressed caution about professionals and 

wanted them to play supportive, rather than leadership, roles in the project: 

. . .it needs to be consumer focused. If women without drsabilibes fiom a 
professional group came in and took some strong leadership roles in trying 
to get the group to go where it doesn't want to go, that would create some 
problerns. We're the ones with the disabihties. We know where our issues 
are. (DAWN 3) 

Some local groups developed their own approaches whch would maintain their 

control. For example, in one region, women compiled a list of health care professionals 
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whom they felt were competent in dealing with disabled women's health. In another 

region, ten disabled women formed a mixed consumer-professionai group to discuss health 

issues (McCornas 1994). Thus, some disabled women participated with professionals only 

if the process was managed to allow women an elernent of control. 

h Educat 
. . 

Shrfi From Healt ion to Advocac~ Obiectives 

As the project progressed. DAWN participants utilized planning and advocacy 

seategies to uifluence changes in local health facilities. DAWN members held local 

meetings to whch physicians, nurses, and therapists were invited to discuss issues of 

service accessibility and appropnateness of health care. Two advisory cornmittee mernbers 

also participated on Distnct Health Councils in their communities. 

Finally, the DAWN staff and advisory cornmittee planned a provincial symposium 

in 1992 for women, health professionals. and health care planners fiom institutions and 

govermnent agencies. The provincial symposium was used to discuss professional training 

curricula, as well as policies and programs to increase accessibility to health services. This 

symposium also culmmated in the election of a foundmg board of directors for DAWN 

Ontario. The organizers selected 'delegates' from DAWN chapters based on criteria which 

included disability type, geography, age, aboriginal and e h c  background, and 'other 

factorst whch appeared to refer to sexual onmation [DOC- 1 71. 

In contrast to other cases in this study, participation at the provincial advocacy level 

was not restricted to a few privileged DAWN leaders and appeared to involve a broader 

range of community mernbers. AdLtionally, the move fiom health education to advocacy 

did not reduce the number of community members who were involved. 



However. there were some negative aspects for comrnunity participation at the 

local level in this shift of objectives. A DAWN advisory committee mernber noted 

problerns with having both personal growth and political advocacy objectives: 

The difficulty with a DAWN group in many areas of the country is that you 
have a number of women who are at a stage of their development where 
they really want a consciousness raishg support group. There are a few 
others llke myself who have been involved in a lot of other h g s ,  who are 
into political action. When you try to put those two together at the 
grassroots level there's ofien conflict. (DAWN 2) 

Thus, intemal struggles between disabled women surfaced locally on the issue of 

participation for personal support versus public advocacy 

inkêpes with Advocacv G r o u  

As noted previously, the early development of DAWN chapters was facilitated by 

their linkages with ILCs. As part of the advocacy program in the later stages of the 

project. the DAWN Ontario central group also fomed alliances with other groups of 

women with mentaVernotiona1 (e.g. ,  Psychiatrie Sunivors) and physical disabilities ( e .  y., 

Women Living lndependently with Disabilities - WILD). In addition, DAWN advisory 

committee members met with able bodied women's health groups and women's groups 

against violence. A conunittee member noted that as the DAWN groups became more 

visible, the interest of other women's groups increased: 

. . . Women's Services (Secretary of State) Wt see disability as  somethmg 
they wanted to get involved in. They only moved since DAWN Canada has 
done extensive work for them on violence against women with disabilities. 
Since then a number of local groups through ECs started to do some work 
and on that level start to see women with disabilities as part of their 
wmmunity. (DAWN 2) 



In contrat to their earlier history of exclusion fiom active involvement in disability 

organizations, DAWN was invited to conduct advocacy activities in partnership with 

consumer organizations such as PUSH and COPOH. For example, the project coordinator 

represented DAWN on a vatiety of initiatives addressing dmg and alcohol addictions, 

sexual abuse by professionals, reproductive technologies, and community health centres 

[DOC- 1 O]. 

However, DAWN's advocacy activities with other groups were restncted largely to 

issues and participants at the provincial level. Members of local DAWN chapters were not 

involved heavily in advocacy because of their close luiks with ILCs, which were 

prohibited in theu federal fundmg arrangements corn doing so. Fomutously, the division 

of the DAWN project mto distinct central and local groups allowed some disabled 

women's participafion m provincial advocacy activities to occur. 

4.6.7 Influence of Participants 

Power dynamics in the DAWN project were reported between the proj ect staff and 

local groups as well as between disabled women and professionals. Leadership factors 

appeared to have both negative and positive effects on the d u e n c e  of comrnumty 

participants. 

1 ,eadersb 

There were a number of conflicts reporied between local groups and the project 

coordmator in the areas of resource management and govemance. The project coorduiator 

herself clairned that regional DAWN groups had autonomy in their local management: 



Usually I would be the only person comirig fiom the outside. We wanted it 
to be women w o r h g  on their own, so they would have control. ( D A W  
6 )  

However, in practice, there were negatwe consequences to local groups' atternpts to 

assert independence. Women in one cornmunity resisted suggestions fiom DAUW staff to 

hold workshops with pre-determïned topics as a means of forming a DAWN group: 

. . .it made no sense to me at ail in terms of an information workshop that 
would be t h g  at women, showing a film, and having what 1 thought 
were silly workshops where women wouldn't have a chance to talk and 
involve themselves. (DAWN 1 ) 

Instead, ths  group organized a consumer-professional group, whch did not follow a 

standard format, but consequently received less support and financial assistance. This 

caused resentment among the women who knew of the resources which other groups were 

receiving . 

. . .I  was quite hstrated that we weren't getting some, or more, of this money 
fiom the provincial project. It's a real strain to have th s  project and not be 
acknowledged that it's going well (DAWN 1 ) 

A DAWN organizer in another city stated that she was not even aware that resources 

might be available fiom the central project for local activities. 

A second example of power dynamics involved the adviso~y cornmittee. The 

project coordinator and advisory wrmnittee members were supposed to plan the project's 

central activities together, using data fiom surveys of workshop participants whch 

identified consumers' concems [DOC- 12,13,14]. Advisory conunittee respondents noted, 

however, that the project coordinator maintained control over the process of central project 

planning. For example, requests to include more local (i.e., outside Toronto) 

representatives on the advisory conmittee, and to have the cornmittee meet occasionally in 
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other cities, were rejected [DOC-15,161. Paradoxically, the coordinator herself remarked 

that over-reliance on one person was undesirable: 

If the leader dominates a group too much some people may stay 
away.. .Sometimes they don't get the cummunity involved as much. (DAWN 
6 )  

Thus, with the leadership of a powemil project coordinator who did not 

acknowledge her own control, a restncted advisory committee mandate, and the hands off 

approach of the board of directors, the DAWN coordmator appeared to hold mon of the 

power in the central project. As the former chair of DAWN Canada, the project 

coordinator was able to initiate the project, resign her DAWW Toronto board position to 

take a proj ect staff' position, and then direct the project wtually unimpeded This 

manoeuvre rnay technically have been a conflict of interest, however neither the HPD 

officer nor DAWN Toronto board members appear to havt chdlenged it. 

Expenenced Cnassroots Leadership 

In contrast to this example of central control, another dunension of power dynamics 

was observed in the interaction between a local group of disabled women and health 

professionals. These disabled women, who were experienced in community organizing, 

detemiined the basic conditions under whch they would be involved in a mixed 

consumer-professional group. One of the conditions was that "the planning, 

implementation of activities and decision makmg for the cornmittee was to be wntrolled 

by women with disabilitiesH [DOC- 191. Other conditions whch the women suggested 

appeared to reflect the marginalized experiences whch had dominated the women's lives: 

It started off as basic as 'You cantt Wear a whte coat'. That tells you a lot 
about how people perceived how health care professionals were going to 
interact with them. We sifted out some of that stuc got it down to a basic, 



'We make the decisions. This is what we expect fiom you and the bottom 
line being that if we don't 1Ae you we can ask you to leave.' ( D A W  2) 

Thus, the group was to have a majority of consumers and be able to withdraw the 

membershp of professionals if there was serious disagreement. 

The women developed a contract with these t m s  and conditions and sent letters of 

invitation to 53 local health organizations requesting written responses to a set of 

questions. The responses from women professionals made a significant impact on the 

group : 

We got I 1 replies which was really açtounding. That was the most 
empowering meeting. When 1 arrived at the meeting with the 1 1 replies 
people were astounded, excited, shocked, amazed that sornebody actually 
agreed to these conditions to work with us. ( D A W  2) 

M e r  inteniews, five health professionals were selected to joui the group of ten 

women. Mixed groups of Qsabled and professional women then sought out appromately 

50 women wth disabilities living in institutions and in cornmunity settings to discuss their 

concerns with the health care system. Some of these women then participated in other 

meetings and workshops, thus establishing a local DAWN chapter. 

In spite of these niles and safeguards, one professional was selected with 

reservations, whch ultirnately resulted in a conflict with the group: 

We chose another woman who we reaily dicin't want. We made the decision 
to accept her, not because of what she said, but because (of where she 
worked). We felt that was a key position to have.. .in retrospect we al1 thuik 
we may have made the wrong decision. .. We get the sense she's there 
because her boss told her she should be there. She's not really bought into 
the process in the same way the others have. The challenge we face is 
whether we stand up to our contract and ask her to leave. (DAWN 2) 



Thus, even with explicit consumer control guidelines defined in advance by the 

local D A W  group, there were structural aspects of professional influence, such as 

employrnent position, whch could not be controlled by the disabled women Overall, 

however, these local DAWhT members maintained considerable controol in their project 

activities. 

However, the benefits did not just accrue to disabled women. A professional 

respondent reported that she benefitted personally fiom involvernent in the local consumer- 

professional goup since she leamed both about disability fiom a woman's perspective and 

about gender issues fiom a disability perspective. Other health professionals supported the 

aims of the DAWN project and introduced the topic of disabled wornen's health into their 

chnical practices and classrooms (McComas 1994). 

Nurnber of Participants 

It was difficult once agam to determine the number of active participants in the 

DAWN project. Organizers estirnated that approximately 500 women participated in 

some aspect of the project during the time f ime  of ths research. However' this esthate 

included women who merely attended local workshops as  consumers and had no other 

active involvement in the project. DAWN organizers estimated the number of active 

parhcipants to Vary from 10 to 30 women in each of five local groups, although detailed 

records were not available. This uiformation indicated a relatively small number @erhaps 

100- 150) of active participants in ths new provincial organization. 

An indicator of low interest in participation was gained fiom a survey of disabled 

women across the province early in the project. Of 520 questionnaires circulated to 

disabled women, only 94 (1 8%) were returned. Of these respondents, only 49 (52%) 

offered to actively volunteer in the project workshops, while 56 (60%) offered to distnbute 



information [DOC-121. These low estimates of active parhcipants should cause some 

concem in health promotion funduig agencies which might believe projects' claims to 

have a broad based impact. 

P O S ~  script 

DAWN groups were established initially m five Ontario cities by local project 

volunteers, with a M e r  two groups (Sudbury, Hamilton) whch obtauied othe-r fundhg to 

begm activities in 1 993. One local DAWN chapter disbanded in 1993 due to mtemal 

struggles whch were related to ideological differences on advocacy. 

Beguining m 1992, DAWN Toronto received fundmg f?om the Ontario Muustry of 

Citizenship and Culture (Office for Disabled Persons and Ontano Women's Directorate) 

for a variety of new short term projects. However, with subsequent provincial cutbacks to 

funduig, DAWN Toronto dissolved in 1995. DAWN Ontano, on the other hand, 

continues with funding f?om the federal Department of Human Resource Development. 

4.6.8 Case Discussion 

This project had complex goals for individual improvement as well as 

organizational development . Thus, participation had both ' empowerment and 

'organization' purposes. That these goals and purposes for participation were only 

achieved p a d d y  appeared to be largely due to a lack of effective organizational structure 

and the teticence of a mitrguialized target group. 

Nonetheless, in the face of discrimination and attitudinal barriers based on both 

gender and disabdity, the ability of disabled women to develop local, provincial, and 

national organizations was remarkable. The emergence of these o r g ~ t i o n s  was in 

reaction to, but also depended on, the feminist and disability movements since they 
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allowed some key leaders to gain slulls, experience, and self-confidence in organizmy. 

However. DAWN Ontario did not develop from the grassroots but fiom a top-down, KPD- 

dependent group. 

There appeared to be two major groups in this case - the dominant, educated, 

experienced board members, staff, advisory commitîee members and bureaucrats who 

dnected and supported the project; and the more numerous local disabled women who had 

minimal involvement in the organization. The cornmunity members who were involved in 

the DAWN health project were prirnarily iow income women with disabilities and 

reflected the target group's general characteristics, especially m t m s  of marginalization. 

poverty, and unemployment. 

A number of structural factors appeared to be important in partxipation HPD 

staff, playmg what appeared to be accepted as intemal bureaucratic advocacy roles, were 

influentid in securing funding for disabled womens' projects. However, there were also 

bureaucratic policy guidelines whch limited the roles and nurnbers of disabled bureaucrats 

who could be permdly involved. The HPD program officer was highly suppoave of the 

project, if not partisan, and could be faulted for allowing DAWN to develop unchecked 

after her initial intensive activiîy. 

The DAWN organizations were clearly in transition. DAWN Toronto's strategy of 

h a h g  both central and local organizational structures and activities was intended to 

sirnultaneously develop grassroots and central capacities of the new DAWN Ontario. 

Having an autonomous mgankation with standard govemance structures such as a board 

of duectors, however, was not a guarantee that community member recnitment or 

empowerment would occur. Powerful individual staff and an unusual project goal (i.e., 

coordination of the establishment of a provincial network by a single Ontario chapter) 

appeared to complicate the role of a hands-off board in ths project. 
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Overall, leadership was the key stnicturd factor in deterrnining the participation of 

wornen wth disabilities m the DAWN project. Leadershtp by the board of directors was 

clearly lacking, although the reasons for this are not completely clear Leadership by the 

provincial advisory committee, whch had been proposed as the principal mechanism for 

disabled women's contro1 of the project, was never Mly realized. The advisory committee 

structure appeared to be under-utilized, being only a mechanism to stimulate the 

establishment of local groups, to develop educational materials, and, perhaps to build skills 

for future board members. These purposes are not inconsistent wth  a well-managed 

project, however in this case, there was little voice for grassrwts members. In spite of 

convincing examples of leadership potential in some local activities, it is apparent that 

control of the central project was assumed by a single DAWN s ta f f  person with 

considerable experience, energy, and charisma. 

One could argue that strong central leadership was essential if the project was to 

achieve two of its formidable objectives: re-education and planning with powerful health 

professionals and developuig a provincial network of disabled women. hdeed, the project 

made modest gains in both of these areas, whle involving a similarly modest number of 

disabled women. Thus, central leadership allowed the DAWN Ontario organization to 

develop in contrat to its earlier (1 985-86) efforts (Stone 1988). 

GTassroots autonomy was absent, perhaps justifiably so, considering the need for 

centrai management to prevent a second failure of the organization. However, the 

facilrtation of a strong ongoing provincial network rnay also have been hampered by ths 

example of centralized control. Overall, DAWN's strategies for organizationd 

development, requiring a hi& degree of leadership, were in confiict with its goals for 

personal empowennent, whch required a more inclusive decision-makmg process. 



4.7 CASE COMPARISON 

The cases studied have provided illustrations of how smtctural factors in health 

promotion organizations are associated with particular wmponents of cornrnunity 

participation processes. Through a cornparison of these cases, h s  chapter focuses on 

developing an understanding of how, when, and why these specific factors influence 

participation in local projects. Rathm than develop a typology of cases based on structural 

characteristics, whch is not appropnate because the cases are few and ofien sirnilar m 

structure, each principal structural factor is analyzed showing its relationshp not only to 

community participation. but its comection to other stmcturd factors as well. This 

approach sets the stage for elaboration of issues related to key finduigs and their 

significance to health promotion and community partxipation in the Discussion Chapter. 

The principal structural factors which were identified in the case studies are 

grouped conceptually into the three dimensions of structure. See Table 7. 

Table 7. Principal Structural Factors in the Community Participation Process 

ECONOMIC DIMENSION 

HPCP Funcimg Policies 
- îhtd fêderai resource 
ammitment 

- selection of preferred 
grow 

- shift to partnership 

Administrative Practices 
- inconsistent payment of 

cos& 
- inappropriate guidelines 
- inadequate evahation 

HPD Staff involvement 

SOCIAL 
CULTURAL 
DIMENSION 

Socio-demograph ic 
Characteristics 

Target Group Stigma 

ORGANlZATIONAL 
DIMENSION 

Technical Bt Ideological Reputations 
Service & Advocacy Mandates 
Restrictive Target Group Mandates 
Advocacy Objectives 

Preoccupation wah Resource Mobilization 
instrumental & Political Program Linkages 

Govemance Mode1 
- e W  on participant positions 
- e f k t  on power dynamics 
Type of Leadership 
Proféssional involvement 
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Ln ths comparative analysis, the ewdence for uifluence of political-legal-economic 

factors in the HPD bureaucracy and community participation are discussed first, as these 

are common across al1 cases. Next, socid-cultural factors whrch are associated with 

participation of disadvantaged persons m the cases are reviewed. Finally, the chapter 

presents the organizational factors whch afYected the participation process. 

4.7.1 The Political-Legal-Economic Dimension of Structure 

As defined earlier, the political-legal-economic dimension includes ideology, 

political entities, legislation, and economic systems whch facilitate or limit community 

participation. The political-legal-econornic dunension also includes policy decisions to 

include or exclude certain groups fiom participatory programs. Participation in the five 

cases was influenced by several common factors in the political-bureaucratie milieu, 

specificaily, HPCP fundmg policies, overly directive admuiistrative guidelines coupled 

with a loose management style, and the performance of HPD bureaucrats. 

P Fundinn Policies 

Target group fûnding policies and practices in HPD strongly duenced  who 

actually participated in the program in three ways. First, h t e d  federal resource 

cornrnitments to HPCP are discussed. Second, the effects of the HPD priorization process, 

the project solicitation process, and bureaucrats' advocacy on selection of certain groups 

are presented. Thdly, the innuence of a policy shfi to partnershp fùnding is described. 

a) Limited Federal Resource Commitrnent to HPCP 

At a macro level, political priorities always d u e n c e  participation through the 

allocation of resources to particular sectors. A former HPD manager noted that, in a 



general sense, federal health promotion funding policies intluenced the selection of target 

groups, and therefore the involvement of specific constituencies: 

If the govemment says the pnorities are in dmgs and there are only monies 
available to work in those areas, then the cornmunity participation d l  be 
limited to those people who see these as important issues, or are desperate 
enough for money that they'll do anythmg to get it. (E-9) 

Health and Welfare respondents and documents asserted that the HPCP was a 

showpiece for demonstrating the importance of comrnunity participation projects for 

dsadvantaged groups. However, a number of contradictions undermined t h s  claim. Fust, 

there were few resources allocated to the HPCP in cornparison to centrally-conbolled 

operational praj ects and to professionally-wntrolled target issue proj ects. This inevitably 

limted the participation of disadvantaged groups. 

Second, even though a key strategic focus of the HPCP was to facilitate 

organizational capacity building of local community organizations, fùndmg terms were 

bnef (32 month average for 16 projects in Ontario). The goveniment's short t m  fùndmg 

of demonstration projects warrants comment. Longer term f u n h g  would be necessary if 

the strategic goal was actually to achieve solid community priority-setting, staff trainmg, 

and development of viable community management structures. Clearly, ths was not the 

case in the HPD. Instead, short term f i i n h g  resulted in dependency on HPD and 

unredistic expectations being placed on small community organizations, a number of 

whch (PUSE?, DAWN) did not survive &er federal f u n h g  was texminated. 

Thd, project renewal policies were conducted in an ad-hoc manner. Extension of 

projects was supposed to be based on performance, however, there were no effective 

evaluation rnechanisms utilized by HPD nor sponsors. Instead, some organizations 

(PUSR ICHC, DAWN) were flooded with requests from federal and provincial fimders to 



submit additional f u n h g  proposds. For example, one sponsor (PUSH) was essentially 

granted wre fundmg under HPCP, whch was contrary to Health and Welfare policy By 

f u n h g  a succession of projects to PUSH over an extended 5 year period. HPCP 

supported an organization whch conducted public advocacy activities for a pnonty target 

group. Ths appeared to indicate the importance attached to the political support of certain 

organizations whch were in the position cf being allies, or altemately, of being cntical of 

the govemment (Pal L 1993). 

The impact of these policies was that, rather than providmg an oppomuiity for 

community organizations to fully develop themselves to do health promotion work, the 

HPCP was a loosely conceived 'demonstration' that federal health promotion fùnding 

could be inserted at the local level. 

b) Selection of Preferred Groups for Participation 

A second policy-related d u e n c e  on target group partxipation was the KPD 

priorization, solicitation, and selection process Accordmg to senior W D  respondents, the 

five target groups in the KPCP fiom 1987-1991 were identified as disadvantaged groups 

which had been supported traditionally through Health and Welfare's programs. However, 

the groups chd not have a sutficiently high profile (in contrast to seniors and persons with 

AIDS) to merit their inclusion in the priority target issue Stream. Thus, although these 

groups were of lower pnority, they still merited attention due to their disadvantaged 

position (children/youth), or to their emerging political influence (women, persons with 

dtsabilities). 

A priorization process, conducted on an annual basis, was intended to rank the 

groups in order of their preference for HPCP fùndmg. In practice, certain biases could be 

detected. For example, Health and Welfare Canada's own intemal evaluation had 



recommended that chldren, youth, and low income persons should be assigned the highest 

pnority in the HPCP. Disability groups were considered to have lower pnority since their 

needs could be met by provincial and local cummunity h d m g  prograrns (Health B 

Welfare Canada 1989). Nonetheless, of the 16 Ontario region projects reviewed in this 

study, eight projects involved disabled persons whde only three involved youths, and only 

one specifically addressed low income persons (Appendix B). Projects which addressed 

poverty as a principal focus were rarely funded and bureaucrats clairned that identifjmg 

community organizations whch were interested in the needs of people with low inwme 

was difficult. However, the failure by senior bureaucrats to designate an Ontano staff 

member to facilitate project proposals specifically with this target group may have been of 

greater importance. 

A second bias appeared to occur in the project solicitation process. When the 

HPCP was widely publicized in the early years (1 982-83), 700 project applications were 

received annually whde only 100 could be approved for f u n h g  (Health & Welfare 

Canada 1985). To reduce ths  demand in fùture years, HPD staffsolicited proposals only 

penodmlly, and primarily fiom groups which they knew duectly, in preference to m a s  

public mailmgs. However, they also sent application forms to other eiigible organizations 

on request. By 1987, HPD d l  received five tirnes as many applications as could be 

fùnded (Health & Welfare Canada 1989), indicating that the restricted solicitation strategy 

was only partiaily effective. In sum, target group priorization and project solicitation, 

whch ultimately determined whch target groups and what types of community mernbers 

would be involved in the program, became narrowly controlled. 

HPD respondents clairned that the failure to formally establish long t a  priority 

target groups, as had been done for the target issue stream of HPCP, was due to the desire 

of HPD staff, external interest groups, and political staff to influence the annual process of 
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pnority setting However, there was no clear evidence that the latter two groups 

influenced pnonty setting in the HPCP. On the other hand, program officers, with theu 

comrnunity development experience and personal luiks to target groups, advocated that 

specific organizations be placed on the HPCP fiuzding agenda. For example, the 

pnorization of women with disabilities as a target group occurred because program 

officers in mfferent regions mounted a campaign to d o m  colleagues about the pmcular 

needs of tliis group, whch were not being met by either dsability or women's groups. 

Thus, the legitimacy of the new group was established gradually through intemal 

promotion by program officers in conjunction with extemal pressure nom disability 

consumer groups, such as DAWN and CAILC. In this situation, there were so few 

disabled women's groups in Canada that pnorizing ths target group meant selectiny 

DAWN for fùnding. 

Senior HPD respondents acknowledged that target group identification was not a 

neutral activity, but an example of political priority settmg. Lobbylng practices were 

accepted by senior HPD staff, as long ths did not appear to represent the personal interests 

of program officers. However, with govemment staff occasionally being part of target 

groups, such as women and persons with disabilities, it was difficult to maintain neutrality 

and a conflict of interest situation may have occurred for one or more staffmembers. 

What was the actual impact of ths narrow target group priorization, solicitation, 

and selection process on comrnunity participation? One important effect appeared to be 

the overweighting of disability projects in the Ontario region. Based on this study of 16 

projects, it is dinicult to conclude why disability groups received hgher pnority. 

However, the persuasive character of the HPD program officer for disability rnay have 

been responsible. Bewley (1 994) has noted that consumer organi7;itions may be fostered 

to meet the needs of bureaucrats to be involved with target group cornmunities in order to 



consolidate their uifluence w i t h  govemment. Whde it is not possible to attnbute this 

motive to the HPD program officers, their lack of ongoing involvement m most projects, 

after their initial intense activity, supports the view that they primarily gained credtbility 

w i t h  HPD for stimulating new organizations. In such cases, HPD follow-up and support 

for the highly valued 'organizational capacity development' was lacking, to the ultmate 

detnment of these temporary star projects. 

c) Shft to Partnership Forms of Health Promotion 

A thrd major uifluence of HPD policies on local wmmunity participation was the 

increasing emphasis that was placed on funding partnerships. The motivation of senior 

HPD staff towards partnership participation appeared to be innuenced by legitunate 

concems about federal fiscal limitations, the lack of representativeness of membershp in 

target group organizations, the low impact of small scale projects, and sponsors' inabilities 

to develop viable organizations. 

The new funduig focus withn HPD was on partnershps of local community groups 

with professionals, academics, and bureaucrats whch would focus on special target issues. 

One bureaucrat noted: 

With Healthy Communities there was an atternpt to bring the players 
together. It was different 6om lookuig at proj ects, to look at &astructues 
That is the work of program officers, directors and bureaucrats to see the 
connections between projects, ideas and &astmctures. (E-5)  

Thus, with the advent of fhding to w~~llmity-wide intersectord programs such as 

Healthy Communities and Strengthening Community Health, the HPD focus appeared to 

support participation of c011l11l~ty organizatims, rather than mmmunity members. 

Although HPCP projects continued to address their target groups' needs, they were 

duenced  by this shfi since their activity plans were approved on a year-to-year basis and 



ihey were encouraged to increase partnershrp and networkmg activities. As noted 

previously, ths  shfi to partnershp was also supported by local agency stfisince it 

assisted the development of advocacy activities whch they felt were important. 

The policy of funding collaborative issue-based projects was clearly distinct fiom 

fiinduig target groups. On a conceptual level, the new approach of fostering 

mûastnictures, such as wmmunity coordmating cornmittees, supported a neo-corporatist 

model of consultation with community groups, govemment, and service providers. 

However, consumer groups had concems that non-target group rnembers were being 

brought in as partners and that consumers would lose the control to whch they had 

become accustomed d u ~ g  the 'ernpowerment' phase of the HPCP. 

In the area of disability, for example, the original fùndmg strategy of Health & 

Welfare Canada focused on supportmg individual gassroots organizations (Phdlips 1991). 

During the late 1980's and early 19903, however, this ernphasis shfied gradually to 

f u n h g  partnershps among organizations of persons with disabilities and non-disabled 

professionals, academics, labour, and business persons. A D A W  member, who was a h  

an ex-bureaucrat, observed that the shift : 

. . .is very dis-empowering to disabled persons because it hasn't built in 
enough safeguards to ensure that we maintain control over the process. And 
the feds don't want us to have that control. It's too problematic to work 
through the process. (DAWN-2) 

Even a former HPD manager noted that community influence was reduced: 

(The comrnunity) had a fair amount of influence at the beginnuig when it 
was more open-ended. As the govemment mandates became imposed on 
the programs, they had less rnfluence. (E-9) 

Community respondents feared that thts trend was shiftuig planning and 

organization back to a professiondy-dominated model which was perceived by HPD to be 



more efficient and capable of achiewig broader health effects. Whxle it could be argued 

that uifrastructure development and networhng were functions with which federal level 

bureaucrats should have been more familiar and capable, h s  mode1 of parhcipation had 

the potential for loss of target group influence, in spite of formalization of the partxipation 

process. 

Findly, community members expressed concem that these partnerships and 

networks were becommg velucles to promote federal govemment political issues, rather 

than target group needs. A disabled woman commented that a networlung strate= was 

believed to be more visible politically and appealing to the general public than fimduig 

srnall local projects: 

. . . they like to see people Say they're doing a great thing . . . National Access 
Week, Independence '92, al1 of that M i s  built on the premise that we in 
Canada have done a marvelous job .. . My sense was that really what they're 
into is a rnove to a lot of glitz and glamour m govemment f u n h g  with very 
little substance. (DAWN-2) 

The danger of community organizations being coopted through partnershp strategies to 

support current political priorities was perceived by some cornmunity members as a real 

problem. 

Thus, the early target group approach had allowed commmity mernbers the 

potentxal to gain lhited control of their projects. This approach generally followed the 

phi lo~phy of organizational capacity buildmg and the purpose of participation as 

'organization' and 'empowennent'. However, when organizational difficulties and the 

minimal rate of retuni of these projects became evident, the bureaucracy retumed to a 

target issue approach with which it was more familiar. The evidence suggests that HPD's 

policy shfi to target issues and partnershps at least partly contributed to the redirection of 

HPCP projects, and thus community members' roles and activities. 
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In sum, the funding policies of the HPD shifted over tune away fiom a target group 

approach whch supported a narrow range of favoured groups and comrnunity 

organizations, and whch also had limited capacity to unplement health promotion over the 

long t e m .  Networkmg and coordination of activities between agencies began to be 

enwuraged, but new partnership strategies seemed to preempt community member control 

of their own health promotion activi~es. 

CP Admimative Pract ' 
. . 

Ices 

A second major political-bureaumatic factor involved administrative practices 

w i t .  the HPCP. Three aspects of t h s  admstrat ion affected the ability of comrnunity 

organizations to implement participation programs. First. the influence of inconsistent 

payment for participant costs, includmg volunteer honoraria, is described. Second, the 

appropriateness of guidelines for participatory smctures is discussed. Thudly, the effect 

of a lack of evaluation is presented. 

a) lnconsistency in Payrnent of Participant Costs 

Paymg target group members to participate in projects as volunteers, advisory 

cornmittee, or board members was a wntroversial strategy. Financial incentives for 

indwiduals ' participation were not supported readdy by HPD guidelines on allowable 

expenditures. HPCP dowed volunteer honoraria only for certain discrete volunteer 

activities whch resulted in a product ( e g ,  collectmg s w e y  data in the PUSH project) 

rather than for attendance at organizational meetings. However, al1 sponsors recogmzed 

the value of material incentives and believed that these increased the numbers of 

participants and the consistency of their participation. Some agencies (ICHC, ICYP, 

HAGI) secured lunited resources fiom other funders to pay a d l  number of community 

members as volunteers. Th~s practice appeared to have a symbolic value in encouapg 



the participation of others who aspired to these positions in the fùture Completely 

'voluntary' projects may have had even less potential for securing individuds' participation. 

However, the policy which dictated that volunteers were not to be compensated 

neglected the issues of oppoxtunity costs of participation (i.e., by participating, a person 

gave up the opportunity of eaming income elsewhere), and created inequity between well- 

paid sponsor and professional parttcipants and unpaid community volunteers. For 

example, in the ICYP Street youth project, stafftried to acheve long term cornmitment of 

the youths by paying them for their tirne and advice. However, ths strategy was at odds 

with the HPD view that the project activities themselves were intended to benefit the 

youths and they should not be compensated for volunteering. This disagreement illustrates 

an inwmpatibility between health promotion programs whch assume an mherent value in 

cornrnunity participation versus disadvantaged community members' perceptions of theu 

own needs. 

Overail, HPD guidelines goveming honoraria for volunteers caused considerable 

resentment between sponsors and cornmunity members and negatively affected the ability 

of sponsors to organize cornmunity volunteers m most of the projects (ICYP, PUSH, 

HAGI, DAWN). However, the inability to interview non-participants in projects limits the 

conclusions that can be reached as to the importance of financial incentives. Studies in 

other provincial jurisdictions have reported that restrictions on volunteer honoraria in 

hedth promotion planning had s d a r  negative effects on participation (Yazdanmehr 

1994). The important issue of providing compensation for voluntary contributions by 

disadvantaged persons in health promotion will be explored M e r  in the Discussion 

Chapter. 

Lack of h d r n g  for duect participation costs was also a problem. Initially, it 

appeared to the researcher that HPD d e s  were being applied inequitably to projects since 



a few groups received some participant support costs (child care, transportation, 

accessibility) whle others complained that they did not. There seerned to be three reasons 

for ths discrepancy. First, HPD project officers rnay not have offered consistent advice to 

applicants on th s  issue due to their preoccupation with networkmg and other bureaucratic 

work. Second, community project sponsors may not have been adept in estimating the 

costs of participation. It was evident that projects whch applied initially for pamcipant 

support wsts received some fûnding as long as details were completely specified. Thts 

strategy, however, was not always feasible for grassroots groups whch had yet to develop 

detailed action plans that required consultation with comrnunity members who had not yet 

been recruited (DAWN. ICYP). Third, the HPD administrative system may have been 

inflexible and wesponsive to the needs of target group participation. Groups whch 

applied to HPD after project approval to change their budgets were less successful in their 

efforts, since HPD utilized a ~ ~ O ~ O U S  budgetary approval procedure that allowed only 

interna1 budget changes on an annual review basis. At this tirne, requests for extra budget 

resources couid not be approved 

In sum, disagreement on the need for volunteer honoraria, incompatibility with a 

federal budget approval system, HPD stafîinconsistency, and the inexperience of 

comrnunity agencies appeared to contribute to sponsor difficulties in securing support wsts 

for participation. These problems further illustrate the contradiction in HPD's emphasis on 

organizationd capacity building as the focus of the HPCP, versus the actual operation of 

the prograrn. 

b) Inappropriate Guidelines for Participation 

A second HPD administrative d u e n c e  involved a variety of guidelines to manage 

the participation process. HPD promoted the formaliraton of community participation in 



local projects through mechanisms such as incorporation and the formation of advisory 

cornmittees. However, few projects had specific operational objectives in ths  regard and 

thus had limited resources for development of organizabonal structures. Projects whch 

had monies avadable for organizational development could spend tirne developing their 

organizations (DAWN), whle others had to bmow time fiom other project goals (HAGI, 

PUSH, ICHC, ICYP). Some projects were already part of incorporated organuations 

(ICYP, PUSH, ICHC). Other projects (DAWN, HAGI), in wmplying with HPD advice 

to become more formalized, seemed to follow the letter of the incorporation law, but not its 

spint. 

In addition, guidelines for participation did not fit each target group equally well. 

As seen in the ICYP and ICHC cases, youth participation was not easy to achieve on the 

same basis as adult participation, due in part to the necessity of havsng adults manage the 

project finances. Similar problems were docurnented in other Ontario HPCP projects 

involving persons with developmental and neurological hsabilities and women ex- 

offenders with substance abuse problems. These problems seemed to represent 

contradictions between a fornial, unifom approach to pamcipation guidelines and 

implementation realities in specific target groups. 

Even in adult projects (DAWN, HAGI, ICYP), community respondents noted that 

participatory mechanisms suggested by bureaucrats, such as comrnunity coordmating 

cornmittees, inhibited the participation of grassroots members who did not have experience 

in these venues. Community rnembers complained that excessive time was devoted to 

organizing cornmittee functions and interactions with each other, rather than in addressing 

health and social concems of the target group. Thus, federal directives to develop 

participation structures at the comrnunity level did not attract widespread public interest or 
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support, although the individual sponsors who were directly involved in these formal 

structures appeared to have an interest in them. 

Finaily, although fomal incorporation requirements often delayed the initial 

implementation of projects, they were supported generally by local groups as the price to 

pay for HPCP funding. However, this focus on organitational capacity buildmg, public 

accountability, and representative decision-making, whch HPD staff respondents 

specified as one of their primary goals for participation, was not matched by necessary 

resources or planning. Again, HPD principles whch ernphasized local capacity building 

and community development appeared to be beyond its own capacity. 

Overall, the effect of HPD ' s admuiistrative guidelines for community participation 

was less clear than in other jurisdictions whch have set formal legislative mandates for 

participation (Giaell 1 983, Green 1 994). A comparative study would be informative to 

determine the relative importance of this factor to partxipation. 

c) Lnadequate Evaluation Practices 

A third aspect of HPD admuustrative practices whch duenced  parhcipation was 

its focus on evaluation. HPD7s lack of evaluation and monitoring appeared to decrease the 

amount of information about parhcipation strategies whch was avdable to project 

sponsors. Withm the entire HPCP f u n h g  program, HPD wllected little information 

specifically about commmity participation, except for a brief general rating of 

participation by a sample of 1 00 funded projects (Health & Welfare Canada 1989). As 

noted previously, evaluation ratings indicated only a moderate degree of public 

participation in proj ect planning, implernentation, and evaluation. Although ths 

evaluation was an in-house activity, and would not be expected to offer a negative view of 



the program, the evaluators were still critical of the reported degree of comrnunity 

pamcipation. 

A M e r  review of project reports and correspondence in these cases indicated that 

a lack of interest m evaluation at the govemrnent level filtered down to local projects In 

the sponsorsf quarterly reports to HPCP, financial matters were reported in detail, but other 

information about projects was given less attention. Changes in HPD reporting formats 

appeared to d u e n c e  this minimal presentation of information. Early @re- 199 1 ) quarterly 

reports were in the form of narratives in whch sponsors described cument project 

objectives, activities, and plans for the fiiture. The focus on cornmunity participants was 

prirnarily in tems of reported benefits. At t h i s  time, sponsors h t e d  their evaluation of 

the process of cornmunity participation to reporting the nurnber of target group members at 

public events or the nurnber of people who received educational matmals. In efforts to 

document the participatory nature of their projects, some sponsors even claimed that less 

active members of groups, such as those on mailing lists, were actively involved in the 

decision-makmg process. For example, a disabled woman in Thunder Bay was 

simultaneously counted as an active member of the HAGI, PUSH, and DAWN projects. 

By 1991, HPCP required projects to submit their reports on standardized fonns to 

ensure a more consistent and readable reportmg format. Ironically, this new requirement 

drastically reduced the volume and detad of uiforrnation whch project sponsors reported, 

includmg information about participation of target group members. As a result, little was 

actually reported about participation in the projects and HPD staff had linle uiformation on 

whch to give feedback. In two study cases (PUSH, HAGI), a more complete intemal 

evduation was perfonned, partly to meet a requirement for the extension of funduig. 

However, even in these detailed evaluations there was vimially no attempt to determine 

the quality, depth, or efiectiveness of participation [HAGI DOC-19, PUSH DOC- 1 1 A]. 



HPD respondents explained these h h g s  by noMg that uiitially there were 

difficulties in identifjmg and implementing appropriate evaluation indi cators regardmg 

comrnunity project processes. and ths  has some validity. Subsequently, however, HPD 

staff developed indxators for 'increasing public participation' and 'strengthening 

community groups', but did not apply them to actual projects. Again, this appeared to 

refiect the a c t d  importance of community participation to the bureaucracy, apart from its 

symbolic value. By faihg to mode1 good evaluation practices, by not demanhg local 

evaluation reports, and by uûlizing monitoring mechanisms whch limited the amount of 

useful mformation, HPD ensured that feedback was limited, particularly conceming the 

range and d u e n c e  of participants. This in tum allowed sponsors to develop widely 

divergent styles of community participation accordmg to their own ideas. 

HPD Staff Invoivement 

The thud major political-bureaucratic factor affecting participation concerned KPD 

staff involvement in the projects. By 1987, regional HPD staff were responsible for 

admuü st ering HPC P target group proj ect s, for coordmating local target issues proj ect s and 

regional aspects of national projects, and for consulting with provincial health promotion 

authorities. While the HPCP budget for target group projects remained relatively constant 

(!Pl million), the total nurnber of HPCP projects (target group and target issue) across 

Canada increased fiom 108 in 1986-87 to 240 in 1987-88. National level programs 

increased simultaneously . Since staff levels in regional offices increased by only 1 5% 

during this time period, all KPD respondents claimed that program officers had increased 

responsibilities in other program areas, with less direct contact with HPCP projects and 

less time for target group development. These changes in workload also coincided with 
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the perception of regional staff persons that they expenenced a loss of influence over 

setting HPCP target group pnorities. 

Bureaucrats seemed to play mediating roles between commumty members, 

professionals, and the broader bureaucracy to facilitate the involvement of multiple 

interests in projects, rather than focussing specifically on target group member 

participation. For exarnple, HPD staff' were instrumental in recruitmg bureaucrats f?om 

other federal and provincial ministries to be involved on project advisory committees, 

although t h s  was acheved with mixed success. HPD program officers also helped in 

community member recruitment in some disability projects (PUSH, W G I ,  D A W )  by 

arranging Iinks between community groups. 

Although individuai bureaucrats provided support for strategic planning in some 

disability proj ects (PUS H, DAWN), direct involvement of program officers in local 

projects varied greatly Th~s  appeared to be due to personal working styles of bureaucrats, 

to the needs of specific project groups, and to the availability of bureaucrats' tirne. 

Generally, HPD stafhvolvement was heaviest at the beguuiuig of projects and declined 

later. Thus, HPD staff were not very involved in the development of project advocacy 

activities, whch usually ernerged later in the projects, 

B y 1 992, the principal roles of program officers had shified fiom the stimulation, 

planning, and monitoring of individual projects to being sources of information about 

fundmg and about other groups workmg in the area. niis  role change also coincided with 

the HPD's shfi in focus to networks and partaerships through the HPCP. However, ths 

shifl presented a dilemma to Ontario program officers who expressed concern that some 

sponsor organizations did not yet share their ideAstic 'ernpowerment' vision of 

participation, nor have &&nt organizational s u s  to implement participatory s~ategies 

on their own. Consequently, some HPD program officers continued to contribute 
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significantly to the design of local projects (HAGI, DAWN), includmg the development of 

strategies for involving cornmunity members. Over the time fiame of th s  study, however, 

there was decreasing bureaucratie support and monitoring of the development of local 

participation. 

Overall, the s u p e ~ s o r y  process may have compromised government accountability 

phciples. Certain program officers appeared to take the side of cofnmunity groups over 

the govemment by accepting mfiated estmates of local cummunity participants and by 

neglecting evaluation requkernents. However, in the context of the HPD and its ever- 

shifting approach to target group health promotion, this loose performance seemed to be 

tolerated since the interests of the senior HPD bureaucracy had moved on to more exciting 

ventures. There was little pressure on prograrn officers to monitor small KPCP projects 

closely. To the degree that this was a politically motivated f i i n h g  program for target 

groups, HPD stanperfiormance did not contradict this overarchmg purpose. In addition, 

senior HPD stafTrecogmzed that the political benefits of the program far outweighed the 

costs of its loose administration. 

Pal ( 1  993) notes that during the 1970's a similar phenornenon occurred in the 

Women's Program of the Secretary of State, whose admuiistrators held themselves 

accountable to the women's movement rather than to govemment priorities. Pal also notes 

that women bureaucrats were able to do ths due to the relative invisibhty of the Women's 

Program within the bureaucracy . Ibis invisibility rnay have been similar for those HPD 

staffwho were ùivolved in snd local projects, especially after new high profile target 

issue and national health promotion programs were put in place. Regardless of the 

question of intemal accountability, however, the impact of minimal supervision by distant 

bureaucrats on local project participation appeared to be significant. It may be important 

to study whether the sustainability of community organizations is directly related to project 



support and supervision. especially for small target group organizations The interplay of 

bureaucrats' personal advocacy for target groups and their preferred style of work may also 

be an important element in the study of publicly h d e d  participation programs. 

This section shows that political-legal-econornic factors had major effects on the 

selection, support, and management of HPCP local projects. These factors uidirectly 

determined the types of participants in HPCP projects and the organizational strategies 

whch sponsors used to mobilize community members. 

In surn, rhetorical suggestions that govemment fùnding prograrns could enable 

comrnunity participation and capacity building served to motivate local agencies. As well, 

individual bureaucrats were cntical in stimulatmg local comrnunity organizations to apply 

for funding However, fundmg policies for target group prograrns were developed 

inwnsistently and were uifluenced by HPD staff preferences. Furthemore, bureaucratie 

follow-up was neglected, due in part to a lack of clear plans for policy implementation in 

the HPCP. Restrictive admuiistrative practices wnceming project financial guidelines and 

organizational structures also seemed inappropriate for small scale agencies. Proj ects ' 

geographic remoteness from support in Toronto and Ottawa complicated the matter. The 

consequences for local projects were expectations by HPD of empowerment and 

parûcipation, but without practical support. 

Overall, the claimed agenda of the HPCP, to support grassroots participatory health 

promotion orgSLILiZations, was limited principdly by its strategy of short tenn funding. A 

lack of long t e m  cornmitment was accompanied by a policy SM to funclmg partnerships 

and networks whch emphasized macro level planning and domat ion sharing, rather than 

micro level project management. Consumer organizations, whch were less wdmg and 

able to adapt than traditional senice agencies, fiagmented and began to disappear. Thus, 

HPCP provided oppomuiity structures for local agencies to develop ternporary 
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participatory project s, but simultaneously provided little overall support or direction. The 

fit between federal expectations of sophsticated project implementation and the realities of 

disadvantaged fragile organizations was poor. Overall, one can conclude that a political 

b c t i o n  of the HPCP was evident, m a time of general support for social interest groups. 

4.7.2 The Social-Cultural Dimension of Structure 

As defined earlier, the social-culturd dimension of structure includes influences 

(attitudes, noms, values) from social relationshps which have developed hstorically, such 

as dependency and marginalization of minority groups and women. The social-cultural 

dimension also includes the socio-econornic nature and interests of various groups. The 

target groups being addressed in these five cases were persons with disabilities, youth, and 

women, al1 of whom experienced poverty, rnargirialization, and discrimination These 

groups were selected for attention in the HPCP with the assumption, based on an 

'empowement' understanding of participation, that in addition to the practical needs whch 

could be addressed by health promotion, the groups had a right to programming which 

could improve their individual conditions. In addition, the groups had a right to participate 

collectively in joint activities. This participation, however, was uihibited by two key 

factors in the social-cultural dunension of structure - sociodemographic characteflstics and 

target group stigma. 

. .  . 
ocio-c Gra-s rn P m  

A gradient of participation occurred across a number of basic sociodemographic 

factors. Although a variety of ages were represented in the cases, there were few seniors 

(older than 50 years) and young chddren (under 13 years). Youth projects (ICYP, ICHC) 

included those 13-22 years of age, whde other projects (PUSH, HAGI, DAWN) included 



perçons primarily 30-50 years old. No youths were involved in the disability consumer 

organizations. The minimum age necessary to be a mernber (1 6 years) or director (1  8 

years) of an incorporated agency in Ontario may have h t e d  the involvement of youth in 

these membershxp-based projects. This restnction on youths' participation in management 

illustrates an mcompatibility between goals of youth involvement and self-managed 

projects as the prefmed foms of comrnunity organizations for hedth promotion funcimg. 

There were generally equivalent numbers of men and women reported by staff to be 

involved in projects, except in HAGI and DAWN where women predominated. Women's 

lower workforce participation was cited in only one case (HAGI) as a reason for the lugher 

involvement of women. Project objectives also influenced gender ratios, since there was 

some evidence (PUSH, HAGI) that advocacy activities were preferred by men over social 

support and self-help activities. In addition, there were sigmficant attitudinal barriers to 

women's participation noted in two projects (ICYP, ICHC), whch eventually required the 

formation of separate women's groups. 

Accordmg to case respondents, there were few aboriginal participants in the 

projects. This imbalance was also reflected in the lack of aboriginal projects (1 of 16) in 

the Ontario region. Ethnic community members were evident only in the ICHC and 

DAWN projects. Finally, community rnembers with very low inwmes or educational 

levels were reported to have low involvement. They usudy participated as clients and 

volunteers, rather than in more responsible project management positions. 

Age, gender, incorne, and educational levels have been reported previously to be 

related to community participation (Sills 1 968, Cohen 1980, Godbout 198 1, Eakin 1984). 

However, the mechanisms by which sociodemographc status affects participation are 

cumplex and contentious. Persuns who have to concentrate on meeting their basic Living 

'needs' may not participate as e*ersively (Widrner 1987). This explmation is supported 
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in these cases by the mtually unanhous desire for financial compensation for volunteer 

participation. However, an 'incentive' explmation for non-participation also seemed to be 

relevant, in that many disadvantaged community members were reported to disbelieve that 

there would be valued benefits for their participation efforts. Similarly, the 'civic culture' 

of participation in mainstrearn health promotion activities may not have been relevant for 

those fiom ethmc and aboriginal groups. Finally, sponsors noted in these cases that it was 

particularly difficult to combine individuals fiom different income groups in the same 

activities, since lower incorne members felt labelled negatively and not welcomed as equal 

participants. n i is  may explain the comrnon f i n h g  that project benefits accrue to more 

privileged community members (Sills 1968, Watt 1988). 

As a counterpoint to these explanations based on sociodemographic differences. 

Cohen (1 980) and Wandersman (1 98 1 ) suggest that fixed elements of target group status 

may be less important to participation than non-stmctural factors such as the immediacy of 

the issue to target group members and their length of residence, stability, and experience in 

the community. In these cases, pmcipation of many target group members seemed to be 

limited fùndamentaliy by their slow personal progress in self-help activities. 

Inexperienced target group members were not generally interested in managing health 

promotion projects and required significant stafF support for admuustrative tasks which 

required financial acwuntability and reporting skills (HAGI, ICYP). These limitations 

may reflect the degree of powerlesmess in dsadvantaged target groups and the time 

required for personal changes to occur (Wallerstein 1992). 

Overall, the particular target groups selected by the HPD had a number of 

sociodemographic disadvantages which have been reported to be associated with low 

levels of community participation in other areas of public health (Godbout 1 98 1, O'Neill 

1992, Sullivan 1995). Although plamers expected m e  difficulties in recruiting 
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pmcipants, they did not appear to have anticipated the narrow range of partxipants in 

most projects, and HPD staff expressed concem about 'representativeness' of the groups. 

Ultimately, however, HPD's focus on fundmg separate target groups in the HPCP seemed 

to reuiforce these exclusions, rather than bringing diverse sociodemographc groups 

together. 

m a  Toward Targt Group~ 

Stigma is defined as a personal attribute whch detracts fiom the character or 

reputation of a group (Neufeldt 1988). However, in a sociological sense, stigma is also a 

social relationshp marked by exclusionary attitudes towards general conditions such as 

poverty or disability. In these study cases, attitudes toward marginalized target group 

members by sponsors, professionals, and bureaucrats were reported to affect participation 

significantiy (ICYP, PUSH, ICHC, HAGI). Some professionals and bureaucrats 

patronized comrnunity members or discounted their abilities to make rational decisions. 

Other professionals reportedly exercised subtle power dynamics by mtellectudimg 

discussions, by inattention to community member views, and by limiîing the tirne spent in 

meetings wrth community participants. Furthemore, rnargmalizing tactics were duected 

usually at the target group as a whole, rather than at specific inuididuals with whom 

professionals were interacting. This supports the conclusion that a general stigma was 

associated with the status of being in a target group. hterestmgly, this dynarnic was 

repeated w i h  target groups themselves (e.g., stigma regarding gay youth, 

developmentally disabled persons, and lesbian women). 

HPD's target goup f u n h g  policy and lobbying by bureaucrats for the inclusion of 

particular interest groups (e.g., disabled women, ethmc youth) was intended to support 'at 

risk' groups whch supposedly had issues in common. However, these strategies may also 



have redorced the exclusion of other subgroups whch were not specified, such as 

institutionalized disabled persons and gay and lesbian street youth who were even more 

marginalized. Guidelmes for target group inclusion were not specified clearly by HPCP 

and each project appeared to use its own criteria to fom compatible groups. 

Consequently, the representativeness of these small organizations, especially those which 

were organizing province-wide advocacy activities with a mal1 nurnber of active 

part~cipants (PUSH, DAWN), could clearly be questioned. 

Thus, intemally and extemally derived stigrna seemed to have a limiting effect on 

wmmunity participation. Woelk (1 992) has suggested that those who have Imitations 

imposed by their social environment (e.g., stigrna, lack of oppominities) may not believe 

that they have the nght to participate. This viewpoint has been demonstrated in the 

litsahire on powerlessness, learned helplessness, and empowment (Wdlerstein 1992? 

Rappaport 1987). Wallersteïn (1 992) and Woek (1992) fùrther suggest that marginalized 

groups are both excluded actively and fragmented intemally and thus are unable to 

organize. As a consequence, disadvantaged persons may develop a world New that open 

participation with non-marginalized persons will not be productive for their sunival. 

Th~s  section on social-cultural structural factors illustrates an important issue 

Ultimately, participatory programs are intended to decrease differences in status, in 

resources, and in opportunities on the philosophicai principle of equity. Although target 

group members had the right to participate, they ofien did not do so because of 

sociodemographic factors, which reflected a variety of dubitkg mechanisms, and 

stigmatizing attitudes of other participants. nius, subtle social closure mechanisms were 

operative whch resisted the dominant rhetonc of participation (Scott 1 990). The choice of 

particular groups of disadvantaged persons may indirectly detemine a low level of 
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participation whch is both inherent in their disadvantaguig condition (e. g., povertv, 

disability) and also reuiforced by systematic exclusion through stigma. 

4.7.3 The Organuational Dimension of Structure 

As dehed  previously, the organizational dimension of structure includes 

administrative networks, procedures, and amtudes of planners whch shape the decision- 

m a h g  process. ûrganizational stmctural factors afTecting participation in these five 

cases are presented in three groups. The first group consists of factors which reflected the 

reputations and responsibilities of the sponsor agencies. Specifically, sponsor agencies' 

histones, their program and target group mandates, and specific project objectives 

uuluenced the types of participants and the strategies whch agencies used for recruitment. 

echnical and Ideological Rmutations 

Sponsor organizations were al1 pre-existuig cornmunity voluntaq associations 

whch operated other community health and social senice activities for whch they were 

known ui their communities. The history of most sponsor groups (ICYP, PUSH, HAGI, 

ICHC) in organizing projects was a powerfu1 motivator in attracting target group members 

to health promotion activities. For example, ICHC staffgradually developed a public 

reputation among ethnic leaders for their compassion, interest, and cornpetence in e t b c  

health issues. This reputation gave it a 'technical expertise' in certain activities and 

services whch attracted e h c  participants. Similariy, the ideologxal positions of some 

sponsors (HAGI, PUSH) gave them a 'moral authority ' , whch attracted participants. For 

example, PUSH developed a reputation as a promoter of disability rights in the province 

and was able to mobilize consumer interest in the KPCP project based on ths position. 



Sponsor organizations which worked with transient groups (ICYP). or groups with 

internal divisions (DAWN), had more difficulties in using their reputations to attract 

participants. Drake ( 1992) notes that a common history of struggle will mobilize a group 

but that t h i s  cm be difficult to institutionalize and sustain, especially if the group has low 

internal cohesion. An interestmg proposition for further study is the extent to whch the 

stability and cohesion of a group affects participation in social rnovements. 

Service and Advocacv Program M a  

Program responsibiiities were related to these reputational factors. Sponsor 

organizations had 'program mandates' (their position on a service-advocacy continuum) 

and 'target group mandates' (the particular target group being addressed). 

All of the consumer organizations (PUSH, HAGI, DAWN) had overall goals to 

advance the positions of disadvantaged perçons through advocacy ancUor to meet the 

specific needs of members through service (HAGI, DAWN). The remaining agencies 

(ICYP, ICHC) had program mandates to provide health and social services to high risk 

groups (street youths, ethmc families). Advocacy activities were secondary prionties on 

the whole for service agencies, although ICYP did shft in ths direction later in its STD 

proj ect . 

An emphasis on service mandates tended to restrict the roles and influence of 

cornrnunity members since, in these cases, sponsor staffwere accustomed to working with 

target group members as passive clients ratha than active partners. Many services 

involved hierarchical providedclient relationships, rather than self-help or mutual aid 

interactions, which assume more equal status between organizers and community 

members. Although power dynarnics were evident in service projects, it was difficult to 

distinguish their effects fiom the dynamics of adult-youth relationships. Overall, service 



agencies seemed to view the service to individuals as a sufficient benefit in itself More 

active participation of target group members in project management was perceived by 

these sponsors as a potential conflict of interest for target group members who rnight 

increase their personai benefits at the expense of others. 

ûrganizations with advocacy mandates tended to focus on public benefits, for 

example, policy changes and promotion of the organization as a legitimate player m the 

field. Advocacy roles in projects were assurned generally by a few community members 

with more experience in the organization. The d u e n c e  of wmmunity members in these 

groups was facilitated suice advocacy was in opposition to extemal interests such as 

professionals, who were perceived as a threat (PUSH, HAGI, DAWN). Ln sorne projects 

(HAGI, DAWN Central), however, an advocacy mandate did not give individual 

community members much influence w i t h  their organization and only masked 

expressions of intemally focussed power. 

One can ask why individual community rnernber d u e n c e  was lackmg in these 

advocacy organizations. Although advocacy style orgamzations tend generally to have 

members who are ideologically-oriented and who make strong commitrnents to 

pdcipation (Sills 1968), ths may not be the case in organizations of disadvantaged 

persons who rely on others to speak for them. The relative Werences in status and 

experience b e ~ e e n  leaders and other more marpalized target group mernbers may 

ensure that leaders assume wntrol in order to achieve the public benefit goals of the 

organization. A study of leadership and member characteristics in advocacy organizations 

versus service agencies, in both disadvantaged and general community populations, may 

be helpful in delineating the efEects of progra. mandates, leadership, and disadvantaged 

status on participation. 



. . 
estnctwe Tarnet Group Mandates 

A h r d  organizational factor related to agency responsibilities involved their target 

group mandates, or their bias towards particular disadvantaged groups. Limited target 

group mandates in these cases appeared to restrict the range of comrnunity members who 

were involved. Most agencies used a nanow approach to target group definition (HAGI. 

PUSFI, ICHC, DAWN) such that particular groups (e-g., persons with developmental and 

psychatIic disabilities, Afro-Caribbeans, aboriginds) were not included readily. Fears of 

being overwhelmed with cornplex issues of disability stigma and racial tension may have 

been factors underlymg t h s  restriction. 

In these projects, target group mandates appeared to be set by the p ~ c u l a r  histov 

and ideology of the agencies, however, it should be noted that they were also lnfluenced by 

fiuiduig cnt&a established by a variety of bodies (Muiistry of Health, Health & Welfare 

Canada, CAILC, Secretary of State) which required specific target group identification for 

f u n h g  eligibility. HPD staffencouraged some agencies (HAGI, DAWN) to broaden 

their focus to be more inclusive yet at the same time, appeared to support a narrow view in 

its own selection of projects. For example, in the Ontario HPD office, records indicate that 

there was over-selectton of agencies with mandates in physical disability (versus 

developmental and psychtatric disabilities) and in chdd and women's agencies (versus low 

incorne and aboriginal agencies) . 

The agencies in this study recognized their narrow ranges of participation and 

atîempted to redress situations by encouraging individuals fiom excluded groups to 

participate, but only as individuals, not as represenîatives of excluded organizations, and 

not at project management levels. S d a r  problems with narrow ranges of participants 

have been noted in other Canadian studies (Stone 1988, Lord 1988). However, the 

Litmature also suggests that certam ideologies, such as feminism and Marxism, can 



overcome concems about goup  heterogeneity in community development projects (Litwm 

1986). It may be useful to examine whether or not there is a broader range of participants 

in health promotion projects whch utilize these ideologies. 

. . 
Advocacv Ob ~ectives Limit Grassroots Involvement 

Actual project objectives, their source, and their shfi over t h e  were a fourth 

organizational factor related to agency responsibilities whch uitluenced participation. The 

five HPCP projects diffesed in their project objectives but generally followed the lifestyle 

(ICYP, ICHC) and social structural (DAWN, PUSH) streams of health promotion. These 

objectives generally fitted the senice-advocacy mandate dichotomy previously mentioned. 

One proj ect (HAGI) incorporated both approaches. Few proj ects had explicit participation 

objectives and most appeared to view community participation as a process, or strategy, to 

implement projects rather than as an outcorne, or end in itself Ibis appeared to contrast 

sigmficantly with HPD views of participation. 

Service projects with lifestyle objectives (ICYP, ICHC) put primary emphasis 

initially on direct contact with target group members. Gradually, however, orgamzers used 

general education and the media to contact the public and considered that dissemination of 

the program and materials to a wide variety of audiences wnstituted comrnunity 

participation. However, these latter participants were largely passive recipients of 

uiformation . 

In advocacy projects with social structural objectives (PUSH, DAWN), a small 

number of participants with considerable depth of involvement undertook advocacy work. 

These groups placed little emphasis on the dissemination of health education matenals, yet 

also cl aimed that inactive, or uifirequently active, target group members were represented 
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in the project as participants. These participants could be considered to be passive 

recipients of increased status and influence through their affiliation with the organization 

A pro~ect with a mixed focus (HAGI) attempted to have comunity participants 

support each other m peer groups as well as participate in negotiations with providers to 

improve access to services. There was a wide range of participants in this project - fiom 

those acquiring basic Me skills to those participatmg in advocacy and lobbymg. However. 

this dual focus also required the sponsor to establish mechanisms for participant transition 

fiom basic to more advanced project information and advocacy activities. Cornmunity 

members were considered to be 'potential participants' benefitmg both fiom public 

information and advocacy activities. 

It has been reported elsewhere that the nurnber of parhcipants depends on whether 

project goals are selected by staff or by community mernbers (Wandersman 1 98 1 ). In the 

study cases, project objectives were largely set by staff in consultation with HFD 

bureaucrats. In three cases (ICYP, HAGI, DAWN) community members had n o m a l  

opportumties for suggesting changes in project direction, but these were implemented 

rarely. These findmgs correspond with Wandersman (1 98 1 ) who noted that participants in 

community programs generally have little effect on the instrumental goals of prograrns. 

He attributes t . s  lack of impact to a fdu re  of organization, rather than to the process of 

cornmunity participation itself, although the hduigs in t h s  study demonstrate their tight 

luikage. 

In the HPCP projects, community participation appeared to be affected particularly 

by changes in project objectives. There was a gradual trend in most projects (except 

ICHC) to move from promoting activities for personal change to promoting activities for 

structural change. Some shfts to advocacy in these cases were planned (PUSH, DAWN), 

but others came about in response to cummtmity member (ICYP) or board (HAGI) 
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pressure. Some sponsors (ICYP, PUSH) may also have shfted their attention to advocacy 

objectives, at least partly, smce this approach was less demanhg  on their resources 

This trend toward advocacy is consistent with fmdings in other cornmunity development 

settings (Jackson 1 989). 

A shfi in objectives fiom health education to advocacy in three projects (ICYP, 

PUSH, HAGI) increased activities for a few individual community members, but 

decreased the overall numbers involved in the projects. Only in one project (DAWhT) did 

a larger number of participants bewme involved through the shft to advocacy - but this 

may have been due to the stage of development of the project and its strategic mandate to 

develop a women's network. 

There are a number of possible explanations for these findings. An absence of 

wncrete tasks and outcornes in advocacy work may explain community member inactivity 

(Sills 1968). Godbout (1 98 1 ) has also noted that consumers are more interested in goals 

related to adaptation of conditions (e.g.,  access and expansion of addiction services in 

PUSH), than in technical innovations (e.g., art therapy techniques in ICHC), or 

transformation of relationships (e.g., DAWN and HAGI). Iftrue, this consumer mterest in 

changing social conditions presumably would have led to increased participation in 

advocacy activities rather than less, as was observed in these cases. Perhaps since service 

needs were still being met (ICYP), and since addiction was a stigmatizing issue (PUSH), 

community mernber participation in advocacy was less likely to occur. Again, the issue of 

disadvantage appeared to be important. 

HPD's lack of project monitoring complicated the problem. Except for one case 

(HAGI), there was little feedback to agencies on how a shift towards advocacy in their 

project objectives affected participation. HPD staffmay also have been reluctant to 

question h d e d  groups too closely in the event that this might interfere with project 
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completion or embarras the HPD. Finally, HPD's own policy shfi fiom a target group 

approach to target issues, community networks, and partnerships supported, and perhaps 

instigated, some of the projects' changes in objectives. Shfis to advocacy and s e ~ c e  

planning networks not only fit the emerging hedth promotion ideology, but were closer to 

prefmed styles of bureaucratie work and gave the impression that program impact was 

much larger. 

Thus, there were serious implications of a shfi toward advocacy m these 

disadvantaged grassroots groups. Advocacy work required refiaming target group issues 

into political t m s  in order to address structural conditions of health. However, this 

strategy had the concomitant risk of dienation over tune fiom grassroots groups which had 

continuing service needs. For example, PUSH utilized its regional rnedxrship only early 

in the drug and alcohol project. As the project received a number d h d i n g  extensions, 

there was less activity at the grassroots level and community members had their needs met 

through local ILC's. However, the PUSH advocacy group was not well lmked to the 

coalition of Independent Living Centres. This was due as much to a perceived divergence 

of goals between the organizations as to the COPOH-C W C  policy, supported by federal 

funders, to separate individual advocacy ffom collective advocacy in the disability 

movement. Ultimateiy, ths separation of advocacy interests and s e ~ c e  interests lefl 

PUS H without political and practical support during an organizational crisis. Further 

implications of a SM toward advocacy activities on community participation in 

disadvantaged groups will be elaborated upon in the Discussion Chapter, as this is a key 

health promotion strategy. 

This section illutrates that reptational and programmatic factors were important 

in the ability of sponsors to attract co~~llllu!nity members. Factors such as agency history, 

program and target group mandates, and project objectives were related directly to 
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cornmunity members' motivations to participate in projects. Reputational mechanisms 

provided a degree of self-identity and autonomy to the agencies which facilitated target 

group member confidence and involvement. Thus, some social movement characteristics 

were operative (Castells 1 983, Touraine 1 98 1 ) . However, agencies were also very 

dependent on state fûnding and maintenance of the reptations of agencies among fùnders 

required fiequent innovation in project responsibilities. Frequent changes in project 

mandates, objectives, and activities had serious implications for grassroots participation. 

A service approach was important for satisfymg some of the instrumental problems 

of disadvantaged persons, but ultirnately lirnited the duence of target group members due 

to tradittonal service and professional berarchies. On the other hand, shsfis to an advocacy 

approach allowed a more direct focus on social change objectives, yet mhibited grassroots 

participation. Thus, neither approach directly facilitated individual empowemient. In 

sum, there seemed to be a fundamental tension between the rhetorical promotion of 

participation as a cure-al1 strategy and its practical application as a means to acheve health 

promotion proj ect objectives. 

A second group of organizational structural factors reflected resource management 

issues which uifluenced the agencies' abilities to recniit participants. This set of factors 

included sponsors' resource mobihtion strategies and linkages with other wmmunity 

programs. Both factors appeared to be strongly dected by HPD policies and practices 

and illustrated an duence of the political-legal-economic dunension on participation 

dynarnics at the organizational level . 



Sponsor Pre-occupation with Mobiliuna Resources 

Al1 project sponsors and many comunity respondents claimed that there were 

insuficient federal financial resources to operate the projects adequately, and in particular 

to support comurüty member recruitment and participatory activities. Nonetheless, 

sponsors managed to complete most project objectives, although usually with only a 

moderate degree of public involvement. Claims of insufficient f u n h g  appeared to have 

validity in those cases in whch activities were focused on community members' immediate 

needs (HAGI, ICHC, ICYP), the volume of whch were difficult to predict. On the other 

hand, funding appeared to be adequate in cases in whch activities were focused primarily 

on networkuig and advocacy (PUSH, DAWN). 

Whle each case in t h s  study had a secure project budget for its funding term, al1 

project sponsors claimed that they had few options to obtain supplernental funding for 

projects. However, it also appeared that sponsors and the HPD failed to plan the project 

proposals adequately. This must be considered a serious administrative shortcoming 

whch afYected participation negatively. For example, lack of financial resources 

decreased cornmunity participation directly by Iimiting transportation, chld care, and 

special access devices for target group members. The effects of inadequate resources on 

participation have also been reported recently in other health promotion projects (Farrant 

199 1) and in comunity care planning for people with disabilities (Bewley 1994). 

At the organizational level, project sponsors responded to the challenges of h t e d  

reçources with one or more strategies whch had repercussions on community 

participation: 

1 . The 'efficiency' response (co-fbnding, using pnvate resources, cutbacks, 

collaborative ventures with dies)  whch led to less staffthne being spent with 

w~~l~~lunity participants (primary strategy in ICYP, HAGI, and DAWN); 



3 . The Po-optation' response (altering the project focus to match the curent political 

agenda and/or the inclusion of cwently populu groups) whch led to expansion of 

the sponsor's network and new luikages between comrnunity groups (primary 

strategy in ICHC); and, 

3. The 'empowerment' response (lobbymg with allies for increased shares of social 

programs) whch led to increased sponsor-to-sponsor contact and less contact with 

grassroot s cornmuni ty groups (primary strategy in PUS H) . 

In surn, the findmgs of these case studies show that the availabdity of state funding 

for health promotion projects may have lunited the numbers of comumty  participants for 

three reasons. First, community members may not have been needed to wntnbute to the 

sunival of the organization and therefore assurned more marginal roles Second, the 

sponsors' tune spent in s e c h g  g a n t s  may have restricted their abilities to recmit 

comrnunity participants. T h d ,  organizations had to service the funder's requirernents for 

accountability once they were funded. Admuustrative systems were set up to support the 

project gan t ,  but extra resources were also required to support the new admuiistrative 

structures. A shidy of community-based AIDS services descnbed similar problems: 

We needed a source of funding to get thuigs gouig, but once we got that 
money we were supposed to be a community-based group. We were 
supposed to be putting our rwts into the community. We never had a 
membershp dnve. I swear 1 don? thuik we have 60 members. (Cain 1 993, 
p. 677) 

Thus, goal displacement can occur and c m u n i t y  participation may be relegated to a 

back bumer. As shown elsewhere (McCarthy 1987), the adaptation which was required 

for resource mobilization in these agencies duectly limited participation of community 

rnembers. 

Phllips (1992) noted that, beginnùig in the 1989 federal budget, fiuiding to social 

special interest groups in Canada decreased drarnatically . niis uncertain econornic 



environment may have decreased community participation indirectly in two ways. First, as 

noted previously, sponsors diverted their attention to resource mobilization activities, 

rather than supporting activities necessary to promote wmmunity participation. Secondly, 

lack of resowces created organizational instability and insecurity of staff' positions, whch 

decreased staff effectiveness in recruiting participants. 

Both of these direct and indirect mechanisms are consistent with existing literature 

on resource requirements in comrnunity organizations (Ng 1 990, Shragge 1 990). It would 

be usefûl to determine whether resource effects on participation are linked to other 

structural factors such as  program mandate, program Imkages, and leadership as predicted 

in resource mobilization (McCardiy 1987) and new social movernent theones (Scott I W O ) .  

In strume ntal and Poli tical Pro- 

A second resource-based organizational factor in local agencies was luikages 

between programs. This was wnceptualized as 'community group participation' by both 

sponsors and HPD. Projects used extensive Iinkages with 0 t h  agencies for information 

sharing, project coordination, referrals, and occasionally joint funduig initiatives. Sponsor 

staff and professionals were involved primardy in these networhg activities, but 

community members on advisos, cornminees or boards of dvectors were also included 

occasionally . 

Linkages with other community groups were used both for instrumental and 

political purposes. A cornmon instrumental purpose was to increase sponsor organhtions' 

access to new community members (ICYP, HAGI, DAWN, ICHC). The need for th s  

strategy reinforces the impression that the potential target group populations were not 

large, or at least were widely dispersed. Occasionally, Mages  allowed the project to be 

expanded to new target groups. For example, the ICHC project eventually expanded fkom 



youth to women through its links with other ethnic organizations. As noted prewously, 

agencies also lxnked with each other to develop joint f u n h g  proposals. However, the 

time spent in establishg networks and alliances between organizations for resource 

rnobilization also meant that staff'had less tme for direct participant contact and 

recmitment. 

In addition, when the focus of network activity was to conduct political advocacy 

work (FUSH, HAGI, DAWN), contact was made p ~ c i p a l l y  with other advocacy groups, 

bureacrats, and professionals, none of whom facilitated community participation duectly 

Nonetheless, there were sorne positive eRects of this networkmg whch had induect effects 

on participation, such as the increased uifiuence of coalitions in securuig fundmg (for 

example, HAGI and CAILC, PUSH and ARF), and strategic donnation sharing and 

coordination (ICYP, DAWN). 

Subsequent to 1991, the sponsors' use of program luikages in these cases appeared 

to be sttmulated by KPD strategies to create networks and partnerships in health promotion 

organizations. The intention of these federal strategies seerned to be to build the capacity 

of local organizations through sharing scarce wmmunity resources, to make use of the 

s M s  of professionals and col~lfnunity development specialists, to allow increased 

influence of health promotion bureaucrats, and to improve the viability of projects in light 

of decreasing HPD staff involvement and financial resources. 

Informa1 coalitions of organizations were stimulated by factors, such as scarcity of 

resources and the presence of a catalyst organization, which are reported comrnonly in the 

literahire (Butterfoss 1993). However, wditions were also stimulated by a need to locate 

and remit  target group participants. This instrumental purpose of program luikages may 

be unique to heaith promotion projects for disadvantaged groups and again illustrates the 

fkgility of community participation in ths context. 



Social movement theory suggests that coalitions of groups of disadvantaged 

persons may have difficuttly in mobilizing resourcss due to their lack of associational 

contacts with those who control resources (Knoke 1990). However, the strength of 

political group identity acheved in such coalitions or social movements rnay compensate 

for this instrumental shortcoming (Touraine 198 1 ). As health promotion prograrns move 

toward a networhg approach, it may be important to study the relative advantages of the 

networkmg strategy for disadvantaged groups in cornparison to othm rnainstream 

wmmwiity groups. 

This section shows that sponsors' resource mobilization strategies had powerfûl 

effects, both directly and indirectly, on community participation in local health promotion 

projects. The short term HPD funding program ensured that agencies were constantly pre- 

occupied with resource mobilization activities. Staff expertise was necessary to raise extra 

funds, and this dependency created inconsistent efforts for community recruitment. 

Similar efforts to secure payment for comrnunity participants were largely unsuccessful, 

which M e r  inhibited their participation. 

Program lmkages with other agencies were pursued as one means of countenng the 

resource problems, however, these links required even more staff tirne for their 

maintenance. Only a few target group mernbers in each project were able to substitute for 

staff in their fundraising and networkmg activities. Overail, federal f u n h g  policies and 

promotion of partnership strategies appeared to play si@cant roles in innuencing how 

sponsors managed their resources whch, in turn, afFected the participation process. 

A h a 1  group of structural factors in the organizational dunension aEected the 

actual activities of comrnunity members in projects. Participants' forma1 positions, 

informal roles, and power dynamics were afFected by structural factors whch included 

govemance, leadership, and professional involvement. 
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Govanance Model 

Govemance appeared to be a key distinction between projects in relation to the 

orgafllzational dimension of structure. The HPD claimed to show a preference for projects 

controlled by target group mernbers. However, of the 16 Ontario projects reviewed 

originally in t h s  study, ody eight were nominally consumer-controlled, without 

professionals or service providers holding the majority of board and advisory positions 

(Appenhx C). The three disability organizations in t h s  study (PUSH, HAGI, DAWN) 

had various forms of target group 'mernbershp' in their govemance structure, whle the 

youth senice agencies (ICYP, ICHC) did not. Membership for target p u p  members in 

consumer organizations was largely ascriptive and through self-identification as physically 

disabled perçons. Membership was open technically to both target group members and 

others, however, majority membershp guidelines were in place to ensure wntrol by target 

group members. Other mernbership regdations conceming fees, registration of personal 

uiformation, and attendance at meetings were applied inconsistently. Membership in 

consumer organizations appeared to serve a legitimation fiuiction, both to provide 

credibility in advocacy activities and to secure funduig. Govemance models afFected 

participant positions in projects as well as power dynarnics. 

a) Effect of Govemance Model on Participant Positions 

In cornpliance with HFD guidelines, di sponsor agencies in ths sîudy were, or 

became, legally incurporated during the project p e r d  There were five major modes for 

the invoIvement of mmmunity participants in these incorporated structures (board of 

duectors, advisory cornmittees, staff, volunteers, clients/cunsumers). This general 

categorization was remarkably similar across the cases and reflects traditional positions in 

contemporaxy voluntary organizations. Govemance, or membership stahis (consumer 
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organizahon versus service agency), was a key factor in how community mernbers were 

involved in these organizational positions. 

Boards of Directors 

Target group members were not represented on boards of service agencies (ICYP, 

ICHC). However, target group members did participate on boards of consumer 

organizations (DAWN, HAGI, PUSH) and far exceeded the minimum proportion (5 1 %) 

set out in their organizational bylaws and guidelines. Target group board mernbers were 

primarily individuals with lengthy experience in the organization and were elected rather 

than appointed, to their positions. Whle the board nomination process was sometmes by 

invitation (HAGI), it was more open in the cross-provincial projects of PUSH and DAWN 

Ontario. 

Members of boards of dilectors had legal posihons of responsibility and control yet, 

contingent upon sponsor mernbership status, they were involved to varymg degrees in 

project management. Boards in service agencies were relatively uninvolved in projects 

and left this responsibility to staffpersons who reported periodically to them. In wntrast, 

consumer agency boards were usually more directly involved in projects. One board was 

closely involved in supervision of project staE(PUSH), although t h s  overlapped directly 

with the executive director's responsibilities. Another board (HAGI) kept strict control 

over project activities, even so far as to duplicaîe itself as the new board in a semi- 

autonomous ILC group. Finally, one board (DAWN) differed in that it had iittle direct 

involvement in the HPCP project due to d i c t i n g  organizational responsibhties with the 

advisory conmittee, and the unusual situation of a powaful ex-board member being 

project coordinator. In all consumer cases, however, individual board members also 

wntributed to projects as advisory cornmittee members or as volunteers - indlcating a 



closa link between board members and health promotion projects than m semce 

agencies. The statu of consumer board directors as target group mernbers also may have 

facilitated their interest and legrhmacy in playmg these informa1 roles. 

Some expert respondents observed that participation on boards of voluntary 

organkations has been an important tradition in North America. Others suggested that 

expecting community members to participate in admuiistrative aspects of health promotion 

projects was naive and would attract only certain types of participants, such as those with 

advanced shlls and self-confidence. One ex-community development worker respondent 

observed : 

TheTe's a mythology that's developed in the health sector which says that 
unless citizens are involved in program planning, objectives semng, 
fundmg, personnel decision malung, acwunting, etc., then it's not tmly a 
health promotion proj ect. As if relatively powerless or margmal people . . . 
are going to experience a profound sense of empowerment by having to 
prepare next year's budget, write this policy report, or sit on this h g  
cornmittee intenninably. [E-31 

These cases suggest, however, that more experienced target group members were readily 

available to take these positions, as long as expectations of accountable performance were 

The findmg that consumer agency board mernbers had more direct involvement in 

projects has a possible explanation. Many other studies have found that board members in 

volunkry associations traditionally play roles in policy development, monitoring, and 

acwuntabhty to extemal funders (Sds 1968). As such, voluntary associations usually 

maintain a hieradical separation between decision-making and operational 

responsibihties. This sepration prevents an over-identification of board members with the 

target group whch may otherwise make decision-making subject to bias. The service 

agency projects in this study generally followed this pattern. However, in consumer 

agencies in which board directors are alço target group members, directors may not 
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separate these functions, due perhaps to motive links with the target group. Board 

directors rnay see themselves as both representmg the interests of the target group and 

being responsible for project implementation. This dual identification rnay create 

situations in whch role confirsion occurs, traditional accountability mechanisms are 

ignored, and credibility eventually is compromised. These effects have been noted 

previously in stuches of anti-poverty proj ects (Green 1 994). 

Health promotion projects which aim to enlist target group members to boards of 

directors need to wnsider the role problems whch rnay emerge. The iron law of oligarchy 

(Michels 1959) rnay be of particular concem in situations where target group mernbers on 

boards are able to use their ascriptive legitunacy to monopolize projects. An even 

narrower herarchy rnay result, even though there is a semblance of 'wmmunity control' It 

rnay be intereshg to fùrther study the power dynamics of such projects in whch target 

groups members play both policy and prograrn roles. 

Advisory Cornmittees 

Advisory cornmittees in these cases varied in terms of form and functtons. In al1 of 

the projects, advisory cornmittee members had official duties, but no formal accountabdity 

to the sponsor or the funder. Cornmittee mernbers had v e g  involvement with project 

tasks, meetings, and decision-makmg and were ofien involved with other projects of the 

sponsor, whch  facilitated intra-program Mages. Ag- the distinction between advisory 

committees in service agency and consumer organizations is diormative with respect to 

participation. 

In service agencies (ICYP, ICHC), which did not have target group member 

participation on boards of directors, an advisory cornmittee was the most advanced 

structure through whch cornmunity mernbers oould exert influence. However, both of 
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settmgs. These separate advisory coxmnittees 
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advisory committees to solicit advice fiom 

worked with the target groups in other 

appeared to be used to wunter the input and 

d u e n c e  of the primary target group members. In neither case did the official and 

unofficial advisoiy committees meet together, thus negating the possibility of real dialogue. 

In the case of consumer organizations, HPD guidelines for participation 

compiicated the issue by not actuaUy requiruig advisory cornmittees. In one case (HAGI), 

a cumbersome advisory system composed of staff and consumers was used to improve 

consumer slulls in meetings and to prepare plans for ulhmate decision-makmg by a hands- 

on board. Ln another consumer organization (DAWN), restrictive terms of reference for 

the advisory cornmittee lefi its input to be drawn upon at the discretion of staff. Finally, a 

t h d  consumer organization (PUSH) did not assemble a specific adviçory cornmittee for its 

project as the board of directors was perceived to aheady represent the target group. 

Professionals were included on advisory committees in d these consumer organizations. 

Thus, although service agencies and consumer organizations constructed advisory 

committees in different ways, comrnunity members on these c o d t t e e s  did not appear to 

have sigmficant involvement in the five projects. The terms of reference of advisory 

committees were developed largely by the agencies themselves, rather than being specdïed 

in the project proposal for review by HPD, whch itseIf had no specific guidelmes on 

committee formation or responsibilities. Furthermore, cornmittees were not used as 

mechanisms to ensure the balanced involvement of target group members or other 

interestecl parties, nor as arenas in which Werences could be alleci and resolved. 

Advisory committees in this study seemed to be token M e s  required by HPD for 

fundmg, which health promotion agencies then used to represent community participation 

symbolicdy. Overall, the reliance on advisory COII1TIlj,ttees as a mechanism to involve 



wmmunity members seemed inadequate due to a lack of recognized rights and 

responsibilities m these positions. 

There is little comparative literature available on target group member participation 

in advisory cornmittees. This represents an important gap whch should be studied M e r  

since advisory cornmittees are utilized commonly as mechanisms for participation of 

disadvantaged groups in health promotion projects. 

Employees 

Sponsor staff had key roles in dl projects, and were responsible for organization of 

daily activities, supe~s ion  of other staff, and reporting to boards of duectors. They also 

played major roles in identifjmg and m o d i h g  the focus of the projects. 

The staff in projects based in a single cornrnunity (ICYP, ICHC, HAGI) were 

supenised directly by boards of directors and managers. In wntrast, the staff of multi- 

community projects (PUSH, DAWN), although technically responsible to a board of 

directors, were more autonomous due to their projects' geographic range and apparent lack 

of organizational accountability. 

StafFpersons tended to be cumparatively young men and women with previous 

project experience and at l e s t  some post-secondary education. Target group members 

were hued as employees in most projects (except ICHC), in both supenisory (PUSH, 

HAGI, DAWN) and staff positions (PUSH, ICYP, HAGI, DAWN). Target group 

mernbers were often hued only for the specific project tenn (ICYP, DAWN), but 

occasionally were long t e m  employees supported by a nimiber of f i i n h g  sources (HAGI, 

PUSH). 

All groups claiming to be consumer organizations had affinnative action guidelines 

in place for employing target group members. These guidelines appeared to be elicited by 
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HPD's explicit preference for project proposais from consumer organizations, as well as by 

consumer organizations' own philosophes (CAILC 1989b). However, the guidelines were 

actually followed in only one group (DAWN) whch had few (3) employees. In other 

consumer organizations (PUSY HAGI), the guidelines appeared to be primarily syrnbolic, 

to reinforce an image of the organization as being self-managed. 

Noncornpliance with ernployment guidelines resulted in fewer target group 

members gaining skrlls in project management and othewise benefitting fiom 

employment. The sponsors' explanations for noncornpliance, whch focused on a lack of 

qualified penons, were not really credible considering the nurnber of community members 

who reportedly vied for staff positions. The needs of project management appeared to be 

of prirnary concem to the sponsors, and ski11 development arnong target group members 

seemed sewndary. Sponsors also did not appear to be ready to wpe with the problems 

inherent in expectmg marginalized, inexperienced target group members to participate 

actively in proj ect management. 

For example, in one service agency (ICYP), street youths were hved as temporary 

employees as an aflerthought, but were replaced subsequently with others on more 

manageable contract conditions. This shfl appeared to be due to concems over youth 

employee performance as well as a strategy to avoid having a consistent cadre of street 

youths in positions âom whch they w d d  challenge service providers' decisions. In the 

other service agency (ICHC), the plan for hinng ethmc youths as peer wunsellors never 

materialized. In contrast, target group employees in consumer agencies had much more 

latitude than their senice agency counterparts. In m e  sihiations, they vimially ran the 

project (DAWN) or were key leaders (HAGI). 

Uverall in these cases, there appeared to be more opportunities for employment of 

target group memben in consumer agencies, although few projects lived up to the? own 
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expectations in t h s  regard. Consequently, a nurnber of agencies secured fimding on the 

bais of having affirmative action employment guidelmes whch were mauily ignored and 

HPD did not criticize t h s  practice seriously. Of even more importance, few resources 

were available for stafftraining and project activities often ground to a halt while new 

target group staffgradually leamed their jobs (PUSH, ICYP). Th~s, in tum, reduced 

recruitrnent of other community members, an effect whch has been reported elsewhere 

(Crump 1996). The expectation that disadvantaged target group mernbers cari assume 

responsible staff posihons without significant training and support may represent a 

contradiction in the vision of health promotion planners and funders whch merits M e r  

study . 

Volunteers 

Volunteers in these cases were usudly stable target group members who were 

directed by project staff to assist with recruitment, planning, and implementation of 

activities. Volunteer positions in the projects were considered to be purely operational and 

did not involve any formal decision-makmg roles. The HAGI case 1s a nominal exception 

to this observaQon as al1 voiunteers were automatically on advisory committees. 

Volunteer activities were not problematic except in the case (ICYP) where youth 

volunteers' new responsibilities in providuig feedback and direction on the production of 

STD educatim materials d c t e d  with their traditional client roles of receiving housing 

and financial support. In all cases, volunteers clearly identdied themselves as such and 

appeared to value their positions and responsibiiities. This finduig wncurs with Oakley's 

(1 99 1) observation that fomalization of orgmhational structure and function maintains 

the interest of participants in commUILity projects. 
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Whle there were no major damences noted between volunteers' actuai roles and 

d u e n c e  in consumer organizations versus service agencies, there may have been an 

important motivational difference. In service agencies, there were no rnechanisms for 

advancement of target group members fiom volunteer positions to permanent staff or board 

positions. However, in consumer agencies, one's statu as a target group member allowed 

role mobility to other positions and there were examples cited of volunteers who had 

acheved higher positions. Thus, the potential for long term volunteers in consumer 

agencies appeared to be brighter than for those in senice agencies. 

Clients 

Target group members participated in al1 projects as clients by identifjmg group 

needs, by receivùig information, and by providmg feedback on educationd materiais, and 

by being involved in peer support groups. Again, there were few concrete hfferences 

between the ways clients were involved in service agencies versus consumer 

organizations. Nonetheless, the rnanner in whch the contribution of clients was 

wnceptualized by project organizers seemed to Vary significantly. 

In senice agencies (ICYP, ICHC), target group members who were not assisting 

or directing the project (i-e., acting as clients) were perceived by sponsors to have a stake 

in the project primarily as indrviduals in addressing their parhcular needs and 

circurnstances. Clients were valued as indwidd beneficiaries of services and as 

participants in group support fm others. 

In conbast, clients in consumer organizations were also viewed as f o d  members 

of the mgankition with an interest in its development (PUSH, DAWN), or at least as 

potential members if they d d  be persuaded to become more involved (HAGI). Thus, 

clients were perceived by these organizers as gaining benefits, such as developing target 
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group identity, through their association with the project. This may have been one reason 

that consumer organizations in these cases mfiated mernbership figures optunistically - to 

assist the consumer identity formation process and thus validate their legitimacy as interest 

groups. 'Ihis key point will be examined m e r  in the Discussion Section. 

b) Effect of Govemance Mode1 on Power Dynamics 

A second major effect of govemance was on power dynamics The case studies 

have shown that power in these health promotion projects was exercised primarily by staff, 

bureaucrats, and professionals. Except for a few instances of comrnunity members being 

able to exercise persuasional d u e n c e  in operational areas, there were no examples of 

wmmunity members obtaining cuntrol over the fundamental conQtions of their projects. 

The closest that grassroots comrnunity members came to aclueving 'commiinity control 

was in one of the local DAWN groups, whch for a short period reversed the traditional 

power relationshps between wnsurners and professionals. 

Influence in the community projects also appeared clearly to vary with govemance 

and membershp statu. Of prime importance, target group members initiated projects 

only in the consumer organizations (PUSH, HAGI, DAWN). Projects which were located 

in senice agencies (ICHC, ICYP) were initiated by agency staff  and then negotiated with 

target group members. Apart firom ths important demonstration of iduence the two types 

of organizations dso revealed differences in the expression of power. 

SeMce Agencies 

These two projects (ICYP, ICHC) dhstrated traditional hierarchical and 

paternalistic models of senice provider-client relationshps. In neither case were target 

group members involved in project management or direction. The influence of street 



youths was limited by the social values, mores, and censorshp attempts of the sponsor. 

although there were some adaptations to meet the social needs and pmcipatory styles of 

street youths. In Luke's ( 1974) conceptualization of power, ICYP managers attempted to 

use 'force and authority' in their conflicts with youths. However, the youths' willingness to 

use similar threats, such as withdrawal fiom the project, countered the agency's e-Torts. 

Youth experience, independence, and the sponsors' fear of project loss were the major 

factors enabling youths to achieve some limited wntrol in the project. The youth's 

willingness to engage in conflict, both between themselves and with the sponsor, also had 

a positive outcome in that movative STD education materials were distributed. The 

youths also gained status in their community for their stance. 

In a less combative environment, ICHC project staff utilized a therapeutic milieu as 

the fiindamental strategy for d ivehg  conflict. Staff and professionals had some 

sensitivity to wmplex power issues whch bordered on 'hegemony' in the provider-client 

relationslup (Lukes 1974). Whde thts therapeutic strategy limited e t h c  youth 

participation essentially to passive roles, it provided some social benefits to them as well 

Ememes of decision malung styles were observed in the service agency projects: 

fkom co&ontation and negotiations (ICYP) to participant passivity and patmalism 

(ICHC). Both styles dustrated a zero-sum power situation (Arnstein 1 969). Overall, 

these cases had only minimal to limited lnfiuence of target group members, even 

considering the adult-youth dynarnic. 

Consumer Organizations 

In consumer agencies, the innuence of extemal, non-target group participants was 

more easily neutralized by those in leadership positions. Fnternally, there was Iittle basis 

for ideological conlrùct, yet there was si@cant conflict based on stniggles between those 
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in various organizational positions. n i e  iron law of oligarchy (Michels 1959) seemed to 

prevail even in these mernber-based projects. 

Hierarchical organizational stmcnires were used in all consumer cases, even 

though they were maintained inconsistently in some projects (PUSR DAWN). It was 

surprising that altemate 'horizontal' decision-makmg structures, such as wllectives, were 

not utihzed, especially considering the emp hasis on target group member empowment 

and the experience of disabled persons with professional hierarches. Nonetheless, there 

was no evidence that consumer organizations aîîempted to structure themselves differently. 

Minor conflicts in consumer organizations often occurred between community 

volunteers and those in more privileged positions (staff, board members). The latter 

groups used 'non-decision foms of power (Lukes 1 974) and referred matters to the 

authonty of boards of directors which were either remote (DAWN) or shielded by staff 

fiom codict (HAGI). While lack of target group cohesion (Drake 1992) may have been 

partly responsible for the inability of volunteers to assert themselves, ultimately they were 

managed out of decision-makmg by the projects' formal organizational structures. 

Decision-rnakmg w i h  consumer organizations varied fiom zero-surn patemdism 

(HAGI, DAWN-Central) to non-zero stun consensus styles (PUSH, DAWN-Local) 

(Amstein 1969, Susslund 1983). However, in these consumer agencies, target group 

members in the lower echelons stdl  had only h t e d  to moderate uifluence. These 

findmgs are supported by Wandersman (1 981) who reports that consumer organizations 

can achieve influence over professional and bureaucratie groups, but that the individu& 

w i h  them do not share in this influence. The implications of these findings for heaith 

promotion prograrns, whch encourage both professional involvement and consumer- 

directed organizations, will be M e r  addressed in the Discussion Chapter. 



Overall, govemance models emphasizing membership in health promotion 

organizations had sipficant effects on community member positions, activities, and 

power dynamics in these cases. The HPD strongly promoted organizational incorporation 

as a method for improved performance and accountability. However, HPD did not 

similarly insist that a mernbership govemance structure, whch may have facilitateci 

empowerment, be mandatory . 

e of Leadershm 

A second organizational dimension factor related to participant activitxes and power 

dynamics was the type of leadership in projects. In three of the five cases (ICHC, DAWN, 

HAGI), staff perçons twk clear leadership for the health promotion project. These leaders 

were also mernbers of the target group (although the ICHC staff person was not a youth, 

she had an ethmc background) whch contributed to their charisma and credibility with 

target group members. Some groups also had strong (charismatic, uifluentiai, competent) 

leadership at the board level (PUSH, DAWN) at certain stages of the project. Hence, 

leaders tended to corne fiom both staff and board levels and represented an example of 

how analytic attempts to differentiate the lnauence of board fiom stanin small 

o r g h t i o n s  may be artincial (Checkoway 1985). 

What was the effect of this leadership on wmmunity participation? Leaders were 

crucial to the operations of their projects, however, their respective roles and influence on 

participaûon were quite different. One leader had virhial control of management 

(DAWN), and another leader (HAGI) acted as an intennediary between a dominant board 

and passive commufllty mernbers. One other strong leader (ICHC) assumed most of the 

responsibilities in the project, but her activities affecteci participation primarily by 

mobrlinng parents and professionals, rather than the youth target group. Strong leadershp 



by staff in these three projects seemed to attract cornmunity members through their 

management of various incentives for pmcipation (Knoke 1985). niose projects without 

strong leadership (ICYP, PUSH) had inconsistent involvernent of target group members 

and tumed relatively quickly to advocacy activities whch involved fewer participants. 

The development of leaders was supported by HPD staff who fostered persond 

contacts with key individuals in the projects. HPD staff may have valued consistency in 

project leadership at least partly because their own ability to support groups was so 

limited. 

This study's findings of the rnfluence of leadership on participation are supported by 

studies of the ernpowerment process in disadvantaged groups (Wandersman 198 1 ). 

Sirnilarly, Balcazar (1 994) has reported that leaders in advocacy orgamzations of persons 

with disabilities markedly affect the issues raised, the actions taken, and the outcornes 

acheved in advocacy. 

Some literature suggests that leadership is not always important to the involvement 

of community members (Wilson 1973, Butterfoss 1996). Furthmore, leadership 

characteristics such as specialized skills, available tirne, and personality have been 

identified as facilitating organizational management, yet limiting mernber uifluence in 

voluntary associations (Sills 1968). However, in these cases whch attempted to mobilize 

marginahzed target group members, the s u s  of leaders appeared to be crucial. 

A final factor in the organizational dimension related to participant activities and 

power dynamics was the degree of professional involvement in projects. As noted 

previously, half of the sixteen projects reviewed utilized professionals heavily in 

management activities. Even in the consumer cases, professionals fiom withm the target 



group population began to replace extenial health professionals on project advisory 

conmittees (DAWN, HAGI), thus blurring the lines between target group members and 

professionals. This appeared to have an effect sirnilar to that of board members workmg as 

volunteers - an increase in personal d u e n c e  of those with dual interests. 

Professionals had key positions in those health promotion projects (PUSH, DAWN, 

ICHC) whch had clear objectives to work with professional groups. In other projects 

(ICYP, HAGI), professionals participated indirectly as advisors and consultants either 

individually or as representatives of their agencies. However, professional involvement 

was not perceived to be wmpletely altmistic. In dl projects, sponsors reported that 

professionds were very interested in s e c u ~ g  relevant educational materials and access to 

target group members for research purposes, and not merely in contnbuting to the projects' 

goals. 

The predominant Mew of professional respondents on their roles in wmmunity 

health promotion proj ects was that of being in partnerships with cornmunities. A nurnber 

of expert respondents noted a tendency for professionals to be assigned a subsidiary role in 

providing donnation and advice, and to not have any real d u e n c e  in decision-mahg in 

heaith promotion projects. One academic respondent felt that this tendency was 

contradictory to the purpose of a professional having expert knowledge: 

1 dont believe in opening my mouth and leîîing the commmity pop the flies 
in. I thuik as a professional I have a contribution to make. Equally, 1 dont 
think I'm always right. 1 tbuik it's a dialogue, a recognition of mutual 
capabhties and inputs. [E- 1 ] 

However, t h s  view does not acknowledge structural advantages to professionals in their 

participation, such as specialized training, valued expertise, and access to bureaucracy. 
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There was always discussion by the project organizers about the relative risks and 

benefits in recniiting professionals. Consumer organizations (PUSH, HAGI, DAWN) 

made professional involvement a policy issue, using guidelines to restrict theu 

involvement to minority positions on boards and cornmittees, whde service agencies 

(ICHC, ICYP) acceptecl professionals more readily as an essential part of their operaions. 

In their extemal activities, even m e  consumer organizations (PUSH, DAWN) 

made key strategic alliances with professionals as partners. In these situations, even 

though individual professionals were willing to concede power to cornrnunity members, 

their fomal statu as professionals prevented them fiom being on a completely equitable 

basis with community participants. As a counterpoint, a decrease in the status of 

professionals may have diminished their value to the projects since they were oflen 

important in secuMg resources and recognition for the groups Interaction between these 

p-er groups usually resembled 'negotiation and co-production' processes with both 

consumers and professionals sharing power and acheving at least some of theK goals 

(Susskmd 1 983). 

The operational question seemed to be how to develop such partnerships arnong 

essentially unequal partners. Overall, professionals were an essential constituency in these 

cases for both strategic and instrumental reasons. Even though senior HPD respondents 

claimed that they preferred target group approaches to avoid over-professionabation of 

health promohon projects, all HPD officers encouraged the strategic involvement of 

professionals. There was also common recognition by sponsors that professional skiils 

were necessary, and even consumer groups aclaiowledged their strategic need for 

professionals, although there was distrust of professional motivations and attitudes. These 

views raise serious questions about the viability of health promotion programs whch are 

based on ideahtic concepts of de-professionalized ~ ~ ~ l l l l l u n i t y  management of health 
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issues. As health promotion projects involving disadvantaged groups shft to advocacy and 

enter the era of partnership finding, it may be important to study the impact of partnership 

with professionals on comrnunity uifluence, especially when professional and consumer 

lines bewme blurred. 

In summary, orgafllzational factors such as governance, leadership, and 

professional involvement utilized mechanisms of conbol and status to affect activities and 

power dynamics in the participatory process in these cases. These results coincide to Mme 

degree with O'Neill's ( 1992) report that factors such as adequate donnation, community 

user mandates, strong personalities, and comrnunity consultation mechanisms were 

important in securing effective cornmunity participation in Quebec's commumty health 

system (Centre Local de Services Communautaires - CLSC). 
The standard inwrporated organizational structure gave a variety of fomal 

positions, but not necessarily roles and influence, to community mernbers. Ultirnately, th is  

distinction depended on the membershp status of the organktion. When agencies were 

controlled by professionals and service providers, no matter how weli intentioned they 

were and how much rhetoric they promoted, the actual opportunities, concrete positions, 

and influence of target group rnembers were limited. In these instances, the self interests 

of senice providers predominated. In contrast, when organkations were controlled by 

target group members themselves, even when managed autocratically, there was at least 

the potential for individual target group members to participate m&BfuUy. In Oakley's 

(1991) termiaology, a leadership opportunity structure, or potential access to positions of 

power, was available, even for community members acting as volunteers or clients. This 

opportunity stmcture seerned to be instrumental in motivaîing wmmunity members to 

participate in consumer orgânirrrtion projects. Membership status and govemance are 



useful distmctions upon which to compare the effect of organizational factors on 

comrnunity member participation and will be elaborated upon in the Discussion Chapter. 

Simdtaneously, leaders were crucial in mobiliung reluctant target group members 

who had to be persuaded to participate in project organization. Leaders acted as 

intermediaries between bureaucrats, who had visions of an 'empowerment' participation, 

and disadvantaged persons. Professional and bureaucratic groups also exerted pressure 

conhnually to shape the health promotion agenda in projects and were successfLlly 

wuntered only in member-dnven agencies. 

4.7.4 Overview of How Stmctural Factors Affect Participation 

On many counts, egalitarian cornrnunity participation was not Wly realized in the 

HPCP. The response of the federal govemment to calls for wmmunity participation in 

health promotion initially reflected the ideologically rooted desire by lower bureaucratic 

staff for an emancipatory participation. At the same t h e ,  t h s  was combined with a 

preference by senior bureaucrats and goverment politicians for devolution of 

responsibility for health ont0 the individual, cornmunity, and other levels of govemment. 

However, these facilitative duences  on participation were wuntered by a disinclination 

to support ' strong ' initiatives of participation financially . At the federal level, the HPD 

devoted M e  real monies or staff to the program, nor consistent thought to the Merences 

between grassrwts participation, organizational capacity-buildmg, and uifirasûucture 

development. This resulted in a short-tenn funding program and a fâilure to evaluate 

participation adequately. Encouragement of participatory strateges at the grassroots level 

by HPD bureaucrats increased gradually for a t h e ,  then decreased rnarkedly as political 

priorities changed. The bureaucracy began to support a neo-wrporatist mode1 of 

participation in decision-makmg through the inclusion of cotnrnunity organizations in 
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partnerships with govemment and other interest groups. The initial efforts of the federal 

HPD in its conceptual work were eclipsed gradually by provincial and municipal programs 

in health promotion which had more long term fûnctional relationships with community 

groups. On balance, only a modest effect on participation in the health promotion field 

was achieved fiom federal govemment support to the HPCP. 

At the community level, the HPCP projects provided foci of social support for 

disadvantaged persons, some changes in public awareness of comrnunity health issues, and 

local bases of organizational skills whch could be utilized for other community 

development activities. Thus, the primary effect of the projects appeared to be in initiamg 

the process of participant involvement in the organization of community activities. 

The results of the study demonstrate four trends in the wrnmmity participation 

process. These include: low numbers and ranges of active participants; difficulty in 

recmitmg participants; decreasing participation over time; and limited target group 

d u e n c e  and power. The direct d u e n c e  of the organizational dunension of structure on 

cornmunity participation was predominant in al1 cases. In particular, advocacy mandates 

and objectives limited the nurnbers and type of comrnunity participants. Furthemore, 

resource mobilization priorities h t e d  the efforts made to recmit and maintain wmmunity 

members. Finally, govemance models for rnembership control increased the numbers of 

wmmunity members in management, and board positions, as well as their d u e n c e  over 

other actors. However, membership models did not prevent intemal power dynamics 

based on traditional organizational roles. 

The evidence for direct Influence of political-legal-economic and social-cultural 

dimensions of structure was less clear and there may be a variety of reasons for ths. First, 

these other dimensions may not be as important to participation of disadvatiïaged persons 

in local health promotion projects. Second, other dimensions may not be conceptuaized 



as easily as the organizational dimension, whch is more wncrete and observable at the 

cornmunity project level. Respondents may not perceive the direct influence of social- 

cultural and political-legal-economic factors which operate in the background, or at a 

rnacro level. Third, other these dimensions of structure may be operative through the 

organizational dimension. For example, factors such as govemance models and resource 

mobilization strategies, which respondents identified as being related strongly to 

participation, may in turn be uifluenced by the political, legal, and economic milieu. In 

support of t h s  thrrd explanation, there were numerous influences observed of the HPD 

bureaucracy, such as partnership initiatives, participation guidelines, and HPD staff 

involvement, on structural factors in the organizational dunension. S d a r l y ,  structural 

factors in the social-cultural dimension, such as target group stigma, indirectly uifluenced 

organizational dimension factors such as target group mandate. Thus, social-cultural and 

political-legal-economic dimensions of structure had significant background effects on 

organizational factors whch in turn influenced the participation of disadvantaged groups 

more directly. 

In contrat to organizational and political-legal-economic factors whch appear to 

operate through clear causal mechanisms, social-cultural factors may reflect a different 

order of structure. The latter factors are tied to characteristics of the participants 

thernselves, and to prevailing relations with dominant groups and thus are closely linked to 

agency. As such, causal explanations for the effect of social-cultural factors on 

parûcipation become recursive and it is ddiicult to iden* a structural source of 

participation problerns. 

In reviewing these mes, it is clear that structural factors were not the only factors 

affecting community participation. Al1 projects included interesting examples of personal 

and interactional factors which appeared to influence the process of participation 
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sigmficantly. For example, disadvantaged groups which had their personal needs met in 

projects ofien developed a more general awareness of target group needs and rights whch 

then facilitated their m e r  participation. Thus, the experience of participating itself was 

a powerful influence. As well, there were personality confiicts reported occasionally 

between community members whch resulted in persons withdrawing fiom, or reputedly 

not joining, projects. These non-structurai factors were not fully investigated in this study 

but must be wnsidered to be potentially important elernents in a comprehensive analysis of 

the participation process. 

Overdl, the mechanisms by whch structural factors duenced  cummunity 

participation in these cases were restrictive rather than facilitative. The underlymg 

conditions of target group marginalization, the HPD policy agenda, and unimaginative 

organizational practices confounded well-intentioned efforts to involve community 

mernbers in the projects. The next chapter uses the community participation literature to 

discuss sorne of the key issues raised by these findings. 



CHAPTER 5 

DISCUSSION 

In this chapter, there are two major streams of discussion. First, the discussion 

reviews some key issues in the literature whch assist in explaining the observed 

relationshps between stnicîural factors and participation in health promotion projects. 

Specifically, four issues are addressed: 

1. Variable purposes for parhcipation; 

2. Effect of advocacy objectives; 

3.  Financial incentives and volunteerism; and, 

4. Preconditions for target duence  and power. 

nie discussion focuses on how these issues contribute to structural barriers to participation 

and the implications for health promotion programming. 

Second, the methodological advantages and disadvantages of using a case study 

approach to study the phenornenon of cornmunity participation in hedth promotion are 

discussed. Th~s  discussion focuses on issues of generalizability, case and respondent 

selection, and the adequacy of data regardmg structural factors and participation. 

5.1 Issues in the Relationship between Structure and Participation 

Links between structure and agency in numerous areas of the health promotion 

participation process have been illustrated in the Results Chapter. To focus further on the 

mechanisms of these relationshps, four key issues are discussed. These particular issues 

have been selected for discussion as they are recurrent themes in the literahire on 

wmmunity participation; they have parhcular relevance to participation of disadvantaged 
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groups in health promotion; and they provide opporhinities to discuss the interaction 

mechanisms between structure and agency. 

a) e Purposes of Partici~ation 

A major findmg in the study was the low number and range of community 

mernbers and how these were influenced by narrow funding policies, restrictive agency 

mandates, pre-occupation of staff with resource mobilization, and target group 

disadvantages and stigma. The number of wmmunity 'participants' in these cases was 

generally low, even considering the expectaîions one may have of 'Self-Help and 

Advocacy' projects. Al1 sponsors submitted inflated and poorly documented estimates of 

participant nurnbers to HPD which, in tum, appeared to accept them. Nonetheless, it was 

patently obvious that in many cases, the number of actively involved community members 

was quite h t e d .  Fundamentally, ths appears to cd into question the actual impact of 

the HPCP target group funding Stream, although ths shidy was not designed to address 

this concern. 

Another question emerges, however, whch is important to this thesis. Under the 

assumption that target group mernbers actually existed in the areas and that sponsors did 

try to recruit them, why, apart fiom some concerns whch were expressed by HPD 

evaluators, did both sponsors and fiinders ignore ths apparent lack of participation? 

A plausible explmation is that the fiinder and the sponsors had purposes for 

participation, other than target group impact, which were intended to be satisfied in the 

HPCP. The numbers of participants were not a priority for either group. 

As noted earlier, the literaîure d e s d e s  three general purposes for cornm~ty 

participation as 'contribution, or efficiency', 'organization', and 'empowexment'. Dunng 

the study period, HPD was interested primarily in o r g h t i o n a l  capacity bu i lhg  and 



viewed these local health promotion projects as a mechanism, or means, to help achreve 

ths goal. Bureaucrats tended to take a 'techmcal' approach to participation with an 

emphasis on incorporated organizational structures and guidzhes. The HPD focus was 

on the availability of positions for indtviduals in the organizations, rather than an emphasis 

on mass parbcipation. Thus, an 'organization' purpose of participation was evident for the 

funder. 

Furthemore, the projects were intended to act as pilot 'demonstrations' to other 

provincial, municipal, and international health promotion agencies in whch the 

development of techmcal models to reflect 'Achieving Health For All' concepts was a 

pnority (Pinder 1994). For example, HPD's focus refiected a wncem for a pluralist 

balance of interests in decision-rnakmg, which was exemplified evenhially in their 

promotion of partnershps as a mode1 for participatory health promotion. 

For their part, sponsors were interested primarily in organizational survival, 

through resource mobilization and program Imkage strategies, and in focussing their 

prograrn mandates to meet the needs of disadvantaged persons. In order to meet these 

goals, al1 sponsors needed to deveiop their extemal legitimacy with fùnders and policy 

makers and their intemal legitimacy with target group members. 

Sponsors which were service agencies demonstrated interna1 legtimacy by meeting 

the direct senice needs of youthfùl target groups, which chd not require their active 

participation. These sponsors appeared more interested in project actinties, service 

coverage of client ne&, and program linkages, than in the a d  number of active and 

involved participants. This represented the purpose of participation as 'contr~oution and 

efficiency ' . 
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In the case of consumer organization sponsors, intemal and extemal legitimacy was 

met primarily through membership statu. The emerging purpose of these community 

organkations was advocacy (participation as 'agency empowerment'), whch did not 

require mass active participation in order to be effective, but did require nominal 

membership. Social rnovement organizations, such as PUSH, rnay not be concemed about 

the number of active members at any one tune since they can ofkn mobilize a broader pool 

of supporters fiom other organizations when necessary (Phllips 1994). 

In contrast to sponsors and b d e r s ,  individual community members identified an 

adchional social purpose for their parhcipation. Community members noted the beneficial 

affects of participation on their personal confidence and self-esteem. Thus, participation as 

'involvement, or social therapy' (Weingert 1 976) may also be an important purpose, for 

both privileged and msadvantaged groups. In the disability field, for example, Lord ( 1994) 

reports that the expansion of social networks and social support is an important purpose of 

partnershps for organizations of disabled persons. While one can argue that this purpose 

of participation is also important for the general population, disadvantaged groups ofien 

have less access to organizational reçources whch allow this social purpose to be fdfilled. 

Thus, diverging purposes for parhcipation led both HPD and sponsors to a 

decreased emphasis on participant numbers. Was this reasonable? Whde common sense 

would argue that the more participants who are involved in community projects the better, 

there are situations in which ths may not be so. First, the optimal number of participants 

may depend on specific project target groups and objectives. For example, the numbers of 

community members who would be involved, at least as recipients of Information, would 

be lower in health promotion projects whch focussed on very specific target groups (e.g., 

mothers of disabled children) or target issues whch affected only a few (e.g., safe dnnking 



water). Similady, the numbers of cornrnunity members who could be involved directly in 

development of educational materials or public lobbymg and service planrimg rnay be few. 

Altemately, the numbers who could be involved in m a s  mobilization projects such as 

Participaction or Healthy Communities would be greara. In each case, however, it would 

be desirable that the proportion of eligible participants be hgh. 

Second, the ophmal number of participants may also depend on the stage of project 

development, especially in those projects which are intended to build organizational 

capacity. For example, at an early stage, most projects require key leaders to consolidate 

organizational efforts, and to consult with grassroots groups. At an intermediate stage, 

projects might expect to have significant numbers of cornmunity members involved in 

activities and in the diffûsion of the project to new areas. Finally, there may be a 

concluding stage with devolution of program responsïbility to caretakers, or a dissolution 

of the project once its health promotion goals are achieved. Both of these options would 

require fewer participants. 

Thus, Iow nurnbers of active participants should not have been particularly 

threatening to either the fùnder or the sponsors. Nonetheless dl sponsors mfiated their 

estmates of participant numbers, and HPD staff accepted them, perhaps partly as a 

hgering desire to dernonstrate broad program impact for fderal political purposes. 

Furthemore, in the context of social service cutbacks, both sponsors and bureaucrats may 

also have d a t e d  estimates to maintain or justiS, the continuafion of program funcimg and 

&jobs. 

Overall, HFWs and sponsors' acceptance of low numbers of active project 

participants r e c o p e d  that the HPCP was a mechanism for supportmg small community 

organizations, and not a mechanimi for mass participation. From an organizationd 

capacity development perspective, which appeared to be the over-archg goal of the 
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HPCP, the 'political' size of the organization was much more important to both the 

sponsors and the bureaucracy than a mere technical counting of participants. Senior HPD 

bureaucrats did not appear to want to question seriously the premises, rhetonc, or 

performance of thex flagship parhcipatory program. Overdl, the political character of the 

HPCP can be considered as a plausible explanation for low numbers and iwse reporting 

practices. 

Although the parties in these cases appeared to agree on the low importance of 

participant numbers, they disagreed on the ideal range of participants. Generally, a broad 

range of participants is important due to the cornmon non-involvement of marginalized 

groups in cornmunity projects. This non-involvement may occur both for exclusionary 

reasons of intolerance and stigrna, as well as for reasons wnceming individuals' personal 

capacities to participate at the same intensity as others. However, the optimum range of 

community partxipants in health promotion activities rnay also depend on the project's 

goals. For example, target issue projects (e.g., safety, addiction) are o h  intended to 

address a broad range of parhcipants. Target group projects (e. g., low income women, 

physically disabled adults) are intended to address a medium range of participants. 

Network development projects are intended to affect broad commmities but may only 

include a narrow range of compatible organizations (e.g., Healthy Communities). 

In these cases, HPD respondents perceived that health promotion organizations 

should be 'representative', and thus legitimate as a public interest group for federal 

political purposes. This view entailed having a broad range of sub-groups involved in the 

projects, evai if their absolute numbers were very low. Sponsors, on the other hand, 

perceived that their organizations shouid have 'representation' in decision-makmg, 

especially in community partnershps. This view did not require a broad range of sub- 

groups to be actively involved. 
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An underlying theoretical distinction, identified earlier in the literature review of 

social change theories and participation, is valuable in th~s  discussion. Representative 

democratic principles of liberalism and fiee chcice w i t h  a neutralist state can be 

cuntrasted with participatory dernomatic principles of equity and commmity interest s 

within a social welfare state. Plausible explanations for the effect of purpose on the 

participation process will be influenced by these views of democracy. 

'Representativeness ' and 'representation' have become important, but different, 

issues in the participation literahue. Representativeness of an organization indicates 

whether there is participation fiom the entire range of indrviduals who could be involved. 

This approach derives nom the politics of consumerkm and market welfare, and is the 

prime interest of funders and govemment in their relationshp with communiîy 

organizations whch are providmg senice. Representativeness utilizes formal 

admtnistrative structures, based on notions of representative dernocracy, whch also 

acknowledge that there may be problems with interest groups getting heard. Dernocratic 

theory presumes that there will be inequities in economic power, and thus inequity in the 

ability of drsadvantaged groups to participate (Held 1987). Under a system of 

representative democracy, the average rnernber of the o r g h t i o n  is relatively remote 

fkom the real exercise of power. Other concerns centre around the elite roles created by 

representative systems. Representatives often develop vested interests in their fuactions 

whch rnay confltct with those of the members who selected them (Dachler 1978, Sader 

1979). The HAGI project provided examples of ths vested interest exercise of power. 

On the other hand, representation of a wIlective o r g M o n  is quite M'rait and 

indicates whether an organization is included in the decision-making process. This 

approach derives fiom the politics of liberatxon, inclusion, and equal opportunities, and is 

the prime interest of community organizatims which attempt to form a collective identity 



based on shared experiences and ethical, rather than material, motives (Jenson 1994). The 

PUSH project illustrated this concept of representation in the drug and alcohol field. 

Representation uses rnformal power structures and is based on notions of parhcipatory 

democracy (Held 1987). However, even if there is representation by comrnunity groups in 

decisionmaking it does not guarantee organizational duence, due to the presence of 

power berarchies, to lack of access to rnformation, and to disparities in adrmnistrative 

shlls (Eakm 1984, Sullivan 1995). 

Representative legitirnacy is rife with contradiction. On the one hand, when 

citizens demand participation, bureaucrats challenge them with "Who do you represent 

anyway?" This challenge may reflect either a power stniggle or a conflict between 

representative and pamcipatory democratic principles. On the other hand, when 

bureaucrats select citizens fiom particular groups for participation there is ofkn a 

requirement that citizens are not to act as representatives of those groups, but are only to 

participate as individuals. niis again may reflect either a power struggle or a fear that 

representatives wdl seek approval continually fiom their constituent group, in ways that 

are tirne consurning (Lucas 1978). 

S d a r  to the finduigs of ths study, Beresford (1 994) and Bewley (1 994) note that 

consumer organizations of perçons with disabilities have been cnticized for not being 

representative, or inclusive, of the broad population of disabled persons who are service 

users. However, Godbout (1 98 1) argues that consumer leaders have often evolved fiom 

passive service users to active advocates for change. In ths way, the representaiion of 

collective experiences in a consumer group may be broader than the representativeness of 

its members. Regardless, there is an increasing realization that target group members 

must not act individuiiy, but as true, infonned, and legit~ated representatives. However, 
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for this to happen there must also be organizational support in the form of trauiing and 

physical, uiformational, and temporal fonns of access (Drake 1992). 

For example, in the disability field, mnsurner groups attempt to achieve 

'representativeness' by focussing on a broad range of activities whch persons can access, 

rather than formally recmitmg a broad range of people to participate. This strategy was 

noteworthy in the HAGI-ILC project. For a community organization to involve al1 

subgroups in health promotion projects, for example by ethmcity, sexual orientation, and 

disability stahis, significant extemal supports would be required. 

In sum, variable purposes for participation appear to explam key findings of low 

nurnbers and range of participants. Sponsors and govemrnent bureaucrats agreed that 

large numbers of active participants were not needed in the projects to meet 'organization' 

and 'agency empowment' purposes. Nonetheless, they exaggerated participant estirnates 

apparently for political and self-security reasons. In contrast, different conceptualizations 

of representativeness and representation between funders and sponsors, whch reflect 

various views of democracy, were responsible for differences on the ideal range of 

community members. Fundamental Merences in program mandates underlie these 

differences and illustrate significant barriers to concepts of broad-based partxipation in 

health promotion projects for these populations. 

b) 
. .  . 

A second major finding in this study was that, over t h e ,  there was a decrease in 

local community member participation and an increase in the roles and duence of staff 

and cornmunity leaders. niis trend appeared to be duenced by a shfi in project 

objectives fiom education and self-help for target group memben to advocacy and 

lobbying with other agencies for changes in public policies and programs. 



General s M s  in project objectives, or goal displacement, have been noted 

previously to have varymg effects on participation (Sills 1968, Klandermans 1984). 

However, the intention here is to discuss how advocacy activities in particular are 

associated with low levels of participation. 

Neuîeld ( 1 99 1 ) identifies six levels of advocacy for disadvantaged persons, varymg 

fiom a focus on the individual and Î d y  (self-advocacy, famiy advocacy, one-to-one 

advocacy), to a focus on society (legal advocacy, system advocacy, public advocacy) Tt is 

the latter types of advocacy whch appeared to create changes in participation patterns in 

the study cases. 

There are two views of the effect of advocacy activities on participation. The 

insmunental view assumes that fewer community mernbers are actually needed to wnduct 

advocacy activities. This view will later be used to explain organizations' strategic 

decisions to shfl to advocacy and the resultant effect on participation. On the other hand, 

the motivational view assumes that fewer community members are interested in advocacy 

and most decline to participate. The motivational view helps explain the tendency for 

more advantaged members, who have fewer needs for materiai benefits, to predominate in 

advocacy. These persons are not as preoccupied with Survival needs and may instead 

desire the status that can be acheved through participation in an advocacy carnpaign 

(Hemiann 1991). 

The specific focus, or orientation, of the advocaçy activity is important in this 

motivational view. Turner (1987) describes tbree action orientations of advocacy 

campaigus as: 

1. a participation orientation, or orientation toward the personal benefits of 

participation; 

2. a power orientation, or orientation toward acquiring and exerting influence; and 
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a value orientation, or orientation toward the goals and ideology of the movement. 

From the motivational Mew, Klandermans (1 984) utilizes ths typology to 

hypothesize that organizations with a power orientation must convince potential 

participants that the advocacy campaign will be successfid, or persons will not participate 

since there is little direct material benefit to the individual. Paradoxically, however, once 

the organization convinces indwiduals of its effectiveness, the more attractive it is for 

individuals to take a fiee ride, and thus have less reason to participate (Olson 1 968). If an 

organization has a value orientation as well, t h s  problem of non-participation is reduced 

since the individual may participate for the achevernent of an ideological goal. Thus, 

Klandermans' analysis predicts that 'pure' advocacy organizaûons, without additional 

material, ideological, or identity formation benefits, are unlikely to have significant 

participation. None of the cases in ths study appeared to have a single action orientation 

for advocacy and it is difficult to explain the finduigs fiom the motivational view alone. 

Alternately , an instmental perspective on advocacy is usefiil in explaining the 

emergence of these organizations' advocacy strategies. Shakespeare (1 993) notes that 

organizations may SM their focus to advocacy in an effort to increase their legitunacy and 

resources. As such, they may oppose the funduig of new groups clauning to represent the 

same interests. In t h s  research, decisions made by disability advocacy groups and 

govemment to exclude emerging ILC organszations fiom system and public advocacy 

activities appeared to be an example of this dynamic, which rdects a power orientation. 

Phillips (1994) notes the instrumental ddliculties whch are faced by community 

organizations involved in advocacy in trying to balance the need for representation through 

lobbying and the need for participation through collective action. M e  (1985) and Melucci 

(1 988) note a similar distinction between representation (indirect, deferreci goal 

satisfaction, by leaders) and participation (direct, immediate, large investment of m e )  
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both necessary in social movements. However, these strategies require different 

types of knowledge, and organizational processes, and are difficult to balance. 

movement organization chooses to pursue advocacy primanly through 

attendance at meetings, the wnduct of research, and fund raising, it runs the risk of losing 

touch with the grounded passion and participation of its constituency. On the other hand, 

an advocacy strategy focused p~cipal ly  on public participation and collective protest 

brings the dangers of diminishmg effectiveness, credibility of representation, and 

ali enation of more rnoderate supporters. 

The literature suggests that organizations do not necessarily chwse one optron over 

the other, but develop strategies to allow them both a place. For example, national 

organizations may leave participato~ advocacy to local groups which can quickly mobilize 

public interest. However, there is a danger that lack of connection between these levels 

may &vide issues into national and local responsibilities, resultmg in a loss of influence. 

An altemate approach is to share responsibility for advocacy strategies in orda to address 

the same issues at national and regional levels. This approach recognizes that political 

oppominity structures are operative as well (Tarrow 1989). For example, govemment 

interest, b d m g  sources, alliances with other organizations, and exishng structures of 

gender, class, and race relations may Vary in a country and should be addressed at different 

levels of the organization accordmg to the context. 'Rus intersection of structure 

(invitations and opportunities provided by existing conditions) and the agency of 

organizatiom (choices and oppominities whch are made) is a major fmus of new social 

movement theory. 

The disabhty organizations in ths shidy had similar values and goals for disabled 

persons and could be tenned part of the disability movement in Canada. Klandennans 

(1 984) provides a structural typology of social movement org&tions which lads to 



explanations regarding their reliance on local participants An 'isolated' social movement 

organization has no branches and relies on direct contact with its members. In its early 

days, HAGI was an example of t h s  type of organization. in contrast, a 'federal' structure 

has local branches and cm interact with these in one of three different ways. A loosely 

coupled 'network' structure (e.g., DAWN), which ofkn results fiom a merger of 

preexisting organizations, rnay have good coordination w i h  a community. A 'pyramid' 

structure (e.g., PUSH) has weak luiks between levels with higher level organizations 

providing senices, giving advice, and defimg common goals, d l  of whch promote the 

unity and legitimacy of the movement. Local organizations in pyramid structures are 

relatively autonomous, diverse, and spontaneous. In 'centralized' federal movement 

structures (e.g., HAGI-ILC in CAILC), local organizations are coordinated by a highly 

centralized national organization . 

Klandermans suggests that federal structures may be able to make use of local 

chapters, but there is no guarantee that local chapter officers will be able to mobilize local 

rnernbers, especially in loosely coupled network structures (DA WN) . Movement s wi th a 

pyramid (PUSH) or centralized structure (HAGI-CAILC) are more Iikely to be able to 

mobilize local officers, however, if they cannot do so they are worse off than a movement 

with a .  isolated structure, because the movement is cut off fiom its local constituencies 

and may face extmction (PUSH). 

Thus, advocacy organizations which utilize a loose network structure may rely on 

grassroots m o b h t i o n  in times of crisis. Those whch utilue pyramid and centralized 

federal structures, whch may be better for managing opportunities and claunulg 

legtimacy of group goals, may be less responsive and much more risky in the context of a 

rapidly changmg fimdmg environment. 
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In sum, instrumental views of advocacy appear to be more usefil in explaming why 

the development of an advocacy focus rnay influence the deche  of active community 

participation in health promotion projects. Furthemiore, structural luiks between 

associated programs may be important in predicting their ability to mobilize participants. 

Overall, a shft towards advocacy objectives may be inevitable in a field such as 

health promotion whch claims to address issues fiom the micro to macro levels. 

However, the structural b h e r s  to active participation in such a shift should be recognized 

and plans made to rninimize the potenhai consequemes of loss of grassrwts support. 

C) mancial Incentives and Volunteerisrn 

A t h d  recurrent findmg in this study was the difficulty in initiating and sustaining 

the involvement of community members. Both project sponsors and target group 

members reported that the lack of financial compensation for the participation of 

indinduals was often responsible. This was the case especially for those acting in 

' advisory ' and 'volunteer ' project positions. Although there appeared to be some 

honoraria available for participant payment, these were not offered openly by the 

bureaucracy, nor negotiated skilfully by the sponsors. Target group members did not 

expect compensation for involvement in self-help activities, but lack of hancial incentives 

was claimed to have been a barrier to participation in project activities whch were 

intended to develop the orgaruzation, to produce educatimal products, and especidy for 

joint planning with professionals and bureaucrats. 

Explanations for the relationship between financial incentives and participation 

have roots in Olson's (1 968) social exchange theory of wllective action. Research 

utilizing this economic analogy idmûfies the personal, or opportunity, costs of 

participation in terms of expendmg scarce resources. Social exchange theory has been 
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of participation such as m e ,  expenditures for chld care expenses, and safeS nsks 

(Prestby 1 990). 
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costs 

Research has also focused on incentive management to uicrease participation in 

volmtary organizations (Prestby 1990). tn the ideal situation, a sense of individual 

empowerment is influenced by a 'gwd' person-environment fit, whereby organizations 

provide sufficiently varied and valuable benefits to offset the relatively low costs of 

participation. Members then actively partxipate and become more empowered as a result. 

However, d the fit is 'bad', members either receive too few benefits, benefits of too little 

value, or they experience too many costs and thus participate minirnally, whch dubi t s  the 

empowerment process. Disadvantaged cornmunity members who expected payment in the 

shidy cases reflected a poor person-environment fit. 

These hduigs and literature lead one to ask whether purely voluntary action (that 

is, without a hancial exchange) is relevant for general society, for health promotion 

organizations, and for disadvantaged persons. 

The scope and responsibility of dtruistic voluntary mmmunity activity have been 

generally maintained in Canada over the past few decades. In addition, wntemporary 

welfare systems, whch were initiated to express 'second generation human nghts', have 

become highly professionahzed and expensive public service industries (Howell 1987). Ln 

hun, there have been calls for oommunity participation as a necessary corrective response 

both for economic reasons, as well as to acheve increased equity and social whesiveness 

(Midgeley 1 986). 

However, the symbolic irnport of financial payment for valued work in our society 

cannot be underesûmated, especially in times of high unemployment. Thus, the 

individual's ability to acheve payment for 'voluntary' activities may be seen as a substitute 
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for employment, and rnay hold sipficant motivational importance beyond its dollar value. 

Additionally, concepts of cunmunity participation and public compensation have been 

linked recently in trends toward 'workfare', in which w e k e  recipients are expected to 

provide labour in public community services ( t m e d  the 'Community Participation7 

comportent of Ontano Welfare reform) in exchmge for benefits. A voluntary aspect of 

workfare has also been promoted so that welfare recipients may even suggest where they 

would like to work in the community (Kitchener-Waterloo Record, 1996). That others7 

who provide volunteer labour in s d a r  setîings, should also expect compensation is not 

surprising. Thuç, volunteerism in certain socio-economic segments of society may decline 

without adequate incentives. 

Pure volunteerisrn is also at risk in health promotion organizations for a number of 

reasons. First, as the purpose of commmity participation shifts fiom 'contribution', and 

'organizaiion' and representativeness, to 'empowennent' and representation, the emphasis 

changes fiom mmmunity members' responsibilities, for which they should volunteer, to 

community members' rights. Thus, the onus shifts to the organhation and the state to 

secure participation, and t h s  may be done at least partly through hancial incentives. 

A second structural dynamic affecthg volunteerisn in ths  context is related to the 

rapid development of health promotion organizations due to increased funduig 

oppomiaities. In ths situation, there is little advafltage in establishing set organizational 

roles and structures whch may be difncdt to change (Checkoway 1985). Especially in 

consumer organizations, where role mobility is a feasible and necessary motivational 

feahie, target group members may start as volunteers and leam by experience, before 

takmg paid jobs in the organization. Requesting pay for valued voluntary activities prior to 

assuming a formal stagrole does not seem contrary to either the developmental needs of 

the o r g h t i o n  or to current concepts of commuzilty development. Thus, evolution in the 
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purpose of participation in health promotion and in its structural organization may predict a 

declme in volunteerism. 

Finall y, with respect io participation of disadvantag ed groups, there have been 

hstoric lines of i n q q  concemuig class differences in volunteerism. Veblen (1 899) 

initially introduced the theory of the leisure class whch held that a conspicuous display of 

leisure, for example, through charitable philanthropy, was a drect way of proving one's 

wealth and position ui the social class. In the Canadian wntext, Porter (1965) M e r  

explained charitable phlanthropy by the wealthy in ternis of histonc Christian moral 

concepts of responsibility towards the less fortunate. Porter also noted that wealthy 

persons participate in charitable work conducted by private foudations as a way of 

prevenûng the extension of publicly hanced programs into issues of social welfare. 

However, in the era of state-financed health promotion programs since the 1970 '~~  the 

latter motivation appears to have been unsuccessfid. 

Explainkg the implications of a lack of financial incentives on the participation of 

disadvantaged target group members requires the use of other perspectives. The first 

utilizes social exchange theory to examine incentives and costs. Research on motivations 

for generd participation in voluntary neighbowhood associations reveals that purposive 

and solidary incentives, rather than material incentives, are important to the average 

person. In cmtrast, there have been few -&es inveshgating incentives for parhcipation 

in cornmunity health activities by disadvantaged persons. However, one study of mentally 

dl persons in self-help groups shows that personai and material incentives, such as 

hancial payment, were ais0 important in decisions to participate (Norton 1993). 

Overail, the pwr have few resources to spare for endeavours whch do not promise 

a concrete benefit, as is often the case in health promotion projects whch fmus on 

organizational development and agency empowerment. However, disadvantaged persons 



are ofien willing to lnvest their personal resources and participate in social action 

organizations when others have provided the initial invernent and there appears to be a 

promising oppominity (Heman 1983). Thus, the reputation and mandate of the 

organization, as illustrated in the ICYP and PUSH cases, may mod@ an initial reluctance 

to participate, even without payrnent . 

From a second perspective, Schreader ( 1990) explains the lack of payment to 

disadvantaged persons for voluntary labour in ideological ternis. The traditionai altniistic 

'civic culture' perspective, whch extends the leisure class theory, has been that the 

process of developing one's full potential as a citizen, beyond one's participation in the 

workforce, requires the self-sacrifice inherent in perforrning voluntary activity (Widmer 

1987). However, this expectation ignores certain target groups' structural disadvantages 

in relationship to paid labour, whch excludes them fiom wage eamuig. By expecting 

these groups to volunteer in health promotion projects, the state relnforces the ideology 

that their labour is to be unpaid. This explanation appears particularly relevant to the cases 

involving disabled persons in t h s  study. Thus, traditional concepts of volunteerism may 

not apply to disadvantaged persons' participation, even in self-help activities, especially if 

more privdeged persons are perceived to benefit by their participation (e.g., professionals 

being paid to attend meetings). hterestmgly, other federal departments are now formally 

recogniPng the need for volunteer honoraria in research initiatives whch focus on 

disabled persons (SSHRC-HRDC 1994). 

Overall, the lack of hancial compensation for disadvantaged community mernbers 

was an rnhrbiting factor but did not absolutely restrict participation in these cases. 

Furthemiore, the inability to interview non-participants in projects about their reasons for 

not participahg limits the conclusions that can be reached. Nonetheless, there appear to 

be some symbolic and organizaîimal reasons whch help to explain why pure volunteerism 



in health promotion projects for disadvantaged groups rnay be difficult to acheve. These 

h h g s  may qualify the general literature on volunteerim and the need for financial 

incentives to secure participation in certain groups. 

d) 
, . 

r e c o n m  for Power 

A fourth finding in this shidy was the unifody low level of influence of ordinary 

community mernbers in project decision-making. Organizational factors related to 

participation roles (govemance models, leadership, professional involvement) were of key 

importance in this dynamic. This dustrates the fundamentd importance of power, or 

relations of dominance between groups, in these participatory settings. 

As a background to discussing the d u e n c e  of these structural factors on the 

expression of power, it is usefbl to clarify certain power typologies. Contemporary power 

theories assume that power is relational rather than unidimensional (Lukes 1974, Foucault 

1979, Alford 1985). When one actor dominates in a situation, other actors can resist the 

process in ways which may aid other goals such as iden* formation. In this sense, power 

is not zero-sum and absolute, but relative and negotiable through processes of cunflict and 

ca-production (Susskuid 1 983). 

Alford (1 985) suggests that pluralist, managerial, and class perspectives on power 

are distinct from each other as they entail Merent levels (individual-group, organizational, 

mietal) of mfluence. Alfbrd also states that each perspective on power predicts dif5aent 

foms of parbcipaîion. A pluralist perspective, which is used to analyse power 

relatimhips between indwiduals or groups, arises fÎom a b c t i o d s t  interpretation of 

interest groups and rests on an assumption of accepted norms and vaiues. Power is 

situational and measured by influence over the outcornes of codict. A pluralist 

perspective expects participation to be widespread, but mtrolled through concepts of 
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'representativeness'. Altemate styles of participation, such as mass protests, mdicate 

failure of pluralist politicd institutions. 

A managerial perspective on power, whch is used to analyse power relations 

between organizations, arises &om Weberian views of elite vested interests. Power is 

structural and measured by the capacity of state and wrporate interests to dominate each 

other. This perspective expects elite domination to protect the organization fiom 

unorganized parhcipation. Such unofficial participation indicates the breakdown of 

protective structures of organkations, for example, their hierarch.mil nature. 

Finally, a class perspective on power, which is used to analyse power relations at 

the societal level, arises fiom Marxist views of social stratification. Power is systemic and 

rnferred fiom relations of dominance between groups, for example, between social classes 

or between industriahzed and developing countnes. In contrast to the pluralist and 

managerial perspectives, Alford suggests that a class perspective expects m a s  

participation to occur, whch will expose contradictions of stratified systems such as 

capital and labour. 

Alford does not atternpt to reconcile these various perspectives, as they are 

wnceptualized at different levels of anaiysis and each view rejects or reinterprets the 

others. However, their common reliance on structure (in al1 of its dunensions) indicates 

that some reconciliation may be possible. Lukes (1 974) and Foucault (1 979) suggest that 

different power processes can coexist at the same level of analysis. In particular, Lukes' 

andysis of power processes suggests that, in any settùig, a dominant group may exert 

control over a subordmate group in three ways: 

1. Forcelauthority - Dominant groups may take active measures to prevent others fkom 

occupying influentid or authontative positions; 



2. Non-decision - Dominant groups may fail to act, thus leaving in place obstacles and 

barriers whch prevent others fiom exercising power; and, 

3. Hegemony - Dominant groups may construct and reinforce a reality in whch it is the 

nom for them to exercise power, and for nibordinate groups to be passive recipients of 

benefits. This dynamic can occur in any realrn of class, race, disability, or gender. 

Furthemore, assuming that power is relational, a particular resistive participatory 

response may occur. However, Drake (1 992) notes that certain pre-conditions are 

necessary for nomdominant participants to exercise such power. f i s  study has also 

identified certain structural factors which are associated with these pre-conditions. Fust, 

consumers must develop the personal 'capacity' to actually resist power, especially in 

situations of force and authonty. Structural factors which limit h s  capacity mclude target 

group marginalization and stigma whch irnpede progress beyond meeting the immediate 

needs of individuals. Second, disadvantaged groups must occupy organizanonal 

'positions' in whch power c m  be exercised; they must have authority to wunteract non- 

decision. Structural factors whch facilitate the achevernent of these positions include 

suitable organizational structures such as membershp models, role mobility, leadership 

development, and various foms of access. Thd, disadvantaged groups' organizational 

positions must be situated withui 'noms and networks' such that the exercise of power is 

effective and acheves its purpose, especially in hegemonic situations. Structural factors 

whch fachtate the effective development of noms and networks include legrhmate 

o r g d o n a l  mandates for 'representation', resources, political priority, and a managed 

role for professionals. 

Drake (1992) states that participant power cannot be expressed if any of these pre- 

condrtions are absent. However, these case studies suggest that the extent to whch 

structural factors lunrt or facilitate these pre-conditions detemines the nature and degree 



of participation as a response to the exercise of power. This background leads to a 

discussion of why *hee key structural factors were important in the expression of power in 

the cases. 

First, the control of projects through membership in sponsor organizations was a 

key factor which positively affected the d u e n c e  of disadvantaged persons in t h s  

research. According to Drake ( 1992)' such 'positions' are crucial to developing situations 

in whch participants can exercise power. He notes that, given the opportunity, target 

group members choose to run their own agencies rather than be subject to the govemance 

of others who may predominate in a pluralist setting. The importance of proj ect 

govemance and membership was hghlighted in the HPCP by its encouragement of 

organizational guidelmes to control the participation of non-consumers in projects. 

A board of duectors structure is often cited as a factor which can lead to consumer 

control in the area of public health planning. There has also been ongoing debate about 

whether boards of directors control, or are controlled by, the organizations they are 

intended to govern (Tucker 1980). However, in t h s  study there was mixed evidence of 

the uuluence of board participation by consumers on control in health promotion projects. 

Sewice agency boards had no target group representatives at dl .  However, certam target 

group rnernbers on consumer organization boards had both policy and irnplementation 

roles in projects. 

Most studies of disadvantaged persons' duence through board membership have 

occurred in fomal organizational semngs. For example, Godbout (1 98 1) reports that 

individual consumers require a guaranteed nimiber of elected seats to be able to exercise 

any influence in CLSCs in Quebec. In contrast, Eakin (1984) reports that, in Quebec 

hospitals, democratization of board membership beyond elites was ineffective in 

transfdg control to community interest groups. Sullivan (1995) also notes that 



indwiduals with disabilities who had membership on heaith policy boards in Nova Scotia 

had no increase in decision-makmg authority. These studies indicate that the status quo 

was rnaintained because of the tradrtional power hierarchy, the lack of individuals' ties to 

forma1 consumer organizations, and consumers' inadequate howledge base and ski11 

levels whch were requûed to participate on an equal basis with professionals and elites. 

The importance of formal board structures in smaller grassroots organizations is less clear, 

although there appear to be some parallels. 

Finally, standard organizationai practices in decision-makmg venues rnay affect 

power opportunity structures. For example. a lack of 'access' rnay be perpetuated by 

inviting directors to serve on boards rather than by open elections (Shakespeare 1992). 

Mord (1 975) also notes that inter-agency planning wmmittees whch include target group 

members rnay operate under d e s  which require a consensus, and thus are doomed to 

failure. He argues that the inclusion of a wide range of community members to make 

community groups 'representative' ensures that consensus will not be reached w i t h  the 

community, much less with professional and bureaucratie participants. Thus, a 'veto 

group' process leads to stalemate and perpehiation of the status quo. The present study 

indicates that target groups' inabilities to overwme differences due to their socio- 

demographc characteristics can also affect their 'capacity' to exercise power under these 

d e s  of consensus. 

Overall, these problems lead to questions as to whether or not a board structure is 

d c i e n t  to increase comm~ty member influence in s m d  s d e  health promotion 

projects. Since ths  study did not inclcde agencies whch used 0 t h  foms of 

organizational structure, it is not possible to conclude that boards are, or are not, important 

in the empowerment of ~ ~ ~ l l ~ n u n i t y  members. Nonetheless, target group membership in 

project goveniance appeared to be an duential factor in the expression of power in ths 



study. It should be noted as well that not al1 target group members can effectively assume 

positions of uifluence in a membership-based organization and that significant mediation 

by other actors rnay be necessary. 

A second factor in the expression of power in these cases was the strong influence 

of project staff rnernbers and this rnay be explained partly in texms of broader trends in 

participation. Katan (1 986) explains that emerguig worker participation dynamics are dso 

in effect in co~ll~nunity development projects, and that staff are not as subse~en t  to 

managers and boards of dtrectors as they were previously. In senice agencies, in whch 

staff have a mandate of professional autonomy and responsibility, Katan predict s conflict 

between increased staff participation and consumer participation since agencies are trymg 

to manage a dual threat to the status quo. In this shidy, for example, senice agency staff 

interests predominated over consumer interests. 

In consumer organizations, on the other hand, the dynamic is less ciear since st& 

are often target group members themselves. For example, the assigrnent of target group 

staffhembers to increased responsibility and d u e n c e  in advocacy activities rnay be 

explained merely as a move toward efficiency of personnel utilmîtion. Altemately, it rnay 

be viewed as a cosptation of target group interests, dependmg on the perceived threat to 

the agencies involved. Th~s latter explanation, however, rnay be comblicated when staff 

are target group rnembers, who then may have additional legitirnacy in advocacy activities 

due to their consumer status. 

Overail, the u h t i o n  of target group members in non-traditional positions, such 

as employees in both service and consumer agencies, appears to increase their 

opportunities to exercise influence. In addition, tt rnay c h 4  the organization's negative 

perceptions of target group members ' ' capacities' , whch previously reinforced agency 

expressions of benign hegemonic power. 
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Finally, a h d  factor in the expression of power was professional influence This 

d u e n c e  was pervasive in cases studied, although it was rnanaged to a greater degree in 

the consumer organizations. Stewart (1  995) has shown that partnerships between health 

professionals and self-help groups are likely to develop and may be beneficial, but need 

special supports. These supports are necessary to manage the change in traditional senice 

provider-user relationshps and include: professional re-education, coordination of projects 

by consumer organizations, and social role clanfication. These elements of new 'noms 

and networks' were well dernonstrated only in the DAWN consumer-professional project 

whch attempted to balance power relations before beginning the process of partnership 

with professionals. 

In conclusion, a number of links have been shown between the expression of 

power, sîructural factors of governance, staff' and professional involvement, and 

participants' abilities to respond, which help to explain the limited target group influence 

m these cases. The discussion also indlcates that if community participation is perceived 

only in ternis of traditional organizational structures and negohation of roles with staff and 

professionals, then tokenism may prevd. However, if a redistribution of power is also 

considered to be important in community participation, then voluntary agencies may 

require significant re-configuration. A necwary change in the defuition of such agencies 

would include govemance and cwtrol by the target group in question. 

This discussion has e x a m i d  some underlymg mechanimis of si@cant bamers 

to an inclusive, broad-baEeafomrofco~~l~lnuaity participation in health promotion. 

Various social structural theews of representation, advocacy in social movements, 

incentives in volunteerism, and relational power have been used to explain key finduigs 

conceming the relationship between structure and participation in the cases. However, 
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before makmg conclusions in the fuial chapter, qualifications should be made regarding 

methodological limitations of the study. 

5.2 Methodological Issues in the Case Study Approach 

-rius study intentionally focused on a particula. problem in hedth promotion-the 

pariicipation of disadvantaged groups . C ertam methodological decisions were made t O 

optimize the information whch could be assernbled about participation in this situation. 

These decisions affected the types of organizations studied, the types of respondents 

interviewed, and the foms of data whch were collected. In hm, certain rnethodological 

limitations were evident . 

. . 
a) e r a l ~ b i l i t y  

The multiple case study methodology selected for ths research had a nwnber of 

positive and negative points. The use of in-depth studies of health promotion projects was 

valuable for the clarification of conceptual issues in participation through the use of open- 

ended questions and cross-checkmg domat ion  between respondents. Use of study sites 

which were luiked by a single funding program was also valuable as it allowed the 

detection of common stnictural factors and their d u e n c e s  on participation. Specifically, 

bureaucratie structural factors in the politid-legal-economic dimension wdd be 

compared across cases as sponsors operated mder common guideluies for canducting the 

proj ect S. 

However, there were dso a number of iimitations to generhbllity in this multiple 

case sîudy. Findings were restricted to the local target group projects within the Ontario 

HPCP context. Generhtion to other situations and populations is precluded by the mal1 

number of cases and also by the exclusion of Francophone projects. Finally, the study 
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hdmgs  did not apply to national level projects, nor to those related specifically to target 

issues such as AIDS or impaired dnving. Thus, it was not possible to conclude from this 

study whether the location, size, or organizational sophistication of cornmUIIlty sponsors 

uifluences the expression of participation. 

b) esnondent Selection 

The selection of projects for in-depth study and the choice of key dormants could 

have lnfluenced the findings of the study even though selection critena were specified to 

minimize these potential biases. It had been expected origuially that community 

participation in the cases wodd chffer significantly, based on the p ~ c i p a l  mode of 

community participation being utilized, as identified fkom document analy sis. However, 

the most common or active participant roles were not identtfied accurately in the project 

documents and community mernbers were involved in multiple positions in each case. In 

retrospect, the selection of cases at the beginning of the study could have been based on 

other observable organizational factors such as mandate ( s e ~ c e  or advocacy) or 

governance of the organizations. In the end, the range of selected cases was usefbl for 

disceming general mechanisms of structural duences, although not for developing 

detailed typologies of particular structural factors with respect to participation. 

The number of cornmunity respondents intewiewed in each case achieved the 

levels whtch were anticipated in the pilot study. However, the representativeness of these 

respondents to the other case participants could not be ensured. Sponsor staff mntacted 

potential respondents duectly for both ethical and practical reasons, and recnùtment of 

respondents was slow. A variety of reasons for recruitment problems are possible, 

includmg sponsor reluctance to faciltate interviews, wmmunity members ' transience, and 

commmity member disinterest in participating in a University research study. 
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Disadvantaged persons in some cases (ICYP, PUSH, HAGI) rnay have been 

suspicious of attempts to gather personal domation about volunteer activities if they 

perceived that welfare and disability benefits would be at risk. Similady, ths  type of fear 

rnay have precluded their participation in the projects. They rnay have been concemed that 

welfare officers would assume that they were not available to work, or were actuaily able 

to work, in the case of persons on disability benefits or workers' compensation. ui either 

case, volunteering in health promotion projects may have been viewed as activities which 

uiey did not want made public. Overali, difficulties in respondent recnutment for dus 

study seemed to validate sponsors' claims that enlisting disadvantaged wmmunity 

members was a challenge. 

C) omplet-d 

The interview guide, which was developed through a literature review and pilot 

testing, was satisfactory for eliciting respondent perceptions of the association of 

organizational dunension strucîural factors with the participation process. Information 

regarchg the d u e n c e  of other structural dimensions (social-cultural, political-legal- 

economic), however, was not obtained easily. For example, most community respondents 

did not m e n t  on how political decision-rnakmg structures and the economic climate 

af5ected participation. Expert respondents, on the other and, reported these issues fiom 

their experiences, although they were not always able to oEer concrete evidence related to 

the HPCP. Nonetheless, many wmmunity respondemts did refer to the prevaihg 

atmosphere, or nonnative ideology, of participation in Canada as an important positive 

influence. Many also referred fiequently to the negative influence of disadvantaging social 

conditions on participation. Agaùi, wncrete examples, or rationales for these relationdups 

were offered rarely- as if the vocabulary for links between these structural influences and 



participation was not available This inability to verbally express these relationslups rnay 

have biased the weight of evidence towards the influence of the organizational dunension 

on parhcipation. 

Similarly, respondents prefaced their remarks fiequently with a caution that the 

dynamics of the participation process, and its value, depended on the 'purpose' of 

participation. Cohen ( 1 980) cautions, however, that purposes of participafion are difficult 

to assess since they are implicit, subjectively held, rnay be discovered over time, or rnay 

change with experience. This view demonstrates that it rnay be S c u l t  to evaluate 

participation in projects against a standard purpose, since ths ultimately depends on the 

subjective intentions of different types of participants. In sum, the methodological 

decision to study structural factors through individual reports of experience rnay be useful 

in exploring potential relationshps, but is ultimately h t i n g  in authenticating data or 

confinnuig hypotheses. 

Finally, respondents of al1 types provided detaded information about participation 

in project activities, however, ths could not always be confirmed by secondary sources or 

records. Furthermore, the quality of document data that could be obtained about individual 

cases was difficult to ascertam, since some project sponsors appeared to have tailored their 

reports to meet HPD prionties and expectations. 

A recurrent problem in data collection was the apparent lack of detailed credible 

donnation about the numbers and characteristics of participants. Apart fiom the 

sponsors' and HPD's low pnorities for evaluation, whch have been discussed, target 

group members may also have been reluctant to divulge personal information to project 

staff. Consquently, intemiew data were given pnority in the analysis, as the researcher 

had opportunities to probe for clarifications and inconsistemies. 



In sum, methodological issues in program and case selection limit the 

generalszability of conclusions whch can be drawn. Sirnilarly, the use of serm-stnictured 

questions to elicit respondent reports of their experiences and perceptions of causai 

mechanisms limits the explanations which c m  be developed. As previously discussed 

(Chapter 3), however, these are well-known limitations of the qualitative case study 

method and do not preclude the fblfilment of the primary intent of the thesis-to explore 

relationships between structural factors and the process of participation. 



CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSIONS 

In th is  concluding chapter, the principal findings are first presented to answer the 

research questions whch were posed in the study. Hypotheses for fiiture study which are 

related to these findmgs are also summarized. Second, key conceptual issues concerning 

the concepts of target groups in communities and the endsheans of parûcipation are 

discussed. Thud, in light of these conclusions, recommendations are advanced for health 

promotion participation policy . Fuially , the usefulness of a stmctural perspective on 

community participation is reviewed and directions for fûture research are proposed. 

6.1 The Relationship of Structural Factors to 
Comrnunity Participation in the HPCP Case 

Four aspects of the process of participation in these cases were uifluenced by key 

factors which reflected the broad array of structures conceptualized in this study. 

a) O was mvolved in 

The number and range, or types of participants, were modest in these cases. HPD's 

target group policy and HPD staff's promotion of certain groups fostered participation of a 

narrow range of rnarguialized community members. These restrictions were supported by 

local agency mandates to work with prefmed mb-groups in the target group populations 

and over tirne, to focus on advocacy work. Local leadership was responsible for efforts 

whch increased the total numbers of casual participants, but leaders were less effective in 
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attractmg active long t m  participants. Participation hypotheses whch arise fkom these 

findmgs cuncem target group cohesion, bureaucratic cornmitment, and leadership m 

senice/advocacy prograrns. 

b) How was ~ a r t i c i ~  

Sponsors used participation strategies both for proj ect organization and for proj ect 

recruitment. A standard incorporated structure, whch was mandated by HPD, encouraged 

hierarchical responsibilities. Some organizations used a membership govemance mode1 

effectively, but thxs was not mandatory. Strategies for participant recniiûnent, whch were 

largely dependent on personal contacts, were implernented by project staff and by 

volunteer initiatives. These strategies were seriously impeded by federal policies on short 

term funding, whch affected staff security, and on financial incentives, which affected 

volunteer motivation. in particular, the pre-occupation of staff with fûndraising limited 

their roles in participant recruitment and community health promotion activities. In 

compensation, program linkages were used increasingly by stan  to expand the 

parhcipation of 0 t h  community agencies in the projects. Hypotheses whch are related to 

this question concem the effects of participation guidelines, bureaucratic supervision, and 

the degree to whch resource mobbatïon strateges are related to prograrn Iinkages. 

. . .  
4 d e s  m s  were 

The majority of community participants were h t e d  to volunteer and client 

positions in seKhelp and health education activities and had Little mobdity in their d e s .  

A minority had board, staff, and advisory d t t e e  positions which involved planning 

and management activities. Target group membershtp in the govemance structure 

appeared to be a key factor which distinguished the activities of those in various types of 
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agencies. Finally, shifis in project objectives fiom health education to advocacy uicreased 

the variety of participant roles and activities, but only for a few community members. 

Participation hypotheses whch are relevant to t h s  question include the role of community 

members on advisory cornmittees and the relative advantage of networkmg and advocacy 

approaches in mainstream versus target group health promotion programs. 

d) What was the b w  of DOW& 

The uifluence of community members was moderate in these cases, with 

membershp status again being a key distinction. Overall, marginalized community 

members did not have the degree of independence or control envisioned in an egalitarian 

Mew of community participation, and they relied heavily on the cooperation of other more 

powerful participant groups, such as stanand professionals. Professional involvement was 

pervasive and varied fiom overt manipulation to key instrumental and political support. 

Increasing formalkation of local project structures and reportuig requirements required 

disadvantaged community members to collaborate with these groups whch had the 

necessary s M s  to manage projects. However, disadvantaged groups' lack of power due to 

social marginalmition was occasionally countered by individuals' experiences in group 

participaiion whch allowed them to assert their demands. Thus, non-structural factors of 

agency were intricately involved in issues of power. Hypotheses which are related to 

power dynamics and participation conceni the impact of partnershp with professionals 

and the consequences of consumer board members playing both policy and program roles 

in proj ects. 

The lessons leamed fiom ths study are clear. The concepts and ideals of 

community participation of disadvantaged groups can be used in health promotion to rally 



considerable bureaucratic and sponsor support. However, there are important structural 

influences, f?om both federal and local levels, in the implementation of participatory 

processes. Although bureaucratic support may be key in developing f u n h g  prograrns and 

in fostering the initiation of participatory projects, subsequent a b s t r a t i v e  practices and 

lack of evaluative follow-up can detract significantly fiom their execution. Thus, the 

bureaucracy7s role in local health promotion programniing cm be vital, but can be 

effective only if participation is given suficient political priority. Local project 

governance whch emphasizes target group membership rnay be a necessary prerequisite to 

assure that community participation is not token. Even so, attention to managing excessive 

professional involvement and aclueving flatter orgamzational structures is crucial. 

Factors in the organizational dimension of structure may have the most immediate and 

direct effect on participation. This is fortuitous since it is factors in ths  dunension whch 

can perhaps be adjusted by wmrnunity agencies most easily . 

Ultimately, ths  research concludes that community participation in the HPCP did 

not meet its rhetorical goals, yet perhaps these ideals are not achevable. These cases show 

that, when workuig with dwadvantaged groups, capacity building is a relevant goal. 

However, participation of disadvantaged persons can only be facilitated over the long t m ,  

and not imposed. Consequently, secure fimding, bureaucratic cornmitment, and group 

readuiess to act are obvious pre-conditions to acheving these ideals. 

6.2 Conceptuil Issues in Participation 

Two key wnceptuai issues are relevant to these conclusions. These issues concem 

the identity of target groups in communities and the 'enddmeans' distinction in 

participation. 



a) s m Health Promonon 

In addressing the concept of community, it is usehl to discuss the issue of 

disadvantaged groups, how they fit into health promotion ideology, and the r e subg  

implications for participation. Many authors have blamed 'failures' in comrnunity 

pareicipation projects in health promotion on lack of clarity in spelhg out what was meant 

by the concept of 'COITUXIUI~~~' (Tesh 1988, Farrant 1991, Nilsen 1996). Trahtionally, 

meanings of 'co~nmunity' have been based on geographic and affinity groupings, both of 

whch incorporate aggregational and relational notions. However, in the area of public 

health, other concepts of community are evident ( R i h  198 1 ). 'Communities of interest' 

reflect orgamzations whch  have self-identified their interests and are v.dling to work on 

current health concems, for example, AIDS or anti-smoking coalitions. Target issue 

organizations h d e d  under HPD are examples of 'interest' cornrnwhes whch attempt to 

access resources through public fùnding. 

In contrast, 'at risk' communities are target groups which are identsfied by others as 

potentially at risk of poor health. The target groups in this study, whch were identified 

and priorized by HPD staff, demonstrate the latter type of cornmunity. 

Lefebvre ( 1 993) notes common ban-iers to participation withm health promotion 

organizations whch take a target group, or 'at risk', approach. Many of these bamers to 

participation were evident in the study cases: 

1. no clear defimtion of mission and objectives due to lack of assessnent of consumer 

needs and lack of organizational consensus; 

2. poor identification of key target audiences, includmg subgroups at highest ri&; 

3. placement of political and professional objectives above consumer needs; 

4. biases toward expert opinions; 

5 .  influence of staf f  intexmediaries between target group members and planners; and, 



6 .  scenanos of urgency whch result in short project time Iines. 

Lack of control by the target group underlies many of these barriers and suggests that the 

top-dom, 'at risk' target group approach to community has fundamental Iimitations for 

participation. Participation may be effective with general community populations (of 

geographic and anmity groupings). Similarly, cornmunities of self-identified interests or 

target issue groups may have potential for strong participation. However, 'at risk' target 

group communities, whch require significant external stunulation and support, may not be 

suitable for expectations of strong participation, especially if required to self-orgamze and 

achreve 'empowement' The notion of 'disadvantage' may itself be the ultimate structural 

banier to participation. This tempts the conclusion that the participation of disadvantaged 

and marginalized groups may be sipficantly Merent fiom participation of mainstream 

wmmunity members in ternis of motivation, constraints, and strategies whch are 

necessary to make it meaningfd and effective. This f i n h g  should be fùrther explored 

b) nds/Means of Part ici~a~on 

A second concephial issue, the distinction of participation as a means as well as a 

valued end, creates significant confusion in practical applications. This problem was 

noted in this study in the HPD's fiequent shfts in goals for the HPCP. To restate the 

issue, people's receipt of benefits on a broad and increasing basis is the goal of most 

human service prograrns which assume there is a need to address special problems and 

inequitable situations. Doyle (1 990) ernphasizes the priority of participation as a means to 

achieving ths goal. Instnunental participation in decision-makmg, planning, and 

implementation is necessary and usefbl in increasing this access to benefits. 

Transformational participation as an end in itself is also believed to be important, 

but as an adjunct to this basic goal of benefits. However, if an organization ' s primary 



focus is on 'representation', or achevernent of statu in decision-malung circles, then the 

potential for members' interests to be met is necessarily delayed and indirect. Keeping 

members involved and supportive may be difficult unless they perceive a concrete benefit 

to themselves beyond the solidary and purposive benefits whch are likely in an advocacy 

organization . 

Most analysis in t h  field tends to emphasize the contradictions in participation and 

aims at an "either/or" understandmg of instrumental and transformational forms. In both 

foms, however, there is an expectation that pacipation can be controlled and 

predictable. Neither form in itself appreciates participation to be a complex "ieaming 

process by whch outcomes are the result of adapting to change as change occurs" (Rifkm 

1996, p. 87). 

In an early atternpt to reconcile these concepts, Cohen (1980) notes that 

participation is an intemediate, instrumental goal, analogous to concepts such as 

'employrnent' and 'education', wherein there is both a valued process and a benefit. 

Recently, there have been calls to incorporate a dialecticd "both/and" approach in hedth 

promotion ( E a .  1996) and community parhcipation research (Uphoff 1992, Rifkm 

1 996). nils approach utilizes multiple fiames of reference (e.g . , micro-macro, 

instrumental-transformational) whch support and reproduce, rather than wntradict, each 

other. Uphoff (1 992) suggests that "several positions that are inconsistent w i t h  a single 

fiame of reference can reaçonably be held ifmore than one fiame is applied, accordmg to 

mutually agreed criteria such as utility and coherence" (p.309). 

Ri&in (1 996) notes the implications of accepting the "both/and" approach for 

participation research. Professionals would need to accept the valichty of views of lay 

persons and allow new ideas to be examined. Planners would need to recognize that 

community participation is a set of views and activities whch reflect local solutions to 
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specific circumstances, and whch may or rnay not have any universai aspects. Finally, 

planners would need to cease expecting that community participation tied to a single fkme 

of reference wiil lead to program success. 

The "boWand" approach to concephializing participation may be a valuable 

development in general participation research. The experience of these cases mdicates 

that parlicipation as an end, or strategy for o r g h t i o n a l  capacity building for 

disadvantaged groups, may be usefid, but only insofar as it is successfid in building an 

organization which can meet its members' immediate needs. Current health promotion 

phlosophy suggests that it îs desirable to achieve both instrumental and transformational 

goals of dsadvantaged persons' participation simultaneously. However, the resources 

required for dus goal are sigmficant. This presents very real difficulties for planners, 

whch are unlikely to be resolved in times of dwindhg support for public h d i n g  of social 

mterest groups. 

6.3 Implications for Policy Development 

In spite of the limited extent of community participation in these cases, t h s  

researcher was impressed by the receptiveness show by respondents to the shidy and their 

interest in leaming more about participation. Ideals were still strong although the 

respondents expressed concerns about how to implement participatory prograrns properly, 

and how to prevent their cosptation. In light of ths interest in mo-g practice, a 

number of practical recommendations for strengthening community participation in health 

promotion can be suggested which coincide with certain structural factors identified in this 

study : 



a) Resource Allocation 

If health promotion is intended to address the needs of disadvantaged groups, it 

must be realized that ths is a long t m  task. Funcimg policies mua d o w  sufficient 

resources and project terms to increase the actual participation of grassroots community 

members and to maintain community organizations' viability over prolonged periods of 

time. Such an approach however, runs counter to the short term cornmitment of 

govemment funding in ths area. Thus, one can predict that t h s  impasse will not only 

continue, but will likely become exacerbated in the future. 

b) et gr ou^ On- 

If health promotion programs continue to use a target group approach whch 

focuses on marginalized individuals who have few organizational skills, there must be 

special supports provided to enhance their effective participation. Provision of training in 

group parbcipahon and management shlls for community members should be a pnority. in 

addition to developing leadership skdls. Volunteer costs should be treated as legitimate 

expenses of parhcipation, but the need should be documented clearly and irnplementation 

should be evaluated fully . 

c oles of Professionals 

Cooperation between commtmity members and other actors may be fundamental in 

health promotion proj ects whch are afTected significaatl y by professional, bureaucraîic, 

and service agency priorities. Some health professionals demonstrate that they have a 

genuine interest in cornmunity participation in health programs. Considering the 

prevailing duence  of professionals in the health promotion field, which is Wtely to 
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persist, professionals should be encouraged and trmed to enhance local project actimtles, 

rather than to direct them. 

d) d Advocacy 

If changes in health conditions are actually desired by policy makers, there should 

be an increased emphasis on the use of alliances and networks in health promotion to focus 

on the social-structural determinants of health. This strategy may, however, reduce the 

emphasis on grassroots involvement unless a pardlel strategy is implemented to satise the 

instnunental needs of disadvantaged wmmunity members. Advocacy should be treated as 

a leptirnate activity in health promotion, but an adequate identification of supporters 

should be required. 

e ) tional Stmctures and Control 

If equal representation of comrnunity members is to be a fundamental condition of 

fora for public participation, then the current emphasis on organizational structures which 

promote acwuntability and representativeness over representation should be revised. 

Project control by consumers through membership-based govemance models should be a 

condition of funding. A broaàer range of organizational structures, includuig non-board 

structures, should be enwuraged. 

If laurels for the conceptual developrnent of health promotion are to go to federal 

planners, then darts should go as well for their failure to develop concepts of participation 

adequately. HPD staff attempted, but did not produce a coherent grassroots participation 

strategy. This was perhaps an unrealistic expectatim of a centralized federal body. 
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However, the potential for success in ths venture was present in the efforts of expenenced 

program staffwith onguis in cornmunity work. Unfortunately, the lack of importance of 

the participation issue at the federal level was ultimately reflected in its loose 

a b s t r a t i o n  and devolvement to bureaucratie preferences. The Canadm federd form 

of govemance is intended to provide some coordination of national health strateges, 

although this may decrease with a dunuushg fiscal responsibility in the area. hcreased 

efforts should be made to understand and coordinate participatory structures and processes 

at each level of govemment that addresses health and social development issues. 

An era of financial restraint in govemment spendmg may spell the demise of srnall 

health promotion projects with marginalized groups, since little fùndmg is available for the 

organizational or personal support required in these populations. f i s  demise may presage 

a r e m  to a semice orientation in public health. Such an orientation tends to invest in 

professionals, who then becorne resources to those in need, rather than to improve the 

conditions and capabilities of target group mernbers directly through programmg. 

Alternatively, marginalized groups may be left to fend for themselves. In the absence of 

the ideal, it appears that a focus on shli training within small, highly focussed and 

consumer-operated health promotion projects would allow progress on group health goals 

without being side-tracked by the panacea of participation. 

6.4 Future Research from a Structural Perspective 

This study has utilued the sociological perspective of stnicturahmi in studying the 

cornplex phenmenon of comunity participation. The broad view of structure which was 

taken in ths study proved to be relevant as it allowed the exposure of important stmctural 

b h e r s  whch were not evidmt in the literature. There was ample dormation available 

in the HPCP cases about structural conditions for participation, much of whch was 
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received unsolicited from respondents, although it was difficult at times to substantiate 

these data. Sirnultaneously, wmmunity members offered views on participation which 

could be interpreted fiom personal empowerment and group interaction perspectives, 

although these were not investigated. A comprehensive study of structural and non- 

structurai factors in participation would be useful to further examine the luiks between 

structure and agency. 

Cohen and Uphoff s fkamework provided a usehl starting point for analysis of 

community participation in these cases. In particular, it identdïed key questions about the 

participation process and the range of structural factors whch may uifluence this process. 

However, the fiamework did not clearly separate the stmctural elements fiom the 

parhcipation process. Furthemore, the inwrporation of analytic elements fiom social 

change theory was necessary for elaboratmg the fiarnework for the health promotion 

context of this thesis. 

This research has advanced the conceptualuation of structure in community 

participation. In particular, thts study has: identified key observable pararneters 

(numbers, range, roles, influence) in the participation process; deheated major categories 

or dimensions of structural factors whch affect these pararneters; identifred the 

organizaîional dunemion of stnicture as being predominant in its effect on participation in 

a selection of health promotion cases; and explored a variety of issues in health promotion 

whch suggest that the participation process in disadvantaged groups rnay be unique. 

At this tirne, the development of a structural model of participation is needed to 

assist fiirther studies in explorkg practical and theoretical issues in ths field. A number of 

preluninary hypotheses have been proposai whch cm be elaborated through social 

change theones and inserted in the mode]. This model rnay then be used for the prediction 

of project success and to inform the development of new participatory mechanisms. 
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Although a case study approach was useid in identifjmg structural factors in 

participation, it was limiûng in its inability to dernonstrate causal relationshps in a 

generalizable mamer. It is important that fiiture research on participation be conducted 

with methodologies which are generalizable to a varïety of sethngs and which can thus 

provide fuller theoretical explanations. Finally, it is crucial that the social change 

outcornes, or long t e m  esects, of participatory projects be examined through longitudinal 

shidies. This academic research agenda for co~ll~nunity participation will require both 

qualitative methods and valid and reliable survey instruments, some of which may be 

developed fiom the factors identified in this study . 
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APPENDIX A 

An interview guide of approximately thirty-five questions 1s used dong with M e r  
probe questions. Respondents are asked questions appropriate to their background. 

What has been your involvement with Health & Welfare, the HPCP or the project? 
* Determine respondent interest group affiliation. 
* Determine role in project. 
* Detennine reasons for involvement. 

COMMUNITY MEMBERS. SPONSOR STAFF. HEALTH & WELFARE STAFF 

What was the purpose of the project? 
* Detemine the purpose and objectives of the project, i.e., health service planning, health 

education, environmental education, public policy, cornmunity development . 

Was community participation important in the project? 
* Detemine the purpose of participation 

What type of participation was used in the project? 
How was this participation organized? 
How were participants initiaiiy involved? 
How were participants subsequently involved? 
Was this approacb to participation successful? 
Were then any difficulties in involving participants? 

* Detexmine the mode of participation, i. e., client, employee, volunteer, advisory 
cornmittee, board of directors 

* Determine recnlitrnent strategies 

What degm of influence did the community have in the project? 
* Determine the process of participation, i . e., non-participation, tokenism, citizen power . 



What changes (personai or social conditions) have occurred due to the project? 
How were these changes documented? 

* Determine effects of participation and how participation is evaluated 

How did the organization develop its relationship with the community? 
What resources did the organization use to achieve its goals? 
* Detemine ongins and development of the community relationship and resource 

mobilization. 

Whrt were the strengths of the organization (or community)? 
What type of changes did the organization (or community) believe that it was possible to 
make? 
How did the organization (or community) view its role in the community? 
Wis the organization (or community) nlüed with other groups working in the community? 
* Determine social rnovement characteristics. 

What type of community individuals participated in the project? 
* Determine the key community persons in the project. 
* Detemine participant characteristics. 

What other groups had a part in the projcct? 
What were the d e s  of pmfessionals, bureaucrats, sponsors & participants in the project? 
Eow did these groups view participation? 
Who defioed the health issue in the project and how to address it? 
* D e t e d e  interest group's agenda, duence and their impression of role of other groups. 

Were there any unforeseen problems because of the way participation occurred? 
Did this affect your group? 
* Determine unintended consequences. 

What factors have dected the development o r  functioning of beaith promotion projects? 
How bas community participation in heaith promotion changed over the years? 
Has the government influenceci the type of participation occumng in projeets? 
Does the governrnent view participation as important in heaith promotion? 
Is then a negative side io participation? 
* Detennine purpose of participation in health promotion. 



Do business or labour have a position on community participation in health programs? 
Have internationai factors affected the caU for participation in health promotion? 

* Determine the effect of economic and global iduences on community participation 
program. 

1s there govemment effort towards inereasing participation in communities? How and 
why is this happening? 
1s there a move toward formalizing community participation in decision making in 
Canada? 

* Detemine the factors which may have an effect on the fiiture of community participation 
as a strategy. 

R INFORMATION (ALL) 

Do you know of any other information o r  documents that 1 may and useful? 
Do you know of any otber people that 1 should talk with about the project o r  HPCP? 



The following are brief summaries of the population of sixteen HPCP projects in this study. 
The descriptions have been organized by target group. Consumer organizations are indicated 
by J .  Case studies are indicated by *. 

PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES 

J 
* This project addressed the problem of substance abuse for persons with disabilities. ActiMties 

involved raising awareness of individuais, professionals and healt h s e ~ c e  providers regarding the 
specific circumstances of disability which affect iddcat ion,  treatment and suppori of substance 
abuse problems. Educational matenal, focus groups, conferences and a speakers' bureau were 
organized to initiate community discussion of the issue. 

Awakeninp 
This project addressed the problem of low lwels of awareness of the community and persons with 
disabilities about disability health issues. Activities were airned to increase participation of 
disabled persons in community activities and planning. A needs assessment, public meetings and 
educational events were held to improve community awareness of disability issues. 

m o n  Brochure 
This project addressed the problem of a lack of information about head injuries for injured 
persons, family members and professionals. Activities involved developing an information 
brochure about the problem for educational purposes. Information was gathered fiom service 
providers and cornmunity members in assembling the brochure. Arrangements were made for 
dissemination of the brochure across the province. 

d u c a t i d  Workshpps P r o w  
This project addressed the problem of a lack of active participation of chronic psychiatrically 
disabled persons in educational and skill development programs. Activities focused on the 
development of planning and problem solving skills in the organization of educational meetings. 
A senes of meetings were organized with the assistance of the target group to educate persons 
with psychiatrie disabilities about self-help skills. 

* 
This project addressed the need for wmmunity seMces for persons with disabilities. Activities 
focussed on advocacy assistance, peer interaction, information provision, skill development and 
increasing community awareness of the needs of persons with disabilities. Programs were 
established to provide seMces in these areas. 



The Family and Disability - Talkine It Out 
This project addressed the problem of acquired disability in parents of young children. Activities 
were aimed at improving communication skills and problem-solving between the spouse, children 
and the person with a new disability. Discussion groups were organized to identi& issues for 
inclusion in a video about the problem. 

. . 
ttizen Advocacv 

This project addressed the problern of social isolation of persons with developmental disabilities. 
Activities focussed on public education and strengthening the target groups' self-care and social 
skills. A one-to-one volunteer program was expanded to include cross-disabled persons. 
Community education events were organized to increase public awareness of the needs of persons 
with developmental disabilities. 

WOMEN 

P s ~ h o t r ~ p i c  Dmg Booklets 
J This project addressed the need for ùiformation about use of mood-altering drugs for low literacy 

women. Activities were aimed at prevention and early intervention for women with ths  problem. 
A series of information pamphlets were developed, teaed and distributed across the province. 

. . 
1- Booklet 

This project addressed the problem ofa lack of idormation for pregnant women and their families 
about out-of-town deliveries. Activities were aimed at alleviating stress by providing basic 
medical and non-medicd information about out-of-tom deliveries. Input was obtained fiom a 
series of workshops and from professionals in the development and distribution of an educational 
booklet. 

. . 
on- Advocacv and Communications Proiecl 

J This project addressed the héalth needs of immigrant andvisible rninority women. Activities were 
aimed at increasing the mutual understanding of these women and the health care system about 
the barriers to accessing health services. A senes of workshops and public meetings were held 
to bring together women, seMce providers and policy makers. 

* ed W o m  Network 
This project addressed the health needs of women with disabüities. Activities focused on 
identdjmg needs, developing skilis and information and joint planning for improving access to 
health services. A series of workshops and training sessions were conducted to ident* needs and 
improve personal skills. Infiormation packages were developed and disserninated. A symposium 
with health professionals and policy-makers was held. 



Prqiect COPE 
This project addressed the problem of substance abuse among women criminal offenders. 
Activities were aimed at seEhelp and peer support in the control of addictions. Women in the 
target group were trained as peer supporters and conducted a needs assessment. Self-help 
support groups were estabiished. Community education was implemented through public 
presentations. 

ADOLESCENTS 

t outh H m  P r m  

This project addressed the problems of familiai stress and cultural confiicts in ethnic youth. 
Activities focussed on developing self-expression and coping strategies in youth. 
A training package and video were developed and used in a series of workshops with ethnic youth 
and families. 

* ly Transmit&d D h s e s  among Street Youth 
This project addressed the need for appropriate idormation about STD's for urban street youth. 
Activities were aimed at developing and distnibuting information and facilitating discussion arnong 
street youth about the problem. A needs assessment was conducted among youth and street 
workers. A variety of educational materials and videos were developed, tested and distnbuted. 

Teen Suicide P . . 
This project addressed the problem of teenage suicide. Activities focussed on increasing 
awareness among youth about how they could discourage a fiend's potential suicide. A video 
and educational manual were developed, tested and distributed. 

NATIVES 

4 This project addressed the problems of sexual and substance abuse among native people. 
Activities were shed at changing these behaviours through public education media. A needs 
assessment was conducted with individuals and professionals. A series of advertisements were 
developed for different media and transmitted across the region. 



APPENDIX C 

JPCP PROJECT CHARACTERISTICS 

NAME LOCATION TARGET GROUP MODE 

Drug and Alcohol Abuse and 
Persons with Disabilitied 

Public Education, and 
CommunicationsJ 

Hedth and Dis-Abled 
Women Network J 

Prevention of STD's 
Among Street Youth 

Project C.O.P.E. 

Teen Suicide Prevent ion 

The Family and Disability- 
Talking It Out 

Independent Living Centre J 

Northwestern Ontario Binhing 
Booklet d 

Psychotropic Dmgs and Older 
Women J 

Educational Workshops 

Beyond the Abuse J 

Awakening J 

Brockville Citizen Advocacy 

Head Injury Project 

Intercultural Heait h S hare 

Ontario 

Toronto 

Ontario 

Toronto 

Hamilton 

Bancroft 

Sudbury 

Thunder Bay 

Thunder Bay 

Kingston 

Cambridge 

Sioux Lookout 

Kapuskasing 

Broc kvilie 

S t . Catharine's 

London 

Disability 

Women 

Women 

Adolescents 

Women 

Adolescents 

Disability 

Disability 

Women 

Women 

Disability 

Nat ives 

Disability 

Disabiiity 

Disabiiity 

Adolescents 

Board 

Board 

Advisory 

Employee 

Emplo yee 

Employee 

Volunteer 

Volunteer 

Volunt eer 

Volunt eer 

Volunteer 

Volunteer 

Client 

Client 

Client 

Client 



SIS OF PARTICIPATION 
M COMMLTNITY HEALTH PROMOTION PROGRAMS 

INTERVIEW CONSENT FORA4 

W U  Boyce has explained to me his study on the analysis of participation in Health Promotion 
Contribution Program projects. This study is being conducted for his doctoral dissertation under the 
supervision of Dr. M. Kelner in the Department of Community Health at the University of Toronto. 
I consent to be interviewai as pari of this study. 1 understand that 1 may withdraw from the inteniew 
at any time. 1 consent to the data obtained fiom this intemiew being used in the preparation of his 
dissertation and subsequent derivative materials, such as scholarly papers, intended for publication. 
I understand that 1 will receive a copy of this consent form. 

1 agree to the following procedure concerning the confidentiality of my interview data: 

This interview wiil be tape recorded (audio only) and then transcribed. 1 agree that only Will 
Boyce and a transcriber will hear the tape and that it will be subsequently erased. 1 agree that 
transcnpts wil1 only be viewed by Will Boyce and his research cornmittee, will be kept in locked 
storage and will be destroyed upon completion of this work unless 1 give permission for them to be 
archived as indicated below. 1 understand that an identification number will accompany my 
transcripts, the lia of code numbers and identities aored separately. 1 understand that data will never 
be directly attributed to me but that a general description of my background may be given as 
explanation . 

Signature Date 

1 agree that the transcript of this interview may be archived as a source of information on 
participation in comrnunity health prognims. Access may be given to it from January 1, 1994. 1 
understand that the transaipt will be anonymous but that a generai description of my background may 
be given as explanation. 

Signature Date 



APPENDIX E 

CONTEXT - describes the general environment in which participatory projects operate 

SK ENVIRONMENT - describes the societal factors whch may affect paficipation and 
the potential of the sponsor group to encourage participation 

Societal Factors 
0 general social and culturai acceptance of participatory projects (tradition in the target 

group or comunity, attitudes towards gender, age, race, class and disability, usual 
role of local leaders and family systems, isolation, reliance on public vs. locally 
organized programs) 

O political support (prionty and f u n h g  support for HPCP, coordination of programs 
between federal-provincial-municipal levels, cornmitment to health promotion as a 
strategy, views on the place of participation in publicly resourced programs, allocation 
of resources to facilitate participation, instihitionalization of participatory mechanisms) 

0 economic duences  (perceived cornpetition f?om business or labour, interest in 
econornic integration of target group, job training opportunities) 

Sponsor Factors 
O the composition of the sponsor group (directed and staffed by professionals or by 

members of a target groupAocaI co~lllllunity) 
O sponsor's history of work in the community and acceptance of sponsor by other 

community groups 
O perceptions about sponsor by other interests, especially sponsor's ability to promote 

participation 
O new social movernent characteristics (degree of independence and self-direction, 

publicly identified values, reptation) 
O resource mobilization (sources of financial and human resources, time spent in 

s e c d g  funds, strategies used to solicit funds, adaptations to project plan to fit funders' 
criteria) 

PROGRAM FACTORS - describes the bureaucratic elements whch may have dûect or 
indirect infiuences cm participation 

P e r m e 1  Factors 
0 background of program officers and managers (community development, technical, 

health professional) 
roles in solicitation and development of projects 

a ongoing assistance and direction to projects 
a cornmitment to participatory strategies 



ûrganizational Factors 
regulations regarding forms and strategies of participation (advisory cornmittees, 
boards of directors, payment of volunteers, payment for meeting expenses) 
the practice of public consultation and its role in government decision-makmg 

a emphasis on forming partnerships and coalitions in communities 

Funding Factors 
a levels of f u n h g  for community projects vs. national projects and program 

mfkstmcture 
prionties given to particular target groups 
methods of establishng target group legitmacy and eligibility for fhding 

Evaluation Factors 
role of evaluation in the program 

a utiiization of evaluation findings (political and practical) 

DETERMINANTS - describe factors which may have more direct influence on 
participation in projects 

PURPOSES - describes the intended and unintended purposes of participation in proJects 

Furposes of Participation 
a publicly stated and pnvately expressed purposes and rationales for participation 

(bureaucrats, sponsor staff, community members and professionals) 

Pardgrn of Health 
expressed Mews on underlying causes of target group problems (biomedical, lifestyle, 
environmentai, social-structural) and rat iode for choice of heath promotion 
approaches (health service planning, health education, muîual aid, self care, healthy 
public policy, community development) 

Proj ect Objectives 
a health promotion approach (heaith senice planning, health education, mutuai aid, self 

care, healthy public policy, community development) and fom of participatory 
sîrategies 



PROJECT CHARACTERISTICS - describes the project's structural and organizationd 
characteristics which may duence  participation 

Inclusion/Exclusion Biases - project factors whch encourage or restict participation based on 
the sponsor's defirution of target group rnemberslup (e.g., persons with certain types of 
disabilities but not others), representation or selection of particular individuals to becorne 
involved based on skills (technicd or educational qualifications), recruitment rnethods 
(personal contact, mail, public notices and presentations, media, referral fiom agencies, non- 
voluntary), and bmiers to participation (transportation, economic affordability, physical 
access, language, chld care) 

Benefit Factors - factors conceming benefits of participation whch make involvement of 
community members more or less Idcely such as tangbility (benefits whch are seen to be of 
practical use, e.g., a job rather than a ski11 improvement workshop), probability (benefits 
whch are highly likely to be received and in whch there is Little risk of losing existing 
benefits), immediacy (benefits whch wdl appear soon rather than in the long terrn), and 
divisibility (benefits whch can be received in amounts which fit the participant' needs rather 
than in standard amounts) 

Design Factors - factors whch affect participation due to the way in whch projects are 
designed or planned such as: 
- program llnkages and allies - Iinkuig project objectives so that multiple needs of cornmunity 
members are met, use of other cummunity agencies to provide services or resources whch the 
sponsor cannot provide 
- program flexibility - allowing flexible arrangements for roles of community mernbers 
depending on their interests and availability 
- resource availabilitylusage - availability and use of resources to facilitate participation (for 
publicization of opportunities, payrnent of volunteers, chld m e ,  travel costs) 
- admuiistrative characteristics - accessibility of project staff to wmmunity members, staff 
initiatives to promote involvement 
- staiTparticipant ratio - optimal number of stafYto encourage and facilitate participation yet 
not take too much responsibilxty 



ENSIONS - describes the proeess of participation in community projects 

KIND? - describes different stages or aspects of projects in which participation may 
OCCUT 

Decision-Makmg - the generation of ideas (definmg issues), formulation, assesment and 
makmg choices about options (initial decisions), formulation of plans for puttmg selected 
options into place (ongoing decisions), and decidmg organizational matters such as 
membershp composition, leadership selection and meeting procedures (operabonal decisions) 

Implementation - contribution of financial, labour, tnformation, equipment and supply 
resources 
- administration and coorduiation of project activities (as board members, advisory cormuttee 
member s, employees, volunteers) 
- enlistrnent in project activities (as clients) but not necessady in benefits 

Benefits to Indwiduals - material benefits (eg employment, clothing, food), social benefits 
(services or publicly avadable goods such as health clinics), personal benefits (self-esteem, 
sense of efficacy, m i a l  support, political power) 

Evaluation - includes evaluative activities such as local project evaluation, advocating for 
policy changes (direct lobbyuig), and influencing public opinion through media (indirect 
d u e n c e )  

WHO? - descnbes the entire set of partxipants involved in comunity projects and some of 
theù distmguishmg features and interests 

Comunity Members - includes target group mernbers, families and other individuals who are 
interested, or in d i c t ,  with the project actwities 

Sponsor Staff - includes board members, managers and support staff who have roles and 
interests in the project 

Govemment Personnel - includes elected officiais, senior bureaucrats and prograrn staff 

Professionals - includes health, educatim and social welfine professionals who by virtue of 
training and experience have a role in the project 

Others - includes local businesses, labour, and those wmmunity members who are not directly 
involved in the project 



Charactenstics - background characteristics which may S e c !  ?le participant's actions and 
interests (age, gender, family status, education, social-ethmc-culhiraI-religious-language 
&visions, occupation and incorne, length of residence) 
- target group characteristics - physical, social, emotional factors which facilitate or impede 
participation 
- leadership patterns and roles 

p? - describes the particular sources, patterns, and dynamics of participation in the project 

Basis of Participation - source of the initiative for parçicipation - from the grassrwts or fiom 
the national centre 
- the incentive for involvement whch may vary fiom payment for participation through 
voluntary uivolvement to coercion 

Form of Participation - organizational features whch affect partxipation, ie. ,  leadership roles, 
d e s  or conditions for participant involvement, complexity of the org anization 
- direct participation of target group members or indirect involvement througb representatives 

Extent of Participation - numbers of parhcipants 
- frequency, duration and periodicity of involvement 
- range of activities m whch individuals participate 

Constraints on Participation - individual and organizational features whch impede 
participation (motivation, skills, avdability of domation,  remuneration, employrnent 
criteria, work shortage, lack of sponsor resources, scheduling) 

Participant Consensus - convergence and divergence of participant views 
- methods of obtaining agreement 
- consequences of disagreement 

Effects of Group Participation - group ernpowexment or development of capacity of persons to 
obtain their goals 
- interactions with participants in other groups 
- limitations and consequences (wasted t h e ,  adverse reptations, disadvantage to another 
group) 

Control and Power - positions and actions of powerfur groups, influence of project participants 
on decisions and activities, conflict between groups 



APPENDIX F 

UMMARY OF STRUCTURAL FACTORS' EFFECTS 
S OF PARTICIPANTS 

PUSH 1 ICHC BAGI 1 DAWN STRUCTURAL 
FACTORS 

COMMUNITY 
MEMBERS 

Target Group 
Status 

? Number 
- Range 
+ Number 
+ Range 

- Range - Range - Range 

1 Target Group 

-/+ NOS. 
+ Range 

- Number 
- Range 

- Number - /+ Nos 
1 Experiences 

Hlstory & 
Target Group 
Mandate 

- Range 
+ Number 

- Range 
+ Number 

1 STAFF 

- Group 
Range 
+ Nurnber 

Organization 
Structure 

- Number - Number 1 
1 Leadership 1 + Number 

1 PROFESSIONAL 

+/- Profs s Proj ect 
Objectives 

Strategy 
Mandate 

+ Profs 

+ Profs 1 -  
+ Profs 

- Health 
+ Other 
Profs 

1 BUREAUCRATS 

+/- Burs + Number 1 + Burs 



APPENDIX F - CONTINUED 

SUMMARY OF S T R U C T I W  FACTORS' EE'FECTS 
N SPONSOR STRATEGIES 

STRUCTURAL 
FACTORS 

Target Group 
Experience 

Resource 
Mobilization 

Program 
Linkages 

- Number 

+ Posns 
- Number 
- Nurnber 
- Gfoup 
Nurnber 

PUSH 

- Number 
+ Posns 

- Gfoup 
Nurnber 

+ Posns 

+ Number 
- Group 
Posns 

- Number 
+ Posns 

- Number 
- Number 

+ Group 
Number 

DAWN 

- Number 

+ Number 
- Range 



APPENDIX F - CONTINUED 

SUMMARY OF STRUCTURAL FACTORS' EFFECTS 
ON PARTICIPANT ROLES AND ACTIVITIES 

STRUCTURAL / ICYP 1 PUSH 1 FACTORS 

S trategy 
Mandate 

+ Number 
+ Posns 

t 1 

Leadership 

+Posns 

ûrganization 

1 

Proj ect 
Activities 

Target Group 
Expen ences 

- Range 1 -Activ 1 

+ Number 
- Range 
- Posns 
+/- Posns 

+ Activ. 
+ Posns 
- Nunber 

- Number 

+ Posns 
+ Nwnber 

+ Activ. 
- Nuniber 

+Number +Posns - Posns 
- Posns - Infl. + Posns 

- Range 

+/- Poms - Group -+ Nos 
- Number Posns + Number 

- Group + Range --LI- 
+ Posns + Posns 
- m. 



APPENDIX F - CONTINUED 

UMMARY OF STRUCTURAL FACTORS' EFFECTS 
UENCE AND POWER DYNAMICS 

STRUCTURAL 
FACTORS 

s trategy 
Mandate 

Target Group 
Expenences 

Target Group 
Status 

Organization 
Structure 

PUSH 

- Infl. 
+ Prof 
I d .  

DAWN 

+ Local 
lnfl. 



APPENDIX G 

HEALTH PROMOTION CONTRIBUTION PROGRAM (HPCP) 
S ON PARTICIPATION 

DESCRIPTIONS BPD RESPONSE EFmCT ON 1 PARTICrPAnON 

PARTICIPANTS 1 1 1 

Resource 
Availability 

Target Group 
Policy 

HPD Staff 

Small scde, 
short-term funding 

Selec~on of 
inexperienced 
organizations 

Focus on target group 
needs 

Annual pnorization, staff 
background & personal 
interests 

Doubthl representation 
of commumty members 

No staff for Iow 
incorne groups 

Lobbymg by HPD 
staff 

Program 
Administrations 

Groups with narrow 
focus 

imbalance of projects 
for target groups 

STRATEGIES 

W D  Staff' 

ROLES AND 
ACTIVTTIES 

Large increase of 
projects, srnail increase of 
filndlng 

Guidelines for 
Participation 

UncIear expenditure 
guidelines, limits on 
volunteer paymen ts 

Program 
Administration 

Small staff increase, 
increased workload 

Formahzed modek of 
participation 

Decreased, mconsistent 
support to projects 

Inconsistent 
application of 
guidelines 

No evaluation of 
activities, participation 

Decreased practical 
supports and motivation 
of vol unteers 

Insuffi ci en t 
resowces, 
Inflexible 
requirements 

Changed reporting 
format 

Decreased attention to 
project gods, grassroots 
participation. 

. - - --- - 

Littie ~nformation or 
feedback to projects 

HPD Policy Shift Target group 
to target issue 

Networks and 
partnershps 

Increased participation 
of senice providers, 
bureaucrats, 
professionals. 
Decreased community 
member duence.  Co- 
optation to governrnent 
agenda? 
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